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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

	

1.1 	GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

This study titled, "A Comparative Linguistic and Cultural Study of Lexical 

Influences on Konkani" ,is a comparative analysis of foreign as well as 

indigenous influences on Konkani vocabulary from a linguistic as well as a 

cultural point of view. What follows is a broad introduction to the entire 

thesis but more particularly to Konkani language which is the object of this 

study. 

	

1.2 	LOCATING KONKANI IN THE INDO-ARYAN 

If one decides to begin from the very beginning, one indeed has to 

acknowledge the fact that the history of Konkani language forms a part of 

over 3000 years of the history of the Indo-Aryan speech on the Indian soil. 

According to Suniti Kumar Chatterji, 'the beginning of the Aryan ingress to 

India was comparatively a late event in ancient history... it looks unlikely 

that this event can be placed at a date earlier than the middle of the 2nd 

millenium B.C. It may even be later'.' When the Aryans came to India circa 

1500 B.C., their speech had already passed through two stages of 

development, namely, the Primitive Indo-European stage, and the Indo-

Iranian stage. 2  The Indo-Aryan stage of the Indo-European began in India. 

The Indo-Aryan speech went through three main developmental stages, 

viz. the Old Indo-Aryan (01- A), roughly from 1500 B.C. to 600 B.C., the 

Middle Indo-Aryan (MIA), roughly from 600 B.C. to 1000 A.D. and, the 

New Ind° Aryan (NIA), roughly from 1000 A.D. onwards.' 

As Chatterji puts it, 'we have to take Indian history as a part of world - 



history, as being intimately connected with that of the lands of the Near 

East particularly'. 4  This indeed holds also in case of Konkani. History of 

Konkani is undeniably a part of the history of the Indo-Aryan, intimately 

connected with that of the Indo-Aryan speech geographically contiguous 

with Konkani. 

However, not all Konkani scholars seem to hold this view. Historical 

formation of Konkani is quite often depicted by isolating it from the Indo-

Aryan linguistic continuum. 

Naguesh Sonde, for example, sees the origin of Konkani in the Sauraseni-

Maharashtri group of Prakrits, with Western Hindi, Rajasthani, Sindhi and 

Gujarati as the other close kins. Marathi is seen as originating from the 

Magadhi group of Prakrits, with Eastern Hindi, Bihari, Bengali and Oriya 

as the nearest sisters.' 

Shripad Desai, too, holds that the roots of Konkani and Marathi are different. 

According to him, Konkani, along with Gujarati and Rajasthani, has evolved 

from the Nagar and Upanagar dialects of Apabhramsha, and Marathi, from 

a mixture of Apabhramsha and Mishra Prakrit. 6  

To quote Jose Pereira 

'Into a non-Aryan country came the Sarasvat Brahmins and the 

Tsaddi (the Punjabi Chaddas? Chardos) bearing with them a Northern 

Indian speech. In their trek southwards they took over some of the 

Nagari Prakrit of Western India and more of the Maharashtri of the 

Northern Deccan - ancient India's song-language. By the eighth century 

they were already in the Konkan. The amalgam of the Prakrits had, 

two centuries afterwards, given rise to Konkani'.' 

According to R.K. Rao, '...Konkani roots go into a proto Austral oid tongue 

to ancient Mundari on the one hand... and to the vedic ancestry on the 

other.'s 



N. Purushothama Mallaya writes, '...Konkani of today which is the direct 

off-shoot of Eastern Magadhi has got a good deal of "Dardic" influence i.e. 

Paisachi Prakriti, the most ancient among 'Prakritis' of India.' 9  

According to L. Suneetha Bai, 

'...The historical background of the Konkani language is closely 

connected with the ancient historical tradition of India. This language 

had been greatly influenced by the ancient Indian Brahmanical culture. 

The primitive sounds, Harappan lexemes, Vedic and Sanskrit vocables 

found in Konkani, are evidences to the fact that the Konkani language 

had its roots in the Vedic as well as the ancient riverine cultures of 

India.''° 

J. Gerson da Cunha's position that '[Konkani] is one of the Gaudian 

languages of the north-western group, imported into the Konkan by a colony 

of Brahmans from the north'," reinforced by a reading of the Sahyddri 

Khanda of the Skanda Purana, seems to have influenced some of the above 

scholars. 

The above positions are mainly based on secondary sources, and partially 

on similarities of vocabulary. They lack a systematic structural approach of 

historical and comparative linguistics. These positions must indeed be situated 

in the context of the emergence and assertion of the Konkani identity. At 

this point it may suffice to say that there is enough scope to revisit this site 

of the historical reconstruction of Truth and also that of the truth of historical 

reconstruction. 

On the basis of a comparative and historical study of the phonology, 

morphology and syntax of six representative Konkani dialects, S.M. Katre 

writes: 

'Taking into account all the main features of Konkani we may now 

definitely assign it to the SoUth-Western group (having Marathi and 
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Gujarati as its nearest of kin) with a tinge of the Central group (Hindi, 

especially in the dative postposition -ka). The differentiations noted in 

the formation of the direct singular of masculine nouns in their extended 

form and the divergent postpositions for the dative clearly mark off 

Konkani as a separate language from Marathi, preserving in many 

respects an earlier stage of development. Its position as a separate 

language (and not a mere dialect) is thereby proved, but phonological 

considerations show that both belong to a common parent Prakrit." 2  

According to Katre, '[a]consideration of the vocabulary shows that in its 

purely inherited form the dialects of Konkani are nearest to Marathi and 

Gujarati." 

Based on a historical comparative reconstruction from the modern speech 

forms by P.B.Pandit", Ashok R.Kelkar presents the regional branching of 

the modern Indo-Aryan languages in the following diagram in which Konkani 

and Marathi form a group's — 

INDO-ARYAN 

Northwestern Central 

I 	 I 
Dardic 	Pahari Lahnda Midland 	East-Central 

(Kashmiri 	(Nepali (Sindhi, I 	I 
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West Southwest 
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Konkani occupies the southernmost position in the Indo-Aryan linguistic 

continuum on the Indian peninsula . Towards the North and the North-East 

it merges gradually with Marathi , its closest kin. Towards the South and the 

South-East it touches Kannada , a language belonging to the Dravidian family. 

There are pockets of Konkani speaking population in and around Mangalore 

(predominantly a Tulu area) in the South Kanara district of Karnataka , and 

in and around Cochin (predominantly a Malayalam area). These are a result 

of the exodus of the Konkani speaking Goans under the Portuguese rule —

mass migration of Hindus from the Old Conquests for avoiding the coercive 

proselytizing policy ofthe Government, and mass migration of the Christians 

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries with a view to avoiding the terror 

of the Inquisition policy of the Church. 16  

Following N.G.Kalelkar, taking into consideration the historical events and 

cultural ties of the speakers, the Konkani linguistic continuum could be seen 

as comprising of three main dialect groups – Northern Konkani, Central 

Konkani and Southern Konkani." Northern Konkani would comprise of 

the group of Konkani dialects spoken in the Ratnagiri district of Maharashtra. 

These dialects have strong cultural ties with the Marathi language . Southern 

Konkani would consist of the group of Konkani dialects spoken in the North 

Kanara district of Karnataka . These have come in close contact with the 

Kannada language which is the dominant regional means of cultural 

expression and instruction. Central Konkani would subsume the Konkani 

dialects in the state of Goa , an erstwhile Portuguese colony . Here Konkani 

came in close contact with Portuguese language and culture . 

According to the 1991 Census, Konkani has 17, 60, 607 speakers in India. 

Of these, 6,02,626 are in Goa, 7,06,397 in Karnataka, 3,12,618 in 

Maharashtra and 64,008 in Kerala. 

The present study is focussed on the Goan varieties of Konkani, and literature 

produced in these. So a brief historical glimpse of Goa would be useful at 

this point. 
5 



1.3 	A BRIEF NOTE ON HISTORY THAT PRODUCED THE PRESENT 

STATE OF GOA 

The present day state of Goa, as outlined by its geo-political boundaries, is 

a product of the Portuguese colonial rule. To quote Pratima Kamat, 'the 

territorial limits of the modern state of Goa have undergone several changes 

of expansion and reduction before they were sketched to the present-day 

boundaries in the second half of the eighteenth century'." 

The colonial rule over Goa began in 1510 when the Portuguese governor, 

Afonso de Albuquerque, captured the islands of Goa (Ilhas) from Yusuf 

Adil Shah, the Sultan of Bijapur. By 1543 the Portuguese succeeded in 

establishing their control over the adjoining territories of Bardez and Salcete 

(which included the present day Mormugao Taluka), respectively to the 

north and south of Ilhas. These three territories of Tiswadi (Ilhas), Bardez 

and Salcete that were acquired by the Portuguese in the sixteenth century 

were referred in Goan history as the 'Old Conquests' (Velhas Conquistas) 

of the Portuguese. 

In 1763 Portuguese captured Ponda from the Marathas. In the following 

year, the territories of Sanguem, Quepem and Canacona, that were under 

the sovereignty of the ruler of Sonda (presently located in the Uttar Karnataka 

District of Karnataka) were temporarily placed by him in Portuguese custody 

in the wake of an attack on his kingdom by Hyder Ali, the ruler of Mysore. 

However, the ruler of Sonda could not recover from Hyder Ali's attack and 

his territories in Portuguese custody eventually became a part of the 

Portuguese Estado da India. Between 1781 and 1788 the Portuguese 

captured Pernem, Bicholim and Sattari from the Bhonsles of Sawantwadi. 

Ponda, Sanguem, Quepem, Canacona, Pernem, Bicholim and Sattari, that 

became a part of Portuguese India in the second half of the eighteenth century, 

were designated as 'New Conquests' (Novas Conquistas) of the Portuguese 

in Goa. Thus, by 1788, the present day geo-political boundaries of Goa 

6 



came to be demarcated.° 

This Goa remained under Portuguese rule till December 19, 1961. On this 

day following 'Operation Vijay' of the Indian Army, Goa along with Daman 

and Diu, which were Portuguese colonial pockets located in Gujarat, became 

a part of the Indian Union, as the Union Territory of Goa Daman and Diu. 

On May 30, 1987 Goa was given full-fledged statehood. 

The geo-political state of Goa is a creation of the colonial rule. It was not a 

state restructured on linguistic principles as the other Indin states had been. 

From third/fourth century A.D. to the early sixteenth century A.D. parts or 

the whole of the present-day Goan territory was ruled by Satavahanas, 

Bhojas, Konkan Mauryas, Rashtrakutas, Chalukyas, Shilaharas, Kadambas, 

Bahamanis, the Vijayanagar kings and the Adil Shah of Bijapur. 2° 

Going by S.K. Chatterji's view that the New Indo-Aryan phase begins by 

about the tenth century A.D.'', the period of Goan history from the Kadamba 

rule (tenth to fourteenth century A.D.) onwards is the period directly relevant 

for the study of the influences on Konkani. 

Incidently, Katre observes that at no period was Konkani the court language 

of any of the medieval dynasties ruling over Konkani area, 22  adding, '...we 

have no instance of royal patronage either for Konkani or the speakers of 

this language in any medieval account.' 23  

1.4 	KONKANI: A SITE OF VARIATION 

The regional and social dialectal texture of Konkani is rich and intricate. 

Within Konkani spoken in Goa, the Pednem, Kankon, Sashti, Bardez or 

Antruz dialects, for instance, are easily identifiable. Also, a Goan variant is 

easily distinguishable from a non-Goan — a Karwari or a Mangalorean or a 

Cochin variant . Thus, on the basis of the speech of a Konkani speaker, he 

or she could be situated on the regional map of Konkani without much 

7 



difficulty . 

Social dialects of Konkani are of two types — caste dialects and dialects of 

religion. The latter are more pronounced in the Old Conquest areas that 

were under Portuguese dominion for over four centuries. Thus, the speech 

of a Konkani speaker also helps the listener to place him/her on the social 

map of Konkani. It tells, for instance, whether the speaker is a Bamon or a 

Chaddo or a Shet or a Gawdo..., whether he/she is a Hindu or a Christian 

or a Muslim. The Christian Konkani community also 'shows more or less 

the full spectrum of caste stratification'" as the Hindu Konkani community. 

Thus, the Konkani community has both, Hindu Brahmins as well as Christian 

r. 	 Bamon, Hindu Gawde as well as Christian Gawde... 

Sometimes the social dialectal differentiation is much more noticeable than 

the regional one. Thus, for example, the speech of a Hindu Brahmin and a 

Christian Brahmin living as neighbours in a single locality probably for 

centuries differs much more than the speech of two Hindu Brahmins living 

kilometers apart. The same is true of caste dialects. Thus social barriers 

seem to have distanced Konkani speakers much more than geographical 

barriers. 

During the recent years, Konkani has also displayed tendencies towards 

standardization. Although one cannot speak of standard Konkani with the 

same distinctness as one could speak of standard English or French or, for 

that matter, standard Hindi or Marathi, one can say with more or less certainty 

that the process of standardization of Konkani is under way, and is felt much 

more in written Konkani than in the spoken. Preparation of school text books 

in Konkani, teaching of Konkani at the degree and the University levels, 

and the launching of a Konkani newspaper (Sunaparant) in the Devanagari 

script (in 1987) opened up avenues for standardization of Konkani. This 

process would have been hastened by the use of Konkani in government 

administration. But ironically enough, the language of State administration in 

8 



a State where Konkani is the official state language is any other but Konkani! 

Konkani is written in five scripts—Roman, Kannada, Malayalam, Perso-

Arabic and Devanagari. However, as far as production of literature is 

concerned, Roman. Kannada and Devanagari could be called the main scripts 

of Konkani. 25  The Roman script probably has the oldest extant literary 

tradition beginning from the sixteenth century. But today, as stated by Pratap 

Naik, in comparison with Devanagari and Kannada scripts, less books are 

being published in the Roman script. Naik informs us that of the 77 books 

published in Konkani in the year 2002, only 9 were in the Roman script. He 

further comments that there must both be a qualitative as well as a 

quantitative rise in publishing of the books in the Roman script. 26  

The use of Devanagari for Konkani, which is now its official script, is believed 

by some scholars to be the most recent. Monsenhor Sebastido Rodolpho 

Dalgado, Konkani scholar and lexicographer, was the first to strongly 

advocate the adoption of Devanagari for Konkani. He himself used the script 

in the entries of his Konkani-POrtuguese dictionary published in 1893. 27 

 However there are others who hold that Devanagari was a script likely to 

be familiar to the Konkani speaking people, and might have been in use too. 

They often site the example of the three Vaidyas who certified the first volume 

of Hortus Indicus Malabaricus by H. Van Rheede, published in Amsterdam 

in 1678 in Devanagari Konkani almost a century and a half after the conquest 

of Goa. Moreover, the work was being done in a Malayalam prevalent 

province where subsequently Malayalam script came to be used for Konkani. 

After Dalgado it was Madhav Manjunath Shanbhag, an advocate by 

profession from Karwar, who stood up for Devanagari script for Konkani. 

With a few like-minded companions he travelled in all the Konkani speaking 

areas, seeking to unite the fragmented Konkani community under the banner 

of 'one language, one script, one literature'. He succeeded in organizing the 

first All India Konkani Parishad in Karwar in 1939. 28  

9 



Modern revivalists of Konkani chose Devanagari as the script for Konkani 

as Konkani belongs to the Indo-Aryan family. Devanagari being the script 

of the Sanskrit-Prakrit linguistic antecedents of Konkani was seen as 

belonging as much to Konkani as it belonged to Hindi, Marathi, Rajasthani, 

Maithili, Nepali— sister languages of Konkani. 29  Also there were phonetic 

reasons. For instance, compared to the Roman script, Devanagari was seen 

as giving a better representation to the contrasts significant to Konkani, dental 

v/s retroflex, unaspirated v/s aspirated contrasts, for instance." 

Devanagari was further preferred also because it was a script of Hindi/ 

Hindustani which in the late twenties or the early thirties was already 

envisaged as the national /link language of independent India. As all literate 

Indians would necessarily have to familiarize themselves with Hindi/ 

Hindustani, Devanagari would not be an additional script to be learnt by all 

Konkani speakers. 3 ' 

The use of Devanagari script for Konkani was not an 'influence of Marathi' 

as has been seen by Rocky Miranda." It was much less the 'Goan Hindu 

expression' of written Konkani. Whereas the other scripts used for Konkani 

were historical accidents and convenient local choices, Devanagari was a 

conscious choice. It was a 'new culture' that was opted for. 

However, although the adoption of script can be the result of a conscious 

and rational choice, the choice of vocabulary may not always be so. The 

following discussion on Konkani will indicate how subtle and therefore 

indiscernible is the absorption of words into the language. 

1.5. 	KONKANI : A SITE OF CONTACT 

Konkani has a rich history of language contact. The sixteenth century 

manuscripts of Konkani Ramayana and Mahabharata 33  bear testimony to 

the influence of Kannada, Persian and Arabic on Konkani. The present day 
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Konkani spoken not only in Goa but elsewhere in the Konkani belt also 

carries this influence. 

Examples : 

1. Loanwords from Kannada: 

tat "plate", tati "egg" , bir* "write", undo "small and round bread", acfo 

"fence", ma. "ridge", maw "father-in-law", ductu "money", ghurut "gum 

prepared with wheat flour", kati -kind of hand axe- , gikto "stone". 

Loanwords from Persian: 

b skar "jobless", umed "enthusiasm ", badzar "market", dz 1min "land", beman 

"ungrateful", khos "happiness", dkya " sea" , dukan " shop", yad "remembrance, 

memory", dusman "enemy". 

Loanwords from Arabic: 

nifib "fate", nada• "sight, vision", wigit "time", sayb "lord", dzap "answer", 

kagat "paper, letter", luskan/luksan/rniksan "loss", w adz an "weight", khibir 

"news", tarik "date". 

The influence of Kannada on Konkani could largely be attributed to the rule 

of Kadambas and the Vijaynagar Kings over Konkani speaking area. 

Similarly, the rule of the Bahamani Sultans and that of Adil Shah of Bijapur 

was mainly responsible for the Perso-Arabic influence on Konkani." 

With the Portuguese colonial rule beginning from 1510, Konkani began 

receiving influence of the Portuguese language. The four and a half centuries 

of contact with Portuguese has influenced Konkani remarkably. This influence 

is at once evident at the level of lexicon. Many words which form a part of 

the daily, even the basic, vocabulary of Goan Konkani are loans from 

Portuguese. Examples: kadel "chair", med2  "table", kul er "spoon", &and 

"window", pasty "walk", bols "pocket", burak "hole", .fask "match-box", 

ig/rz "church", war "hour". 
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►-• 

To quote J. Gerson da Cunha, 

'Portuguese is mixed with [Konkani] by the right of domain over the 

Konkan, just as words from Romans, Angles, Jutes, and Saxons, were 

introduced into English by their conquest of Britain, or from Arabs 

into Spanish and Portuguese.'" 

Portuguese has also influenced word-formation processes of Konkani. For 

instance, along with fugasdw "suffocation", istimasdw "esteem, affection", 

conisdo "condition" that are Portuguese loans, Konkani also has words 

like hgasci-w, katkisciw, gucictilasciw that sound like Portuguese loans but 

in fact are native creations in which only the suffix sdw is Portuguese. 

Bpasdw "boredom", for example, is bEcizar, a Persian loan plus Portuguese 

sciw. 

The Portuguese influence on Konkani syntax is even more subtle. Thus for 

instance, while in all sister languages of Konkani, the expression for "what 

time is it?"is literally in terms of "how many times has it rung?" (eg. Marathi: 

kiti wadzle; Hindi: kitne baje; Gujarati: ketla wagya) Konkani asks, kitli 

word dzaTi or ward kitli dzali which is literally "how many hours have 

happened", which is a version of que horas sdo. 

The mass migrations of Konkani speaking population from Goa to Karnataka 

(in and around Mangalore) and to Malabar (in and around Cochin) during 

the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries brought Konkani in contact with 

Kannada and Malayalam, the culturally and politically dominant languages 

of the region. Later, Konkani of these immigrants was also influenced by 

English, the language of the colonial power of the region. 

,:lrrimigration of Goans during the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries, more 

during the latter, to places like Mumbai or Pune, mainly for economic reasons, 

prepared grounds for the influence of Marathi and English on Konkani. 

Similarly, Kalelkar's 'Northern Konkani' and 'Southern Konkani' have been 
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influenced by Marathi and Kannada, respectively, and also by English." 

Influence of a particular language on a particular Konkani variety varies 

with region, also, with religion. For instance, Portugese influence is more on 

Goan dialects of Konkani than on the non Goan dialects which are influenced 

more by the dominant regional languages of the respective areas, and English. 

Thus, a person from Canacona would say duyent pap) "falling ill", with a 

loanword from Portuguese duyent "ill", and a person from Karwar - just 

across the border - would say f ik p aciep with a loanword from English - 

fik "sick". 

The Portuguese influence is more on the Christian varients of Konkani than 

on the Hindu variants. As observed by Miranda, 'Christians were more 

susceptible to Portuguese influence because of religious and cultural ties.'" 

This influence has even been conspicuous at the level of syntax, especially 

on the structure of the sentence in the written style and formal oral style, 

formerly found in Church sermons. In his concluding observations, in the 

The Formation of Konkani, Katre comments on this 'complete subservience 

to Portuguese word-order (SVO)' 38  as seen in the Goan Christian varieties. 

As has been pointed out by Miranda, there has been a conscious effort to 

'delusitanize' the syntax of the literary Christian dialect in the post-liberation 

years, which has implied a return to the word-order proper to Konkani 

(SVO). 39  Joaquim Antonio Fernandes was a great influence towards this 

effect. 

The distinctiveness of the two main religious cultures of Goa - Hindu and 

Christian - is sometimes brought about at the lexical level by a distinctiveness 

in Konkani vocabulary. Whereas in Portuguese, for instance, one could talk 

of a Hindu marriage or a Christian marriage with the same word - casamento, 

a Hindu marriage in Konkani is lign or login and a Christian marriage kadzar; 

a song sung in a Hindu dialect is a pad and that in a Christian dialect is a 

kcitar: a play performed in a Christian dialect is a tiyatr which is performed 
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on a palk "stage", and a play performed in a Hindu dialect is a 'wok which 

is performed on a maci ' stage" . The kinship vocabulary in the Christian 

Konkani dialects also bears a remarkable Portuguese influence. 

The relationship between Konkani and Marathi has been quite ambivalent. 

This ambivalence has found an expression more in written Konkani than in 

the spoken. At times, the pressures of the language/dialect controversy have 

pushed Konkani writers away from the influence of Marathi. At times, they 

have sought the help of experienced Marathi for enabling Konkani to function 

effectively in new domains. 

1.6 	GENERAL LAYOUT OF THE DISSERTATION 

This study is a comparative analysis of the foreign as well as indigenous 

influences on Konkani vocabulary from a linguistic as well as a cultural point 

of view. Exploring the influences of the Portuguese language with which 

Konkani was in contact for over four centuries, forms one of the main 

concerns of the present study. It aims at providing both, a linguistic typology 

of Konkani loans, and also investigating their socio-cultural, historical and 

political determinants. It has been carried out mainly within the framework 

of linguistics. 

The diverse aspects of this work, along with the relevant methodological 

approaches, have been discussed in seven chapters. The observations and 

findings made in the course of this study have been reported in the concluding 

chapter. The overall layout of the dissertation is given below. 

Chapter One, evidently the present chapter, is a general gateway to the entire 

thesis. As such, it is a broad introduction to Konkani language. Among other 

things, it provides information in brief on a number of relevant issues like, 

the number of Konkani speakers, areas where Konkani is spoken in India, 

dialectal variation in Konkani, and offers a brief account of contacts Konkani 
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has had with several languages in its history. This is followed by the general 

layout and methodology of the thesis, previous work done on the subject of 

study, the relevant theoretical approaches adopted to study the various 

linguistic encounters. 

Chapter Two is titled 'Konkani Language: Diglossia and Emergence of 

Literature'. The main thrust of research in this chapter is the study of 

Konkani from the perspective of diglossia. With the help of available 

evidence in extant literature in Konkani, Marathi and English, from the 

sixteenth century onwards, this investigation tracks Konkani diglossia - both 

'classical' (Charles Ferguson 1959) 40  and 'extended' (Joshua Fishman 1972)x' 

- in history and upto the present times. This chapter also deals briefly with 

the politics of Konkani - the Konkani-Marathi controversy, and the 

Konkani movement. 

It also investigates a matter of controversy that has a strong bearing on the 

study of Konkani diglossia - whether there was written literature in Konkani 

prior to the establishment of the Portuguese colonial rule over Goa. In the 

light of scholarly opinions on the matter, and on the basis of a careful stylistic 

scrutiny of the available edited Devanagari versions of parts of the sixteenth 

century Konkani manuscripts in the Roman script, a critical position is taken. 

Chapter Three titled 'Linguistic Typology of Konkani Loans' is a formal 

classification of loanwords in Konkani. It adopts Einar Haugen" as the 

theoretical mainstay since the complex structural typology presented therein 

is very systematic and widely inclusive. This chapter also deals with 'hybrid 

creations' - words imbibing influence of other languages -- but which do not 

fit into Haugen's definition of a loan. Adj unctions of two synonyms, one 

native and the other foreign, that are a typical pan-Indian response to 

situations of language contact, are investigated in the context of Konkani. 

This chapter addresses itself also to issues like the degree of bilingualism 

and the extent of phonological distortions in loanwords, the role of loan 
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translations and 'loan translators' in the development of Konkani, some 

loaning trends in the writings of academic literary critics, and the influence 

of Marathi in the expansion of Konkani lexicon. The impact of loan words 

on the phonology of the borrowing language is also explored, albeit in the 

context of Ifl. 

Chapter Four -- 'Hindu and Christian Kinship Terminology: a Comparative 

Study' -- examines the influences on a very specific domain of Konkani 

lexicon - the domain of kinship - by comparing the kinship terminology in 

the Hindu and the Christian dialects of Konkani. The study is based on the 

field-work carried out in the Salcete Taluka of Goa. The data is presented 

and the influences therein are analyzed largely within the theoretical 

perspective of George Peter Murdock." Konkani Kinship terms are 

classified according to their linguistic structure and their range of application. 

Comparisons are carried out and inferences drawn regarding indigenous as 

well as foreign influences on Konkani kinship terms, as also regarding the 

structural changes in the system of kinship terminology brought about by 

these influences. An attempt is also made to trace the evolution of most of 

the elementary Konkani kinship terms of Indo-Aryan origin by juxtaposing 

these alongside their cognates in the sister New Indo-Aryan and those in 

the Middle Indo-Aryan as well as the Old Indo-Aryan languages. The 

reconstructed Proto Indo-European form is also cited wherever possible 

so as to bring home the approximate time-span of the evolution of the Konkani 

words. 

Chapter Five -- 'Influence on Konkani : a Textual Approach' -- examines 

the influences on Konkani lexicon as revealed through select Konkani texts. 

It also discusses the choice of influences of the pioneering Konkani writers 

thereby highlighting their contribution to (written) Konkani. Both 'cultural' 

and 'intimate'" contact of Konkani mainly with Portuguese is explored 

through a scrutiny of selective texts from the sixteenth century onwards. 
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Changing patterns of influences on Christian religious literature in Konkani 

are also partially studied. 

Chapter Six -- 'Nativistic Approach to the Konkani Lexicon: a Compara-

tive Case-Study.' -- is a case-study of Shennoi Goembab's work. His 

lexical choices are compared with those of Mgr. Sebastido Rodolpho 

Dalgado and Dadoba Pandurang Tarkhadkar. Dalgado and Shennoi 

Goembab, each in his respective capacity, as an influential indigenous lexi-

cographer of Konkani, and as an influential writer of the polemic of Konkani 

as also of the first modern Konkani prose in the Devanagari script, have 

both had a considerable impact on Konkani literature. This impact is 

examined by means of a scrutiny of their lexical choices which seem to have 

been determined by their socio-cultural background. The choices made by 

Shennoi Goembab while writing the first grammar of Konkani in Konkani, 

and within the lexical framework of Sanskrit are compared with those of 

Tarkhadkar who pioneered the modern era of Marathi grammar. The impact 

of these initial choices on the present day grammatical meta-language is 

also briefly examined. Towards the end of the chapter, Shennoi Goembab's 

lexical innovations are classified and defined. 

Chapter Seven titled 'Conclusion' reports the specific findings arrived at in 

the course of the present research work with due substantiation and 

elaboration of the relevant points discussed in the various chapters on the 

basis of extensive research. 

The methodological approach adopted is basically comparative if somewhat 

eclectic. This is so because this study is not exclusively a linguistic study, 

but also a cultural study. Moreover, the geographic/historical context of 

Konkani over the centuries necessitates a comparive approach. The research 

is principally anchored in linguistics, both theoretically and methodologi-

cally. But some of the theoretical insights of anthropology and Compara-

tive Literature, along with the ensuing methodology are also adopted wher- 
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ever found necessary. 

This is not a study of a particular varient of Konkani, whether spoken or 

written. The study does not encompass all Konkani varieties either. The 

scope of the study is limited only to Goan varieties of Konkani as expressed 

in speech or writing. Literature considered is obviously that in which Goan 

varieties have found an expression. 

One of the parts of the present research is a comparative study of Hindu 

and Christian kinship terminologies. It does not include a discussion of the 

Muslim kinship terminology. This study is based on field work carried out in 

the Salcete Taluka of Goa by employing methods of field linguistics. Kinship 

terms in Konkani are provided in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). 

The IPA is also employed for representing Konkani loanwords in Chapter 

Three. The phonetic representations of these latter, however, approximate 

those in the variety spoken by the investigator. 

1.7 	REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK DONE 

Limited literature that could be called systematic study, is available on the 

subject of lexical influences on Konkani. 

Mgr. Sebastido Rudolpho Dalgado appears to have laid the foundation of 

this study with his work - 'Influencia do Vocabulario Portugues em 

Linguas A siaticas' (Henceforth Vocabulario). 45  

The Vocabulario, translated by Anthony Xavier Soares into English as 

'Portuguese Vocables in Asiatic Languages', is a compilation of Portuguese 

loanwords into over fifty Asian languages belonging to around ten language 

families / sub-families. As the writer of 'a sketch of the, author's [Dalgado's] 

Life' (probably the translator) puts it, therein Mgr. Dalgado '...track[s] down 

the numerous Portuguese vocables which like nondescripts, without papers 

or passport, had strayed into the boundaries of Eastern idioms, and so many 
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of whom had lost every semblance which might bespeak their country of 

origin'" As pointed out by Soares, '[t]he Vocabulario was primarily 

addressed to the Portuguese, and it was presumably to acquaint even such 

of them as have no interest in philology with the great linguistic legacy their 

forefathers have bequeathed to the East...'" Dalgado sees lexical influence 

of Portuguese on Eastern languages, as a part of 'the civilizing influence of 

Portugal' on the East. 48  

He writes: 

'...When perchance Portuguese shall have ceased to be spoken in the 

East, the words from the beautiful tongue of Camoens, adopted and 

naturalised in a hundred and one of the vernaculars of the East, will 

continue to exist as long as the vernaculars themselves endure and 

stand as living and abiding monuments of the Portuguese dominion and 

civilization in those parts.'" 

As A.R. Gonsalves Viana points out, Dalgado, in his investigation of the 

influence of the Portuguese language, takes count of the long time span of 

about five centuries of language contact of Portuguese with the Asian tongues, 

and in respect of space, he covers the expanse from Ceylon to Japan." 

Dalgado's compilation of Portuguese loanwords is primarily based on a word 

by word scrutiny of the dictionaries of these languages." 

The principal part of the Vocabulario is an alphabetically ordered inventory 

of Portuguese loanwords into Asian languages. Within an entry, the 

Portuguese word is followed by its adaptation in the various languages 

arranged according to their geneological affiliations. Dalgado begins with 

the Indo-Aryan and takes Konkani as the starting point. Important 

etymological and lexicographical inform" atiOn is also provided in many entries. 

The entries of Balde "bucket" and lead° "auction sale" may be seen as 

examples of such scholarly and informative entries. (The footnotes below 

these entries are omitted.) -- 
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'Balde (a bucket). Konk[ani], Mar[athi], Guj[arati] 	- Beng[ali], 

Hindust[ani], L[askari] Hindust[ani] bald( balti. - Sindh[i] bOdiya, 

bciliya. - Tam[il] baldi. - Tel[ugu] bald( brtd1rTul[u] baldi. - Anglo-

Ind[ian] balty. - Gar[o] balti, baltin. - Mal[ay], Tet[o], Gal[oli] 

The etymology of balde is not clear. The Portuguese dictionary, 

Contemporaneo, derives it from Low Latin batellus, and C.Ldido 

de Figueiredo, associates it, in a doubtful manner, with baldo 

('unprovided, penniless'). Gaspar Correia regards the word as new 

and assigns to it an Indian origin. 

"All this our men will see for themselves in the port of Cananor, in 

which there are very large vessels, which the Captains will send their 

men to see, so that they might give an account of everything they had 

seen when they go to Portugal; on these ships there are no pumps, 

only some pails made of thick cow's hide, tanned in such a way, that 

they last long, and with these they bale the water out by hand; these 

pails they call baldes (I,p. 123). 

"Luis de Mello de Mendoca set out with his companions to help at the 

baldes, with which they began to bale out the water" (1546). Diogo 

de Couto, Dec. VI., iii, 3. 

Indian dictionary-writers give the Portuguese word as the original: 

"Balty, s. H. balti, 'a bucket', is the Portuguese balde", Hobson-

Jobson. '52 

Leilao (auction sale). Konk[ani] leylcirtiv; vern[acular] termpavni -

Mar[athi] - Guj [arati] lila'm, nil6m - Hindi niam, 

nilam. - Hindust[ani], Or[iya] nilthn - Nep[ali] 177a/m. - Beng[ali] 

nilam, nilam,nilama. - Ass[amese] /i/dm. -Sindh[i] 

- Punj [abi] lalam , hilam. - Tam rill edam. -Malayal [am] lelam, edam. 
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- Tel [ugu] Igam, y6lam, yalam, yelamu. - Kan[nada] leylam, li16mu, 

yalam, yelamu. -Tul [u] leil6mu, yelamu, yelamu. - Anglo-Ind [i an] 

leelam, neelam. - Gar[o] ilam. - Bur[mese] lay-lan. - Khas[i] lilam, 

nilam, Die lilam, to sell at an auction. - Siam [ese] lelgng. - Mal[ay] 

lelan, felon , laong. - Ach[inese], Batt[a]; Sund[anese], Jav[anese], 

Mac[assar], Bug[ui], lelang. - Day[ak] lelang. - Tet[o], Gal[oli] 

Lela. - Chinese of Canton yaong. - Amoy 10'ang. - Swatow loylang. 

Leylamkar (Konk[ani]), lilamvkarrjard, lilam vala, [1ilamdar, 

lilamvdar] (Mar [athi]) lilamkarnar (Guj [arathi]) n7lam-karn6, 

nilam-valci (Hindi, Hindust[ani]), nilangar (Hindi), nildm-karivald 

(Beng[ali])yalameira, ylilam-hakuvara (Kan[nada]), an auctioneer. 

Vd/d(Hindi-Hindust[ani]) means 'agent, man of, and is equivalent to 

the Portuguese suffix-dor and - eiro. 

Lalami, bought at an auction sale (Punj [abi]). Yalam-chitu, a lottery 

ticket. Yalam-vTguta, to sell by auction (Telugu). Nglaong, 

nglenglang, to place in an auction. Ngligan gake, negle langaken, 

to put up for sale, to sell (Jav[anese]) 

With regard to the change of 1 into n, cf. nimbi / and /imbri ('lemon'), 

nangar and langar ('anchor'), neicluir and Lichilr ('indigent, 

wretched'): and the Portuguese laranja from the Ar[abic] naranj, 

Spanish naranja.' 

Candid() de Figueiredo says that the origin of leilao is uncertain. Brown 

gives as its probable derivation the Arabic al-i'lam, "proclamation, 

advertisement, notice, placard", which, according to Belot, signifies 

"to stamp, to distinguish with a sign." 

Auction-sales took place very largely among the Portuguese, when 

one of them died or was transferred from one place to another. The 

Dutch traveller Linschoten (1598) is a witness to the fact that even the 
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effects of a Viceroy were disposed of by auction. There were in the 

city of Goa signboards with the following inscription "The auction-sale 

which is held every morning in the Rua Direita ('The Straight Street') 

of Goa." '" 

The inventory of Portuguese loanwords in the Vocabulario is preceded by 

a lengthy introduction (82 pp.) wherein the investigator sets the work in a 

perspective and provides brief informative notes on each of the considered 

languages. He also makes some important observations pertaining to the 

socio-cultural determinants of borrowing; phonological and morphological 

assimilation of Portuguese loanwords into languages of Asia. 

According to Dalgado, certain agencies 'working either separately or 

simultaneously'", are responsible for the introduction of Portuguese words 

into Asian languages. These are : 

'(a) direct dominion 

(b) commercial connection 

(c) political influence 

(d) vicinage of Portuguese colonies 

(e) religious propaganda 

(f) consociation of many vernaculars in certain cities 

(g) borrowings from a contiguous language or from a more important 

language which had already been influenced 

(h) co-existence of Indo-Portuguese 

(i) Anglo-Indian vocabulary'" 

Dalgado also identifies the following reasons behind the borrowing of 

Portuguese words into Asian languages--" 

1. Propagation of Christanity in Asian Society, thanks to Portuguese 
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missionaries. Terms concerning the Christian doctrine were borrowed from 

the Portuguese language as local languages were found lacking in equivalent 

terms. Dalgado also feels that 'even when suitable terms or expressions 

existed in the indigenous languages, they made use of the Portuguese words 

for fear lest the people might confound Christianity with Hinduism or 

Mahommedanism and thereby trace resemblaces between these three 

religions'. 56 

2) Portuguese civilization introduced new objects in Asian Society. These 

came along with the Portuguese words by which they were represented. 

3) The Portuguese introduced new plants/trees on the Asian soil. These often 

came with their Portuguese names. 

4) Portuguese words are sometimes preferred to native alternatives as they 

are felt to be making an impact of 'distinction or superiority' ". 

5) Some words are borrowed because, in comparison with the native options 

they are 'simple to pronounce, and are expressive and characteristic'". 

6) Certain terms are adopted, sometimes replacing the native terms, 

sometimes in addition to these, simply because they fascinate the user." 

Dalgado also makes some general observations regarding phonological and 

morphological integration of Portuguese loanwords in Asian languages. One 

of the important observations pertaining to Konkani is regarding the 

assimlation of Portuguese verb forms (infinitives) into Konkani. Dalgado 

was the first one to notice that 'in Konkani they [infinitives] remain as a rule 

unchanged and are conjugated with the vernacular verb corresponding to 

'to make' or 'to be' according to whether it is transitive or intransitive and 

reflexive.' 59  

Dalgado also secs a possible classification of Portuguese loanwords in 

accordance with the range of their impact on the va'riou's languages. Thus, 

there would be 
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1) loanwords, few in number as compared to the rest, found in nearly 'all 

the indigenous cultivated languages'; 

2) loanwords 'exclusively used by Christians', and, 

3) loanwords with which only the city dwelling 'educated classes' are 

familiar. 6° 

The Socio-cultural and educational background of the speakers is indeed a 

determining factor in the borrowing of Portuguese loanwords into Konkani. 

In a recent study of Konkani loans conducted within the framework of 

Generative Grammar, Francis Alves takes up the issue of gender marking of 

substantives borrowed from English into Konkani. 61  Konkani data which is 

analyzed is seen to be reinforcing the claims of 'the Elsewhere Condition' 

formulated by Paul Kiparsky. Based on the application of this concept to 

the problem of gender assignment to borrowed nouns in Konkani, Alves 

concludes that 'in Konkani, gender resides in both form and meaning', and 

that 'the form takes precedence over meaning. '62 

Another systematic study of loanwords in Konkani is Rocky Miranda's 

investigation of the influence of Kannada on Old Konkani lexicon (sixteenth 

and seventeenth century Konkani). 63  Miranda identifies over one hundred 

loanwords from Kannada into Konkani, which are recorded in the three 

available versions of the oldest of the Konkani - Portuguese dictionaries -

that compiled by Diogo Ribeiro in 1626. Miranda makes the following 

observations: 

1. '[Ajlmost all the Kannada loans found in Old Konkani are content words 

and, among these, most are nouns'. 64  

2. 'In addition to the verbs borrowed directly from Kannada, Old Konkani 

also has a couple of verbs that have been formed from other parts of speech 

borrowed from Kannada.' 65  

3. 'The number of adjectives borrowed from Kannada is quite small'."' 
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4. 'Old Konkani has a couple of postpositions from Kannada, which still 

survive.' 67  

5. 'Probably a large number of [Sanskrit loans] came into Konkani through 

Kannada and Marathi, the influential literary languages in the Konkani area.'" 

6. 'Some of the Kannada loans in Old Konkani are in hybrid formations 

consisting of Kannada and Sanskrit elements.'" 

7. 'Kannada loans in Old Konkani show signs of being well assimilated 

morphologically.' 69  

8. 'In the course of such assimilation, Kannada loans have undergone many 

phonological and semantic alterations: 7° 

1.8 	THEORETICAL PRELIMINARIES 

Language, like all other aspects of human culture, changes over a period of 

time. The linguistid structure -- phonology, morphology, syntax and 

semantics-- as also the linguistic inventories -- phonetic spectrum and lexicon 

-- of a language are affected by change. 

A particular linguistic feature may undergo modification 'on its own' or on 

account of an outside influence, i.e., the influence of another language or 

another dialect of the same language. Changes of the latter type are 

'introduced into languages as speakers of one language adopt elements of 

another.'" These elements may be words, stems -- forms smaller than words, 

and even phrases -- forms larger than words.' 

The process whereby linguistic elements get transferred from one language 

to another as also the form that is introduced or taken over by a language or 

a dialect from another" is traditionally referred in Comparative and Historical 

Linguistics as borrowing. The langliage or linguistic variety from which a 

form spreads into another is referred as the 'source' (language /variety), and 
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the language or linguistic variety into which a form from the source spreads 

is called the 'target' (language/variety). 

Borrowing carries the assumption that every language has a specific inherent 

identity. This is perhaps what is hinted at when Leonard Bloomfield alludes 

to 'the basic tradition' of a language before defining linguistic borrowing as 

'the adoption of features which differ from those of the main tradition.'" 

While outlining the theoretical preliminaries of his seminal work on language 

contact, Uriel Weinreich at the very outset writes-- 

'A structuralist theory of communication which distinguishes between 

speech and language... necessarily assumes that every speech event 

belongs to a definite language. Only on this assumption is it possible 

to conceive of an utterance containing some elements which belong to 

another language than the rest. Because it is usually known, to either 

the speaker or the describer or both, to which language an utterance 

as a whole belongs, the non-belonging elements can be separated as 

"borrowed" or TRANSFERRED.'" 

Borrowed elements are thus 'outsiders' in a language. But they are outsiders 

only from the diachronic perspective of a self-conscious speaker-listener or 

an investigator. Otherwise a borrowed element is hardly perceived as an 

outsider except when it is a fairly recent innovation. Also, a borrowed element 

hardly functions as an outsider alienated from the system of the host-

language, and is also capable of introducing alterations in it. 

Here Weinreich's distinction between borrowing and interference -- becomes 

relevant to the discussion. While borrowing to him implies 'mere additions 

to an inventory... [i]n the more loosely patterned domains of a language --

some of the syntax or vocabulary of an incidental nature...', interference 

signifies 'the rearrangement of patterns that result from the introduction of 

foreign elements into the more highly structured domains of language, such 

as the bulk of the phonemic system, a large part of the morphology and 
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syntax, and some areas of the vocabulary (kinship, color, weather, etc.).' 76 

 Weinreich further cautions that although it may be proper to speak of 

borrowing when our stress is on the transfer of an element as such, we cannot 

rule out the possibility of a simple borrowed element 'ensuing rearrangements 

in the patterns' 76  of the language and thus eventually turning out to be an 

interference. 

Borrowing is one of the mechanisms of linguistic change. But, as remarked 

by Charles Hockett, it 'stands somewhat apart from the other mechanisms.'" 

Other mechanisms like sound change and analogy 78  'can bring about an 

innovation, but if the innovation survives and spreads to other speakers only 

borrowing can be responsible.'" All acts of face-to-face speech are prone 

to borrowing. As Hockett puts it, 1 _ the conditions for borrowing are present 

constantly, as a natural accompaniment of every use of language except 

genuine soliloquy.'" Herold Bloom, while discussing the anxiety of 

influence, argues that 'poetic history... is... indistinguishable from poetic 

influence.'" Likewise, linguistic history is a story of linguistic influence. 

The part of language that is most vulnerable to influence is its vocabulary. 

As pointed out by Rene Appel and Pieter Muysken, 'lexical borrowing is as 

old as the oldest cuneiform tablets and rock inscriptions, and older yet.' 80 

 As Weinreich puts it, this is 'the domain of borrowing par excellence.'" This 

vulnerability of the vocabulary could also be seen as its strength, its power. 

Words can create wonders; they create a history when they move from one 

language to another. While responding to Lucien Febvre's sketch of the 

history of the term 'civilization', Emile Benveniste writes -- 'the whole history 

of modern thought and the principal intellectual achievements in the western 

world are connected with the creation and handling of a few dozen essential 

words which are all the common possession of the western European 

languages.'" This 'common possession' may indeed be ascribed to inter-

linguistic transfer or borrowing. Vocabulary is 'the most visible part of a 
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language.'" Hence, influences on vocabulary are always perceived better 

by speakers and investigators of language. Moreover, borrowing of other 

features (like linguistic sounds or morphological formations) usually goes 

hand in hand with the borrowing of vocabulary. This perhaps explains why 

borrowing in linguistics is generally treated synonymous with 'lexical 

borrowing.' 

1.9 	BORROWING: A DISCUSSION 

Although borrowing  is a well established term in the linguist's register, some 

linguists have felt uneasy with it. A suppressed discomfort could be sensed 

in the following lines of Charles Hockett '... this term requires some 

caution,' writes Hockett, '...that which is "borrowed" does not have to be 

paid back; the donor makes no sacrifice and does not have to be asked for 

permission. Indeed, nothing changes hands : the donor goes on speaking as 

before, and only the borrower's speech is altered.'" Thus, linguistic 

borrowing is a borrowing without conditions and obligations. Then the 

question arises, why name this process borrowing at all! Weinreich in 

Languages in Contact appears to have preferred the term transference  to 

borrowing."  Punya Sloka Ray finds the term borrowing  misleading as the 

borrowing language is allowed to keep the borrowed word for itself forever 

and has no obligation to return it; he prefers the term inheritance. 86  However, 

inheritance  used in the sense of borrowing has its own disadvantages as it is 

customary in linguistics to use it to refer to the 'non-foreign' features that are 

present in a language due to its family affiliations. Inherited features are those 

that are received by the daughter-language from its predecessor - the 

mother-language. And these features are precisely those that are not 

borrowed. Fasold shows his preference for lexical copying.  He feels, this 

phrase 'would be more accurate to describe what actually happens. When 

one language 'borrows' a word from another the 'lending' language doesn't 
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lose the word, the borrowing language simply has a 'copy' of it for its own 

use. 187 

According to J. Heath, 'it is a historical quirk that the term 'borrowing' is 

used instead of spreading, imitation, proliferation, cloning, or mitosis.'" He 

thinks, this term is 'semantically misleading from the start, since it implies 

that the source language relinquishes a form in lending it temporarily to the 

target language which is expected to return the form later (with or without 

interest).'" 

Haugen too finds the metaphor implied in the term borrowing to be absurd 

as 'borrowing takes place without the lender's consent or even awareness, 

and the borrower is under no obligation to repay the loan.'" He further 

writes: 

'One might as well call it stealing, were it not that the owner is deprived 

of nothing and feels no urge to recover his goods. The process might 

be called an adoption, for the speaker does adopt elements from a 

second language into his own. But what would one call a word that 

had been adopted -- an adoptee? Anthropologists speak of 'diffusion' 

in connection with a similar process in the spread of non-linguistic 

cultural items. One might well speak of linguistic diffusion though this 

would suggest the spread of the language itself rather than of elements 

from it.'" 

Despite feeling that the term 'borrowing' is inappropriate for referring to the 

process of what is known in popular parlance as mixture  or hybridization  in 

languages, Haugen does not discard it. According to him 'the real advantage 

of the term borrowing  is the fact that it is not applied to language by laymen. 

It has therefore remained comparatively unambiguous in linguistic discussion, 

and no apter term has yet been invented.'" 

Thus, retaining 'borrowing' which is a well-established term in linguistics, 
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Haugen proceeds to delimit its use thereby giving it a precise definition. He 

restricts the use of 'borrowing' only to refer to the process of 'reproduction 

in one language of patterns previously found in another,' 99  and uses the term 

'loan' to refer to the result or the end product of the borrowing process. 9° 

In order to avoid ambiguity in discussion, the present research adheres to 

this distinction made by Haugen. 

1.10 	BORROWING AND CODE SWITCHING 

The process of borrowing is also differentiated from that of 'code switching' 

which broadly refers to 'the juxtaposition of elements from two (or more) 

languages or dialects.' 9 ' According to Heath, when we talk of borrowing, 

we are ideally concerned with 'a historically transferred form, usually a word 

(or lexical stem), that has settled comfortably into the target language.'" 

Whereas under code-switching, we are ideally dealing with 'a spontaneous, 

clearly bounded switch from sentences of one language to sentences of 

another, affecting all levels of linguistic structure simultaneously.'" 

However, boundaries between borrowing and code-switching cannot be 

clearly outlined in actual situations of speech communication in bi/multilingual 

settings. As pointed out by Heath, many borrowed elements are 'only 

partially nativized into the target language and even monolingual speakers 

may be conscious of their foreign status.'" Here borrowing resembles code-

switching. Similarly, when phrases or words from a foreign language are 

incorporated into 'slots in a clearly primary base language' 92  rather than 

shifting abruptly from sentences of one language to those of another, code-

switching approximates borrowing. The term code-mixing is coined by some 

linguists to refer to cases such as phrasal code-switching.'" 

Appel and Muysken, addressing themselves to the 'classical view' 94  that 

borrowing and code mixing are distinguishable on the basis of the adaptation 
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of non-native items, write: this view is problematic for at least two reasons: 

first, there may be different degrees of phonological adaptation for borrowed 

items; second, it is not evident that all non-adapted items are clearly cases 

of code mixing.'" On the basis of relevant evidence, Appel and Muysken 

conclude that it is very difficult 'to distinguish individual cases of code-mixing 

from not-yet-integrated borrowings on the basis of simple diagnostic 

criteria.' 95  According to them, 'this distinction has a theoretical basis in the 

difference between use of two systems (mixing) and adoption into a system 

(borrowing)', 95  and linguists would have to yield new operational criteria by 

working further on the implications of this difference. 

According to Ralph Fasold, a speaker has three kinds of language choice -

- choice between languages, choice between varieties of a single language 

and in between these, a third kind of choice when 'pieces of one language 

are used while a speaker is basically using another language.' 96  This third 

choice is the choice to code-switch. Fasold further writes: 'It is often the 

case that these three kinds of choice cannot be clearly separated from each 

other... (and) are best viewed as points on a continuum.'" 

However, for Fasold, when code mixing concerns words, it is borrowing. 96  

Suzanne Romaine uses the term code-switching  in the same sense in which 

John Gumperz defines it, as 'the juxtaposition within the same speech 

exchange of passages of speech belonging to two different grammatical 

systems or subsystems.'" She supports the view of Gumperz and Hernandez-

Chavez who 'talk of code-switching as a type of borrowing.'" Thus the 

types of code-switching would constitute a continuum 'ranging from whole 

sentences, clauses and other chunks of discourse to single words... speakers 

could then borrow items of various sizes, depending on various linguistic 

and social factors, in constructing a code-mixed / code-switched discourse.'" 

Carol Myers-Scotton points out that there is a clear relation between code- 
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switching and borrowing as far as the motivation behind these processes is 

concerned: 'In both, elements from one language are inserted into the 

grammatical frame of another language because these elements meet 

speakers' expressive needs.'" Having pointed out this similarity, Myers-

Scotton brings out three points of difference between the two: 

1. Only bilinguals can engage in code-switching. But borrowed lexemes 

occur even in the speech of monolinguals. 

2. Borrowed lexemes are part of the mental lexicon of both, the source 

and the target languages; a code-switched form is part of the mental lexicon 

of only one language -- the 'embedded language."°° 

3. In lexical borrowing, lexemes from 'a more sociopolitical (sic) dominant 

language' find their way into 'a less commanding language."°' With code 

switching it may be the contrary. 

Myers-Scotton makes an important point about how some code-switching 

can ultimately lead to borrowing. She draws a distinction between 'core 

borrowings' and 'cultural borrowings."" Whereas core borrowings 'stand 

for concepts or objects already covered by recipient language"", cultural 

borrowings stand for new concepts or objects as far as the recipient language 

is concerned. According to Myers-Scotton, the life of a core borrowing 

into a particular language begins as an instance of a singly occurring lexeme 

in code switching between that language and another. As core borrowings 

are additional duplicates in the lexicon of a language and since these 'do not 

fill lexical gaps, there is no motivation to adopt them overnight, but rather 

over time.''" A cultural borrowing on the other hand 'almost necessarily 

enters the recipient language abruptly. Such lexemes fill lexical gaps which 

need immediate attention."" The process of code-switching, thus, is 

responsible for core borrowings but has nothing to do with the introduCtion 

of cultural borrowings. 
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As pointed out by Suzanne Romaine, 'in general, in the study of language 

contact there has been little agreement on the appropriate definitions of 

various effects of language contact...' 104  The terms borrowing, code 

switching, and code mixing are certainly not exceptions. 

1.11 	CONCLUSION 

In concluding this chapter, it needs to be reiterated that the above discussion 

regarding the theoretical preliminaries, has been necessitated by the nature 

of this work. The present study which is an investigation into influences on 

Konkani lexicon is basically concerned with the process of borrowing. 

However, some influences that are probably code-switches but, being 

widespread, that seem likely to enter the lexicon of Konkani over time are 

also dealt with. 

An outline of the history of the evolution of Konkani and of its historically 

determined geographic location has been provided in the course of this 

Chapter, as a basis for the study of the lexical influences on Konkani. As 

has been evident in the foregone conclusion, the history of Konkani has 

been a story of submerged cultivation, since it has been a site for multiple 

linguistic contacts, but never in a politically empowered position, if one should 

go by Katre's observation quoted earlier in the discussion. Konkani's shifting 

political destiny has provided the impetus for the emergence of series of 

diglossia. As such, Konkani's encounter with successive diglossias forms 

the theme of the following Chapter. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

KONKANI LANGUAGE : DIGLOSSIA AND 

EMERGENCE OF LITERATURE 

2.1 	DIGLOSSIA 

The present research investigates the process of borrowing in the context of 

Konkani. Notions of power and prestige have a significant bearing on this 

process. These notions are intrinsic to the concept of diglossia. Hence the 

present chapter is concerned with diglossia. It begins by giving the important 

insights of the research related to diglossia and then moves on to exploring 

diglossia in the Konkani speech community) 

2.1.1 	Diglossia: The Classical Version 

The term diglossia was introduced by Charles Ferguson in 1959 for 

characterizing a specific intra-societal linguistic behaviour. He defined the 

term as follows: 

'DIGLOSSIA is a relatively stable language situation in which, in 

addition to the primary dialects of the language (which may include a 

standard or regional standards), there is a very divergent, highly codified 

(often grammatically more complex) superposed variety, the vehicle 

of a large and respected body of written literature, either of an earlier 

period or in another speech community, which is learned largely by 

formal education and is used for most written and formal spoken 

purposes but is not used by any sector of the community for ordinary 

conversation: 2  

This original formulation of diglossia is referred to as 'classical' diglossia in 

linguistic literature on the topic.' For convenience of reference Ferguson 
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called the superposed variety in diglossia the H ('high') variety and the 

primary regional dialect the L ('low') variety. Ferguson outlines nine 

characteristic features of diglossia. 4  These are - 

1 . Function: There is a clearcut functional demarcation of the H and L 

varieties in a diglossic situation, thus distinguishing it from bilingualism. In 

one set of situations only H is felt to be appropriate and in another only L. 

Anyone who uses H in an L domain or L in a H domain becomes either an 

object of ridicule or outrage. 

2. Prestige: The native speakers regard H as superior to L. To quote 

Ferguson, 'sometimes the feeling is so strong that H alone is regarded as 

real and L is reported "not to exist" ". Even where there is no strong feeling 

of the reality and superiority of H, speakers usually believe that 'H' is 

somehow more beautiful, more logical, better able to express important 

thoughts' etc. This belief is held also by those speakers who have a limited 

command over H. 

3. Literary Heritage: 	In a diglossic situation there is a sizable body of 

written literature in the H variety. This is either produced in the past history 

of the diglossic speech community or is in continuous production in another 

speech community where H is the standard variety of the language. L has a 

body of folk literature which is mainly oral literature. It is also used in 

"dialect" poetry, advertising, captioning of cartoons and in the speech of 

certain characters (usually comical or uneducated) in a play. 

4. Acquisition: L is acquired in the 'normal' way one acquires one's mother 

tongue in the home environment. It is the language that is learnt first. H is 

learnt formally in a school. Whereas the grammatical structure of L is never 

taught explicitly, that of H is consciously learnt 'in terms of "rules" and norms 

to be imitated'. 

5. Standardization: An established norm for orthography, pronunciation, 
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grammar and vocabulary exists for the H. Descriptive or normative studies 

of the L are mostly non-existent. Often they are initiated by outside scholars 

and are written in other languages. The grammatical study of H has a native 

tradition. 

6. Stability: A diglossic situation typically persists at least over a few 

centuries and at times can last well over a millennium. 

7. Grammar: The grammatical structures of H and L differ extensively. 

8. Lexicon: There exist many paired lexical items, one H, one L, referring 

to fairly common concepts frequently used in both H and L; the range of 

meaning of the two items is roughly the same and the use of one or the other 

immediately marks the utterance or written sequence as H or L. 

9. Phonology: The phonological systems of H and L constitute a single 

structure of which the L phonology is the basic system and the divergent 

features of H phonology are a subset. If "pure" H items have phonemes that 

are not found in "pure" L items, there is a substitution of H phonemes by L 

phonemes in oral use. 

Ferguson's study of diglossia was based on four languages -- Arabic, Greek, 

Swiss German and Haitian Creole. In Arabic and Greek speech communities 

the superposed varieties are Classical Arabic and Classical Greek 

respectively. These are varieties that are removed in time. In Swiss German 

and Haitian Creole speech communities, respectively, Standard German and 

Standard French are the superposed varieties. These are varieties that are 

removed in space. 

According to Ferguson, diglossia is a probable result when a given speech 

community fulfills the following three conditions: 

'(I ) There is a sizable body of literature in a language closely related 

to (or even identical with) the natural language of the community, and 

this literature embodies, whether as source (i.e., divine revelation) or 
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reinforcement, some of the fundamental values of the community. (2) 

Literacy in the community is limited to a small elite. (3) A suitable 

period of time, on the order of several centuries, passes from the 

establishment of (I) and (2): 7  

Diglossia comes to be regarded as a "problem" by the speech community in 

which it exists, when certain trends begin to show up. To quote Ferguson: 

'These include trends toward (1) more widespread literacy (whether 

for economic, ideological or other reasons), (2) broader 

communication among different regional and social segments of the 

community (e.g., for economic, administrative, military or ideological 

reasons), (3) desire for a full-fledged standard "national" language as 

an attribute of autonomy or of sovereignty." 

When these tendencies develop in the community, its leaders engage 

themselves in bringing about a linguistic unification. This involves promoting 

either the H or the L, or, less often, a mixed variety of both. 

2.1.2 	Extended Diglossia 

Ferguson's concept of diglossia was further developed by other scholars, 

particularly by John Gumperz and Joshua Fishman. This eventually culminated 

in what is referred to as 'Extended Diglossia' 8  and credited in the name of 

Joshua Fishman. As Francis Britto observes, 'Fishman's Extension' refers to 

the extension of Ferguson's original concept as developed by various scholars 

and defined rather explicitly by Fishman.' 9  

Here the concept of diglossia is extended even to those bi/multilingual 

situations where two or more distinct (genetically related or unrelated) 

languages occupy the H and L positions, such that one of the languages is 

used in the prestigious domains and the other(s) in the low-prestige domains. 19  
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Fishman's modification of Ferguson's diglossia, according to Britto, concerns 

both, the structural and functional aspects of the codes involved in diglossia. 

Whereas the modification regarding the structural aspect of the diglossic 

codes is explicitly stated by Fishman and hence has received much scholarly 

attention, that regarding the functional aspect is only implicitly stated and 

hence is overlooked by most scholars." 

To elaborate, Ferguson's diglossia referred to linguistic varieties or codes 

that were structurally or linguistically 'neither too closely nor too remotely 

related"'. These are termed by Britto as 'Optimal Varieties"'. By imposing 

no condition on the structural relatedness of diglossic codes, Ferguson's 

expansion of diglossia includes both 'super-optimal codes' -- languages, and 

'sub-optimal codes' -- dialects, accents, styles, etc., under the concept of 

diglossia. Thus practically every language community could be called 

diglossic." 

In Ferguson's formulation only one kind of functional complementarity 

constituted diglossia -- that 'in which H is acquisitionally superposed for the 

whole speech community and in which H is not used for conversational 

purposes by any portion of the community'". Britto points out that Fishman 

'implicitly dismisses this special sense of functional complementarity" and 

allows any type of functional complementarity between codes to be identified 

as diglossic. 

As Britto sees it, 'Fishman's modification regarding the structure of linguistic 

codes is not as radical a revision of Ferguson's theory as is the modification 

regarding the function of the linguistic codes." This modification as regards 

the functional aspect of the diaglossic codes, according to Britto, 'conflates 

different types of incongruent situations under the label of diglossia". 

Britto brings into his framework the concepts of Use-Oriented Code (USOC) 

and User-Oriented Code (UROC), formulated by other scholars. The 
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USOCs  at the intralanguage level are referred to by Britto as diatypes." 

Some of the important characteristics of USOCs are stated as follows: 

'Normally two or more of them are mastered by each member of a 

speech community, the use of one or another of them depends on 

situations or domains, and they reveal little about the characteristics 

of the user, such as where s/he is from or what caste s/he belongs 

to 

The UROCs at the intralanguage level are referred to as 'dialectal varieties' 

or 'dialects.' Important characteristics of UROCs are enumerated as follows: 

'Normally each member of a speech community is competent in only 

one of the UROCs... and as a rule, a UROC reveals the characteristics 

of the user, such as where s/he is from or what caste s/he belongs 

to." 8  

Britto shows that although Ferguson does not actually use the terms 'Use-

Oriented' and 'User-Oriented' in his original formulation of diglossia, the 

discussion in his essay sufficiently reveals that he is concerned with Use-

Oriented and not with User-Oriented variation. For instance, 'standard-with-

dialects' is not considered - a case of diglossia by Ferguson because here the 

superposed variety is native to the elite or people belonging to the prestigious 

region. The criteria of functional complementarity -- that H is not used in 

conversation by any portion of the community -- and acquisition -- that in 

diglossia H is formally learnt by the whole community -- sufficiently indicates 

that in Ferguson's diglossia H is a USOC." 

As pointed out by Britto, Fishman's extension makes the criterion of 

functional complementarity irrelevant and as a consequence, H in Fishman's 

diglossia could well be a UROC. Thus, within this framework 'standard-

with-dialects' can also be a case of diglossia." 

Accordingly, Britto distinguishes between two kinds of diglossia -- Use 
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Oriented diglossia or diatypical diglossia (when the H and L involved are 

intralingual) and User-Oriented diglossia or dialectal diglossia (when the H 

and L involved are intralingual)." 

Taking Britto's conceptualization of diglossia further, P. Rekha Abel views 

diglossia as a universal of language use. This position assumes that 'every 

language is used in ways that range over a spectrum. This spectrum features 

a textual or discursive pole organized around an H code... at one end and a 

conversational or interactive pole organized around an L code at the 

other.' 20 According to Abel, 'H and L function as H and L relative to each 

other and depend on each other for their validation'." 

Britto, however, passes a value judgment regarding the 'sociological 

significance and desirability of the two kinds of diglossia, User-Oriented 

and Use-Oriented. According to him, 'User-Oriented diglossia thrives on 

class, caste, religious and regional divisions; whereas Use-Oriented diglossia 

conquers or equalizes these divisions'. 12  Britto's position mainly rests on his 

study of Tamil diglossia. He writes, 'In Tamil Nadu, where class, caste, 

religious and regional divisions abound, it is Use-Oriented diglossia that 

brings a sense of equality to everyone' and concludes, 'It is User-Oriented 

diglossia that is the malady, and it is Use-Oriented diglossia that is the 

remedy'." 

The present researcher feels that this perception of diglossia rests on a rather 

static view of the process of standardization. Investigators of this process 

have observed that once a particular regional and social dialect becomes 

the standard dialect, it no longer remains the possession of its native speakers 

who belong to a particular region or a social class. Users of the standard, 

belonging to various regions and social classes, in the process of accepting 

the standard, also modify it. This leads to a disintegration of the uniformity 

of the standard, which ultimately gives rise to 'a family of standard dialects'.' 

Standard English or standard Hindi are instances of such 'families of standard 
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dialects'". On the basis of this observation, the present researcher feels 

that if any standard is given a scope to function in as many domains as it 

can, it can indeed transform into a Use - Oriented Code, although it began 

as a User-Oriented Code. 

2.2 	DIGLOSSIA IN THE GOAN KONKANI SPEECH COMMUNITY : 

YESTERDAY 

From the literary contribution of Fr. Thomas Stephens (1549-1619), 'the 

Father of Christian religious literature in India', 26  it could be inferred that 

Marathi occupied a place of privilege in the Goan linguistic scenario at the 

time of the early missionary literary intervention. 

At the request of the new Brahmin converts for spiritual/theological texts, 

Fr. Stephens composed an epic poem on the life of Christ -- Crista Purana 

(1616) -- in Marathi which was probably the literary language of Goans at 

the time." In the preface to the Purana, Fr. Stephens makes it explicit that 

he chose to write the Purana in Marathi because this language was found 

'most suitable for expressing matters related to God'; however, as 'pure 

Marathi was not intelligible to people, the difficult words were replaced by 

easy words from 'the language of the Brahmans', and thus poetry made easy." 

However, although Fr. Stephens wrote the Purana in Marathi, based on the 

Portuguese Catechism of Fr. Marcos Jorge," he prepared a catechism of 

the Christian Doctrine -- Doutrina Cristd in 'Lingoa Bramana Canarim' 

(Konkani) which was posthumously published in 1622. 

The 4th Council of Goa (1592) had decreed that 'a compendium of Christian 

doctrine and instruction be made, and translated in the most common 

languages of the province' and had strictly directed that 'churches... be 

assigned to no one but to those priests who are well qualified and know well 

the vernacular of the place.' (C.R.: 166) The position of the Council seems 
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to have influenced Fr. Stephens in his choice of the medium of the Catechism. 

Also, a grammar of Konkani (Arte da Lingoa Canarim, 1640), which in all 

probability was the 'most common language of the province', and not that of 

literary Marathi was prepared by him (in Portuguese), and this was probably 

used by the foreign missionaries for mastering the vernacular in order to 

carry out missionary activities. 

It is significant that in the works of Fr. Stephens Marathi is known as Marathi, 

(Maratthy) but Konkani is known either as 'Bramhannachi bhassa' 

("language of Brahmins") or as 'Lingoa Canarim' ("Kanarese Language") 

or as 'Lingoa Bramana Canarim' ("Brahmin Kanarese Language"). The 

epithet "Brahmin" in the above constructions could be interpreted as dialect 

specification of Fr. Stephens' informants. 'Canarim' seems to be a misnomer 

that had possibly arisen due to the adoption of a variation of the Kannada 

script which, according to some scholars, is attested in the old records of 

Goan village communes. 3° From this it could be deduced that Marathi was 

the privileged literary language of the time and Konkani, the language of the 

domain of speech. 

It is believed that Crista Purana was popular and was used for nearly a 

century in Goa. 31  But today the Purana has no place in the Christian religious 

practice. The Doutrina Cristd on the other hand, still survives in the daily 

prayers and remains 'the original matrix of all Konkani catechetical texts'" 

'Our Father' or 'Hail Mary' in Konkani, for instance, very much echo the 

translations done by Fr. Stephens centuries ago." 

The colonial intervention paved a way for 'extended diglossia' in the Goan 

Christian community. Konkani as the language of the natives was picked up 

by the foreign missionaries for spreading the Christian doctrine, and the 

Christian community weaned away from Marathi which continued to occupy 

the high prestige niche in the Hindu society. 
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Grammars and bilingual vocabularies / dictionaries of Konkani were compiled 

and literature containing the Christian doctrine was produced by foreign 

scholars during the first century of the Portuguese rule over Goa. However, 

it was not a smooth sailing for Konkani all through the colonial era. In fact, 

history of Konkani is a history of ups and downs in its cultivation by the 

colonial power and also by the native speakers. 

The Portuguese scholar Joaquim Heliodoro da Cunha Rivara (1800-1879), 

in his long essay 'Ensaio Historico da Lingua Concani', published in Nova 

Goa in 1858 enacts this history by giving evidence from primary sources --

'authentic documents, government circulars and other facts' (C.R.:150). 

Herein relating a number of events crucial in the shaping of the history of 

Konkani, Cunha Rivara puts forth an understanding of how Konkani came 

to be reduced to a state of neglect by both the Portuguese colonial authorities 

and the natives despite 'the great impulse which the language received in the 

first century of the Portuguese dominion' (C.R.:149). 

Some of the important events in the history of Konkani as narrated in the 

Essay could be recounted as follows: 

1. In 1648 the Fransiscan parish priests from the Bardez province got 

the Viceroy, Francis de Tavora, Count of Alvor to issue a Decree of Law 

that 'directed that the use of vernacular should cease within three years and 

at the same time commanded that the Parish priests should teach Christian 

doctrine in the Portuguese language.' 34  It contained the following lines: '...I 

assign three years, a period within which the Portuguese language ought to 

be studied and spoken... this language alone should be used by the people 

in these parts in their dealings and other contracts which they may wish to 

enter into, those using the vernacular being severely punished for not obeying 

this mandate.' (C.R.: 183). 

2. In the year 1731, Antonio de Amaral Coutinho, an Inquisitor with 

eighteen years of service, proposed to the king that the main cause of the 
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lack of new conversions ("loss of souls") is 'the disregard of the Law of His 

Majesty,... and the Goan Councils, prohibiting the natives to converse in 

their own vernacular and making obligatory the use of Portuguese language.' 

(C.R.: 207, 209). 

3. In 1 745 the Archbishop, D. Fr. Lourenco de Santa Maria enforced a 

strict observance of the Decree of the Count of Alvor and issued a circular 

stating that only such a person would be admitted to priesthood who knows 

and speaks only Portuguese, further adding, 'this pertains not only to the 

candidate himself but also to his close relatives of both sexes, this being 

assured by a rigorous examination and precise care by the Parish-Priests.' 

(C.R.: 212). This Archbishop also imposed a linguistic impediment to the 

marriages of Christian subjects in the islands of Goa, Bardez and Salcete -

a man or woman ignorant in Portuguese language could not contract marriage. 

This Circular also ordained that Brahmins and Chardos from Bardez and 

Salcete learn the Portuguese language within six months and people from 

other castes within a year. (C.R.: 213). 

4. The new Goan Constitutions enjoined by Archbishop D. Antonio 

Teixeira da Neiva Brum, and revised by Archbishop D. Fr. Manoel de S. 

Catharina in 1778 'take it for granted that all religious instruction is imparted 

and received in Portuguese; and do not oblige the Parish Priests to learn the 

vernacular, rather they are permitted to ignore it.' (C.R.: 213, 214). 

5. The Archbishop D. Fr. Manoel de S. Galdino had himself learnt the 

vernacular and preached fluently in it (C.R. : 215). However, according to 

Cunha Rivara, he 'was carried away by public opinion, which he did not like 

to oppose or become an object of derision by giving an impulse to the study 

of the local language.' (C.R. : 215). In his Regulations to the Seminaries, 

dated June 15, 1847, he wrote: 'It is absolutely forbidden... both to the 

students and any Ecclesiastic residing in the Seminary, to converse with one 

another in the language of Goa.' (C.R. : 215). 
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6. 	In a circular issued in 1831 during the establishment of the first public 

schools in Goa, the Viceroy, D. Manoel de Portugal e Castro, prohibited 

the use of the Vernacular in schools. Further, by another Order, he also 

obliged people working in public offices and military quarters to talk only 

Portuguese. (C.R.: 216). 

Placing this information before the reader Cunha Rivara adds, 'Having thus 

settled that the language of the place was to be considered something 

worthless and useless, it stands to reason that during the later reforms and 

plans of public instruction there should be complete silence about it.' (C.R.: 

217) 

While evaluating the extent of the ignorance of the mother tongue, Cunha 

Rivara relates two incidents. The first incident which had 'occurred a few 

months ago' (C.R.: 219), i.e., in the year 1846, in Goa is about a person 

who wanted to get a prayer book printed in Konkani. The compositors 

wanted to be paid 25% more than the normal rate of composing in 

accordance with the prevailing rule that this was payable if the matter to be 

printed was in a foreign language. Cunha Rivara writes, 'this fact, we 

believe, is unique in the whole history both of modern and ancient languages; 

but it is not surprising when we learn that the editor himself, a native, who 

now disputed with the press, had been influenced, at one time, by general 

opinion and called the Portuguese language his own.' (C.R.: 219) 

In the second instance, Cunha Rivara quotes from an Electoral Speech of a 

Goan -- A.P. Rodrigues -- published on November 30, 1 846: The public 

will fOrgive us... the unpolished phrases with which we introduce the address 

that follows. The language which we use, not being ours, (even though in 

using our own unfortunately we would prove even more deficient) we may 

be excused when our style is inelegant, unnatural and inappropriate.' 

(C.R.:219). This declaration made by a Goan native an experienced writer 

who feels, he cannot express himself correctly in Portuguese because it is 
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not his own language, and also feels handicapped to write in the language 

which is his own, according to Cunha Rivara, gives a better picture of the 

level 'the ignorance of the mother tongue had reached in Goa.' (C.R.: 219). 

While urging the Goan youth 'to restore the mother tongue to its rightful 

place' (C.R.: 220) Cunha Rivara also highlights the status Goan elites 

accorded to Konkani. He writes -- 

'Let fools laugh and shout from the depth of their ignorance that the 

language has no grammar, that it is not capable of being written and 

that as it is in common use now by only a few individuals, the exertion 

on its study is insufficiently compensated; that its varieties and dialects 

from province to province, even from caste to caste, make it 

complicated and unintelligible and that it is so corrupted that it cannot 

be purified.' (C.R.: 220). 

That Cunha Rivara primarily had the Christian elite in mind becomes clear 

from the preceding paragraph -- 

'The methodical culture of the mother tongue will bring you closer to 

the Marathi language; it will facilitate the knowledge of the Asiatic and 

European languages, ancient and modern, and thereby useful knowledge 

will be opened to your intelligence; and the treasures of the world, till 

now hidden from you, due to the absence of this instrument of 

exploration, will be opened to you.' (C.R.: 220). 

The first sentence could not have been addressed to the Hindu elite as it 

was already close, in fact intimate, with the Marathi language. 

Eduardo Jose Bruno de Souza (1836-1905) who belonged to the generation 

after that of Cunha Rivara is given the credit of bringing about 'the revival of 

Konkani literature after a lull of almost two centuries.'" Bruno de Souza 

launched the first ever Konkani magazine, a fortnightly journal -- Udentechem 

Sallok ("The Lotus of the East") on February 2, 1889 from Pune. 36  
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Bruno de Souza wrote a novel in the Roman Script -- Kristciv Ghorabo --

"The Christian Family". This novel which was written in 1905 and 

posthumously published in 1911, according to Manohar Rai SarDessai, is 

'one of the first steps towards a secular literature' in Konkani." This is the 

first novel written in Konkani. 

As remarked by Manohar Rai SarDessai, 'exposing the basic tenets of 

Christian religion and defending the cause of Konkani seems (sic) to be the 

two chief aims of the writer in writing this work.'" Besides this, the novel 

also provides information on the status of Konkani in the Goan Christian 

community at the beginning of the twentieth century. In Chapter V which is 

titled Amche bhaxechi sudarvi gorjechi "It is necessary to bring about 

improvements in (purify?) our language"" there is a long conversation 

between the Vicar of Colvale and Jani, the main protagonist of the novel. 

The Vicar who ardently works for the development of the Konkani language 

despite opposition from his colleagues and the government, stresses the need 

to preach ("give the Word of God") in the language of the people." He 

comments that most of the sermons contain one third words from the 

Portuguese language (firigi bhas' "language of foreigners"), even the 

grammar is that of Portuguese. He points out that Konkani, as a daughter of 

Sanskrit, has its own grammar which is different from that of Portuguese. 

Then he goes on to enumerate the benefits of bringing about improvements 

and writing in one's own language. At this point Jani mentions that he has 

heard that people have now begun writing in Konkani (amchi bhas "our 

language"); that there are printed manuals of mass in Konkani, also, that 

some priests make it a point to write down their sermons in Konkani. At this 

point the Vicar comments that it is written in full imitation of the Portuguese 

orthography and with little understanding of Konkani grammar, and hence, 

would do more harm than good to the development of the Konkani language.'" 

In Jani's speech there is also reference to the general belief in the Konkani 
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speaking people that Konkani lacks grammar" and, to the shame experienced 

by Goans while speaking in Konkani". 

The above two sources -- "An Historical Essay on the Konkani Language" 

by Cunha Rivara (1858) and Kristav Ghorabo by Eduardo Jose Bruno de 

Souza (written in 1905) -- serve to throw light on the status and place of 

Konkani in the Christian society after over three and a half centuries of the 

colonial rule over Goa. 

Nevertheless, the Christian linguistic ethos during the initial decades of the 

twentieth century, mainly at the level of the masses, did provide a wider 

space for Konkani. For the majority of Goan Christians, Konkani was to a 

large extent 'the language of religion' -- one could pray, confess and listen 

to sermons in Konkani. Konkani was also the medium of mass entertainment 

like Teatro. This form had had its beginning in Bombay in the last decade of 

the nineteenth century -- 1893. Besides, there was literature in Konkani in 

the Roman script, the target readership of which was Christian masses." 

This literature, like Teatro, had had its beginning outside Goa almost around 

the same time as Teatro, and initially catered to the needs of Goan Catholic 

emigrants to other parts of India, especially to Poona and Bombay." 

The relationship between Marathi (H) and Konkani (L) in the Goan Hindu 

linguistic culture remained a case of 'classical' diglossia until the intervention 

of Vaman Raghunath Varde Valaulikar alias Shennoi Goembab during the 

first half of the twentieth century. 

1. 	Function: Functions of Marathi (H) and Konkani were clearly 

demarcated. Konkani was the language of daily conversation, and Marathi 

the language of formal talk or announcement. The medium of instruction in 

primary schools was Marathi. Marathi was the medium of prestigious written 

literature. In fact, all writing used to be in Marathi. A customer wanting to 
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buy jaggery asked the grocer for gxt (Konkani word for jaggery), the grocer 

too gave him jaggery as ga4 but wrote gut (Marathi word for jaggery) in his 

accounts book. 46  Personal letters were written in Marathi. Local magazines 

meant for Hindu readership used to be in Marathi." Konkani was the vehicle 

of oral literature (folk-lore). It abounded in folk-tales, folk-songs, proverbs 

etc. Religious practices like garartg and prasad (invocation of blessings 

from, and consultations with a deity) -- practices that are not based on any 

written text -- were carried out in Konkani. But bh4an, arti -- devotional 

songs, were sung in Marathi. Similarly, stotre I-- verses in praise of a deity 

-- were written in Marathi. 

2. 	Prestige: Marathi was highly valued in the Hindu culture of the time. It 

was 'the language', or, the 'purer' form of the vernacular. Konkani, in spite 

of being the language of daily conversation was not considered .a language. 

Rather, it was seen as a dialect, or, an 'impure' form of H. 48  

It was a common practice among Hindu Goans to Marathize their surnames 

and Goan place names in writing -- panwel, talgdw, beidoce, firocy, 

whaclig giy, bardes, safl became panwel, taLegdw, bandiwacte, 

firwacte, thorle gowe, bardes, sasvi when written down. Similarly, 

the surnames dzoy fi, teliog, porob, desporob, mhambro became dzo fi, 

teleoga, prabhu, de fprobhu, mahambre. Kar in the surnames based on 

places was replaced by kar, firi6) became Seri. And these Marathized 

versions of the names were perceived as the 'real' names by Konkani 

speakers. Not all Hindu Goans were fluent in Marathi. But they considered 

this language to be their mother-tongue. Knowledge of Marathi was 

considered a necessary part of 'culture preservation', also of 'being Indian' 

(nationalist and Hindu). 

Two speeches, one by Yashwant Suryarao alias Bhaee Desai and another 

by Datta Vyankatesh Pai delivered in Mumbai, respectively, in 1943 and 

1945, from the platform of 'Gomantak Marathi Sahitya Sammelan' are very 
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revealing in this regard. To quote Bhaee Dessai, 

' 	1-TrtIr trra4 .11( ,-e4 	31-rtzrr 	 3-Trrf'd fttrft 	11c11 3T1t, 

aTrft 	OW litrz,r-4i 	- vrtf4En7, arrcOtruu itspl -rq 	r ,406 01051a 

fW   -ftzrf T -71-1 Tutif171 3Tit ,4141 ITTM 3TTTtTm Tiltictobfcilo fts 

•111 41t ftWa Hucslot 31r . ''9 

(Gist: "Lack of aquaintance with Marathi has made the Catholics 

helpless, and an aquaintance with and love for Marathi has led the 

Hindus to identify with the nation and the nationalist movement.") 

According to Datta Vyankatesh Pai, 

	 fte01 Erl-drik 241 -fo-- -tf#Tz 	 uslcidTcu 	3-1TO 

S 2.1T-4 --zIT 	 31-rta. 3Trft 	114 'Eq7 3-TO 3T4 -F 

	

Ttlf -€4ta 	 17:1.' 5°  

(Gist: "Goan Hindus abhor the Portuguese Catholic dictatorship. They 

support Indian freedom movement. All this on account of the love for 

freedom inculcated in them by Marathi.") 

3. Literary Heritage: Marathi had a rich literary heritage. She had great 

stalwarts like Dnyaneshwara, Namdev, Tukaram, Ramdas, Moropant etc. 

on her side. Konkani had no known literary heavyweight to boast about. 

4. Acquisition: Konkani being the language of the home domain was 

acquired in the way one normally acquires one's mother-tongue. Marathi 

was acquired through formal teaching or schooling.' 

5. Standardization: Marathi was a standardized language. Grammars and 

dictionaries of the standard H variety were available. There were plenty of 

grammars and dictionaries of Konkani. But these were mainly written / 

compiled by foreign scholars or by native scholars in foreign languages which, 

is one of the distinctive marks of diglossia." 
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6. Stability:  For centuries, it appears, the Goan Hindu society saw nothing 

wrong with this split linguistic life. It had got used to seeing H as 'language' 

and Las 'dialect' (of H). 

7. Grammar:  The grammatical structures of Konkani and Marathi are 

strikingly different. Ferguson hazards a generalization about grammatical 

complexity for the defining languages chosen by him -- grammatical structure 

of H is seen to be more complex than that of L. 52  This generalization may 

not hold in case of Marathi and Konkani. 

8. Lexicon:  There existed many paired lexical items, one H one L with a 

roughly similar range of meaning. The choice of one or the other indicated 

the variety chosen by the speaker. For instance, caha was written on the 

restaurant menu-board but a customer always asked for ca. 

9. Phonology:  A single phonological structure was at the basis of the 

sound systems of H and L. Goan Marathi always had a Konkani flavour. 

Shennoi Goembab's intervention was basically a subversion of the established 

linguistic ethos of the elitist Hindu linguistic culture to which he belonged." 

He saw the diglossic relationship between Marathi and Konkani as a 

hegemonic relationship between two languages and took up the task of 

expanding the domains of the use of Konkani. 

By delivering lectures in Konkani on the history of Goans from the platforms 

of 'The Saraswat Brahman Samaj' and 'The Goa Hindu Association' of 

Mumbai 54 , he subverted the belief held by his community that Konkani 

language was meant only for informal talk. He wrote plays in Konkani and 

staged these before an audience that was habituated to watching only Marathi 

plays." He translated the Bhagwat Geeta into Konkani (1959) and wrote 

a Konkani primer (1940,1947) along with a teacher's manual (1940) so 

that Konkani could be taught in primary schools. 56  
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Thus Shennoi Goembab made Konkani enter domains hitherto reserved only 

for Marathi. However, Shennoi Goembab's subversion was not just a 'Hindu' 

subversion. He was convinced that in a fragmented Goan Konkani community 

'total self-rule' (Purna Swarajya) could be attained only in and through 

Konkani as this was the only thread that bound Hindus and Christians, masses 

and classes. 

He dreamt of a speech-community unified in a Konkani identity. In this 

endeavour he sought the blessings of both Scitermay, the patron deity revered 

by Goan Hindus of all castes and classes, and Akwar Mori "Virgin Mary" 

revered by all Konkani Christians". Through this new identity based on 

language, Shennoi Goembab sought to unite all Konkani subcultures that 

were almost invariably the 'lower' side in diglossic situations. 

2.3 	CHANGING TRENDS IN THE DIGLOSSIC COMMUNITY : THE 

KONKANI MOVEMENT 

The Konkani - Marathi controversy that superficially got expressed as a 

language v/s dialect controversy during the first half of the twentieth century, 

was a clear indication that different trends were beginning to appear in the 

diglossic Konkani speech community." It was indeed a sign that speakers 

of Konkani regarded diglossia as a "problem"" and were willing to get united 

under Konkani identity, and extricate themselves and the Konkani speech 

community from diglossic situations. 

Jose Pereira in a detailed investigation of the history of this controversy, 

traces its origin in an esssay on Indian languages written by John Leyden in 

1807 wherein Konkani is called a 'dialect of Mharasht' 6 ° 

This dialect v/s language controversy that originated and remained confined 

for several years in the ivory tower of scholars took a sharp socio-cultural 

and political turn when Konkani speakers influenced by Shennoi Goembab 
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began asserting themselves as a distinct speech community and were brought 

together under the banner of 'Konkani Parishad' by Madhav Manjunath 

Shanbhag. To quote Ravindra Kelekar, Konkani writer and a leading 

Konkani activist, 'the Konkani movement began when. Vamanbab Valaulikar 

who had grown up in the Marathi tradition, started writing in Konkani under 

the pen-name of Shennoi Goembab. The Movement got its direction in the 

first session of the Konkani Parishad held in Karwar in 1939... '61 

The first session of the Konkani Parishad held in Karwar on July 8, 1939, 

took eleven resolutions, most of which were in the form of requests.These 

included the following: 

1. A call for Konkani speakers for using Konkani for writing personal letters, 

keeping personal accounts etc. 

2. A request to be made to the Government for carrying out its adult literacy 

programme in Konkani language for Konkani speakers. 

3. The Government to be further requested to get the school text-books 

prepared in Konkani. 

4. Another request to the Government to maintain the practice of indicating 

Konkani speakers separately in the Census data. 

5. Organisations of/for Konkani speakers to be requested to publish their 

books, or weekly/ monthly/ trimonthly bulletins in Konkani. 

6. Government to be requested to provide primary education in Konkani 

medium, in areas where there is a sizable Konkani population. 62  

Had the dispute between Konkani and Marathi been merely grammatical it 

should have been seen as settled in the court of linguistics, the science of 

language. And there could have been no better case in favour of Konkani 

than the detailed scholarly work of S.M. Katre, The Formation of Konkani 

(1966) wherein employing the tools of modern historical and comparative 

linguistics across six representative Konkani dialects, Katre had shown the 
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formation of Konkani to be distinct from that of Marathi, thereby proving its 

position as a separate language, and not a mere dialect. 63  

But the language v/s dialect controversy was much more political an issue 

than a linguistic or grammatical one. 64  With the liberation of Goa in December 

1961, the question whether Konkani was to be regarded an independent 

language or a dialect of Marathi gained political importance as it had a direct 

bearing on the construction of the new Goan identity. If Konkani was seen 

as a dialect of Marathi, this would imply that the Konkani speaking Goans 

ideally belonged to the lot of Marathi speaking Maharashtrians and hence, 

within the Indian Union in which post-Independence political identities --

states -- were restructured around linguistic identities, Goa could be merged 

with Maharashtra. If, on the other hand, Konkani was perceived as an 

independent language, Goa had a chance to forge its own independent 

Konkani identity within the Indian Union. 

The language v/s dialect controversy became important because the issue 

was politically pertinent. Hence, the Opinion Poll of 1967 which decided 

the political fate of Goa and kept Goa, Daman and Diu a separate Union 

Territory almost assumed a Konkani v/s Marathi colour. Interestingly, during 

this period even those Goans who could hardly even speak or understand 

Marathi, felt it to be their mother-tongue; stayed with Marathi, and rallied 

for the merger of Goa into Maharashtra. Also, those Goans who used 

Konkani only as a vernacular to speak to the masses or to those who 

otherwise could not be approached in Portuguese, remained with Konkani 

and voted almost en masse for the separate identity of Goa. 

The Konkani movement set before itself various immediate targets and 

mobilized public support around these -- 

I. 	Separate political identity for Goa which was achieved in 1967. 

2. 	Getting Konkani recognized by the Sahitya Akademi (the National 

Academy of Letters). This would mean, Konkani would be counted 
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as one of India's literary languages. This was achieved in 1975. 

3. Getting Konkani recognized as the official language of administration 

of Goa. This was achieved in 1987. 

4. Getting Konkani included in the Eighth Schedule of the Constitution 

which lists the major national languages. This was achieved in 1992. 

In this movement, the Konkani community in Goa (Kalelkar's 'Central 

Konkani' area) was politically more assertive than that in the other states 

where Konkani was only a minority language. This was because there was 

more scope for Konkani nationality in Goa than anywhere else. 

The Konkani speaking population in Karnataka (a part of which is Kalelkar's 

'Southern Konkani' area) and Kerala did participate in the movement for 

the inclusion of Konkani in the Sahitya Akademi and the Eighth Schedule. 

But within these states it was a linguistic minority more or less integrated 

with the dominant linguistic ethos of the states. Here Konkani never clashed 

with the majority languages and there was no fear of encroachment of these 

as Konkani was secure in its difference -- the majority languages were 

Dravidian and Konkani was Indo-Aryan. Even here the domains of use of 

Konkani were limited. But the typical demands of Konkani speakers here 

were not tuned towards an expansion of domains but were rather channelized 

towards winning minority rights for speakers because of their minority 

r. 	 linguistic status. 

Konkani speaking population in Maharashtra, mainly in the areas contiguous 

with Goa (Kalelkar's 'Northern Konkani' area), is more or less integrated 

with the dominant linguistic culture partially on account of the genetic 

closeness of the language with the dominant language, Marathi. Konkani 

consciousness which began to assert itself during the Sixties in Goa could 

not touch these areas. 
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The religious factor also played a role in the integration of the non-Goan 

Konkani speakers with their social environment. The Hindu Konkani 

community could assimilate more easily with the dominant linguistic culture 

as the dominant cultural ethos was Hindu. Integration of the Christian 

community was comparatively less easy and hence non-Goan Christian 

Konkanis remained "more Konkani" than non-Goan Hindu Konkanis. But 

the attitudes of the minority Konkani speakers towards their language often 

finds a covert public expression. When the present investigator was a student 

in Pune she attended two functions of two different 'Poona Goan 

Association's, one in which the members were predominantly Hindu, and 

the other in which they were predominantly Christian. In the former the 

proceedings of the session were all in Marathi and in the latter they were all 

in English. 

The achievements of the Konkani movement during the past four decades 

have indeed done much to change the status of Konkani. Fifty to sixty years 

ago, we are told, speakers of Konkani when outside Goa, especially when 

in Maharashtra, felt ashamed to converse amongst themselves in Konkani." 

Writing even personal letters in Konkani was not very common. Whenever 

letters were written in Konkani, it meant, it was an unavoidable option 

since the sender and/or the receiver were literate enough only to write in 

Konkani. In other words, Konkani, those days, did not usually step out of 

the house. Today this is no longer the case. The attitudes of Konkani speakers 

towards their language have changed. The language v/s dialect controversy 

has become a thing of the past. There has been an expansion in the domains 

of use of Konkani. Konkani is the medium of instruction in at least 200 

primary schools in Goa. It is an optional language that is opted for by an 

increasing number of students at the secondary and higher secondary levels. 

One can now have a Bachelor's degree in Konkani literature. Also there is a 

Department of Konkani (since 1987) in Goa University which initiated a 
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fullfledged M.A. course in 1991. Ever since the first year of initiation, on an 

average about 20 students enroll every year for the course. Five students 

are presently registered for Ph.D. in the Department. So far one student has 

received the Ph.D. Degree for her research on Konkani folklore. 

2.4 	DIGLOSSIA : TODAY 

The present-day Goan linguistic scenario, in a way still remains diglossic in 

which 'High' language is English and 'Low' languages Marathi and Konkani. 

Between the latter two, in some regards, at the level of formal use Konkani 

still remains a little 'lower' than Marathi. For instance, quarrels take place in 

Konkani, the First Information Report (FIR) at the police station is recorded 

in Marathi and the court judgment delivered in English. 

Konkani was made the Official Language of Goa, however, if the State Govt. 

so desired, the use of Marathi for official purposes was also allowed. The 

Konkani protagonists demanded an academy at the Government level for 

the development of Konkani language and literature. This was granted and 

was followed by a demand of the Marathi protagonists for equal funds for a 

Marathi academy which was also granted. During the Portuguese rule 

although there was a trend among Hindus to impart primary education to 

their children in Marathi, the medium of instruction in the Government primary 

schools was by and large Portuguese. With Liberation, the place of 

Portuguese in this domain was almost taken by Marathi which is still the 

dominant medium in the Government run primary schools. The list of 

recognised educational institutions in Goa as on Sept. 30, 2001, prepared 

by the Directorate of Education, Panaji, shows that out of 979 Govt. run 

primary schools, 930 provide for education in Marathi medium, 81 in 

Konkani medium, 16 in Kannada medium, 3 in Hindi medium, 2 in English 

medium and 1 each in Malayalam and Telugu mediums 66 . All the high -prestige 

private schools where one pays heavy donation for getting an admission are 
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English medium schools. In some of these, Konkani is not even taught as an 

optional language. Ironically within the education system of Goa - the sole 

Konkani state in India, and the mut-pie, "the original place of belonging" of 

all Konkani speakers - one can be highly educated and yet remain illiterate 

in Konkani ! There is a growing tendency in the 'practical' minded parents to 

give English medium education to their children right from the primary level, 

as they feel, English is the actual potaci bhas, "language of the stomach" and 

that Konkani cannot get one any further. And time and again demands are 

made by Konkani protagonists to make Konkani the p3(,aci bhas at least at 

the Government level in Goa, i.e., to make the active knowledge of Konkani 

a necessary prerequisite for obtaining Government jobs. But the Government 

somehow seems to be lacking either inclination or will to take a firm stand 

on this issue. 

The de facto language of administration in Goa is English. English reigns 

supreme in Goa as to a large extent in the whole of India, ironically, without 

even being listed in the Eighth Schedule as one of the national languages of 

the country! 

According to Ravindra Kelekar, the objective of the Konkani Movement 

that began with the founding of the Parishad in Karwar in 1939 was to unite 

the several Konkani identities under the banner of 'one language, one script, 

one literature'. The Konkani state envisaged by this movement stretched 

beyond the boundaries of present-day Goa which is only a territory that 

was under Portuguese dominion. For the proper development of the Konkani 

language and the Konkani people through their language, the Konkani 

movement must mobilize itself towards Samyukta Goem "United Goa" 

comprising of Goa plus the adjoining Sindhudurg and Karwar districts 

respectively of Maharashtra and Karnataka.° But the Konkani Movement, 

today, seems to be too much in a state of euphoria to even consider a 

mobilization of yet another struggle. Also, Konkani is yet to come to terms 
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with other questions -- those of script and standardization in particular. The 

whole Konkani community was united in its struggle against the hegemony 

of Marathi. But when the 'enemy' was out of sight, different sub-communities 

became aware of their own differences, and now there are disquietudes 

regarding one common script and discomfort with the term standardization." 

Some express a lofty view that Konkani should celebrate its plurality without 

being bothered by petty concerns of-having one script or a standard form. 

But others, especially those who are actually engaged in this celebration, 

remain helpless wondering whether a small language like Konkani can really 

afford this luxury. In short, a community united in and through Konkani still 

remains a far cry. 

2.5 	KONKANI LITERATURE BEFORE THE PORTUGUESE 

CONQUEST OF GOA 

Scholarly opinion is divided on the issue of the existence of written literature 

in Konkani prior to the conquest of Goa by the Portuguese. 

Some scholars subscribe to the position taken by Cunha Rivara in the 

nineteenth Century that the Portuguese 'conquerors had destroyed all records 

of vernacular literature... suspected of containing idolatrous precepts and 

doctrines' (C.R.:158,161). This view is either quoted in, or forms the 

backdrop of the stand taken by scholars on the matter. 69  However, as stated 

by Matthew Almeida, no scholar taking this stand has so far attempted to 

substantiate his claim with convincing evidence." 

Some take the position that Konkani lacked a tradition of written literature 

before the Portuguese arrival.'' 

According to Shennoi Goembab, 'in the absence of any preserved literary 

documents, while it is difficult to tell whether there was written literature in 

Konkani before the sixteenth century, the European priests deserve credit 
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for giving an impetus to Konkani literature during this (sixteenth) century'n 

Most of the speculation about the existence of written literature in Konkani 

before the arrival of the Portuguese in Goa is based on the manuscripts in 

Roman script numbered 771 and 772 preserved in the District Archives of 

Braga, Portugal. 

The 839 page manuscript no. 771 contains ten parvas of Mahabharata in 

sixty-nine stories in prose Konkani. It also contains three stories of an 

incomplete parva of Ramayana and four other independent stories. In some 

of the parvas of Mahabharata, names of Vistnudasu Nama, Canga Nivrutti 

and Namadeva are mentioned. The 453 page manuscript no. 772 contains 

fifteen parvas of Ramayana, three parvas of Mahabharata and three other 

independent stories in prose Konkani. In some of the stories of Mahabharata 

there is reference to the name of Vistnudasu Nama." 

There is another sixteenth century manuscript from Goa - codex no. 773 -

in the District Archives of Braga. This 567 page manuscript in the Roman 

script contains 30 Marathi poems in about 13,000 ovis. 74  These are based 

on stories from Ramayana, Mahabharata and the Bhagavata Purana. The 

first 131 pages contain a long poem named Shri Krishna Charitrakatha in 

3123 ovis. The ovis numbered 245-255 of the nineteenth canto of the poem 

carry the information that Shamaraja of Keloshi began writing this poem on 

25th April 1526. Most of the remaining poems (4500 ovis) are authored by 

Vistnudasa Nama and the rest by several other poets. viz. Gyanadeva, 

Shivadasu, Simpa Nama, Nama Sada, Shamananda Nama, Meghashama, 

Pataka Nama, Gangadhara Rameshwara and Jivatamu Hari. 75  

Both, L. A. Rodrigues and Pratap Naik inform us that the language of these 

poems appears to be some (sixteenth century) dialect of Marathi that is 

quite close to contemporary Konkani. 
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Rodrigues provides the following information about codices no. 771 and 

772: 

'The salient feature of these two codices is that almost the whole 

material of the codex no. 772 consists of rough copies of the stories, 

while all the stories contained in the codex no. 771 are in fair copies 

yet, since their sources are different, naturally the stories of the two 

codices are not the same, except that the "Adi Parva" and the 

incomplete "Hausadvazachi Katha" are found in both the codices, in 

the codex no. 772 in rough copy and in 771 in fair copy. ' 76  

He further informs us that 'in these codices no story is subscribed by the 

name of Krishnadas Xama or Xamaraja as author reciter: 76  

According to Rodrigues, 

'...the stories of the Konkani codices nos. 771 and 772 are 

transliterated into Roman characters probably from oral sources, and 

not directly from written material...when one goes through a rough 

copy of story and compares it with its fair one, he feels that there is 

reciter who reads and hearer who takes down; the scribe, who hears 

goes on writing as best as he can grasp from the reciter or reader; 

then he revises his script, sometimes with the help of the reciter... and 

consequently makes corrections, transpositions or substitution of 

words, and introduces changes in orthography, morphological flexions 

and syntactical constructions.' 

Rodrigues also tells that there is no punctuation in the text of these 

manuscripts, that there are no paragraphs, that direct and indirect speeches 

are mixed up, and as a result, 'a story, often covering 15 pages, flows down 

to its end without a single stop, comma or other mark of punctuation.'" 

However, Rodrigues still feels that, i[t]he original texts of the three codices 

in the native script are probably lost...'" In other words, that the sixteenth 
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century Konkani manuscripts in the Roman script are reproduction of the 

originals in a native script. 

Pratap Naik contests this position. According to Naik, these stories were 

not read out from the existings written manuscripts, but rather, were orally 

narrated by Goan Pundits to the Jesuit missionaries who transcribed the 

narrated versions into the Roman script. 78  

Pratap Naik grounds his position on the following evidence - 

1) There are variations in the word order of some sentences in the two 

versions of the Adi Parva - one in codex no 771 (fair copy) and the other in 

codex no 772 (rough copy) - the word order in the fair copy appears to be 

more appropriate as compared to that in the rough copy. Thus, the Adi 

Parva version in 771 appears to be an edited copy of that in 772 which is a 

direct transcription of an oral narration. 78  

2) Not a single page/leaf of any Konkani manuscript of the Pre-Portuguese 

times (before 1510) is available today. This shows that prior to the literary 

intervention of the Jesuit Priests, the use of Konkani was restricted only to 

the oral domain. 78  

Mathew Almeida, too, strongly disagrees with the claim that 'there was a 

great treasure of Konkani literature prior to the coming of the Portuguese to 

Goa, and that this wealth was soon destroyed altogether by the Portuguese 

in their effort to establish their rule and religion'. 79  

According to Almeida, during this period of the burning of literature, the 

Portuguese rule was restricted only to the Old Conquest area of Goa. But 

the Konkani speaking people at the time were spread over a much wider 

area along the Konkan coast. Even if one grants that all the extant Konkani 

literature in the Old Conquest area was destroyed by the Portuguese, it is 

still difficult to accept that nothing of the pre-sixteenth century Konkani 

literature survives in other parts of the Konkani area." If Goan Christians 
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who migrated to Karnataka during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 

could carry with them the copies of the 'Crista Purana', the learned Hindu 

Brahmins who fled from the Old Conquest areas to parts of the New 

Conquest could also possibly carry some Konkani religious literature with 

them. But no researcher so far has been able to discover a pre-sixteenth or 

sixteenth century Konkani literary manuscript - not even a single leaf. On 

the other hand, sixteenth - seventeenth century manuscripts of Goan Marathi 

literature - Krishnadas Shama's Krishnacharitra and Shrimangesh Kavi's 

Sivadarpana - have been discovered in Goa by Goan twentieth century 

researchers." 

Of the three above mentioned sixteenth century manuscripts from Goa, 

available in the public library of Braga, there is clarity about the authorship 

of the poetry in the Marathi manuscript.' There is clarity even about the 

medium of expression of this poetry - at least Krishnadasa Shyama makes it 

explicit in some of the ovis of his SriKrishnacharitrakatha that the medium 

of his poetry is Marathi." The prose manuscripts in Konkani lack clarity 

with regard to authorship;" also, there is no mention anywhere in the work 

that it is written in Konkani. 

These considerations would support the claim that Marathi poetry was 

produced in the sixteenth and pre-sixteenth century Goa, and that, the 

sixteenth century prose Konkani manuscripts were probably a part of the 

homework done by the missionaries in learning the language. What Jose 

Pereira sees as a prose style based on the speech current at the time" was 

nothing else but spoken Konkani available to us today thanks to the field 

work done by the sixteenth century European missionaries. 

A comparative investigation into the literary histories of modern Indian 

languages also leads one to'dOlibt the claims of the origin of Konkani 

(written) literature in prose. 
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In the context of the sixteenth century manuscripts of Konkani Ramayana 

and Mahabharata, Olivinho Gomes writes - 'Towards the last quarter of the 

fifteenth century or may be at the turn of the sixteenth, Konkani had fashioned 

what was probably one of the earliest prose of any modern Indo-Aryan 

language... '86 

However, at a time when all the modern Indian literary languages were 

producing poetry, it becomes difficult indeed to palate that Konkani had 

discarded this genre altogether and was busy producing prose, which 

according to Jose Pereira, was based on the spoken language of the time, a 

practice that was initiated in Europe by the Romantics in the eighteenth 

century." 

The pre-sixteenth century Marathi literary scenario was dominated by the 

Mahanubhava and Varkari cult. The latter which was founded by Dnyanadeva 

(1275-1296) was an offshoot of the Nath Panth. Saint poets like Namdev 

(1270-1350), Eknath (1533-1599) belonged to this cult." 

The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in Kannada literature were dominated 

by the 'Haridasas' like Purandaradasa, Kanakadasa who were saint poets." 

1450 to 1850 is known in Gujarati literature as the Bhakti period. This period 

has produced the greatest of the Gujarati devotional poets like Narsimha 

Mehta, Mirabai, Akho, Premananda, Samal Bhatt and Dayaram.°° The 

prominent subject of the poetry of these poets was devotion to Lord Krishna. 

The Bhakti period in Hindi literature produced several Nirguna, Saguna 

and Sufi poets like Kabir, Dadu, Tulsidas, Surdas, Jayasi. 9 ' 

During this time, Bengali literature was under the poetic influence of the 

Vaishnava devotional movement initiated by Chaitanya. 92  

Through text-internal evidence V. B. Prabhudessai establishes an influence 

of the Varkari Sampradaya on Shri Krishnacharitrakatha written by 

Krishnadas Shama in Marathi in the form of poetry--ovi. 93  This Katha is 
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based on the tenth Adhyaya of the Bhagawata Purana and was written 

forty-seven years before Eknath wrote his work Bhagvata. 94  The Varkari 

influence is evident also in Vithoba's Aarati bearing the name of Vishnudas 

Nama, still sung in Goan homes during the Ganesh festival. 

• As maintained by S.K. Chatterji, by about 1000 A.D., the Indo-Aryan 

speech enters into a new period in its history. This is the New Indo-Aryan 

period which according to Chatterji was 'induced largely by the conquest of 

Northern India by Turks and other foreigners professing the 

Muhammadan religion, and of the Deccan by Muhammadans from North 

India." This was the age when 'Prakrits through the regional Apabramas 

had been transformed into the Modern Indo-Aryan languages." It was 

these languages that had to meet with the challenges of their changing times. 

In Chatterji's opinion, 'if there had been no Turki-Muhammadan conquest 

the modern Indo-Aryan vernaculars might have had their formal birth, but 

their recognition for serious literary purposes, it would seem, would have 

been delayed.' 96  During these troubled times 'the vernaculars were taken up 

to propagate the high cultural and spiritual ideas of their ancestors among 

the masses, and in this way they were to be fortified against being won over 

to the ways of the Turk, in faith as well as in life.'" Consequently, Hindu 

religious themes formed the dominant subject-matter of the literature in 

Modern Indo-Aryan languages. 

Chatterji writes: 'The tradition which the New Indo-Aryan inherited from 

Sanskrit, Prakrit and Apabhramsa was a tradition of verse literature. Prose 

in India was comparatively in the background when faced with the enormous 

volume of verse literature in Sanskrit' 

The poetic genre better suited the challenges of the time. Compared to the 

prose genre, poetry, coupled with music had a better mass appeal. Also, as 

a form, it has an affinity with folk tradition. Poetry even surpassed the barrier 

of literature. It could be produced orally and could also be disseminated 
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orally. 

All languages that have literature going very close to the dawn of the NIA 

(New Indo-Aryan) period have a rich heritage of poetry which invariably 

precedes prose. Thus, most pre-fifteenth century Ramayanas, Mahabharatas 

or Puranas in the Modern Indo-Aryan languages are in the form of poetry." 

A survey of the contribution of the Christian missionaries to the development 

of modern Indian languages and literature reveals that as regards literature, 

the missionaries have played a significant role, in some cases, a pioneering 

role in the development of the prose of modern Indian languages.'°° 

However, John Leyden (1775-1811) is reported to have discovered some 

Konkani manuscripts in Cochin around the year 1804. 10 ' These are 

mentioned in his essay on Indian languages written in 1807, which is still in 

a manuscript form preserved in the British Museum. t° 2  Pereira quotes the 

relevant portion of the manuscript in his book on the history of the Konkani-

Marathi controversy. This is reproduced here directly - 

"The Koongani dialect differs considerably from the pure Mahratta 

chiefly from having borrowed copiously from the Canara and 

Malayalam. It possesses however a great number of native vocables 

and has been formerly cultivated by authors of learning and ability. 

The Kongani Bramins are considered as a distinct class from the proper 

Maharashtra Bramins and these two classes affect to treat each other 

mutually with contempt. The Koongani characters differ considerably 

from the Mahratta and Bhagavadam, Linga Purana, Ramayana and 

Bharata are translated into this language and written in its appropriate 

character and the Brahmins of this class profess to be in possession of 

many other translations from the Sanskrit as well as of various original 

works among which are the Vira-Bhudra-Cheritra & Parasa-Rama-

Charitra. The Jargon of Goa is said to differ considerably from the 

pure Koongani. The Koongani is said to possess many local histories 
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and Stala Puranas among which the Ugria-Bukkir or history of the 

pirate Angria and the Maliwani Bukhir are probably interesting." 103  

According to Sonde, it is clear beyond any doubt that these 'books' were 

not born on the soil of Kerala; rather, they constitute a part of the indigenous 

Goan literature carried to Kerala by the migrating population.'" 

One can only say that more research is needed here before one jumps onto 

any conclusion.One must also be aware that we are dealing with a discovery 

made in the nineteenth century or at the begining of the twentieth century 

and hence cannot altogether ignore any Konkani literature produced on the 

Kerala Soil. 

Another quote from Leyden's manuscript provided by Pereira is also very 

relevant here - 'the Wudya, Coongani and Tuluva languages I shall pass 

over, as my knowledge of them is too imperfect hitherto for me to form any 

accurate estimate of their connection with the history, antiquites or literature 

of the Dekkan.' 105  

Leyden's statement as well as discoveries about the Konkani language 

should be viewed in the light of this 'confessed ignorance. /106 

2.6 	A STYLISTIC SCRUTINY OF KONKANI MANUSCRIPTS OF THE 

SIXTEENTH CENTURY 

A close scrutiny of the Devanagari edited versions of parts of the sixteenth 

century Konkani manuscripts (of Ramayana and Mahabharata stories) 107 

 preserved in the District archives of Braga -- the way the narratives are 

structured, presented and worded -- would squarely place these within the 

discourse of oral ity. 

The following points may be considered - 
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1. Lack of Punctuation marks v/s abundance of 'connecting' words, 

1. As stated by Rodrigues and Pratap Naik, the manuscripts No. 771 & 

772 contain no paragraphs and punctuation marks.'" A prose of this kind 

which, as confessed by Naik, is indeed very difficult to read, could not have 

been intended for a reader. It was possibly aimed at a listener. 

Punctuation marks essentially belong to the written discourse. These are 

visuals signs which facilitate the reader to organise words into paragraphs, 

sentences, clauses etc. Konkani Ramayana and Mahabharata texts lack these 

marks, but, on the other hand, abound in the 'connecting' words like t(4rkt 

"thus", 9-r-af "at that time" (then?), 9a "at that time", 41ifirft; tuf ivf ;  d,i(fff 

"then"; "later". An abundance of words of this kind is indeed a mark of the 

oral discourse. 

Excerpts from the texts: 

I) CIll 	 -R tact" 	fd4  	-llrtrl, 	wzit (-I acfurq 3-Trriwi 

Rim" diara,  91 9-(4     dindl 

x ,111 al I Urb-q1 T'q cl rl 	;4T . 11 	R-i41esiii-cr. 71 -T Id 31ft '4'11 3Tff 1 tftzfft 

11:11 1-1R-106- 	ft"MiTitl 	t1:11 .4clica. 	 1-11 1 117 	 dirt 

dd./ajai airgdol. 9-r-a-a1 ,-1 ,31-1 a1 /g a1 3-Truzriq .4(1(41. Tia ftf"Jf'' di(1 di 

414-d---61 	-b11 a1 T4 - t-itt -47r1 14(1Clit dciR 4-aq diiidl. wff-a1 Ti•4 1, 

ii 74 	ddr(9, bra -mrr 1^?  

9-ra---4 	-Ea a 1(1 	(i(-11 3-ii-crum 41111 mq 	 Tr-4-4 Tta rrf if t 

mfl-A--o-1. (-tiara. 91 (, (41q1q ril4ICi1 ,  "m-ff 	HichT 	dn 	t di( qT 13711 

ITP:f ft -q." 4 3ctt 3Tr I 	dla d1 , 11 

ctlu . 	 -(11at attTi 1 TrlaiNizr   fd ,j1 TT4, 

ftm- 1 	ft3 dr( R. TrAT9 tq, w7-%, 	 4t, (413cIt . 7nTfa‘ 

t1:11 	? 	ti I ul 94, .A Nz14 	chT 	.44 	1The 311Tff 111 11 

1:f #41 TTa fii-q,"4-011131-rafzi,R(.11 w;:mft4 z -q-* 	(-Err 3"<l-R ft-4T 

13't 	rr71. ITIMcb 	 '114 lT c- 
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^3T 	ass tR Tar T-fti- 	 fdilft 0,11(-1 	anufl f T pia 

1--1J1-qt z-qual 	(A.P. : 3,4.) 

2) 't-4 Raul ant 4q 	ii qi(r a 	atria 	1C1. alfltar 	 

faEar -t4-rdp 	71E 7i f4L-Tri 	fl 	 ftr-t -1 t41:--ant 34-rual, 3T M-41 

H-dl1st) c11- 471. dIT1 N=f 	trtTlt 1 	I f tFtrfas-ar 	 ,41(11(?. T3-r 

TEIT 	-114T147 ftrewonart Qom- 	Ti s3" 1C41 	. (A.P. : 6.) 

3) ' -rrrftrft ?a! .-a-r-gr4 	 (IR 1-111 3Trs-   	3Trufa. 

1:trfkft cwif -L74, "q-rff 	-41-rrT 	3TrzLrrfa 444 -f'4 	q-I411 -ft AO:a." t4 

	 Taal zrl Ti k-Ca qrF41. Trrftrft tr - 34-1- 	tidcoiq 	(A.P. : 13.) 

4) 'TZi tftTT a 	1G 174T 	-U77-1 Wftt, 	 'q1 1Trq-1 tar 

	

34T-Rai 	qoaaTrO FT1Tic1 1T1, -01.111 	 to 	Tz-f 

4-11 ,t TTrfa--dr T-4r faur-q-wr a--4a-raft 	ITr-a 	as Tar 11-afar wift -11-11 	11-Las 

rzth-f   PTT-Satql Tr 4R-r, X11 34-r4341-a-tq, a 1r-rzr 

14" -(1 TfT-4  lr 

TWI' -Tar 11ri vf -a-13Tr 	Ti-W-T1 Tar Era`di.. ,ir 	ava .11'414(41TM trd`circqr 

DitqueR1 	 aafa, dit 4-co kitT1 1:f117 sr# tqa 8i f ci1C1. Tzi dai TLIT 

	

Tzrf 	 1r4 1-4-dft c-a1 11 -11 	- f 	41. 

illt4aft tratTal..' (K. R. : 17,18.) 

In 1, out of 20 sentences (which are a result of the punctuation marks 

introduced by the editor) 11 begin with arm,  2 with 	/FT. In 2, out of 5 

	

sentences 4 begin with t4 or 	In 3, out of 4 sentences 3 begin withwrffft 

and 1 with 44. 109  In 4, out of 9 sentences 7 begin with ligr, i or aa. 

3Trr 74 consists of eighteen stories. Out of these, 12 (stories numbered 2, 5, 

9, 10, 11,12,13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18) begin in a verse in the H - Language/ 

Dialect referred to as Marathi by Naik."' Stories that do not begin in a 

Marathi verse (stories numbered 1, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8), with the exception of 

the first story, begin either with 4:r1 or TTi. These connecting words also 
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feature at the outset of 5 of the verses which introduce the story (see A.P.: 

16, 56, 67, 100 and 144), and perhaps are not an integral part of the 

verse. 

2) The presence of TriTrqnzri -NriTfrizrq, 31TWT in the narration. 

The narrator within the narration of the 31TRET4 text is Icila 	 He narrates the 

story to Ac-3-1 ,314/ ,31- 1-1\31q. A sentence meaning 'this story was told to Jalmajaya 

by Sukha Indra' appears at the end of every story and is often followed by 

another sentence wherein Jalmajaya expresses his wish to know more of the 

story to which Sukha Indra gives his assent. Trirrq in this context is imminent 

- internal - to the narration which could very well have been a written 

narration. However, ili , i-tRAi;t7 in other contexts raises a serious doubt about 

the written form of the narration. Examples: 

1) -01 tru---  Tr-4, TO 	Rd  	 311-ffi, 4 .%Tr*i 	a aTrai, 

dt atrzfft (A.P.:16, 1st line of story No. 5) 1 " 

2) 	 TifW4 ft e 75t 4 	aliz(*t. (A.P.: 17, middle of story)* 

3) dc1( 3-1-R[Aq 	 (M1-I 	*4 4 TriTrth, 31Iq T. (A.P.:18, middle of 

the story) 

4) TzfT ITT I:141 -c1.1 	Trf TrfTrt 	3-rtzt, 	RI 107 	wrfti. 

(A.P.:40, 1 st line of story No. 8) 

5)'1:r1 . 1 P-TT A-44 ,3111* 	F-.TT4 Ni 	Pki1. 	(JR Tra's Tit uftl 3-Truf1 	.1=zrr7 1ft 

1.41'31f4tIlikt,     ITT1317-41 2TT, 33kcIt 	 37- Tft. 	 Tfirrtr 

	fail= a1 (sic) 	zi-r TIHILd 3Trftt 4urai 	Ialai s3iR   dfl a 	aTrzff -ff 

31-mf& 3-17(T aTt T 74 1:11 =Fa f491..(A.P.: 154, end of story No. 18) 

With the exception of the stories numbered 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and 32 which 

are narrated by Shiva to Parvati there is no narrator within the narration for 

the other Ramayana stories. Yet TriTrqn#17/Tri , 144.4 features at the end of most 
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of stories: 

Examples: 

1) 2.TT TriTTR (story No. 1 last sentence, K.R.: 28). 

2) RiTR (story No. 2 last sentence, K.R.: 34). 

3) 31TUI err at 	 T4T1Tilrq (story No. 3 last sentence, K.R.: 39). 

4) arr-6f err ciRI TRU (1 117-c;IT-01 	 (story No. 4 last sentence, 

K.R.: 56). 

5) 31rai 	 otoo,A41 - 21-r ti, 1-r (story No. 5 last para, 2nd sentence, 

K.R.: 76). 

6) Tit (story No. 6 last sentence, K.R.: 84). 

7) 311-41 Ti-fWa-( 2.1T Rill-4 (story No. 7 last sentence, K.R.: 99). 

8)34T-di 3RIA f.ft1 . 2triTi1 (story No. 8 last sentence, K.R.: 112). 

9) 3Trth 	TrfTR (story No. 9 last sentence, K.R.: 122). 

10) ftrdT .qW 21T (-11 , 14 (story No. 10 last sentence, K.R.: 127). 

11) -qri 	WT TrfTR (story No. 11 last sentence, K.R.: 132). 

12) 31ra1 lautr-4 TZ 	171 	 TAN, 	14 (story No. 12 last 

sentence, K.R.: 142). 

13) 3Tr-di TP4 <raUFT 71t; 	1 1111 111ft. ,3111d, 	1:1f113 (story No. 14 last sentence, 

K.R.: 176). 

14) 31-r4f 	a TrEfAl 31fr-'41'4a1 arilEzrr 	2,TT 1111-17R (story No. 22 last 

sentence, K.R.: 223). 

15) arral 	 tilim (story No. 23 last sentence, K.R.: 234). 

16) 3171 -(1 4-1 ,4 	vzf-  ITR1 	1ft TiAlqz  	21-t1:riTrq (story No. 24 

last sentence, K.R.: 239). 

17) 311ffi 

	

	TriTm (story No. 25 last sentence, K.R.: 280). 
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Inspite of the presence of TutTRRTII17/Tri , 1 ,1-t, the following sentences would 

'perhaps lead' one to conclude that Ramayana was a written text - 

2TT TTTTfi aTit aiq wh  	IT--fr4q 3-1-d-TR tr4-11. , ctitcircil at 14 -u, 

ITT iUT. 	 Rtir qit 	7T7Tuzift 3-77t, 	fiTuft fift, 	T1 ,11P "2.TT (14 

3-1-1141. C WT (41 	1441 	3Trt TITT 	$31c ,11-11 - 1 (1 4-11qui ai2TT 

3T-rFft   (story No. 5 last para, K.R.:76). 

B) 	21-r utrAuti 3TdffR 	3-Tra 3 rPb. arflrw112 f f 3T Ti rl-t1 3IFFET, 

	 4urt 	 ITT 	1, .KT-z1T-41 / 1:11 

(concluding sentences of story No. 26, K.R.:287). 

The words al 	curadi, al b , atf"- zt- rft, -4T ,4(.-41 indicate that there was 

indeed some written version of Ramayana before the narrator. Perhaps this 

was a Ramayana in the poetry form which peeped out here is there from 

within the prose narration." 2  

However, the words 3-1rWdi "having listened to" and 	91 "listeners (+ergative 

case suffix)" suggest an oral discourse within which the Ramayana katha 

was told. 

3. Onomatopoeic expressions characteristic of the spoken style. 

1) 3TT':0 1104 3T 	tgufla ztt 	 (A.P.:25, 2nd para 3rd 

sentence) 

2) 3-Trzt;tq 	.qw.trfa 	a?lit TA, Er12, TRT, 	 qTr Trft-4Tea (1 ,11 -ir 

ITR ITT 1.1 34 tJaC1. (A.P.: 26, 3rd para 2nd sentence) 

3) 3TTrT 37T:riq 	> talfi TrUT TTI4 ai11 mwry 01 , 10 	(A.P.:152, 2nd para 

3rd sentence) 

4) ... f'Alc1.1 Tai 	7q.ffT4 3Trtrur TrzTrz 	wfa znito (K.R.: 163, 7th 

para 2nd sentence) 
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5) .Aa  	m  	 tt 	(K.R.:164, 6th Para) 

These expressions are not in themselves a proof that the text belongs to oral 

discourse, but as they pertain more to oral style and coupled with other 

indicators of the oral style they tend to strengthen the surmise that both the 

texts could be situated within the oral discourse. 

4. Flanking of direct speech by oral indicators of either side 

1) 't aT ft id-Null 31r451  	, 	 fli-euen 

Ql-r1 	 .414-ur g18-41 airuft 	 tfk-41 dicta mkgr" 

	 Piaq 	(A.P.:1 6, 2nd para) 

2) ' iTraf 	 Ci 	ii iI , "4 .TT -(417 41 4 	4-4 dlu . 	 31T-Ji 

f' .-41f 914 	 .r-011 LT 	•311 	3TTSYzir 	ITT-zR 	(A.P. :45,, 

3rd para) 

3) "Tfa  	 7Tql. 

r ay WLWJTT 3 	d‘r itch 	 Te1:11 	 ,s113t 

014 t?-ff 	 (A.P.:138, 3rd para) 

In the above instances a direct speech is flanked on one side by Te-q 	 

"started saying", and on the other by   "having said thus". The 

written discourse which is more economical in comparison with the spoken 

discourse, does not usually accomodate the two in a single utterance. Spoken 

discourse allows for a co-existence of the two within a single utterance so 

much so that t-ptc-nik-il and ttl i-uiskti4lui function respectively as open and 

closed inverted commas in the discourse. Both Ramayana and Mahabharata 

texts abound in flanking of this kind. 

Examples: 

1) 	iTcal3 	: 3-TPTT IIFT 211, 3TTLO 4-1 I R 	t1 ,1" 	ifr-zR Erma, T-FT 3-TTLF T 
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fr 

Hi{ 	dr{ 0   (-0427 eft q -c1-1, -aft  tiTT TT-711 -,1(ufil 317." tqY 

sTcdR 	(K.R.:120 : last para) 

2)	 71-1 tigirn lac, '31TTTT 	 HI* qf(d-1:1 (-1L4ITTT- 	uRi i1 q. n fi 	urn 

cOci , 4, Wit " tqiart *MR (NM) 	(K.R.:204: 6th Para) 

3) 'M-4it T-rft-4   "4,141 lifitift tlql-f .41 ,1qt Tf fi. a1 9-11`qccET 

fart 11-1-7 -Tr. eft fi1ti triftruft 34- m 	717 

(K.R.:230. last para) 

Here the sentence introduced by 	 "thus" is almost a repetition of the clause 

introduced by as or -ffraft "then/at that time". In comparison with the first 

three examples from 31 -ft tr4 in which the present participles i-.111/4-0Trl 

introduce a new detail in the narrative, sentences introduced by f here are 

even more redundant. 

5. Thematic drifts in narration. 

The Ramayana stories are characteristic of thematic drifts in narration. So 

much so that what we have before us is a maze of stories - one leading into 

another, some related, some altogether unrelated to the main thread of the 

story. For example, in .sTRI - 2T1 (K.R.: 40-56) King Dasharatha goes for 

hunting in the Vindhyas. There he sees a very beautiful woman singing and 

playing the veena. Dasharatha feels attracted towards the woman and asks 

her who she is. In reply the woman tells the king her long (and rather confusing) 

story which spans three identities of the woman across her three janmas. 

Story of king Dilip's daughter who turns into a crocodile due to the curse of 

a sage is also included as a substory in the woman's narration. This substory 

is almost unrelated to the main story. The substory ends with the direct speech 

of the girl who was earlier a crocodile and then there is an abrupt end of the 

story of the woman playing the veena (K.R.:52) who expresses her desire 

to marry Dasharatha. 
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An unplanned narration of this kind apertains'more to oral than to the written 

discourse. 

6. Looseness in the construction of the narrative discourse 

Both stylistically and grammatically there is looseness and inconsistency in 

the construction of the narrative discourse of both Ramayana and 

Mahabharata (Adi Parva). Take, for instance, the following excerpt- 

Tzrr 	3T7m-f, 144 . 7 tart 	1-11-11 ( 	T-zrt 1111.n 	( 

2 	 cO I ("1 	 34-mut u7-4 	 Mft 

TIZ1 a 1TT,Tim, 	 , ft'E1-4afwre-4 	 cl(<0j1, 

, 	31-fi'q, 	3P-E7-1-Trrr, 	1=1T z1T -c-zrfar( 	 

ta-f .4 	wra, ciP-1 	, ITTz1 	T-71T 	.R1 4-T 	71qT zr ,  Tzff 

Tre31 01(<, 17i 5^^T '4 1 1d-A laRrci MV-7T to d "kiTft-{-M ITW 	71-4 	-40 

ff4-d-4 	01 4 10.1. 6'Orl Pit MO c4 	1-1 , 1(11 31TIT9f 317--4 	.N.Cq Tzr 

(K.R.:36) 

In the above excerpt the first sentence is in simple past tense. It is followed 

by a sentence in simple present tense which is again followed by sentences 

in past tense, mainly, simple past. Viewed from the point of written discourse, 

the shift to simple present tense rather upsets the smoothness of narration. 

But shifts of this kind are quite normal in oral narration. 

Konkani folk-tales collected by Jayanti Naik, and presented in writing, in 

the very dialects and narrative styles of the individual narrators, show a 

similar tense pattern as above.''' Here are a few examples: 

1. '.41 ,414 	4-1 ,311 410 	4-I , 1 N4 	, 	r1wf-t 	. 	 3117TM 

1 1-1e0 	z-1- 7 	( ' P W.7T/7' : 8 6 ) . 

2. q-(1 7-TI71 31-1-41 	4Ti 3TTCO 	Err-0 ilz—/FR, 3T1 71 3-11W ? (4 dc-cl1M  of 

qtr.) 	Tq- 	.gT107. 14TUTi7 aTTT .10 -4 	Truitt 3-747--714TzfT 7171141pqr 	 

2i7 T-711 '0-657T 1.11(-r) Erla .1114 	Tr-471.' ( `Pr Frig' : 154). 
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3. *105 .  dc0 	1- 1c1111 31frFza 	 Pi7 ‘11c 	tft7 	14Ta 

3it 	71.0 	 (-01 -a71-19.  3111:11. f'dula1 ITT-A 'al 

	

-fTM IgTth 	( 'T,c-c17 Wle/c-/' : 155 ) . 

4. \Jet, itTri 	7-t 	 %Tim 	 I-11 ,11,74 Tr- T 	 . 

	

ill 	a 	AIr1till tri--4-ol. .1,r1w -4411 r-z0 	gral 91101c-11Q .1c-q114 

	

1.11 31-70 	1 0,> 05 	 cl .11 CI cb.lq 31-r -Trzi! 	k, ch 	(c.-LfIch t.1W 

	

(   37r-47 	' : 2 1 2 ) . 

To come back to the above excerpt from Konkani Ramayana, the reflexive 

pronoun 3TrcruT in the second sentence appears to be another regular feature 

of the colloquial style. 

Furthermore, the subject of the third sentence is in ergative case ( t ai 	.-11) but 

the verb is an intransitive verb (LAI ,* 3Tr), which does not go with an 

ergative subject. Hence, the sentence is grammatically illformed. This mistake 

could easily be 'explained' by taking the view point of the oral discourse -

aft was first chosen by the narrator. But since his sentence became a little 

too long and unruly, he perhaps 'forgot' that the verb had to be a transitive 

one. Or, as speech is irreversible since words cannot be retracted,'" the 

mistake remained. 

In the 4th sentence, (T ^f)zr seems to be the 'topic' of the utterance. But 

there is no 'comment' related to this topic.' is iqi4 Tr-gt 91T4 4rEr 

only further elucidates the topic. And this elucidation only seems unnecessary 

at this point. It could perhaps have come earlier. c-En tcrErf 1Tt1 	II -141=11i R-fai 

	

=4, Fri t'-711"q 	 is the actual utterance. 

Sentence No. 6 is almost a repetition of the information in sentence No. 4. 

The only extra information is..  dq.na--qa. A 'writer' would have accomodated 

this detail in sentence No. 4 itself. But, for an extempore speaker this was 

perhaps the bit of information he remembered later, and hence had to be 

incorporated in the story along with the repetition. 
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2) In the first excerpt from the Adi Parva given above (A.P. : 3,4), narration 

in the First Person that begins from sentence No. 2, abruptly gives way to 

narration in the Third Person from sentence No.15. 

3) as 	ftrril TT/411, dl] .  31Ttl tTITE0 	Teo -frr trm 	-c-zu 	-11'141Hit 

(K.R. :162) This is an ill-formed sentence. It violates subject -

verb concord - subject ( - 1) is in singular and the verb ( -f?0,iiii(4) is in 

plural. Perhaps the verb refers to and his qf TrTu in which case, a 

well-formed sentence would have to be something like 

alltiTTT- 	W W-e3f 	Trfcr RFT triTt 14 ,41 arizEol 3Tft 	TzTT . 1.-1(1011 	 c11 4 1c1. 

Also, the ergative pronoun diui is unwarrented in the above sentence. 

4) a-ra-f*-4r ri al-InT 	rzrr aI wi i 4-fttich1c1 	 4ii 	(K.R. :156) 

The sentence crams two sentences into one - 	-€--zrr aI cacti ilaY4 HIW 

and/or a-r-41 T i Tzn c11-1(1—G7TT 1-R-deb -raft 	. 

7. Improper placing of proper nouns. 

In many an instance proper nouns are not introduced at proper places. This 

aspect too points at a stylistic looseness in discourse building that is more 

characteristic of oral discourse. See the following examples: 

1)'' VT 	 W171:11:11 3c 	(Rif et Htilfark 3-Tzrit-m -141(1 cri,T 1Tal 'TM Tri 	1 Id 

MI 411 641 (1, 1Trrzr 	 Trel?q. 3-Fzrr 	 wq  	wt.  

4111, 	rkiPt 149, a 	 ( ii.i 	 ci 	(4 4 

TErr cHiq 	T-Ert 1-11qq1414) -ffB C11'1(11. 6"dT43 ula Tris441. 

3-TTITT 111T rll'f1 .q-14 (it 	tA', .3-ETTT VT, .qciatrIT, 

Tr-rfftgil 	1-113q 	 1,11 	8 cal 31T 	aTrift 	ftrta, 

3Trrf- i f4-47 	9 c11( e 	Tizrf 	Tc -rT 

1 4 err ITR 3Tr6f-tq, TOTE   wraft cfrifq 	3Trcrur 	1,11f td 

opto . 	 Trrrf 	f cl 3TRTUT, 	mla-t 	irtm, 4-1cof 
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-11-11 	 -RT1 Hoof 	 TTITATITTWR si 1 c11, al V N-4131 TaT 

a co--41 (11 1 11 trra-01 (K.R. :58,59)' 

Here the Proper Noun Nam is only casually introduced in the 11th sentence, 

The first reference to this character is through the common noun (4) -al-Ertl 

"a Brahmin" in sentence No.1 . Later this 4171771 is referred as "son" 

(sentences -7,10) 

2) ft-47ff frciurT-9, aThic- ,41 TpuriztriA 	3-ThRt, H 	I'11( tu101197 a1 TTETEI 

	

37T .5rEr-R-r 	alb 01 4 101, "al-Frt vEnR-r, t rr 3-ir1n 

TR-ra-r fiTaft it afri( .FIT sT1 a 	d 	 di( 3Trai 3-Trrr€zrr T-Riq 'Oat ?Ta 

011-1(T 1:1-1qa 

TzTT 	41 coq I gt-T1-4T- 	ft# 

Iltrrq thyiiq 	(K.R. : 161)' 

Here . 11:r1--4 - the proper noun of Ravana's pr adhan °comes almost like an 

epithet of the common noun 3t-Tr3. 

3) 47-rful 377-FRItIch 370. 2f 4F1:1 t alon 	 trft-*T 

	

tif'A- T a IrE 7431 T-64, "3TP:il 1 1 x1 'T7-7:11 1 11111(-1IR 	41-01 Am. 

5 c111 3-Trui aci7rTrft4 TrIta -at ga r. 6-d1-4 Wi#R R-17 	1711 'W7-71 11-1 s131 TH. 

8 ,tr( dial ii 	14 .qftilci, li-rfurrd, 7-pUrcr, dr( 	a-r q.54 

. 9t Ti7-ir4 3dt 3T-r-zt‘Tq tattt 	trf 1J 	, 	qw-7:1T 	• 	R 

wft 	3TP7-zr wfull a1 3TF-4T 	.1 	14 ft RI." 1 °-g-pfti 	 trizrift 170 2TO. 

(NHU ,:rrft 2.17111. "fAT-al 	 zwaT." 	aTTITFTE I ci 	 WPT 

tfitWl fte 	3470 3TifT1 -41 a-€7f ff. 12a1tas-Erf .  1-Ax11 	 

(A.P. : 17). 

The proper noun of the T--crf' "commander-in-chief" should have come in 

sentence No. 9. But it is introduced a little later in sentence No. 12. Further, 

sentence No. 4 begins with an ambiguous note. Initially one does not know 

whether the direct speech is uttered by the Brahmins who meet Bhishma or 

by Bhishma himself. This ambiguity is resolved only at the end of the direct 
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speech. 

A similar flaw in discourse building could be pointed out in the eighth story 

of the Ramayana titled tro -t n - 

"44 	a t 105 	Yip mat 31711t -al ff z1.1.11` 	ftrat tta-{ Triftf. tr4T4 

w-r, 44, Tzi, Tivr 1Tti4,14-14T-a 

7 mat 	as TIT 	t,  "31-Pu 	Tit ft-a-0:ur Trftluen 	 

Hico vrr6a." 

TErt -F71-1-4 a-r44 	TTrifZ,Rat if Tifiltd . T11:11tilTulTql 

-c-JTE 	 MITT 	4fRa 3iT Tr , f"4- ay wif= 	 3Trzr-d(, 

4f ,,41.44 	3arrra RT 	2th 3-Tq4 # 01 1 1(4. (K.R. : 106, 107)' 

Here the swayamwara condition is not explicitly stated. Either it is a slip or, 

perhaps, the narrator expects the reader (listener?) to know it probably 

from its mention in the previous chapter in the direct speech of Parshurama 

to king Janaka - '3Turi  ftk-licta. 4-14 tTIFI  dIchTt 

441,36Errf-o-ff.' (K.R. : 98) 

An instance like this one would perhaps serve to indicate that here one is 

confronting an oral narrative that often takes for granted the familiarity of 

the listeners with the 'grand narrative' - the Ramayana epic. A written narrative 

would not take such important details for granted. 

8. Ambiguity/confusion in proper nouns. 

Some proper nouns appear in more than one phonetic form in the two texts. 

For instance, Tiff (K. R. :36) becomes -litirn-4 (K. R. : 37); 	and 

appear on one and the same page (K. R. :143) and there is also at 

the end of the same story (K. R. :150). Ttrrqgf (A. P. : 28) becomes TErr -471 

(A. P. :29) and .T rri-4w (A. P. :31); zR.4 ,44 (A. P. : 2) becomes   (A. P. 

: 10); frgft-- ff (A. P. : 94) becomes totql (A. P. : 100). A variation of this 
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kind would fit well within an oral discourse. 

There is quite some confusion in the proper nouns of persons in the Ramayana 

narrative, so much so that a single identity is referred with more than one 

name, also, a single name refers to more than one identity. For instance, 

ITT-4, the king of Ayodhya (K. R. :2) attacks the Daityas to win over them 

(K. R. :3). The name qqtrl, is mentioned only once. Later references to the 

king who is fighting the Daityas feature the name 71,41 (K.R. :5). 7iT4q is 

resisted by one ffi -R4q a Daitya, the brother of Kubera (K.R. :4). However, 

7L4q 'becomes' f4T -4q on the very next page (K. R. :6). bra , a Daitya, 

swallous up f44q's army, ties him up and is on his way back home along 

with fa-t-14 On the way the, Daitya gets drunk, and siezing this 

opportunity, f'q7 -141 chops off his lips and nose, and then returns to his home 

town - Ayodhya. This reference to 'home-town Ayodhya' confirms that f'441 

is indeed 7.1t4q who was iqtrl at the outset. This fa -T-41 'becomes' till:R/T7R4R -

(K. R. :7,8), and then once again becomes 7v-14q (K. R. : 8,9), and then 

again turns into a1-T-4q (K. R. : 22,23). 

5r14 ,iti, the king of 11--ga-  (K. R.: 10) becomes et tc:ITE:tzt (K. R. :12). This king 

elegt(set has four daughters (K. R.: 10). One of the daughters marries a king 

who is initially referred only by the common noun -m/1-ra (K. R. :14,15). His 

proper identity is revealed only on page 18 and it happens to be ftFtriL34. 

'The story of Sita' begins with the story of one king ft .-A-14 .  of 	 

(K.R. : 85). This fly eventually becomes s3i-teti (K. R. : 90). Likewise king 

TITR (K. R. : 253) becomes fkttR on the very next page (K. R. : 254). 

The proper nouns a1 -741IftrIttfa -t-'411 and retto-litsvfd(es4ttser seem to be favourite 

ones of the narrator. Each of these represent at least six different identities 

(see K. R. : 45, 62, 104, 182, 254 and 282 for et1(711/4 -17-41/fkttl and K. R.: 

182, 184, 197, 208, 246 and 255 for fkFtrr -c9/1"4-Ftrm4). Then, there are 

three qif (K. R. : 44, 85 and 246). The place name R -Tr-t (K. 

R. : 85 and 104) represents two different locations and there is also 
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(K.R. : 92); similarly, IT:TEA-IR (K. R. : 204) and iitrrA -7H (K. R. : 209) are 

two different locations in two consecutive stories. 

Such a casual preference for certain names could be seen as a feature of 

oral narrative. A writer would be more particular about the choice of names. 

9. Some more indicators of the oral form 

The following constructions also seem to belong to the oral discourse: 

1. q-44-1 , 11 altrvrT.-c 	Trull 	 . (K. R. : 260). 

2. 37147Tri 	 Errit 	 , -t,111;r11 HiRiqftu-r. (K. R. : 268) 

3. 2R trui olur 	cl I 	i1 T-Tq 	 -11c1 ,311 '4u-rffi i 	X11. (A. P.: 21) 

4. 3TTli41,11 (1 ,1 wfurl . 1ur t 441-01 fq-7-a-r- NTI:Reuch trlft 	 (A. P. : 25) 

5. TrErr4 8cit 3-Trz -T 	Tftwrt tri 1:19TT 	m co-4 iq tTr-d tR. (A. P. : 63) 

6. tt4 3-11-(rdi 	'WT 	, 1:11t4 3R A 	107* ci 	 Tfil ANT-Tr 	Z o f 	ugift 

Trrr.(A. P.: 49) 

7. 9-1-1-  31.4fq 	-%. 4? 	Tqt fdti4 	idn it-qit thitzi . (A. P. : 50) 

In 1, 2, 3, 4,5 the word order is very casual. Although the constructions are 

not ungrammatial, they definitely point towards a "better way of putting": 

1. Tricril TR Tst  	q-4 .14-1T13TErtgra- -11c1R11. 

2. 1,111.111- 	 Tft.T 31I 1I 	-1 1 1tIA itZTT. 

L 	

3. 	i (11 , 1f (-I 	 !tit 	TPO 4T 1. 

4. a .4-F11u 	ft1=11 ITT t T-011 fiwr-r- aion 

5. TRU-4 3c-I( 3-TTzt, 	NT t171 A I LIT '11- T..( rci ki I dn.' 

Constructions No. 6 and 7 are very characteristic of oral discourse - The 

question - answer mode of discourse building is very common in story telling. 

The folk-tales collected by Jayanti Naik (2000) amply serve to highlight this 

mode of oral narrative discourse - 
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1. '31-rai -731 -f=4 	WT Ti u5,,2" 	wizra Tfirrui 	,=rt . (.mg w:---17T: 86) 

2. 34-f! 31-Mi T-ET (c.1(4 ? 	 wrzr 774 B--etw 	A clgclid tIrt 

(FTT7 71:1•0' 3774 7TT7 : 79) 

3. R•fay 	 mat-rrtr4   3fril -qtki4 

-IT al 1-U I • Icb 1 ,st 	 T! 3T-0 TT IT 	 3-7171 ,311cf 	111 . (3m 3717n 'T7 

: 17 5) 

4. ft4 	TTufl 	Malt •11 f. T(41 (IA I .41 1N11 	I ci 	(7TT- q?F-7-g, 9#777-T . 

 siR73 w"h-  : 99) 

10. Ambiguities/inconsistencies in the thematic construction of the 

discourse.  

There are quite a few ambiguites, inconsistencies, contradictions and mistakes 

in the thematic construction of the narrative discourse. These are quite 

prominent in Ramayana. 

Examples: 

1. 	-q-rupict 4k-11 

3

a-i-Frui, uf-4 ftitq 	 3-711:11 	 

dr( 	-n-ft-qich 31R -ifift 	71. 341riTf 4q-Rf c 	.1141f 	cS i ft4 33-ru-df , Tr 

	

-ulTft 3177- 44 sitot-t am:11 tlfdrwla. aft e oiAftt 	 ftThafft 	 

ql-i N4, tluzi (-111R ftTft 	 31ml 	T7 	! 	wftui 

4( 	TEFF3T XT 	atal ft--d 4 4-4 -tch!" 

f%0 	oft 	.4101. truf TTrr 1-11- 411 447--frq 

Tra---o-1.' (K. R.: 64) 

The first sentence gives the impression that the merchant's wife spoke to the 

merchant. But the last sentence gives the feeling that the wife said all that to 

herself in her mind. 

Immediately following this last sentence above, we have - 
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'Tzt 7n-  aluraTzrzrt 	"antr-c-qt 	trglas 	T. 	317-RI -1T-(.1 

317101. IITTft 317--44 Ti T-71 3-171 2TTT 3 	H ,t1 	aft.aft Errt." tI 

ITTzi rijr4 	(K.R.: 64) 

Reading this, one feels, either the mother and the son had a conversation, or 

each one spoke to himself/herself. 

2. In the following piece of narration there is a counting mistake - 

"Ta-q-1 	Td711 1ria. T-Tft Trq frf r f m -traurr4 T-rt, f'd#71 Trig 	77, f'dftril 

f'dftq-111-ria 	 (K.R.: 123) 

The breakup of ownership of the villages shown exceeds 9 .00; it comes to 

1200. 

3) Hifirrt, Ravana's 	(K.R.: 123) who had died at the hands of Rama 

and Laxmana (K.R.: 128) is summoned by Ravana (K.R.:169) to distract 

Hanumana from getting the medicine to cure wounded Laxmana. 

4) See the following abstract: 

	

 	thi TIM tom. 3-11e4 1 -r4 DRi T-13, T1 14 (-11Zgiquitril R 9, 31-4-11 c4F-f 

	

firdT 	 Rizt fa--azit -r-xuaft Ert-d1 as ftrai z14    ftti 041 

1111 44T1 ,11tftM1. 

	

14a :ft 	 ,ctt-rA- 	 waifi, 	i Stu 

? 	Tfltsqlci 	 ctR flaurt --  tt 1J:ft 	(K.R.: 175) 

By saying 	trrd-rft-ti 	"These are the heads of my husbands..." and 

`tictuuch Atilila?' "how could Ravana get hold of you (both)" Sita appears 

to treat both Rama and Laxmana as her husbands. However, on pages 151 

and 152 we have ochl, Ravana's brother telling Ravana .41 ,1(4, trrzr 

311t IHi1 ftrifi dlchT t.' "Someone else's wife must be considered 

one's mother... Give Rama's Sita to Rama." Considering this, '4-- tri'df 

ftrd ti...' could be viewed as a narrational slip. In the above speech of Sita, 

there is another inconsistency - once she addresses herself to both Rama, 
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Laxmana and once only to Rama ( 	 ire 3T-d71-F ). Rama who is an 

awatara of Vishnu is referred tautologically as Ram Awatar. 

5) Story No. 21 titled wr-d--q12rf — 31-1 1iP ,ilis the story of one of the wives of 

Ravana. It happens to be a story of one 	 daughter of king 	(K.R.: 

210). This princess once sees a prince who is accompanied by his Prime 

Minister's son in the forest, and feels attracted towards him. She then plucks 

four flowers and places them on four different parts of the body - one on the 

ear, another on her foot, third on her chest and the fourth on her teeth, 

thereby suggesting to the Prince that she is from the T -4-v.-7 town, and is the 

daughter of one 	Vaishya, that her name is Padmavati and that she has 

given her heart to the Prince. This story of the Princess (?) revealing her 

identity to the Prince by placing flowers on four different parts of her body 

is surely a grafted story. Because, --(tom -TTR,t-d*t aTurzft and the name trq,R -ra-al 

- these details contradict others given earlier - Trraft 	TR-T and 

Princess Ufa. 

When the Prince asks the Prime - Minister (K.R.: 210), in fact it should be 

the son of the Prime -Minister, because, it was the son who had accompanied 

the prince to the forest. And, one who replies the prince is the Prime-

Minister's son. Who the young girl is, the Prime-Minister's son replies, saying 

she is king Chitrasen's daughter and that, whoever she marries would die at 

once. This girl ultimately marries Ravana (K.R. : 212) and Ravana does not 

die. 

6) Story No. 27 begins as follows: 

ro9i, NI; 	 titaTzfr corth-cgr 

as 	zia ŝ ft-FT 	TzTT 	f 717.1 Aft TTT4, aft 71-1 	 (K.R.:213) 

Only in the first sentence there is a mention of the name Vi -atfra. Then Tr-4(1 

takes over from the very next sentence. 
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These ambiguites inconsistencies/contradictions / mistakes could be seen as 

slips in oral narration on the part of the narrator. 

2.7 	CONCLUSION 

From the literary contribution of the sixteenth and seventeenth century 

missionary writers it appears that Marathi occupied a place of privilege in 

the Goan linguistic society. Konkani as the native language of Goa was picked 

up by the missionaries for spreading the Christian doctrine, and the use of 

Portuguese was promoted by the State and the Church. These interventions 

ultimately culminated into 'classical' and 'extended' diglossia in the Goan 

Konkani speech community. The manifestations of diglossia were different 

in the Hindu and the Christian communities. The Konkani movement that 

began from the twentieth century is an indication that Konkani speakers 

regarded diglossia as a problem. 

More systematic research is needed to either prove or disprove the claims 

of the existence of Konkani literature in the pre-Portuguese era. However, 

a stylistic scrutiny of the Devanagari edited versions of the parts of the 

sixteenth century manuscripts of the stories of Ramayana and Mahabharata 

indicates that these manuscripts belong to the discourse of orality and form 

a part of the home work of the European missionaries. 

These points will be developed in the concluding Chapter. 
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20 
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CHAPTER THREE 

LINGUISTIC TYPOLOGY OF KONKANI LOANS 

3.1 	INTRODUCTION 

This chapter provides a structural classification of Konkani loans. This 

classification is mainly based on the one provided by Einar Haugen.' A part 

of the chapter also deals with hybrid creations which are a product of external 

(linguistic) influence, but which do not fit into the accepted definition of 

loan. Another typically pan-Indian response to situations of language contact, 

that which gets expressed as an adjunction of two synonyms, one native and 

the other foreign, is also investigated in the context of Konkani. 

From the point of view of the socio-cultural determinants of borrowing, 

Leonard Bloomfield classifies lexical borrowing into two broad categories 

- Cultural borrowing and Intimate borrowing. 2  

Cultural borrowing is a part of the general process of cultural diffusion and 

involves the spread of speech-forms representing new objects and practices 

from one linguistic group to another.' It is both a universal and a mutual 

phenomenon - all languages borrow speech-forms from one another and, all 

languages in contact contribute something new to one another's linguistic 

culture by means of new words.' 

Intimate borrowing is not mutual. It is one-sided. To quote Bloomfield, here 

one needs to 

'distinguish between the upper or dominant language, spoken by the 

conquering or otherwise more privileged group, and the lower language, 

spoken by the subject people, or... by humble immigrants. The 

borrowing goes predominantly from the upper language to the lower, 

and it very often extends to speech-forms that are not connected with 

cultural novelties!' 
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In other words, intimate borrowing takes place necessarily in a diglossic 

situation where two (or more) languages are bound in a H-L relationship, 

and the L mainly borrows from the H. The L borrows not only those lexical 

items that represent cultural novelties,-but also those that contribute nothing 

new to its culture. 

The most obvious motive for cultural borrowing is the need-filling motive -

the loan fills a gap in the borrowing language. Intimate borrowing, on the 

other hand, is largely ascribable to the prestige motive.' Within the socio-

cultural context of a 'dominant' and a 'lower' language, speakers of the 'lower' 

language get a feel of higher prestige when, to borrow Bloomfield's 

expression, they garnish their lower language speech with borrowings from 

the dominant speech.' 

Rene Appel and Pieter Muysken mention a distinction in lexical borrowing 

from an anthropological perspective made by X. Albo who distinguishes 

between substitution and addition of vocabulary.' 'There is substitution if 

the borrowed item is used for a concept which already exists in the culture, 

and addition if it is a new concept.'s 

Loans are a product of borrowing. These have been tagged by various writers 

with terms such as loanword, hybrid, loan translation, or semantic loan.' 

Einar Haugen provides a very complex structural typology of loans mainly 

on the basis of morphological considerations. This classification seems to 

be the only one of its kind in linguistics. According to Appel and Muysken, 

in the course of this classification, Haugen has also 'managed to systematize 

the terminology hitherto used for explaning the phenomenon of borrowing: 1 ° 

For instance, the term borrowing, which is customarily used in linguistics 

loosely to refer to both, the process and the product, is strictly reserved by 

Haugen only to refer to the process, and the product is called a loan. Terms 

like 'loanword', 'hybrid', 'loan translation' or 'semantic loan' that are used in 

literature on borrowing, sometimes vaguely, are first discussed and some of 
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these are later incorporated into a well defined and well structured schema 

of classification of loans. 

The typology of Konkani loans provided in the present chapter has adopted 

Haugen as the theoretical mainstay. 

3.2 	HAUGEN'S CLASSIFICATION OF LOANS 

Haugen defines borrowing as 'the attempted reproduction in one language 

of patterns previously found in another."' He calls the 'original pattern' the 

model  and recognizes that its reproduction - the loan may vary in the kind 

and degree of similarity with the mode1. 12  Comparing the model with the 

reproduction, Haugen distinguishes two kinds of activities that constitute 

borrowing -- importation and substitution. Importation implies the 

introduction of a new pattern into the language, and substitution refers to 

the replacement of a pattern in the model with another from the receiving 

language.' 2  

On the basis of the distinction between morphemic and phonemic substitution 

Haugen sets up three classes of loans, viz.- 1.Loanwords; 2. Loanblends; 

and 3. Loanshifts. Loanwords 'show morphemic importation without 

substitution' ; loanblends 'show morphemic substitution as well as importation' 

and loanshifts 'show morphemic substitution without importation."' 

r- 	
Loanwords are further classified into three types on the basis of the degree 

of phonemic substitution - 1. loanwords with no phonemic substitution; 

2.loanwords with partial phonemic substitution; and 3.loanwords with 

complete phonemic substitution ) 3  

Similarly, loanblends are classified as - 1.blended stems; 2. blended 

derivatives; and 3. blended compounds." In blended stems, a part of the 

model stem is substituted with a native affix which is often meaningless. 

Blended derivatives may be of two types - 1. Those in which foreign affixes 
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are replaced by the native; and 2. those in which foreign affixes are retained 

and the base is translated. In blended compounds one of the morphemes in 

the model compound is substituted by a native morpheme. 14  

In loanshifts 'foreign loans appear in the language only as changes in the 

usage of native words"' When there is a loanshift in simple stems we either 

get loan homonyms  or loan synonyms  depending upon the extent of similarity 

between the two meanings , new and old . In the former , the two meanings 

are far apart, and in the latter there is some degree of semantic affinity 

between the new and the old meanings .Whereas a loan homonym gives a 

totally new meaning to the native word , a loan synonym gives it just a new 

V.  shade of meaning. 15  When there is a complete morphemic shift in a 

compound, we have a  loan translation. 16  

3.3 	KONKANI LOANS : A CLASSIFICATION 

In keeping with the above schema, loans in Konkani are classified as 

Loanwords, Loanblends and Loanshifts. 

3.3.1. 	Loanwords 

When the phonetic repertoire, syllabic combinations and prosodic patterns 

of the donor and the borrower language match, loanwords tend to be 

accepted without having to make any phonetic adjustment. Thus there are 

loans with no phonetic substitution. When the two languages differ in the 

above mentioned aspects, the result is nativization of foreign features, or 

adaptation. Thus we get loanwords with partial or complete phonetic 

substitution." 

Quite a few of the loans from Kannada (Ka.) into Old Konkani (sixteenth & 

seventeenth century Konkani) that have been identified by Rocky Miranda 

from the three different versions of Diogo Ribeiro's Konkani - Portuguese 

dictionary, are direct loans, with no phonemic substitution.' 8  
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Examples : 

1. usiru "respite" < Ka. usiru "breath" 

2. kambi "lath" < Ka. kambi "bar , pole" 

3. kempu "enamel" < Ka. kempu "red colour , ruby" 

4. kombu "sprout , bud" < Ka. kombu "sprout , horn" 

5. ku(,a "tenant farmer" < Ka. kula "lessee , tenant farmer" 

6. gucti "flag " < Ka. gucti "flag " 

7. tumbu "pipe , spout" < Ka. tumbu "tube" 

8. ba:gu "bend" < Ka. ba:gu "bend" 

9. bida:ra "lodging" < Ka. bita:ra "lodging , dwelling" 

10. hincLu "flock" < Ka. hinclu "flock" 

All these loans survive in Modern Goan Konkani . But in most Konkani 

dialects they have undergone phonological changes together with the native 

words . Loss of final short vowels is a phonological change shared by most 

Konkani dialects. 19  This is accompanied by compensatory lengthening of 

the vowel in the last syllable. Just as the native dewu "God" ,putu "son" 

became [de:w] ,[pu:t] in these dialects, usiru, kambi , etc. became [u fi:r], 

mb], etc. Besides, there have been other changes brought about by the 

processes of assimilation , metathesis, etc. 

Examples 

1. usiru> usi:r ( loss of final short u accompanied by compensatony 

lengthening) 

usi:r > u fi:r (assimilation : dental s becomes palatal S under the 

influence of palatal i ) 

2. bic^a: ra > bita:r (loss of final short a) 

biota:r > bira:t( metathesis ) 
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Most Pan-Indian translations and creations of recent times have come to 

Konkani via Marathi and Hindi. Most of these could be seen as loanwords 

with no phonemic substitution . 

Examples : 

1. dur-dar fan literally, "television", - name of the national television 

channel- 

2. aka fwani - name of the Indian radio network 

3. widyapith "university" 

4. kulaguru "vice-chancellor" 

5. kulapati "chancellor" 

6. loksab ha "lower house of Indian parliament" 

7. rajyasab ha "upper house of Indian parliament" 

8. vid hansab ha "legislative assembly" 

9. pr ad hanmantri "prime-minister" 

10. ra ftrapati "president" 

Konkani normally replaces word-initial f and z in the Portuguese models 

respectively by c and j . 

Examples : 

1. cheiro "smell" > cer "perfume" 

2. ch6vena "cup" > cawn 

3. chapLi "hat" > c Epe 

4. chinela - a kind of foot wear - > cinEl 

5. chourico "saussage" > coris / cowris 

6. Janeiro "January" > janer 

7. Jesus "Jesus" > jed2 u 
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8. Joaquim - a name - > /old 

9. juro "interest ( banking )" > jur 

10.justo "exactly" > just /jist 

Exceptions : 

1. chocado "shocked" > f okad 

2. chefe "boss" > f 6ye 

3. janela "window" > dz an sl 

4. juiz "judge" > dzuwidz 

5. jeito "pose" > jhet 

When there is complete phonological substitution of a foreign sound sequence 

by a native one, 'the results may be almost completely unrecognizable to the 

speakers of the model language' 2° 

Portuguese fo'sforo "match" has come to Konkani as fask / fasak / fosok 

"match-box" ; cruz "cross" is reproduced in the various Konkani dialects 

as kuris, k hurls or furls. 

One version of English 'cleaner' "attendant in a public van" in Konkani is 

- a word rhyming with 'conductor'. The professional registers of 

plumbers and mechanics contain quite a few English loans with complete 

phonological substitution . 'Washer' ("a thin flat ring usually of metal or plastic 

that is used in the screwing of taps , pipes etc.") in the Konkani plumber's 

register has become ways ar . Similarly, 'shock-absorber' in a Konkani car-

mechanic's register is cokopsar or cokops . 

As pointed out by Haugen, degree of bilingualism is very crucial in 

determining the extent of phonological distortions in a loanword. 21  By giving 

examples from languages like Menomini, Tagalog, English and German, 

Bloomfield too has demonstrated that an 'increased familiarity with the foreign 

language may lead to a newer, more correct version of a foreign form.'" 
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kilirtclar, ways ar, cokopsar are adaptations of the English models by 

Konkani speakers who are not bilingual speakers of English . From the point 

of view of these speakers, kilirrlar is merely a label of a function to be 

performed in a public transport system in which a non- native language 

(English) came to be associated . Similarly , a Konkani plumber or mechanic 

came to deal with waysar and cokopsar that were from their point of view 

merely names in a non-native language (English), of parts that were nameless 

in the local language . 

English - Konkani contact is a comparatively recent phenomenon in the 

history of language contact pertaining to Goan Konkani. As the administrative 

language and the language of higher education in the neighbouring British 

India, and also as a foreign language associated with international 

communication, English did have prestige even in Portuguese Goa .But it 

was only after its liberation (Dec. 19, 1961) that Goa opened its doors 

wide for English to reign in the administrative and educational spheres . Having 

a good command over English came to have prestige in the post-liberation 

Goan society as had been the case with Portuguese in pre-liberation Goa. 

With the democratization of public education, English seeped into the Goan 

masses . For the Konkani speakers who were thus educated in the English 

medium schools kilir4pr, ways ar, cokopsar were only 'funny' adaptations 

of the English models in the speech of Konkani speakers who were ignorant 

in English . Owing to this attitude, the wild adaptations of English models 

like kilirictar etc. could not diffuse widely in Goan Konkani and are seen 

today only as a mark of the speech of the 'uneducated 'i.e. people who 

have not received any formal English education . A Konkani speaker with 

even a reasonable command over English tends to avoid these loans and 

goes for recognizable English versions of the same . 

b hikarb haso "useless talk / discussion" - a word always used in the plural 

- is probably a Konkani adaptation of the Hindustani phrase bekar (Persian) 
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ki bEhss (Arabic). Portuguese alma perdida "lost soul" has come to 

Konkani as alam pectclyar. Similarly, Scio foci° "St. John" has become 

sajaw / sajciw in the context of St. John feast. 23  amori "dusk" is a realization 

of Latin Ave Maria "Hail Mary" which has come to Konkani via Portuguese. 

At 7 0' clock in the evening Angelus (Ave Maria) was recited in front of 

altars. Ave Maria became aymori/amori in Konkani and eventually came 

to signify the time in the evening when the prayer was said. However, for 

the Hindu speakers it simply means "time at the end of evening and the 

advent of night " . 

Portuguese va se embora "get out " (imperative) is adapted in Konkani in 

various ways as wasimor, wosmar, be finsr etc.which, besides meaning 

"get out", is also an interjection used to convey a strong feeling of rejection 

or refusal". A new phrase wasimorad diwap "giving wasimorad" i.e. 

"asking someone to get out and get lost" is also coined in Konkani by deriving 

wasimarad from wasimor . This phrase is structured like the phrases thapat 

diwap "give a slap", utor diwap "give word", mat diwap "give vote" etc., 

in which the first word is a noun . wasimarad is likewise a feminine noun in 

Konkani (hcrwe taka wasimorad (F) dili(F) "I asked him to get out"; 

haws taka thapat(N) dill (N) "I gave him a slap". However , it is a native 

construction only 'sounding' like a Portuguese word formed with a suffix 

-ado /a like pesado/a "heavy" gelado/a "freezing ; ice-cream". vd se 

embora is only an imperative of it-se embora "to get out". It does not have 

any corresponding noun-form in Portuguese . 

English phrase 'first class' has been adapted into Konkani as faskalas or 

.fafkalas "very good" which is used both as an attribute, and also as an 

interjection . 

Loanwords may be either simple words with single morphemes, or 

compounds with two or more morphemes . Often, compounds or even phrases 

and sentences in the donor language function as simple words in the borrowing 
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language . Thus, as mentioned earlier, English 'shock-absorber' or Portuguese 

(< Latin) Ave Maria "Hail Mary" becomes cokopsar and amori in 

Konkani, respectively. Similarly , Hindustani phrase bekar ki bshes "useless 

discussion" or Portuguese sentence va se embora "get out" are adapted in 

Konkani as single words - respectively as b hikarb haso and wasimor 

Hence, Uriel Weinreich feels , simple in the context of loanwords 'must be 

defined from the point of view of the bilinguals who perform the transfer,. 

rather than that of the descriptive linguist.'" From this angle, simple words 

include whatever that is transferred in an unanalyzed form' -- as a single 

unit in the borrowing language . 

3.3.2. 	En in Konkani : an effect of borrowing ? 

In the available linguistic literature on Konkani, there is some confusion and 

inconsistency in the statements made on aspiration in Konkani . According 

to S.M. Katre, 'aspirates are not in general tolerated [in Konkani] except in 

the initial position.' 26  In other words , non-initial de-aspiration is universal 

and without any exception in Konkani. 27  Although this statement rightly 

captures an aspect in the formation / evolution of the Konkani language, as 

pointed out by Matthew Almeida, it 

`should be taken in its proper context : Katre is speaking from a 

diachronic or historical point of view, but one who looks at Konkani 

from a synchronic or contemporary point of view has to admit that the 

language has been borrowing words containing aspirated segMents from 

Sanskrit and other cognate languages'. 28  

Almeida observes that, 

`Konkani dialects vary considerably in the way they aspirate the 

different phonemes . Frequency of the use of aspiration too varies 

from dialect to dialect . The highest amount of aspiration is found in 
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the Bardeshi dialect of the North and the lowest amount of aspiration 

is found in the Mangluri dialect of the South... Between the Bardeshi 

and Mangluri extremes there are a number of shades of aspiration both 

in its frequency and quality.'" 

However , `Bardeshi' and Mangluri' as regional dialects of Konkani are 

themselves plural entities. Within these regional variants there is a 

considerable phonological variation in the social dialects, especially in those 

pertaining to the variable of religion . The Hindu and Christian dialects in 

these regions differ considerably with respect to aspiration. 29  Furthermore, 

A.M. Ghatage's syncronic surveys of a Mangluri and a Cochin dialect of 

Konkani provide evidence of aspiration in these variants of Konkani. 3 ° 

Coming to the [p h] / [f] variation in this light , to quote Almeida, 

`There is a gap in the distribution of unaspirated and aspirated voiceles 

consonants in modern Konkani , viz. */p hl does not exist . It must 

have existed in older Konkani , because it is still found in the 

pronunciation of a few Konkani speakers settled along the ghats . Other 

dialects seem to have replaced */p hl with If/ , a labio-dental fricative'" 

According to Katre , 

`in the Christian dialects generally and in certain Hindu dialects , e.g. 

ns.[Konkani of North Kanara Saraswats] , ngs. [Konkani of North 

Kanara Gauda Saraswats] , g. [Konkani of Goa Hindus] etc. to a 

certain extent this aspirate [p h] is pronounced as a dentolabial fricative 

f, and so indicated in the X [Christian] dialects in Roman 

Transliteration.' 32  

Miranda records If/ only in the Salcete Christian dialect. 33  According to 

him, this is a realization of the Proto-Konkani initial *p h  and *k h  which he 

sees as consonant clusters with *h as the second member." "Flower" would 

be p hula in the Mangalore Hindu Konkani dialect and p hul in the 
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Mangalore Christian , Bardez Hindu, Bardez Christian and Salcete Hindu 

dialects. 35  In other words, in the Salcete Christian dialect alone "flower" 

would be ful . This however does not hold at least for Goan Konkani in 

which [p h] exists only in the dialects spoken in the Pednem Taluka that are • 

phonetically quite similar to those spoken in the adjoining area that comes 

under the Ratnagiri district of Maharashtra. 

It appears that [f] has entered the Konkani phonetic system due to borrowing 

from Portuguese and thereafter replaced the native [p IT This is a well 

attested phenomenon in history of languages. To quote Bloomfield, 

'If the borrowing people is relatively familiar with the lending language, 

or if the borrowed words are fairly numerous, then foreign sounds 

which are acoustically remote from any native phoneme, may be 

preserved in a more or less accurate rendering that violates the native 

phonetic system.' 36  

Thus, Scandinavian loanwords have introduced the [sk] cluster into English. 

This cluster occurs in loanwords like sky, skin and shirt, and also in later 

formations like scatters, scrawl, scream. [z-] and [f-] in the initial position 

in English, was an effect of borrowing from French. Zip, zoom, jab, jounce 

were new creations in the language after [z-] and [f-] were accepted in the 

phonological system of English. 36  

Konkani, especially Goan Konkani has borrowed copiously from Portuguese, 

and If! is present in many of these loans . 

Examples ( only those loans with /f7 in the initial position are picked up; 

where the meaning of the model and the loan is identical or almost identical, 

it is provided only in one place - after the loan. ) : 

1.fals "false ;untrue;bad "<falso 

2. fait "less" <falta "want , lack" 

3. fam "fame" <fama 



4. .famad "famous" < afamado 

5. fati "slice of bread"<fatia 

6. fat "suit" <fato 

7. favor "favour" <favour 

8.fEst "feast" <festa 

9. felis - name of a person - <felicio "happy" 

10.feryad "holiday" <feriado 

11.ferid "wound" <ferida 

12.ferr "iron" <ferro 

13. ferrad "pressed (clothes )" <ferrado 

14.fidalg "noble mail" <fidalgo 

15. fugdw " chicken-pox" <fogclo 

16.fog "fire-work" <fogo "fire" 

17. fogey "fire-cracker" <foguete 

18.fogey "one who makes fire-works " <fogueiro "one who feeds fire in a 

metal plant"; fougeteiro "one who makes/lights firework." 

19.folg "enjoyment" <folga 

20. fol "page" <folga 

21. for "cover" <forro 

22. form "form , mould" <forma 

23. forn "oven" <forno 

24. fort "fine!(exclamation) ; strong" <forte 

25. fors "strength" < forca 

26. fask "match-box" <fdsforo "match" 
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27. foto < "photo(graph)" <foto(grafia) 

28. fraleedz "weakness ; mad" <fraqueza "weakness" 

29. fug "air" <fuga " leak , escape" 

30. fujo "ran away" <fugiu 

31. fund "funnel" < funil 

32. fur "hole" <furo 

33. farmas "pharmacy"<farmaCia 

34. furyodz "furious" <furioso 

35. febrer "February" < Fevereiro 

Thatf was one of the later developments in the language becomes evident 

from the following considerations - 

1. One of the earliest Konkani-Portuguese vocabularies probably belonging 

to the seventeenth century and attributed to Father Diogo Ribeiro records 

no words underf(i.e. words beginning withf), and directs the reader instead 

to look under p h." Doutrina Crisui by Thomas Stephens contains the 

following words with ph but not a single one with f :phauale; phalla, phudde, 

pharica, pharmaila.38  

2. One of the earliest migrations of Goans during the Portuguese rule has 

been to Cochin . Speakers of Konkani of Cochin are descendants of the 

Hindu Goans from Salcete and Bardez who left Goa in the sixteenth century 

due to fear of conversion, and settled down in Cochin. 39  The Cochin Konkani 

contains p h  and not f . 4° This Konkani bears close resemblance to the 

Hindu Konkani of South Kanara. Speakers of the latter, according to 

Miranda, had migrated to Mangalore from Salcete in the sixteenth century. 41 

 According to Ghatage's Survey, Konkani of South Kanara has both f and 

p h42  However, as compared to p h, f is less frequent, rather, quite rare --

only four words in the entire data contain f . Secondly, whereas words with 
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p h are mostly native, those with f are mostly loans . With the exception of 

ka :fa "phlegm", fi "fee", a.-fu "opium" and faydo "profit" are non-native 

words." 

3. Sister-languages of Konkani contain p 12  in the native words ;f in these 

languages is due to foreign influence . In Hindi and Urdu it is due to Perso-

Arabic influence, and in Marathi it is due to English influence . Hindi and 

Urdu have maintained both p h  and f p" in the native words, and f in the 

Perso-Arabic and English loans. Marathi has p h  in TIqqf,  , 3-11:fid 

31tali , , Tz -qfF etc.; both p h  and f in aft 1, Ali , tom, etc.; f in TFTER   

(but both p h and f in Tiqk fft .  etc. Factors like time of 

borrowing, knowledge of English among borrowers, and possibly others, 

are responsible for this variation. However, according to linguists, over the 

past two decades or so, f is gradually replacing earlier p h  even in non -

borrowed words. Linguists have further observed that this change seems to 

have occured first among speakers of Marathi belonging to the 

Chandraseneeya Kayastha Prabhu group in Mumbai, and that the fashion is 

catching on." Konkani, in general seems to have replaced native p h  by the 

foreign f. 

3.3.3 	Loan Blends 

Here a part or all of a native morpheme is substituted for some part of the 

model . Loan blends give us an inkling into the way speakers analyze the 

models that they are imitating . 

Blended Stems 

Here a part of the model stem is replaced by a native affix which is sometimes 

meaningless. Thus, when the model is an a-ending masculine noun, Konkani 

usually replaces the -a by -0 which is a native masculine marker . 
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Examples : 

1. fayda "profit" < Arabic (Ar.)fayada 

2. dirya I diryo "sea" < Persian (Per.) darya 

3. ka/vva/0 "anguish" < Ka. ka1awata45  

4. dardzo "level" < Marathi (Mar.) dardza ( < Ar. daraja.  ) 

5. /svg0/ /E.00 < Mar. lerjga ( <Hindi (Hin.) /e.gga ) 

6. kurt 0 < Mar. kurta (<Hin. kurta ) 

7. darocto "burglary" < Mar. darocta 

8. bhapko "show" < Mar. bhapka 

9. g17 000 "scam" < Mar. ghotala 

10. taba "possession" < Mar. taba 

In all the above loans the final -0 is hardly more than a gender marker. 46  

Blended Derivatives 

Here, either native affixes or bases are substituted for the foreign. 

Derivatives substituting affixes  

Examples : 

A 

1. ghitay "strength" 

2. &bay / lamay "height" 

3. thartclay "cool ; silence" 

4. m"argay "inflation" 
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B 

1. girsstkay I girestakay "richness" 

2. sobitkay "beauty" 

3. dzattwikay " awareness" 

4. whiclwikay " grandeur" 

C 

1. sc7wskrutay "culture" 

2. swatantratay "liberation, freedom" 

3. wiwidhtai /wiwittay "diversity" 

4. utsuktay "curiosity" 

Words in A are abstract nouns formed by adding -ay to the adjective : gh/ 

"strong" + -ay = gh/ay "strength" ; ldb "tall"+ -ay = &bay "height" etc. 

land 2 in B are also similar in structure : girest "rich" + -kay = girsstkay 

"richness" ; sobit "beautiful" + -kay = sobitkay "beauty". 3 and 4 in B belong 

to a different pattern. dzattwikay and whiciwikay are synonymous with 

dzanwik and wh iitwik, and are formed by adding -ay to these : dzavik + 

-ay = dzartwikay; w"/wik + -ay = whiclwikay. (Infact , dzattwik and 

whiciwik are themselves derived by adding -wik to dzall and whkt (A)) . 

Here abstract nouns dzarikay . and whiciwikay are formed from abstract 

nouns dzariwik and whiCtwik. The products are semantic replicas with a 

different phonetic flavour . The word-final -kay makes these formations rhyme 

with adjective + abstract noun suffix formations like girsstkay and sobitkay 

Words in C could be seen as Konkani adaptations of foreign models . 

so-wskrutay seems to be a ' Konkanization' of samskriti , a loan from the 

Classical Language -- Sanskrit , freely used in most Indo-Aryan and even in 

the Dravidian languages . In sowskrutay the word-final -i of samskriti is 

substituted by the native suffix -ay . swatantratay in all likelihood is derived 
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from Hindi swat antrata by replacing the word-final -a by -ay." wiwittay 

is an adaptation of Marathi / Hindi wiwidata ; and utsuktay is modelled on 

Marathi utsukata 

Most -tai ending abstract nouns in Konkani are thus a historical subset of 

the -ay ending nouns.But due to a number of words like sowskrutay, 

swatantratay, wiwittay , utsuktay, gimb hirtay "seriousness", sahacttay 

"ease", fakyatay "possibility", sabhyatay "civilization" etc. -tay has 

established itself as an abstract noun suffix in Konkani . In fact , a widely 

used formation like hitay "exaggeration" which is a translation of Marathi 

ati fayokti uses -tay as a derivational suffix . hitay is hi "too much" + -tay. 

ititai also has additional semantic capacity in that it indicates 'excess' as 

against ati fayokti which is confined only to verbal exaggeration." 

Of late there has been a trend , especially in the writings related to academic 

literary criticism, to use any -ta ending abstract noun from Marathi / Hindi 

(which is mostly a loan from Sanskrit ) by replacing -ta by Konkani -tai . 

The following examples are taken from the writings of Kiran Budkuley, 

Priyadarshini Tadkodkar and Bhushan Bhave. 49  

pragalb hatay, asurak fitatay, manasiktay, tatast hoary, susutratay, 

wastawiktay, g hani ftatay ( S.N. : respectively, 52, 58, 60, 63, 70, 94, 

98); sulab htay, at'uktay, wastuni fcatay, bahu frutatay, sujartatay, 

vi fi ftatay, lawciktay, ni fcittay (S.S.: respectively, 2, 2, 2, 8, 28, 32, 

32, 34); uc fru vk haltay, krutrimtay, wi fwatmokatay, a faysucaktay, 

kalatmakatay, .futirtay, aliptatay, hat abaltay, a fliltay, krutadnyaiay, 

ut haltay, b hawuktay, rasiktay (A.S. : respectively, 186, 188, 188, 189, 

193, 195, 196, 197, 199, 208, 214, 224, 236). 

These blends have not entered the written discourse from the spoken 

language . Rather, they are conscious adaptations of the Marathi / Hindi 

models into written Konkani, at times requiring the Konkani reader to consult 

a Marathi / Hindi dictionary . 
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This proliferation of the -tay ending nouns in present-day written Konkani 

is no doubt an outcome of the expansion in the domains of use of Konkani . 

Study of Konkani literature at the graduation and post-graduation levels 

opened up a whole new vista of literary criticism for Konkani. This 

necessitated utilization of appropriate terminology for analytical/theoretical 

discourse. The option available was creation of neologisms/blends. Also, 

those who had an exposure in the field through Marathi and Hindi came to 

be writing on the subject in Konkani . Those with a background of English 

came to Konkani via Marathi / Hindi as the path was more facilitating.s° 

The indiscriminate usage of the 'converted' -tay ending nouns can be seen 

as leading to an unbridled influence of Marathi / Hindi on today's academic 

Konkani . Such a licence to adopt any -ta ending Marathi / Hindi word into 

Konkani by merely changing the suffix also eclipses other options already 

available in the language. For instance, the user just does not notice 

f Elpait "salient feature" and coins vi fe ftay "salient feature" from 

vi fe fata (S.S.: 8). A word asvasth atay (A.S.:186,187) is created (from 

asvast heta) when Konkani already has asvast hakay. so" fiktay (A.S.: 213) 

is created (from sahan filata ?) when scifikpart is readily available on the 

Konkani tongue. Konkani does not really 'need' muk heltay (S.S.: 45) 

when it already has muk helpart. Such seemingly Konkani words as so fiktay 

and muk heltay serve to strengthen -tay as a Konkani suffix and become 

language internal models for a limitless conversion of -ta into -tay . This is 

also a matrix of the writer's knowledge of extant terminology in Konkani, 

his/her discrimination in creating terms; and discretion in the selection of the 

appropriate affix. 

Writings of Shennoi Goembab also contain many -tay ending formations . 

But a close scrutiny of these shows that only a few of these are simple 

conversions of Marathi / Hindi -ta ending models. namratays' "humility" is 

thus derived from namrata. But akrutay52  "shape" and arogyatay53  "health" 
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are adaptations respectively of akrti and arogya which belong to the pan-

Indian vocabulary . Similarlypuirtay m  "reward" is a new version ofpulyay 

which corresponds to puriyayi in Marathi . From Marathi nipuriata "skill" 

and marmikata "subtlety" are derived nipur1ay55  and marmikay. 56  Shennoi 

Goembab's language alSo contains many -ay ending abstract nouns whose 

existence cannot be attributed to foreign models, and thus need to be grouped 

under Native Creations. To give a few examples, weg(,ikay 57  "difference", 

ind hukay" "envy" s&lay 59  "looseness", battetay" "revolt". All these 

innovations tone in well with the overall creativity and simplicity of the 

author's language . 

Marathi abstract nouns formed with suffix -parta are sometimes borrowed 

into Konkani by changing -par to -pelt. To give a few examples , 

kaotwa(par, < kaolw awarLa "bitterness", manmeklep art,  < manmoklepav 

"openness" (here mokle is also translated as mskts), dikhaup art, 

 <dikhauparLa "show." (A.S. : respectively 189, 191,236) At times, these 

adaptations seem quite unwarranted. For instance, when Konkani already 

has koctsatt"bitterness", a writer really 'need not' invent kaclw atp art/  

Occasionally, Marathi / Hindi suffix -ta is replaced by Konkani -pat. Words 

like s a'wedan f data , bhawyata , kalatmakata , wi falata have been 

adapted by S. M. Tadkod respectively as s awwedan bh awyapatt 

kalatmakpait and wi falparf; 6 1 

Derivatives substituting the base 

Examples : 

1. Konkani inwiLkhi "unknown" is formed from Marathi anolkhi by 

retaining the negative prefix -an and replacing the base qkhi (o(ak h -i > 

) by Konkani 14; 	( w 	- i > w itkh ) . 

2. Konkani werrtuk "election" is based on Marathi niwactriuk - - the 

base niw ad "choose" is translated as we r and the suffix -nuk is retained. 
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Incidentally , this suffix is also native to Konkani which contains quite a few 

words like ghopzuk "use", t`illek 'behaviour", pictriuk "persecution". 

wets riuk was an innovation of Felicio Cardoso while he was running the 

Konkani Daily  Sot.  b 2  

3. Konkani also has loans like the following in which the foreign base-

morpheme is replaced by the native, and the part that has the semblance of 

an affix is retained -- r&ilat "desert" is formed from Marathi waiwarit where 

waLu "sand" is replaced by Konkani rew and the suffix-like part-wart/ 

retained in the w5t of r gwe-t. Perhaps it was poet B.B. Borkar who gave 

this word to Konkani lexicon. It is used in his translation of Ravindranath 

Tagore's poem - 'Where the Mind is without Fear.' 

4. kakluterti 63  "piteable" is probably a similar formation that echoes 

Marathi kevilwarLi. It is a rhyme formed by adding the 'pseudo-suffix' -Itt 

to the oblique of kaktut "pity" kak6ute 

5. Word for "cauliflower" in common Konkani parlance isfulawar . This 

could be seen as fula (the oblique offul ) + a false-suffix -war. English 

'flower' is not a compound formation, and infact is a cognate offul. But 

Konkani speakers seem to he analyzing it as a compound - -Fula-war . The 

loan translation of 'cauliflower' - - kobi-ful literally meaning "cabbage 

flower" is also in use in Konkani . 

Blended compounds 

Here one of the morphemes in the model compound is substituted by a native 

morpheme . 

Examples : 

When a Sanskrit / Marathi / Hindi word beginning with bahu is adapted into 

Konkani, bahu is changed into bhow - - 
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1. bahuw ac an "plural" > bhoww ac an 

2. bahuman "respect" > bhowman 

3. bahubhasik "multilingual" > bhowbha fik 

4. bahujansamaj "masses" > bhowjansamaj 

This pattern also becomes a model for a further adaptation of similar words 

into Konkani e.x. bhovvriogi "multicoloured" and bhowci higgi "multifaceted" 

are derived respectively from bahuraogi and bahucel aggi" 

Marathi compounds with fahi "rule" like lok fahi "democracy", hukum fahi 

"dictatorship", raje fahi "monarchy", umraw fahi "aristocracy" , 

ekad"ikar fahi "autocracy", bhartc(w al fahi "capitalism", nokar fahi's 

"bureaucracy". kampu fahi "groupism" are adapted into Konkani by 

replacing fahi by fay , respectively as lok fay , hukum fay, raje fay, 

umraw fay , ekadhikar fay , bhanctwal fay , nokar fay and kimpu fay. 

Konkani has also created bhatkar fay "feudalism" which is saranjam fahi 

or samant fahi in Marathi 

Marathi hokar "acceptance" and nakar "unacceptance" are behind Konkani 

hiykar and nh 6rkar in which Konkani h 6) "yes" and nh 6) "not" have replaced 

the ho- and na- in the Marathi words . h6ikar and 11 11  iykar have further 

yielded the adjectives h6,kari "affirmative" and nh 6)kari "negative"" in 

Konkani for which in Marathi there is a further compounding - - hokararthi 

( ho-kar-arth  ) and nakararth i (na-kar-arth i) . 

Konkani mukhelmhitri "Chief-Minister" is an adaptation of Marathi / Hindi 

muk h  yam antri. So is patcipradh an "Prime-Minister" 67  a Konkani version 

of Marathi pant apradh  an. Konkani paid-"chief? as in patdgacto, roughly 

meaning, "one who is ahead of others", here replaces Marathi pante, which 

is a shortening of Pandit, a prefix for Brahmans. Pe fwa which comes from 

Persian pe f "front" was not the official title. From Shivaji's time, it was 

pant apr adh an." Pa(ci also replaces Marathi paUa - pap-retry "Chief- 
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Queen" is rendered as patairati°9  in Konkani. However, patd-rarti is 

more a loanshift ( loan-translation ) than a loanblend since rani is as much 

native to Konkani as it is to Marathi . In both patd-pradh  an and paid-

rani, pa(,d implies "chief'. 

Shennoi Goembab has also given quite a few blended compounds to Konkani. 

To give a few examples - - 

1. dh arm a-saC° "a charitable rest house" < Skt. / Mar. / Hin. dh arma Pala 

2. dh arma-dhudz'' "crusade, moral battle" < Skt. d karma-yuddh a 

3.wat-margi72  "wayfarer" < Mar. watsaru 

4. daru-gup" "ammunition" < Mar. darugota 

5. ghoctesu-war" "horseman" < Mar. ghogeswar 

Blended compounds like kalpana fikt "imagination" (S.N.:30) from Mar./ 

Hin. kalpana f aka , 10" iwwi fw a "world of experience" (S.N.:45) from 

Mar. / Hin. anubhawwi fw a are widely used in present-day critical Konkani 

writings . 

In most cases of blended compounds, the part that is substituted in the loan 

bears a close resemblance in both sound and meaning to that in the model 

compound . 

3.3.4 	Loanshifts 

According to Weinreich , this is the type of interference that involves the 

extension of the use of an indigenous word of the influenced language in 

conformity with the foreign model'." Weinreich elaborates on this 

interference as follows : If two languages have semantemes , or units of 

content which are partly similar, the interference consists in the identification 

and adjustment of the semantemes to fuller congruence.'" Konkani usage 

of loanwords substantiates this observation. 
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r- 
Loan Homonyms 

Examples : 

The word al" ov means " bulge/protuberance" in Konkani . However, when 

it is used in the sense of "pretext" as in the sentence given below , it is 

modelled on the Marathi word do vg meaning "pretence/hypocrisy" : 

t" aruiayec kircya d"ovan dzuwdw rrta fadak albukerkakiqen 

daq,un dilo "Under the pretext of signing the Peace Treaty, Joao Machado 

was sent to Albuquerque."' 

akant formerly meant only "shock/calamility" in Konkani . But during the 

early days of  Sunaparant  - - the first and the only Konkani daily in the 

Devanagari script - - when the language was groping for journalistic 

terminology , the word was also used in the sense of "terror" i.e. at avk in 

Marathi / Hindi, and gave rise to the new compounds - - akantwad 

"terrorism" and akantwadi "terrorist" modelled on Marathi / Hindi at a.diwad 

and at avkwadi . This ataijk = akant equation was initially not very much 

welcome by Konkani writers, especially by R. V. Pandit who had written a 

letter to the editor to this effect. However, Sunaparant persisted in its use 

of the terms with akant "terror", so much so that the words have found 

entry into the recently complied Konkani dictionaries, for example, 'The 

English - Konkani Dictionary' compiled by Gurunath Kelekar." 

L 
	 niw in Konkani means "clean" and niwwel in Marathi means "pure/sheer". 

However, Konkani niw al is sometimes used in the sense of Marathi niww al 

as in the following sentence -...sahitya borowpi niwwel b or owp kortik 

lagta "one who writes literature begins to write sheer literature."" 

Loan Synonyms 

Examples : 

Konkani wansa generally means "desire" as in the following sentences - - 
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1. taka bhikecits wansa . "He desires deprivation." 

2. mhaka jewnacits wansa na dzalya . "I don't have the desire to eat / I 

just don't feel like eating." 

In the following sentence wansa is used in the sense of Marathi / Hindi 

wasana "sexual desire" - 	titer aglik korun mh#i vansa 

"...By molesting her, I quenched my sexual desire." 79  

dhapkowhich means "blow" in Konkani is also used by Shennoi Goembab 

in the sense of Marathi dhakka "blow ; shock" - - 'mhajya manak ho 

s ktit d"apkO b 1 0 . 1  "This was a great shock to my mind."" This shift 

has found a fairly wide currency in journalistic Konkani, especially in the 

daily Sunaparant. The meaning has also found an entry in the Konkani 

dictionary mentioned above. 

bhat in Konkani means "rice grain (bulk) along with the husk" and bhat in 

Marathi means "cooked rice". "Cooked rice" in Konkani is f it and fit in 

Marathi means "a single grain of rice" which is got° in Konkani . In the 

Konkani saying fitawElyan b"ataci pkik fa literally meaning" you can 

test the rice (whether it is cooked or not ) from ( by pressing ) a single 

grain" a semantic confusioe is created when fit and bhat in the Konkani 

saying echo the Marathi meanings . Konkani speakers often interpret the 

saying as - - "one can test ( the quality / type ) of the grain from the cooked 

rice" This confusion hints at the mistake of the 'original translator' who saw 

no difference between both the fit and bhat. The fact that the import of the 

saying is based on the Marathi meanings of fit and b h at indicates that 

Konkani has borrowed the saying from Marathi . 

As pointed out by Haugen, loanshifts 'occur most readily when there is both 

phonetic and semantic resemblance between foreign and native terms." 
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Loan Translations 

As pointed out by Haugen , loan translations 'have played a great role in the 

development of many languages.'" Konkani is not an exception here . 

Examples : 

1. su6ke dzhud:ari translation (tr.) of Mar. swat antryasaynnik which is a tr. 

of Eng. 'freedom fighter.' 

2. bare magpi tr. of Eng. 'well wisher' which is translated as fubhacintak 

I hita cintak in Hin. / Mar . 

3.fat-bhily tr. of Hin. / Mar. pritsthabhu:mi which is a tr. of Eng. 'background.' 

4. bhilykcip tr. of Mar. bhu:kampa which is a tr. of Eng. 'earthquake.' 

5. b"awki I bhawpag tr. of Eng. 'brotherhood '. 

6..fillpakult "butterfly" tr. of Mar. fulapakhariT" 

7. hat kapatr. of Eng. 'sleeveless'. 

8. masa/op9/9 tr. of the pan-Indian 'masala-dosa.' 

9. uddeg-dhando "industry" tr. of Mar. 'udyog-dhanda 

10. s6ima-mogi tr. of Hin. / Mar. nisarga-premi, probably a tr. of Eng. 

'nature lover'. 

11.matye bhirwl7/ bhily bhkwit"destroyed, razed" tr. of Mar. dzamindost. 

12.watciro (S.N.: 47) literally meaning "path stone", tr. of Eng. 'milestone .' 

13. kap badzar tr. of Mar. kala badzar, a tr. of Eng. 'black market.' The 

`black' from 'black market' has also given rise to the Konkani expression 

blsk karap , literally meaning "doing black" i.e. to be involved in black 

market. 
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14. waciclui.v (wad-dis) "birthday" tr. of Marathi wactdiwas, and ji7mdis tr. 

of Hindi jaqamdin . While the Marathi model which literally means "growth 

day" is an adaptation of English 'birthday', the Hindi model is its literal 

translation. 

15. jiwitkatha translation of Marathi ji:wan-caritra which is a translation 

of English 'biography'. For Shennoi Goembab 'biography' is the simple word 

jiitwhich denotes "life", and as in English also means "life story".Mshows 

up in ap-pri which is a translation of Marathi / Hindi atmwa-itral atmdcatha 

translations of English 'autobiography'. atmakatha is also adapted as 

nidzakali" "one's own story." ap in the sense of "self' also participates in 

loan translations like the following : ap-ulowp "monologue" translation of 

Marathi / Hindi swagat , ap-wawurpi "volunteer" translation of Marathi / 

Hindi swayamsewak 

16.jiitedi yi "view of life" translation of Marathi / Hindiji:wanairidi which 

is also translated as the blended compound jiwan di fti. (S.N.90) 

17. kamsa6" translation of Marathi / Hindi karyafata , translation of English 

'workshop' which is also rendered as the blended compound karyasat 

18. lakucfmara" translation of Marathi lakucttoctya, which is possibly a 

translation of English 'wood cutter'. In fact, wood cutter is not a Konkani 

occupation . There are bharskara "peddlars selling bundles of firewood" 

and lak4ficirpi "timber -sliver" among Konkani folk, but no lakuctmars. 

Perhaps one needs a lakucfmara for characterising protagonists in folktales 

from non - Konkani culture . 

Loan translations could be either literal i.e. word-to-word translations of 

the model or their free adaptations. If sutke clzhudzari "freedom fighter" is a 

word-to-word translation of swatantryasaynnik ap-wawurpi "volunteer" , 

literally , "one who participates in the action out of his / her own will" is an 

adaptation of sway amsewak . Here Weinreich's distinction between loan 
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translations 'in which the components appear with their familiar semantemes' 

and those 'where one or more of the components is involved in a semantic 

extension'" becomes relevant. An example of the first type would be sma-

mogi "nature lover" in which both s6im "nature" and mogi "lover" have the 

`normal' meanings assigned to them by the language . Here only the pairing 

of s 6im and mogi is due to the influence of another language. jirte di ft 

"view of life" or maw/9170/o "masala dosa" are examples of the second 

type . di ft which ordinarily means "evil eye" in Konkani signifies "view / 

view point" injirie dill and thus has undergone an extension in meaning . 

Similarly, masalo which normally means "spice(s)" in Konkani has, under 

the influence of foreign masala dosa, come to mean the cooked potato and 

onion stuffing inside the dosa . 

Most of the loan translations given above have emanated from individual 

creative writers and, having begun in the written discourse thereafter have 

diffused in the spoken language. Greater the influence of the writer , greater 

the chance of diffusion of a loan translation. A classical example would be 

that of "sanskriti". It was coined by V.K. Rajwade to translate English 

culture. Rabindranath Tagore came to know about it from P.L. Vaidya, who 

taught Sanskrit in Fergusson College, Pune. Tagore liked it better than Bangla 

kritsti, a literal translation of culture. Tagore's prestige made sanskriti a 

pan-Indian word." Shennoi Goembab has given many loan translations to 

Konkani. (Chapter Six of the present study may be referred). 

Interestingly, many a loan translation has remained only within the confines 

of the written discourse and formal speech, and direct loanwords have been 

adopted into informal speech . For instance , although a word likewsLa 

t ak(o8 " which is a translation of English 'time -table' exists in Konkani, 

Konkani speakers are given to using 'time -table' in everyday speech. 

It appears that there is a historical and social basis to this choice of loans - 

the word'time - table' has first entered Konkani and established itself in 
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everyday Konkani speech . wEta la/Q.9 has entered, or rather, has been 

made to enter, at a later stage as a conscious translation of an established 

loan. Further, 'time -table' is a part of a whole group of borrowed words / 

expressions that constitute a Konkani speaker's educational (formal ) register 

where English dominates . See the following examples : sit nambar "seat 

number", kwEfcan / kw gf an pepar "question paper" , ansar pepar "answer 

paper" , sq9lirni "supplement" , ricizdt"result" , mark "mark" , klas "class", 

pas drawap "pass", fel d:awap "fail" , fast yewap "stand first", sekEricl 

klascit yEwep "get second class", distipg fan mslap" get a distinction" 

etc. These loans suffice to show that Konkani has not really entered the 

discourse of formal education . Hence, any native substitution of the above 

remains mainly at the level of formal spoken discourse. 

During the past two - three decades that have witnessed an expansion in the 

domains of use of Konkani in Goa , many a Marathi loan translation has 

been borrowed directly into the language , especially in written Konkani . 

To take a few examples , 

1. pathya pustak tr. of 'text-book' 

2. wimantat tr. of 'aerodrome' 

3. raktagat tr. of 'blood group' 

4. jiwansatwa tr. of 'vitamin' 

5. cakriwadal tr. of 'whirlwind / cyclone' 

6. manoranjan tr. of 'entertainment' 

7. rugrtawahika tr. of 'ambulance' 

8. mandhan tr. of 'honorarium' 

9. prammtikarart tr. of 'standardization' 

10. fitapeti tr. of 'cold storage' 

Several pan-Indian loan translations have entered Konkani through Marathi. 
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Examples : 

I. 	vacanalay tr. of 'library' 

2. ra ftragit tr. of 'national anthem' 

3. par fwasaogit tr. of 'background music' 

4. aykar tr. of 'income-tax' 

A close scrutiny of the language of Sunaparant, especially that of the news 

items, reveals substantial influence of Marathi on Konkani . It almost appears 

that an average present-day Goan Konkani journalist hardly distinguishes 

between a pan-Indian choice of vocabulary and that specific to the Marathi 

language. At times, any Marathi loanshift is freely borrowed into Konkani 

as if it were a part of the pan-Indian vocabulary, so much so that one 

sometimes gets the impression that today Konkani is moving away from the 

status of an active translator that it was earlier and increasingly becoming a 

passive consumer of readymade Marathi translations . 

3.4 	HYBRID CREATIONS 

Haugen's schema of loans sieves out 'hybrid creations' . These are ' terms 

whose existence may ultimately be due to contact with a second culture and 

its language.'" But these cannot strictly be called loans as these did not 

come into being as direct imitations of a foreign model , but were secondarily 

created within the borrowing language.' 9° The term 'hybrid creation' is coined 

by Haugen 'to distinguish it from the kind of creation that consists entirely 

of native material.' 91  

Konkani contains many interesting hybrid creations . 

Creations with  -.saw 

Konkani has quite a few loanwords coming from Portuguese that are abstract 

nouns ending in -saw. To give a few examples. 
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r- -  1. istimasdw "esteem, appreciation" 

2. maldisdw "curse " 

3. konisciw "condition" 

Konkani has also borrowed infinitive forms from Portuguese. 

Examples:,fugar "to get suffocated", wirar "to turn (go mad)", kurar "to 

set right, to cure", pikar "to trouble". 

Sometimes, Konkani creates words that seem like Portuguese loanwords 

by adding - saw to elements of Portuguese loans. pikasdw,.fugasciw are 

thus created by adding .saw to pika or fuga of Portuguese picar and afogar 

Likewise saw is added also to elements of loans from other linguistic sources. 

Thus b4asdw "boredom" is created by adding saw to b4a of bEdzar, a 

loanword from Perso-Arabic sources. bgasdw which has the semblance of 

a Portuguese loan is in effect a Konkani hybrid creation that fuses patterns 

from two foreign sources - -Perso-Arabic and Portuguese . Konkani has a 

few more hybrid creations with the Portuguese nominal suffix sciw- 

a. katkisciw "hassle, botheration" 

b. gugctila.sdw "cheating" 

c. ullumasciw - - used for a person who gets distracted very easily 

i.e. who is not stable 

Although the above creations could be analyzed as katki-saw ; gu4clila-

sa-w and ulluma- sciw , the morphs katki-, gucktila- and ulluma are 

'empty' since these cannot be assigned to any morphemes. These 

meaningless features have a meaning only when accompanied by saw. 

All these creations have a wide currency in spoken Goan Konkani. These 

words with a Portuguese punch seem to have originated in slang usage and 

were probably invented by Konkani speakers who either did not have a 
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command over Portuguese or else, they had a fertile imagination. This could 

also be said of b6lasdw. 

One could also venture to comment that these hybrid creations came into 

Konkani when the language already had ample of loanwords from Portuguese 

that had the suffix saw. 

Out - - an adverb in English is borrowed into Konkani as awt and combined 

with clz aw ap and kar ap to mean, respectively, "going mad ( insane )" and 

"making (someone ) mad ( insane )". 

Examples : 

1. to awl drala 

"he "out" has become" 

"he has gone mad" 

2. tuwg 	taka aw6 kola 

"you (Erg.)to-him "out" have made" 

"you have made him mad" 

awt "mad" combines with the adjectival / nominal endings - - -0/ / 

(sg.) and -E/-yo / -T(pl.) to give the following adjectival / nominal hybrid 

creations meaning "mad": 

awto (M) / 	(F) / awy (N) - - - (sg.) 

awtE (M) / avtlyo (F) / awii ( N) - - - (pl.) 

These are modelled on the following native constructions and are also used 

similarly : 

pis 9 (M) pi f (F) / pi 	(N) - - - (sg.) 

pi 	(M) / pi f yo (F) / pi 	(N) -- (pl.) 
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Konkani also contains the expression awe,sart "madness" which is a hybrid 

creation with the native abstract noun suffix -sari. This creation features in 

the typically colloquial expression of the following type - - 

.ramki aw(sar1 mars! 

"(somebody) is sheer madness" 

In this expression the abstract noun is used like an adjective . The above 

construction appears to have been modelled on the native construction samki 

pisay mars! that features the abstract noun pisay "madness". 

According to Haugen, hybrid creation 'is not a part of the borrowing process' 

but it gives 'evidence of an intimate fusion into the language of the borrowed 

material, since it has become productive in the new language.'" 

3.5 	REDUNDANT COMPOUNDS 

Many Indian languages possess a type of construction that is an adjunction 

of two synonyms, mostly nouns, one of which, usually the first one, is native 

and the other foreign. Constructions of this type have been called 'transla-

tion compounds' 93  or 'redundant compounds.' 94  Translation/redundant com-

pounds are a typical pan-Indian response to situations of language contact. 

This type of construction is amply documented in modern Hindi. 95  

Examples 96  : 

1. tan-bad an "body etc." 

2. wiwah- fadi "marriage etc." 

3. dhan-daulat "money etc." 

4. sak-sabji "Vegetable etc." 

5. dharam-iman "religion etc." 

6. sneh-muhabbat "love etc." 

r 
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7. laj- farm "deference etc." 

8. nata-ri fta "relation etc." 

In all these noun-noun constructions the first noun is native and the seond 

foreign -- Arabic or Persian. A similar construction like wakil-bairistar" 

lawyer etc." from Perso-Arabic wakil and English bairislar97  probably 

implies that 'native' here does not necessarily imply "of Indo-Aryan 

descent". h may also include a borrowed noun that is completely assimi-

lated in the linguistic culture of the community, so much so, that it is 

regarded as indigenous. The above mentioned examples of noun-noun 

compounds provided by Singh probably belong to a time when Arabic or 

Persian words still had an aura of the 'foreign' as far as the speakers of 

Khari-boli were concerned. wakil-bairisear seems to belong to a later time 

when Arabic / Persian words were naturalized members of the language and 

an invitation was extended to the new 'foreigners' - words from English. 

Suniti Kumar Chatterji gives instances of 'translation compounds' from 

Bengali - cak-(<cak) khacli "writing chalk" from English 'chalk' and Bengali 

khadi, baks-pemda from English 'box' and Bengali pemda. In these the 

first member is foreign and the second native. Chatterji also gives evidence 

of similar compounds from Old and Middle Indo-Aryan.e.x. karsa-pana 'a 

coin of monetary value' from old Persian karsa and Sanskrit (of Austric 

origin) pana; shali-hotra "horse" from Austric shall and Sanskrit hotra. 

According to Singh, there are two types of compounds - 1) rule-derived 

primary compounds, and 2) frozen, lexicalized compounds." The former 

satisfy two conditions. viz. I) the Variable R Condition, and , 2) the IS A 

Condition. The Variable R Condition implies that there could be 'a variable 

range of possible relations between the two nouns' (ibid). To give Singh's 

own example, although the compound 'water-mill' is normally understood 

as "mill powered by water" it can also mean "mill which produces water", 

"mill for analyzing the contents of water", "mill where the employees drink 
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water" etc. The 'IS A Condition' interpreted formally implies that morpho-

logically the N+N structure is a N, and, interpreted semantically it means 

that 'a productive noun-noun compound designates something that is a type 

of N: a 'rose-bush', for example, is a bush and a 'beer-can' is a can.' 99  

Frozen/lexical ized compounds are compounds that do not yield to any one 

general rule of compounding. There is no one overall pattern of freezing. In 

other words, every frozen compound has its own peculiar way of freezing. 

To take examples given by Singh, 'cart-wheel' (an acrobatic stunt) and 'pa-

per-back' (book) are totally different in lexicalization. 

Singh shows that 'redundant compounds' are neither rule-governed com-

pounds nor are they frozen compounds. This particular morphological form 

essentially involves a reduplication of noun in its native and non-native shape, 

and, the product of this reduplication means "Noun etc." 

Reduplication is either 'complete' or 'partial' -dane dane "each grain" in 

dane dane par likha hai eanewale ka nam is an instance of the former, 

which is liable for the 'distributive interpretation.'" Echo formations like 

the Hindi dana-wana "grain etc." are instances of partial reduplication which, 

according to Singh, is liable for the 'et cetera interpretation.' 100  Redundant 

compounds (translation compounds), according to Singh, are not com-

pounds but are 'outputs of the rule of partial reduplication. 00 

Chatterji sees 'translation compounds' to be a result of societal polyglottism 

in India, ancient as well as modern. Singh, however, thinks, it would be 

improper to attribute such structures merely to code-switching behaviour of 

speakers. These structures, according to him, may have been rendered 

possible by the contact situation, but this possibility could be realized in 

actuality only because the native structural resources of the language had a 

room for reduplication - complete (dane-dane type) as well as partial 

(khana-wana type). For Singh, 'redundant' construction is 'essentially a 

minor extension of a native pattern." 01  He draws our attention to the fact 
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that sociolinguistically there was enough scope for such constructions in the 

English-French contact . But this contact did not result in redundant 

compounds because the structure of the English language does not allow 

reduplication. 

Singh sees the redundant construction as representing an effort of the speech 

community 'to forge a hybrid language' and thus 'eliminate the unstable 

situation characterized by code-switching."° 1  

3.5.1 	Redundant Compounds in Konkani 

Examples : 

1. ghar-dar 

+Native -Native (Arabic) 

"house etc." 

2. f im-m Er 

+Native -Native (Kannada) 

"limit etc." 

3. bhat-bes 

+Native -Native (Portuguese) 

"property" 

4. dzaqd-pECto 

+Native -Native (Hindustani) 

"trees etc." 

This N+N redundant construction in Konkani lends itself to the 'et cetera 

interpretation' and hence could be seen as an output of a rule of partial 

reduplication. However, in comparison with the parallel construction in Hindi, 
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the Konkani redundant construction is structurally even closer to the echo 

construction. 

Examples: 

A 

1. ghar-bir 	'house etc.' 	 1. gharci-birci "houses etc." 

2. fim-bim "limit etc." 	 2. fimo-bimo "limits etc." 

3. bhat-bit "property etc." 	3. bhaici-bild 	"properties etc." 

4. d'act-bict "tree etc." 	 4. dz.  acici-bictd "trees etc." 

A comparison of these echo-constructions with the corresponding N 

(+Native)+N(-Native) constructions given above would reveal that the non-

native part of these constructions besides being a semantic echo of the na-

tive noun is assimilated in the language in such a way that it also becomes 

its grammatical echo - dar, mer, bgs, peci are given the same gender as 

their native counterparts and consequently have similar and rhyming plural 

forms.: 

Sg. 	 P1. 	 Model 

1. ear (N) - dar 	gh arci-darci 	dar (M) Arabic 

2. f im (F) - mer 	fimo-mero 	mere (N) Kannada 

3. bhat (N)- bes 	bhacci-bEsd 	bens (M.pl.) Portuguese 

4. dad (N) - peol 	dzactd-pectd 	ped (M) Hindustani 

Such a 'strong' assimilation of the non-native nouns in Konkani redundant 

constructions has almost robbed the non-native nouns of meaning. From the 

point of view of the Konkani speaker, these constructions are not much 

different from the corresponding echo-constructions in which bir, bim, bit, 

bicl are only 'et ceteras'. Dar in the sense of 'house' and pect in the sense of 

"tree" are not even used as free forms in Konkani. 
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The Hindi redundant construction does not absorb the non-native form 

totally into the native grammar. It is only a concatenation of two nouns and 

there is no conversion of the non-native noun to the gender of the native 

noun. If in tan-hadan "body etc.", both native and the non-native nouns are 

masculine it is because the gender of badan in the donor language is mascu-

line. In dhan-daulat "money etc.", dhan is masculine and daulat feminine. 

However, the redundant construction functions as a single word and the 

gender of the second noun determines the gender of the translation com-

pound. 

Examples: 

1. uski dhan-daulat 

and not* uska dhan-deulat 

2. be1iy6" ka fadi-byah 

and not* beiiyo-  ki fadi-byah 

The following translation compounds appear in Konkani folk rhymes: 

1. nageto-betap°2  

+Native-Native (Kannada) 

"naked" 

2. cila-pottl°3  

- Native (Kannada) + Native 

"bag" 

These constructions seem to be lacking in the 'et cetera' component. 

At least two of Konkani proper nouns - place names - are translation 

compounds - 
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1. moti dogor (moti  <Portuguese monte  "hill") 

- Native + Native "hill" 

- a hill in Margao - 

2. malt giri 

- Native (Portuguese) + Native "mountain" 

- a hill near Mhapsa - 

While clogor is a common Konkani word for mountain, giri (< Sanskrit giri 

"mountain") is not. Both the above mentioned hills are mainly known for the 

chapel/church built on them, and probably were not residential areas before 

the arrival of the Portuguese in Goa. A concatenation of monte with &Igor 

and giri was perhaps a way of naturalizing the new 'foreign' place names. 

In both these constructions the non-native nouns come first. This is 

probably because Moti/Monte came to Konkani as proper nouns of local 

hills. Even in the expression cila-pagthe non-native noun comes first. This 

may be due to the pressures of rhyming pott with lc" st t. The expression 

cila-potg features exclusively in a single folk-rhyme given here. Monte is 

in fact a common noun in Portuguese. Here proper nouns are produced by 

bringing together two common nouns - one non-native and the other native. 

3.5.2 	Concatenation of Synonymous Words in Old Konkani Literature: a 

Study 

'Vonvallyancho .11/1ollo' (ad.n.ufl Tr-O) "Garden of Shepherds", a seven-

teenth century (1658, 59) prose text in Konkani 104  by Miguel de Almeida 

(1604-1683) contains several instances of pairing of synonymous words 

that appear like redundant compounds. 

Examples : 

1. ... af=t TrIaT 	14g .... (149, 150) "shepherds" 
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2. ... 	. 	rnTri fft-ft 	trit... (151) "road" 

3. 34tquen* 3-1-crgr9,Qviffiltrarem-ma  ... (176) "disrespect" 

4. WizT ft 	 qui 1-zgrzfRi ... (185) "anger" 

5. V 	711:11-4  4̀41i ... (185) "light" 

6. ... 	3T-FITTn wr-qt, -4qcsf Tnft-8 Trrlq ... (186) "brothers" 

7. ... 	 (187) "troubles" 

8. cfTzZn =loot-0-1.6N, as 	 f'qit.R... (187) "blot" 

9. dichT irt-j,v=n 	twicnia ... (189) "respect" 

10. ... Tim 13*ETT 	rilar2  of r. ... (332) "praises" 

At least in some of these pairs (see 2, 3, 10 above) one of the synonyms 

(the second one) belongs to a non-Indo-Aryan source - Dravidian (Kannada 

bidi "road") and Persian (behurmati, hurmati, "disrespect, respect"). How-

ever, these pairs of synonymous words could be termed as redundant com-

pounds only if these could be established grammatically as single word units. 

But the test of gender agreement employed across some such pairs reveals 

that these pairs do not always behave like single words. 

Examples : 

1. 7-4,rtN ifml 	a-rurui  tqt Hl 	Tate 	(322) "praise" 

In this sentence, the possessive adjective tad "his (F)" agrees with tusti 

(F), but the non-finite form kartic (N) plus particle f E (N) agrees with 

the immediately preceding waleartg(N). 

2. ...Tmt 1444ti 	rawg  ar4R....(332) "praise" 

Here, tuji "your (F)" agrees with tusti (F), and powacLe remains masculine. 

3. ...7m-r -qt-t4 	 r war 1;&T{T-4  ft-r0 	(291) "future" 

In this sentence bhawi fya (N)fuotar (M) appears to behave like a single 

word since the oblique formation of neuter and masculine nouns is similar. 
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But see the following sentences: 

a) ,iii-ftrrta 'sfiq- II 3-73# 	 cl-)11-c74131?-1zriq ... (418) 

b) IT.P4T4Tgrt  l TITI T aifar -efito 	 (M), Alf  (M)  acM(M)... (466) 

In (a) the agreement of apul t (N) "one's own" is with the immediately suc-

ceeding bhawi Iya (N). In (b) the agreement of the verb forms savgil ale 

and wartalE and the adverb tai fsci is with the preceding fuctar which is 

masculine. 

This shows that the pairs of synonyms in Vonvallyancho Mollo do not 

necessarily function like single linguistic units (even though they are written 

as single words as in (b) above) Rather, these appear to be a feature of the 

author's ornate style. I 05 Miguel de ikimeida brings together in his writing as 

many synonymous words (or words with similar meanings) as possible as 

were current in the Goan linguistic usage of his time. These would include 

words of Indo-Aryan origin proper to Konkani, words from the 'High' (in 

the sense used by Charles Ferguson in his exposition of Diglossia (1959)) 

Marathi (Marasta bhas), I 06 and also loanwords from Kannada, Persian, 

Arabic and Portuguese. Thus, this 'all inclusive' linguistic orientation of the 

author in a way provides a considerable scope for the study of linguistic 

influences on seventeenth century Konkani. 

The juxtaposition of synonymous words ranges from 2 to 6 words in 

Vonvallyancho Mollo. 

Examples : 

1. 	TrIcw-f, Wit  ("testimony") ...(178) 

.Fri--ETTI  ("trees") trrt4 ...(205) 

3. ... T.(8-44 tuffTif  ("stones")... T-trfttrf ...(205) 

4. _T4 T:wrotil  ("pride") zicouR ...(243) 

5. ... ci?.)ztf, 	("armymen") aTtraq ...(231) 
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6. ... 	m nil's  ("time/opportunity") Trlfzo - f (181) 

7. fl-r-fr2  ("loud call") 	...(181) 

8. rift a-r ,c-ior ,4  ("love/affection") 	...(201) 

9. ... 	TftrN  ("wealthy") 	 ...(215) 

10. pia, a-ruri aT 	("name") ...(338) 

11. ... n a qfc-,;o6cb,0q1k 1 11, f T  ("name") rift 	...(369) 

12. ... ark 	3-Tcrqt, 	771  ("suffering") ...(428). 

13. 34u-cT7iTrrTa 3-Trq 	349:-Trfcth 	afEa-r, Sat, al -1  ("language") 3T1111 ... (268) 

• 	14. ... 	 tin, -14R-f,1-11d7i  ... ("towns") (203) 

15.... -TuT ,106... 	 1 ,4-)1Hi-r  ("light") 	...(187) 

16. Trifed, 	-ri ,r,Trftrrt,      ("glory") ...(338) 

17. ... 	TiagT, am i ,  3c1INT, ch -f dogicn-41  ("delight/happiness") i-T -{1 

...(402) 

some pairs of synonyms in 'Vonvallyancho Mollo' juxtapose a term from 

Christian religious ethos alongside another from Hindu religious ethos. 

Examples : 

1. ... 	?-1 ftrTri 3-1111-1 	. . . ("apostles") *$f ^alaf of 47 Vt... #4-01... (201) 

2. ... 	14-111.-f 	9TH arrEFIT:ff  ("apostle"), 1-1(urt trr -4- 1 	TT4 7f... (210) 

3. ... anal 	wif),ItTa,  ("sacrifice") Pli-t -clIct)... (262) 

4. ... Tal arra-ft 3-w--4-44Q -Ria  ("blessings")) f•cria. (288) 

5. ...aRf4faT-a ,1-b:HTia.   ("resurrection") zi 	 (240) 

Here, 31-rti(- q, -t:rrfft9, -41lia and vbri-t,iia - concepts from the recently 

introduced religious culture are in a way located within the familiar concepts 

of ft-q/147-q, 9,, as ,31-aaR and .4-r4fa-(-4- . 1 " These are used as cultural pegs by 

which near parallel ideas are introduced. In the process there is also an 
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DP, 

appropriation of the indigenous concepts by the new spiritual culture. 

3.6 	CONCLUSION 

This Chapter has provided a structural classification of Konkani loans 

primarily on the basis of Haugen's schema. It has also discussed 'hybrid 

creations' and 'redundant compounds' in Konkani. Participation of the sister 

languages of Konkani - Marathi and Hindi in particular-in the development 

of Konkani vocabulary by way of loanblends and loanshifts is also assessed 

to a certain extent. Concatenations of synonyms in Vonvallyancho Mollo 

are grammatically scrutinized to show that these cannot be termed redundant 

compounds. On the basis of the synchronic and diachronic research on 

aspiration in Konkani it is concluded that copious borrowing from Portuguese 

that brought in loanwords with Ifl eventually led to a replacement of the 

native 1phl by foreign /f/. Findings and observations of this Chapter shall be 

developed in the concluding Chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

HINDU AND CHRISTIAN KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY : 

A COMPARATIVE STUDY' 

4.1 	INTRODUCTION 

This chapter examines the influences on a very specific domain of Konkani 

lexicon -- the domain of kinship, by comparing the kinship terminology in 

the Hindu and Christian dialects of Konkani. 

The kinship domain is universally demarcated in the lexicons of all languages.' 

The kinship terminology of a language reveals the way kinship relations are 

patterned in a particular linguistic culture. According to George Peter 

Murdock, 'kinship systems constitute one of the universals of human culture: 3  

The long period of the Portuguese colonial rule over Goa has left its indelible 

imprint on the Konkani language. It has promoted both cultural and intimate 

borrowing' from Portuguese to Konkani on a large scale. All Konkani 

dialects that have come into contact with Portuguese have borrowed linguistic 

elements from this language. However, as observed by Rocky Miranda, due 

to socio-cultural and religious ties of the Christian community with the 

Portuguese, the Christian dialects of Konkani were more prone to Portuguese 

influence than the Hindu dialects.' Certain socio-cultural domains serve well 

to locate this influence. One of these is the domain of kinship terminology. A 

comparison between the Hindu and Christian kinship terminologies is quite 

revealing. 

The present study is based on field work carried out in the Salcete Taluka, 

which, being a part of the Old Conquest area, was under Portuguese rule 

for over four centuries. 

Since one intended to analyze the influences on Konkani kinship terminology 
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vis-a -vis religious affiliations of the speakers, the variable of caste-affiliation 

was more or less ignored while identifying the informants. However, care 

was taken to see to it that all the informants did not belong to a single caste 

group. 

Only those persons were chosen to be informants who spoke Konkani as 

first language in the home domain. All the informants were women. (Some 

men were indeed approached as informants in this regard. They however 

felt that women were more knowledgeable and competent to provide 

information on this topic. Hence, it was decided to keep the sex of the 

informants constant. This (supposed?) relationship between the knowledge 

of kinship and women in itself could be a topic for an independent study.) 

Initially information was collected from women belonging to the age-group 

of 50 to 70. Later, informants belonging to the age-group 20 to 30 were 

also incorporated so as to study the changing trends in kinship terminology. 

After comparing the Hindu and Christian kinship terms collected from women 

informants of the Salcete Taluka, inferences are drawn regarding indigenous 

as well as foreign - Portuguese in particular - influences on Konkani kinship 

terminology. Structural changes brought about by these influences are also 

highlighted. 

With the help of the data of Indian kinship terms provided by Irawati Karve 

(1953), 6  an attempt is made to trace the evolution of most of the elementary 

Konkani kinship terms of Indo-Aryan origin by juxtaposing these alongside 

their cognates in the sister New Indo-Aryan and those in the Middle as well 

as Old Indo-Aryan languages. The reconstructed Proto Indo-European form 

is also cited wherever possible so as to bring home the approximate time-

span of the evolution of Konkani kinship terms. 
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4.2 	THE ESSENTIALS OF KINSHIP 

The influences on Konkani kinship terminology are analyzed largely within 

the perspective provided by George Peter Murdock. This perspective is 

chosen because it addresses itself to the linguistic aspect of kinship, and is 

also grounded on a wide linguistic data base. 

While sketching the background of his own contribution to the analysis of 

kinship, Murdock draws on the research of all his predecessors in 

anthropology.' Based on his presentation of this account of kinship analysis, 

the theoretical essentials for analyzing kinship terminology, as also the 

available parameters for classifying kinship terms are briefly enumerated 

below. 

Kinship terms are linguistic elements that characterize the reciprocal 

relationships between kinsmen.' These relationships form a part of a 

structured whole -- a kinship system, in which 'individuals are bound to one 

another by complex interlocking and ramifying ties.' 9  

Kinship systems have their origin in the individual's membership in two nuclear 

families -- the family of orientation in which he/she was born and reared, 

and the family of procreation which he/she establishes by marriage.'° 'Every 

person forms a link between the members of his/her family of orientation 

and those of his/her family of procreation, and ramifying series of such links 

bind members of individuals to one another through kinship ties."° 

Kinship ties are classified as primary, secondary, tertiary and remote." A 

person's primary relatives  are those relatives who belong to the same nuclear 

family as him/her, i.e., his/her father, mother, brothers and sisters in the family 

of orientation, and wife/husband, sons and daughters in the family of 

procreation. Secondary relatives are primary relatives of the primary relatives 

of the Ego but those that are not among the Ego's primary relatives. For 

example, father's father, mother's brother, daughter's husband, son's daughter 
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etc. Tertiary relatives  are those primary relatives of the secondary relatives 

that are neither primary nor secondary relatives of the Ego. For example, 

father's father's brother, mother's brother's wife, daughter's husband's 

mother, son's daughter's son etc. Other relatives that are even more remote 

are distant relatives.  

Depending upon the type of link in the relation whether of blood or that of 

marriage, relatives are classified respectively as consanguineal and affinal.' 2  

Kinship terms are classified in three different ways -- 1) according to their 

mode of use, 2) according to their linguistic structure and 3) according to 

their range of application. 13  

The mode of use classifies kinship terms into two types, viz., 1)  terms of 

address and 2) terms of reference. A term of address may be defined as a 

term by which a relative who in the instance of speech communication is the 

first person, addresses another who is the second person. It is a term used 

in speaking to a particular relative. A term of reference designates the name 

given to a kinship relation. It is a term usually used in referring to a particular 

relative who is the third person in the act of communication. 

In a kinship analysis, terms of reference are felt to be more dependable and 

useful than terms of address." This is because the former are more specific 

in their application and usually more complete than the latter. Complete, 

because terms of reference always cover a larger area of the kinship domain 

than those of address. Besides, there is more duplication and overlapping in 

terms of address than in those of reference. 

As regards linguistic structure, kinship terms are classified as I) elementary, 

2) derivative and 3) descriptive terms. According to Murdock, 

'An elementary term is an irreducible word, like English "father" or 

"nephew" which cannot be analyzed into component lexical elements 

with kinship meanings. A derivative term is one which, like English 
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"grandfather", "sister-in-law", or "stepson" is compounded from an 

elementary term and some other lexical element which does not have 

primarily a kinship meaning. A descriptive term is one which, like 

Swedish farbror (father's brother), combines two or more elementary 

terms to denote a specific relative.' 

According to the range of application, kinship terms are grouped under two 

categories -- denotative and classificatory.  

'A denotative term is one which applies only to relatives in a single 

kinship category as defined by generation, sex and genealogical 

connection... A classificatory term is one that applies to persons of 

two or more kinship categories as these are defined by generation, 

sex and genealogical connection.' 16  

4.3 	KONKANI KINSHIP TERMS: A STRUCTURAL CLASSIFICATION 

As mentioned earlier, a kinship analysis relies more on terms of reference 

than on terms of address, as the former are more specific in application and 

more complete than the latter. 

Moreover, a language like Konkani, as also most other Indian languages, 

allow for a lot of variation in terms of address. For instance, a Konkani 

child need not necessarily address his/her father with set terms of adress 

like Baba, Pay, Pappa etc. He/she could even call him AO or Ja, terms 

like nicknames that are specific only to particular individual users. Thus, 

terms of address may vary from person to person. Also, in a Konkani 

extended or joint family, a grandfather may be addressed as Baba or Papa 

or Pai which is normally a term of address for father. (This could be because 

a child hears one's elders addressing him in this way.) There are even more 

'confusions' here. For instance, by imitating one's elder cousins in a joint 

family one may address one's father as Kaka - a term of address for paternal 
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uncle. A cultural convention of naming the child after the name of a deceased 

elder -- grandfather or great grandfather -- also influences the term of address 

used in case of a child. Since in the given culture, elders are not addressed 

with their first names, a child who is named after his grandfather is usually 

addressed with the term of address used for the grandfather. Thus grandfather, 

father or son may be addressed as Baba. 

Hence, the present study is based only on terms of reference. 

With some modification of the classification of kinship terms on the basis of 

linguistic structure, mentioned above, Konkani kinship terms are classified 

as follows: 1) elementary terms, 2) composite terms and 3) descriptive  

expressions. Elementary terms are terms that cannot be analyzed into further 

lexical elements with kinship meanings. Usually these are irreducible single 

morpheme units. Composite terms are formed with one elementary term and 

at least another prefixed bound form -- an 'operator." This bound form is 

an allomorph of a morpheme to which an elementary term belongs. 

Descriptive expressions are expressions, usually formed with a genitive case 

marker, in which two or more elementary terms combine to denote a particular 

relative. These linguistic expressions are more than single words. Rather, 

these are noun phrases that would not be listed in a dictionary of the language. 

The data presented and analyzed in this chapter is restricted only to those 

terms that express primary, secondary and tertiary kinship ties. 

KONKANI KINSHIP TERMS 

TABLE 1 

HINDU 	 CHRISTIAN 

1. Fa 	 bapuy 	 pay 

2. Mo 	 aviy 	 may 

3. Br 	 bfiaw 	 baw 
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4. Si 	 bhiyrt 	 bon 

5. FaBr 	 bapolyo / kaka / t'ult 0 	titiw 

6. MoBr 	 mama 	 mam 

7. FaSi 	 ate / ak / aka / mawliri 	titin / timan 

8. MoSi 	 maw fi 	 maw Si / ma fan 

9. FaFa 	 adzo 	 fEpay 

10. MoFa 	 adz 0 	 papay / mapay 

11. FaMo 	 aji 	 y emery 

12. MoMo 	 aji 	 mamdy 

13. FaFaFa 	 pore 0 	 payge 'spay 

14. MoFaFa 	 p oilyz 0 	 mayge fspay 

15. FaFaMo 	 pin i 	 paygs serndy  

16. MoFaMo 	P irtii 	 octli may 

17. Hu 	 ghow / gherkar 	 gow / gorkar / poti 

18. Wi 	 bayl / ghorkann 	bayl / gorkann / potirb 

19. HuFa 	 maw 	 sasu-pay / sas-pay 

20. WiFa 	 mciw 	 sasu-pay / sas-pay 

21. HuMo 	 may 	 sasu-may / sas-mcly 

22. WiMo 	 may 	 sasu-mciy / sas-mdy 

23. HuBr 	 der 	 der 

24. WiBr 	 m Lure 	 mEwrtO 

25. HuSi 	 n ailan 	 n ortpn 

26. WiSi 	 mewni 	 mewni 

27. So 	 c scto / put / rat° 	cello/ put 
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28. Da 	 cectu-  / d'uw / t` di 	cedu-  / duw 

29. SoWi 	 sun 	 sun 

30. DaHu 	 dzciw ly 	 dzcivoY 

31. SoWiFa 	. vey 	 vey 

32. DaHuFa 	 vey 	 vey 

33. SoWiMo 	 yeil/ veil , 	 yerl,  

34. DaHuMo 	 yell/ verb 	 yen 

35. SoSo 	 natu 	 natu 

36. DaSo 	 natu 	 natu 

37. SoDa 	 nat 	 nat 

38. DaDa 	 nat 	 nat 

39. SoSoSo 	 p ituu 	 poittu 

40. SoDaSo 	 p !Tau 	 poritu 

41. DaSoSo 	 p ifttu 	 porttu 

42. DaDaSo 	 p irto 	 poritu 

43. SoSoDa 	 P irtti 	 porUi 

44. SoDaDa 	 P irttl 	 pow! 

45. DaSoDa 	Pirtti 	 porui 

46. DaDaDa 	 PV1 	 portii 

47. FaBrSo 	 bapol -bhaw / 	 bapol baw / 

t'ulat-bhaw 	 titiwags c£40 

48. MoBrSo 	 mame-b haw 	 mamags cecp 

49. FaBrDa 	 bapol-bh 6A/ tsulat-bhlyyt titiwagE c Ed ,u- 

50. MoBrDa 	 mame-bh 701 	 mamage cec6u" 
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A.. 

51. FaSiSo 	 ate-bhaw 	 timanags / titinagE cscto 

52. MoSiSo 	 maw fe-b haw 	maw fege/ ma fanags cup 

53. FaSiDa 	 ate-bhin 	 timanage/ titinagsceclit 

54. MoSiDa 	 maw fe-bhin 	maw legs/ ma fanags cectit 

55. BrSo 	 putivo 	 bawage csip / subrin 

(man speaking) 

56. BrSo 	 b hat`o 	 bawage ce. / subrin 

(woman speaking) 

57. SiSo 	 hhatcO 	 boys igE cEcto / subrin 

(man speaking) 

58. SiSo 	 b haro 	 boyriige cello/ subrin 

(woman speaking) 

59. BrDa 	 / dh uwqi 	bawage cectti / subrin 

(man speaking) 

60. BrDa 	 b haci 	 bawags cet:117 / subrin 

(woman speaking) 

61. SiDa 	 b h aci 	 bonigE ceft / subrin 

(man speaking) 

62. SiDa 	 bhaci 	 boyregs cec u / subrin 

(woman speaking) 

63. HuBrSo 	 put irty0 	 derage cEct9 

64. HuSiSo 	 b h atA,9 	 nortctege catO 

65. HuBrDa 	 put fly dhuwcii 	 derags cectit 

66. HuSiDa 	 bhaci 	 noriclege cecIu 

67. WiBrSo 	 m Ewrvalo csclo/ ralo 	mEwityage cEcts9 

68. WiSiSo 	 mewrtelo cEcto/ relo 	mewlege cecto 

69. WiBrDa 	 mcwrtyalt ce# / 	 mewityag£ cectit 

70. WiSiDa 	 mewityalt cettii / 	 mewilegE ceft 

71. BrWi 	 bhaw adz 	 honi / hunt 
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72. SiHu 

73. FaBrWi 

74. MoBrWi 

75. FaSiHu 

76. MoSiHu 

77. HuBrWi 

78. WiBrWi 	• 

79. WiSiHu 

80. Father's wife 

other than Ego's 

mother 

81. Mother's husband 

other than Ego's 

father 

82. Co-wife 

83. Co-husband  

bhawoji 

kaki / tsulti 

mami 

ateloghow / mawsa/ 

bhavvoji 

maws° 

dzaw 

mgwriyali bayl 

saclu 

saw afro awl)) 

siwit 

kunyad 

timciy / titiwage bayl 

mami 

titiw 

maw legs gow / 

ma Tana gow 

dzaw 

mewra: bayl 

saclu 

maw fi 

sowot-bayl 

In the following tables this data is classified according to the linguistic 

structure of the kinship terms. 

TABLE 2 

ELEMENTARY TERMS 

HINDU 
	

CHRISTIAN 

1. Fa 
	

bapuy 	 pay 

2. Mo 	 a lely 	 may 

3. Br 
	

bhaw 
	

baw 
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4. Si 	 bh tYri 	 boys 

5. FaBr 	 bapolyo / kaka / rulto 	titiw 

6. MoBr 	 mama 	 mam 

7. FaSi 	 att /ate/ ak / aka / 	titin / Liman 

mawils 

8. MoSi 	 maw fi 	 maw f / ma fan 

9. FaFa 	 adzo 	 f6pay 

10. MoFa 	 ada 	 papay / mapay 

11. FaMo 	 aji 	 fgmdy 

12. MoMo 	 aji 	 mamciy 

13. FaFaFa 	 PENT 

14. MoFaFa 	PIP 

15. FaFaMo 	 PIT/ 

16. MoFaMo 

17. Hu 	 ghow / gharkar 	 gow / garkar / poti 

18. Wi 	 bayl / gharkann 	bayl / g.rkann / potirt 

19. HuFa 	 mdw 

20. WiFa 	 rndw 

21. HuMo 	 mdy 

22. WiMo 	 mdy 

23. HuBr 	 der 	 der 

24. WiBr 	 M EW 	 M ew 

25. HuSi 	 narian 	 n OsOn 

26. WiSi 	 111 e w 
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27. So 	 ce,c10/ put / rola 	csclo/ put 

28. Da 	 ceft / d h uw / t'fli 	cec(ii / duw 

29. SoWi 	 sun 	 sun 

30. DaHu 	 . cl:a-vviy 	 dzdwo-y 

31. SoWiFa 	 vey 	 vey 

32. DaHuFa 	 vey 	 vey 

33. SoWiMo 	 yeri / veiz 	 yes 

34. DaHuMo 	yert/ vett 	 yeti 

35. SoSo 	 natu 	 natu 

36. DaSo 	 natu 	 natu 

37. SoDa 	 nat 	 nat 

38. DaDa 	 nat 	 nat 

39.SoSoSo 	 p/rju 	 porttu 

40. SoDaSo 	 piritu 	 porgu 

41. DaSoSo 	 piiju 	 poritu 

42. DaDaSo 	 piwu 	 poito 

43. SoSoDa 	 p/rji 	 pori 

44. SoDaDa 	 Pti 	 poriti 

45. DaSoDa 	 p irtti 	 portli 

46. DaDaDa 	 pillii 	 porlii 

47. BrSo 	 put irtyz 	 subrin 

(man speaking) 

48. BrSo 
	

b h atso 	 subrin 

(woman speaking) 
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49. SiSo (man speaking) bhatso 	 subrin 

50. SiSo 	 bharo 	 subrin 

(woman speaking) 

51. BrDa 	 put irti / dhuwc(i 	 subrin 

(man speaking) 

52. BrDa 	 b"aci 	 subrin 

(woman speaking) 

53. SiDa 	 bhaci 	 subrin 

(man speaking) 

54. SiDa 	 b"aci 	 subrin 

(woman speaking) 

55. HuBrSo 	 putirtya 

56. HuSiSo 	 bharo 

57. HuBrDa 	 put lie / dhuwcti 

58. HuSiDa 	 bhaci. 

59. BrWi 	 bhawadr 	 honi / huni 

60. SiHu 	 bhawoji 	 kunyad 

61. FaBrWi 	 kaki / rulti 	 tirndy 

62. MoBrWi 	 mami 	 mami 

63. FaSiHu 	 mawso/ bhawoji 	 titiw 

64. MoSiHu 	 mawso 

65. HuBrWi 	 draw 	 draw 

66. WiSiHu 	 saclu 	 saclu 

67. Father's wife 	 maw fi 

other than Ego's 

mother 

68. Co-wife 	 siwit 
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TABLE 3 

COMPOSITE TERMS 

• HINDU 

bapol -bhaw / rulet-bhaw 

mame-bhaw 

bapol-bhiyV rulat-bhiyrt 

mame-bhiyq 

ate-bhaw 

maw fe-bhaw 

ate-bh 6A 

maw fe-bh6iii 

sawatra awl)) 

1. HuFa 

2. WiFa 

3. HuMo 

4. WiMo 

5. FaBrSo 

6. MoBrSo 

7. FaBrDa 

8. MoBrDa 

9. FaSiSo 

10. MoSiSo 

11. FaSiDa 

12. MoSiDa 

13. Father's wife 

other than Ego's 

mother 

14. Co-wife  

CHRISTIAN 

sasu-pay / sas-pay 

sasu-pay / sas-pay 

sasu-may / sas-may 

sasu-ma-y / sas-may 

bapol haw 

sowot-bayl 
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TABLE 4 

DESCRIPTIVE EXPRESSIONS 

• HINDU 	 CHRISTIAN 

I . FaFaFa 	 paygs fEpay 

2. MoFaFa 	 mciygE fEpay 

3. FaFaMo 	 paygs f Emciy 

4. MoFaMo 	 octli may 

5. FaBrSo 	 titiwagE cEctO 

6. MoBrSo 	 mamags cecf10 

7. FaBrDa 	 tit iwag£ 

8. MoBrDa 	 mamage cot; 

9. FaSiSo 	 timanags / titinage 	cEctO 

10. MoSiSo 	 maw fegE / ma fanagE c Ec10 

11. FaSiDa 	 timanagE/ titinagE 

12. MoSiDa 	 maw fegE / ma fanagE 

13. BrSo (man speaking) 	 bawags cEctO 

14. BrSo (woman speaking) 	 bawags cs.4.9 

15. SiSo (man speaking) 	 boyrtigE c Ecp 

16. SiSo (woman speaking) 	 bonigE cab 

17. BrDa (man speaking) 	 bawags cectii 

18. BrDa (woman speaking) 	 bawags cot; 

19. SiDa (man speaking) 	 boyrligE cecju 

20. SiDa (woman speaking) 	 boyiligE ceq7,7 

21. HuBrSo 	 derage cecto 

22. HuSiSo 	 noryegs c 	S.10 
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23. HuBrDa 	 derage cectii 

24. HuSiDa 	 norrccege cectii 

25. WiBrSo 	 mEwityalo c ect9 r al 0 	mEwnyagE cep 

26. WiSiSo 	 mewitelo cezto / ralo 	mewitege cat° 

27. WiBrDa 	 nicwlyalg cec u / rali 	mewityage ceciti 

28. WiSiDa 	 mewrtelg ce# /t'ali 	mewrtegE ceopi 

29. FaBrWi 	 timdy / titiwage bayl 

30. MoSiHu 	maw fege gow / ma fana gow 

31. WiBrWi 	 mewnyali bayl 	mEwitya: bayl 

Observations: 

As far as terms for primary, secondary and tertiary kinship ties are concerned, 

both the dialect groups - Hindu and Christian -- contain more elementary 

terms than composite terms and descriptive expressions. 

The Hindu dialect group seems to contain more composite terms than 

descriptive expressions. These terms denote the various parallel and cross 

cousins. As against this, Christian dialects seem to abound in descriptive 

expressions. These denote not only tertiary but also some of secondary 

kinship relations. If descriptive expressions are not to be regarded as words, 

it may be inferred that, as compared to Hindu dialects, Christian dialects 

contain fewer kinship terms. 

The operators bapol/rulat, mame, ate, mavvSe are derived respectively 

from bapolyo/ rulto "father's brother", mama "mother's brother", ate 

"father's sister" and maw S  i "mother's sister". In fact, these are pivots of 

further kinship ties and can combine with an elementary or a composite term 

to yield more composite terms to denote tertiary or remote kinship relations. 

Thus, besides bapol-bhaw "father's brother's son" and bapol-b" 6)11,  "father's 

brother's daughter", the language also allows composite terms like the 
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following : hapol-der "husband's father's brother's son", bapol-natan 

"husband's father's brother's daughter", bapol-dzaw "husband's father's 

brother's son's wife", bapol-maw "husband's father's brother", bapol-may 

"husband's father's brother's wife", bapol-mame-b h in "mother's father's 

brother's son's daughter", bapol-ate-bhaw "father's father's brother's 

daughter's son" etc. 

Thus, the kinship domain of the lexicon of Hindu dialects encompasses a 

very large kinship area. Theoretically, mame, ate and mawSe could and 

do also combine likewise. But the combinations with hapol, it seems, are 

more in use. Expressions like ate-der, mawSe-mciy, mame-d'aw etc., though 

grammatically possible, are rarely used. An explanation of this could be found 

in the cultural prescription of patrilocal residence for married couples. Such 

a rule of residence opens up more possibilities of relating to one's kin from 

father's side.' 8  

Also, the younger generations seem to avoid articulating remote kinship ties 

through composite terms. Thus instead of hi mh#i ate-nar, literally "this 

is my sister-in-law through husband's aunt (father's sister)", one tends to 

say hi mh4ya gh owali ate-bh 01:  literally, "this is my husband's cousin through 

his aunt (father's sister)". 

There is one more term in the Hindu dialect which stands for "father's father's 

brother's son" -- tipolyO. His children are Ego's tipol-bhawrtd tipol-b"aw 

/ tipolyodoes not have a corresponding feminine form. 

Christian dialects have only four composite terms -- bapol-bhaw, bapol-

boypt:  sasu / sas-pay and sasu / sus-may. 

There is a confusion in the Hindu dialects regarding the term for father's 

sister's husband. Some of the informants gave the term b"awoji which is 

both a term of reference and a term of address used for sister's husband. 

Father's sister's husband is father's b"awoji, and is often addressed as one 

in his wife's family of orientation. Some informants gave the term mawso 
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which is the masculine of maw si "mother's sister" and primarily means 

"mother's sister's husband." Some said, there was no word for this relation 

and described it only atelo ghow "father's sister's husand." Christian 

informants were quite clear that father's sister's husband is titiw. In fact 

titiw is a classificatory term in Christian dialects and applies both to father's 

brother and father's sister's husband. 

According to Murdock, a classificatory term arises only by ignoring one or 

more fundamental distinctions between relatives which if given full linguistic 

recognition, would result in designating them by different denotative terms.' 9 

 Six major criteria form the basis of terminological differentiation of kinship 

terms. These are the criteria of generation, sex, affinity, collaterality, 

bifurcation and polarity." When all these criteria are linguistically recognized, 

we get denotative terms, and when any one or more criteria is/ are ignored 

we get a classificatory term. titiw, which is applied to both "father's brother" 

and "father's sister's husband", ignores the criterion of affinity since, a 

consanguineal kinsman (father's brother) and an affinal kinsman -- a kinsman 

whose relation with Ego is traced through a marital link (father's sister's 

husband) - are treated alike. 

However, the criterion of affinity is not ignored in case of father's sister who 

is titin / timan and, father's brother's wife who is timay. 

In Hindu dialects, bhaw is a classificatory term for "brother" and all male 

cousins. Similarly, b"6/11 is a classificatory term for "sister" and all female 

cousins. These classificatory terms have arisen due to ignoring of the criterion 

of collaterality that 'rests on the biological fact that among consanguineal 

relatives of the same generation and sex, some will be more akin to Ego 

than others." 2 ' One's own sibling -- brother or sister -- is respectively b"aw 

or Paso / sake 9 bhaw and b",5)1 or easa / s &lc/2 i b"701. The epithets s eke o 

/ sikiei, cognates of Marathi sakk"a / sakk"i, Hindi saga / sagi etc. are, 

according to Irawati Karve, descendants of the Old Indo Aryan svaka"one's 
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own"." One's cousins are one's brothers and sisters through particular uncles 

or aunts. Thus bapol-b"aw and bapol-bhin are brother and sister, 

respectively, through the bapolyo"father's brother"; mame-bhaw and mame-

bh ijitt are brother and sister, respectively, through mama "mother's brother"; 

ate-bhaw and ate-bh,ot are brother and sister, respectively, through the ate 

"father's sister", and maw fe-b"aw and maw fe-bhrl are brother and sister 

respectively through maw fi "mother's sister". 

This seems to be a part of the general inheritance of an Old Indo-Aryan 

linguistic / cultural feature. As highlighted by Irawati Karve, in ancient Sanskrit 

literature (Srutis, Smritis, Puranas and Kavyas) bhratr or bhratii "brother" 

are used for one's seminal and uterine brother as also for the son of father's 

brother and cousin, son of father's and mother's sister and son of mother's 

brother. So also are the terms §vasntor bhagini used for one's sister and all 

female cousins." 

Linguistically, all the above composite terms in Konkani are endocentric 

constructions with bhaw or bh/01 as the head elements. bapol, mame, ate, 

maw fe, like khasa and sakkho/ sikkhi are all attributes or modifiers of the 

above heads. 

In Christian dialects, with the possible exception of the pair bapol-baw 

"brother through father's brother" and bapol-boyrt " sister through father's 

brother", all other cousins are seen as sons / daughters of uncles and aunts." 

Whereas in the case of Hindu dialects expressions for cousins of all types 

are composite terms, in Christian dialects these are descriptive expressions 

or phrases of the form -- "son of a particular aunt", "daughter of a particular 

uncle" etc. 
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See the following table: 

H — 1 	 C — 1 

BrSo 	 put ty9 	 bawage cap/ subrin 

BrDa 	 put ti / ath uwV 	 bawage cectu-  / subrin 

SiSo 	 b" 1'9 	 boptigE cec(o/subrin 

SiDa 	 b''aci 	 boyitigE C ECO-7 subrin 

H —  2 	 C —  2 

HuBrSo 	pulir 	 clEragE csc(.9 

HuBrDa 	putt / dh uwcli 	 dEragE c &tz;t - 

HuSiSo 	 b haro 	 nor̂ c egs c 

HuSiDa 	b h aci 	 noricteg E c Ectii 

H —  3 	 C —  3 

WiBrSo 	mewityalOce,cla/ tsalo 	mEwityagE cep 

WiBrDa 	mEwitya/t cectil / Pfli 	mEwlyagE c &pi 

WiSiSo 	mewqe10 cBc19/ ral9 	 mewriegg cec(,O 

WiSiDa 	mew/e/g 	i` lli 	 mewr/ege c &pi 

Expressions in E1-1 and H-2 are morphological whereas those in H-3 are 

syntactic descriptions. H-2 and H-3 are incongruent sets. They are 

incongruent grammatically, i.e., as far as the formation of the expression is 

concerned. They are not homologous also with regard to the social grammar 

of relatedness -- husband's putir / b har, 9/ b"aci is also wife's 

put iity0 / put iry, b hals 0/ b haci. But similar relations of the wife are for the 
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husband "son or daughter of the brother-in-law or sister-in-law". This one-

sided relatedness is once again a strong reflection of the patriarchal moorings 

of the society that has given this terminology. In Christian dialects all these 

relations express themselves through almost "zero-degree" expressions that 

merely describe the relation. . 

4.4 	EUROPEAN INFLUENCES ON KONKANI KINSHIP 

TERMINOLOGY. 

Konkani kinship terminology, of both Hindus and Christians, is in the main a 

bifurcate collateral terminology -- one in which paternal and maternal uncles 

and aunts are terminologically differentiated both from parents and from one 

another.'" What Emile Benveniste writes in the context of the Indo-European 

could in general also be said of the Indo-Aryan Konkani '... the structure 

of the family implicit in the [kinship] vocabulary is that of a patriarchal society, 

resting on descent in the paternal line... '26  Thus, for instance, Konkani has a 

name for the relation 'husband's brother's wife' or 'husband's brother's son' 

but no name for the relation 'wife's brother's wife' or 'wife's brother's son'. 

As mentioned above, the impact of Konkani-Portuguese language contact 

was different on the Hindu and the Christian Konkani dialects. Evangelization 

brought about by the Portuguese missionaries, followed by the Inquisition 

introduced conspicuous changes in the societal behaviour of Konkani 

Christians. One of the most immediate effects of evangelization was linguistic 

-- both, the name and the surname of the person converted to Christianity 

underwent a change. The person had a new Lusitanized identity. He/she 

now had to practise new rituals with new names that were imported from 

the Portuguese language -- bautismo / batism "baptism" replaced harso 

"naming ceremony", kazar replaced lign "marriage" etc. With importations 

and replacements of this kind, it was as if the meaning of a word like lign 

got narrowed down to the Hindu marriage ceremony. 
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This phase of cultural transformation seems to have had a remarkable impact 

on the kinship terminology of the Christian dialects. Some of the kinship 

relations too were baptized and the kinship domain was linguistically 

restructured in the process. 

Although Portuguese has influenced the kinship terminology of Konkani 

Christians to a very large extent, pay, may, subrin and kunyad are the only 

kinship terms of reference in Christian dialects that are directly borrrowed 

from Portuguese. 

Whereas "father" and "mother" are designated respectively as hapuy and 

aw 6; in the Hindu  dialects, the Christian dialects use the Portuguese loans,. 

respectively, pay (<pai) and may (<mcie). But awry (awoy) does feature in 

exclamatory expressions like the following: awoy ge muje may! literally 

meaning, "Oh my mother!" or, awoy dewa!, literally, "Oh mother! Oh God!" 

Portuguese sobrinho "nephew" and sobrinha "niece" were adapted mainly 

as a consonant ending subrin, a classificatory term. Two fundamental 

distinctions between relatives are ignored in this classificatory term -- that 

of sex (whether the designated relative is male or female) and bifurcation 

(the fact that relatives may be linked to Ego either through a male or a female 

connecting relative)." 

Portuguese cunhado "brother-in-law" was borrowed as kunyad and used 

to designate two relations -- 'sister's husband' and 'husband's sister's 

husband'. kunyad is a classificatory term that corresponds to two denotative 

terms -- hhawoji "sister's husband" and nartcLaw 0 "husband's sister's 

husband". kunyad ignores the criterion of affinity that rests on the social 

phenomenon of marriage and treats both, a blood-relation -- sister, and a 

relation by marriage -- husband's sister on par. 

Interestingly, the criterion of affinity is not ignored in case of subrin which 

designates the son or daughter of only the brother or sister and not of the 
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husband's brother or sister. 

The Hindu kinship terminology shows an exactly opposite picture -- the 

relations -- sister's husband and husband's sister's husband are clearly 

distinguished. But sister's son / daughter and husband's sister's son / daughter 

are classified as one. 

Portuguese do which is semantically homologous with English 'uncle' features 

in the native creation titiw "father's brother / father's sister's husband", in 

other words, "an uncle from father's side." Like kunyad even this 

classificatory term ignores the distinction of affinity. 

Mother's brother -- mam stands apart in the group of uncles in that it is the 

only designation'of an uncle that has remained unaffected by changes in the 

kinship vocabulary of the Konkani Christians. This is probably an 

acknowledgement of the special role played by the maternal uncle mam in 

the kinship organisation of the Christian society. In a Christian marriage 

ceremony for example, mother's brother has a specific function to perform. 

This terminological realignment of uncles in the Konkani Christian society 

reveals two things -- 

1) Uncles from the father's side are brought together under a single name 

and are clearly demarcated from uncles from the mother's side. 

2) Mam seems to be the only uncle from the mother's side. Mother's 

sister's husband is terminologically "husband of ma fan (mother's sister)". 

do is borrowed but tia "aunt" is not. Father's brother's wife is timely -- a 

kind of may "mother", a mother associated with the uncle -- titiw "father's 

brother", so to say, an "uncle mother". Father's sister is either timan -- a 

man "sister" (see below) associated with titiw, or, titin. Mother's brother's 

wife is mami and mother's sister ma fan. Thus all the aunts are 

terminologically distinct. 

The term for mother's sister -- ma fan -- is an interesting blend. The word 
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seems to have a Portuguese tang, but an etymological scrutiny reveals that it 

is unrelated to the lone Portuguese "aunt" tia, and that it is a definite kin of 

the Old Indo-Aryan man-Thsvasa which became mauccha in the Middle Indo-

Aryan and came to Konkani as maw fi. This maw fi appears to have entered 

into a relation with man (meaning here mother's sister) to give us ma fan. 

Thus ma fan has both an Indo-Aryan and a Romance flavour. 

ti - in titiw, timdy, titin and Liman appears to be a prefix with some kinship 

meaning like "father's side"." Likewise fe -,ma - , and pa- also seem to be 

kinship prefixes. 

pay "father" and may "mother" that are loan-words from Portuguese enter 

into the following native creations: 

1. f spay "father's father". 

2. papay "mother's father" 

3. mapay "mother's father" 

4. sas(u)-pay "father-in-law" 

5. fsmely "father's mother" 

6 mama-y "mother's mother" 

7. sas(u) - may "mother - in - law" 

8. timdy "father's brother's wife". 

In the Hindu dialects, ad=o "grand-father" and aji "grand-mother" are 

classificatory terms. These terms like their English counterparts, ignore the 

distinction of bifurcation. This distinction rests on the fact that a relative 

may be linked to Ego through either a male or a female connecting relative." 

Christian dialects seem to have evolved two sets of denotative terms to 

designate the four grandparents." 

pay and may prefixed by SE - stand for father's parents and those prefixed 

by ma - and pa- (only in case of pay) stand for mother's parents. mapay 
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and mamdy could perhaps be seen either as mama's (mother's brother's) 

pay and mama's may, respectively, or, as nay's pay and m 'dy's may 

respectively. 

The sas(u) in sas(u)-pay and sas(u)may is a descendant of Old Indo-Aryan 

;va;ura " spouse' s father" and s'vas'r "spouse's mother." 31  According to 

Irawati Karve, 

'in ancient times, as reflected in Sanskrit literature, '[a]' woman referred 

to her husband's father and a man to his wife's father by the term 

svasura... In the dual form the word stood for both father-in-law and 
• 

mother-in-law. The term svasura was used for brothers and cousins 

of the spouse's father also. In one place it is used for the grand-father 

of the spouse. It seems to have been used for all male relatives who 

belonged to the generation above that of the spouse... The terms of 

reference for the spouse's mother is ;vairu...32 ' 

These in turn are descendants of the Indo-European *swekuros and 

*swekrus that respectively designated the father and mother of the husband" 

gvasura and gvasiihave cognates in all the modern Indo-Aryan languages." 

Spouse's Father 	Spouse's Mother 
, 	, 	 .... 	..• _ 

Sanskrit 	 svasura 	 svasru 
_ 

Pali 	 sasuro 	 sassu 

Ardhamagadhi 	sasura 	 sasu 

Sindhi 	 sahuro 	 sasu 

Punjabi 	 sahura, sasur, sauhrd 	sahuri, sassu, sauhri 

Hindi 	 sasura 	 sas 

Pahari 	 sasur 	 shashu 

Bihari 	 sasur 	 sasu, sas 

Bengali 	 shushur-moshay, sasar 	shashuri, sdsuri 

Nepali 	 sasuro 	 sasubajei, sasu 

Assami 	 xahu 
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Rajasthani 	 sasur, susar, sasuro 	sds 

Gujarati 	 sasaro 	 sasu 

Uriya 	 sasura 	 sasu 

Marathi 	 scisard 	 sasu 

Christian dialects of Konkani have retained the link with the Indo European 

parents-in-law. sas(u) in these dialects is almost used as a tag to distinguish 

one's own parents from those of one's spouse. Hindu dialects seem to have 

given up the Old Indo Aryan heritage of ;va;ura; .cva;rd . The mother-in-

law in these dialects is may and the father-in-law main). Whereas the former 

could be related to the Indo-Aryan may / mayi meaning "mother", the latter 

is a borrowing from Kannada mawa. 

Changes in the Christian kinship terminology seem to outline the patriarchal 

structure of the society even more clearly -- uncles from the father's side 

are brought together and kept distinct from those from the mother's side. 

Grand- parents from the two sides are also terminologically separated. 

There is a certain terminological indifference in the Christian kinship 

vocabulary with respect to some of the uncles and aunts, the sons and 

daughters of most uncles and aunts, and also the generation above the grand 

parents. If in comparison to an analytical - descriptive expression likepaygE 

',Tay "father's grand-father (father's father)", a morphological expression 

could be interpreted as implying a stronger kinship tie, then, on the basis of 

the present data it may be inferred that the Goan Christian kinship terminology 

gives indications of the disintegration of the Indian joint family" in the Goan 

Christian Society. This joint family is indeed a common Indo-European trait 

-- a version of the Grossfamilie as seen reflected by Emile Benveniste in 

the Indo-European kinship vocabulary. Benveniste defines Grossfamilie 

as a family 'with an ancestor, around whom are grouped the male descendants 

and their immediate families.'" 

As regards the influence of Portuguese on kinship terminology of the two 
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groups of Konkani dialects, the following remark would be in order : 

If the influence of Portuguese is a salient feature of Christian kinship terms 

of reference, a total absence of Portuguese influence is a salient feature of 

Hindu kinship terms of reference. 

However, kinship terms of address seem to tell a different story. As regards 

these, Hindu dialects appear much more open to outside influence and 

'fashions' of address than the Christian dialects. The terms used for addressing 

one's parents, for instance, are several in Hindu dialects. These seem to 

change after fashions. 

Examples (the first of each pair is a term for mother, and the second for 

father): 

awo-ab (almost an archaic mode of address at present); ba-bappa (archaic); 

ai-haba (loanwords from Marathi?); mci (loanword from Hindi) - baba; 

mama-papa (loanwords from Portuguese); momma-pappa (loanwords from . 

English?), mamma-clecti (loanwords from English via Marathi); mamma-

ca (loanwords from English), etc. 

In comparison with this variety, the repetoire of Christian kinship terms is 

quite limited - may-pay; mama-papa, mami-qqi; mama-qacta. 

Influence of English on Christian Kinship Terminology. 

The post liberation intimacy of the Christian community with English brought 

about three new additions into the Konkani kinship terminology -- orjkol, 

an(i and kodz on. These mainly appear in the speech of the younger 

generations (the age-group below 35). 

ooka/ and artti are both terms of reference and terms of address. When 

used as terms of reference, the "exact meaning" of ozjkol or anti ("which 

uncle / aunt") is also usually paraphrased. This seems to be a demand of the 
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native culture (see below). When used as terms of address, ookol and anti 

are completely Indianised in that they are used for addressing any male or 

female who more or less belongs to one's parent's generation. Thus, one 

who is so addressed need not necessarily be one's kin. He/she may just be 

one's next-door neighbour. 0.01f0/ and ari(i also connote the Goan Christian 

stereotypes. 

kodlon is indeed a new addition to the inventory of Christian kinship terms 

of reference. Whereas the Portuguese terms for "cousin" -- primo (m) and 

prima remained confined to the speech of the upper caste Christians for 

whom Portuguese was the first language, kaizal is gradually gaining a mass 

acceptance in the Christian dialects of Konkani and becoming a cover-term 

for a whole group of relations. As in the case of oijkal and arui, Icadz on too 

makes the speaker provide a paraphrase to specify the exact relation. 

There are cultural reasons behind this need felt by a Konkani speaker to 

paraphrase these loans. 'Uncle' and 'aunt / aunty' are products of 'cultural 

changes' in Europe that led to disregarding distinctions between paternal 

and maternal relationships.'" In Classical Greek, the terms metros was 

used for "maternal uncle (mother's brother)" and patros for "paternal uncle" 

(father's brother)." Later theios came to be introduced as a common term 

for both "father's brother" and "mother's brother". Indian cultural ethos 

regards the two uncles as distinct. Hence, although Konkani borrows ookol 

and arai from English, speakers feel the need to "explain" which uncle or 

aunt one is referring to. 

Indo-Aryan kinship terminologies are symmetrical regarding the feature of 

gender. Hence when a word like kW: on that is insensitive to gender 

specification is accepted as a regular kinship term by Konkani speakers, an 

assymetry is introduced into the system. And hence Konkani uses it along 

with a paraphrase." 

However, kodz oh is not borrowed in Konkani along with all the kinship 
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meanings it has in English. Whereas English ignores the criterion of generation 

while using 'cousin' in the sense of "cousin once (or twice) removed", i.e., 

one or two generations above or below Ego, Konkani applies kodz on only 

to persons of Ego's generation. 

If in the years to come ookol, anji and kat oh replace the parallel existing 

terms, the structure of the Christian kinship terminology may change to that 

of the lineal type of terminology which recognises collaterality but not 

bifurcation." This type of kinship terminology is especially characteristic of 

the isolated nuclear family.'" According to Murdock, 

'The very isolation of the nuclear family operates as a social differential 

to favour separate terms for lineal and collateral relatives, and at the 

same time operates as a social equalizer, either through immateriality 

or through equivalent lack of proximity, to minimize the inherent 

distinction between collateral relatives through different sexes.' 42  

4.5 	KONKANI KINSHIP TERMS OF INDO-EUROPEAN DESCENT: . 

AN ETYMOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION: 

Most kinship terms in Konkani, especially in the Hindu Konkani dialects are 

of Indo-Aryan descent. While discussing Sanskrit kinship terms of reference 

Irawati Karve writes: 

'Most of the words used in modern north-Indian languages are derived 

from these words. A few new words are added, a new connotation is 

given to some old ones and a few have dropped out in certain 

languages.'" 

What is said of the modern north-Indian languages' (modern Indo-Aryan 

languaes of the North?) also holds true in case of Konkani. 

In what follows, an attempt is made to trace the journey of most of the 

elementary kinship terms of reference in Konkani by juxtaposing these 
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alongside their cognates in the sister New Indo-Aryan (NIA) languages, 

and those in the Middle Indo-Aryan (MIA) and the Old Indo-Aryan (OIA). 

The reconstructed Proto Indo-European (PIE) form is also cited wherever 

possible so as to bring home the length of the journey of these Konkani 

words.• 

The data is presented in a rather simplistic manner in a linear form beginning 

from "roots" (the 'original' words) and ending with "shoots" (words current 

in the NIA languages), although in actuality one has traced the journey of 

the words backwards. The source used for the OIA, MIA and NIA (other 

than Konkani), and Dravidian kinship terms is Irawati Karve (1953)." The 

A 
	

PIE forms are from Emile Benveniste (1973). 

Abbreviations: 

Sanskrit 	 Skt. 

Pali 	 Pa. 

Ardhamagadhi 	Ar. 

Sindhi 	 Sin. 

Punjabi 	 Pun. 

Hindi 	 Hin. 

Bihari 	 Bi. 

Asamiya 	 As. 

Nepali 	 Ne. 

Rajasthani 	 Raj. 

Gujarati 	 Guj. 

Uriya 	 Ur. 

Marathi 	 Mar. 

Konkani 	 Kon. 

Pahari 	 Pa. 

Bengali 	 Ben. 
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Tamil 	 Ta. 

Telugu 	 Te. 

Malayalam 	 Mal. 

Kannada 	 Ka. 

Tulu 	 Tu. 

Gondi 	 Go. 

Kolam 	 Ko. 

Toda 	 To. 

"Son" 

OIA 	 Skt. 	putra 

MIA 	 Pa. 	putto 

Ar. 	putta 

NIA 	 Sin. 	putu 

Pun. : 	put 

Hin. 	putra 

Bi. 	puta 

Ben. : 	put 

As. 	put 

Ne. 	put 

Raj. 	putra 

Ur. 	puvo, pua, po 

Mar. : 	puta 

Kon. : 	put 
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"daughter" 

IE 	 * dhugh(a)ter 

OIA 	 Skt. 	duhitr 

MIA 	 Pa. : 	dhita, dhitika 

Ar. 	dhuya, duhiya 

NIA 	 Sin. 	dhiii, dhiii • 

Pun. 	dhi, dhiahan 

Hin. 	dhr, dhiya 

Bi. 	dhiyari 

Kon. : 	dhuw 

"son's son" 

PIE 	 *nepot 

OIA 	 Skt. 	naptr 

MIA 	 Pa. 	natto 

Ar. 	nattua 

NIA 	 Pun • 	nati 

Hin 	nati 

Pa. 	Pula 

Ben. : 	nati 

As. 	nati 

Ne. 	nati 

Raj 	nati 

Ur. 	natu, napta, nazi 

Mar. : 	ndtii 

Kon. : 	natu 
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"son's daughter" 

01A 	 Skt. : 	naptri 

MIA 

NIA 	 Hin. 	natin 

Ben. 	natini, ncitani 

Nep. : 	ndtini 

Raj. 	ndtini 

Ur. 	natuni 

M ar. : 	mit 

Kon. : 	nat 

In Sanskrit the pair naptr, naptri/ pautri was used for "son's son" and 

"son's daughter" respectively. The pair dauhitra and dauhitri was employed 

respectively for daughter's son and daughter's daughter respectively." During 

the MIA. period - at least in Pali natto was used also for daughter's son." 

Although a language like Hindi uses the terms nati and natin to refer 

respectively to son's son and daughter's son, natu and nat in Konkani as 

also in many of its sister languages are classificatory terms referring to both 

son's and daughter's son and, son's and daughter's daughter, respectively.'" 

The PIE *nepot seems to mean both "grandson" and "nephew." 48  

"great grand son" 

OIA 	 Skt. : 	pra-naptr 	"son's son's son" 

MIA 

NIA 	 Ne. 	panciti 	"great grand son" 

Mar. : 	pavatu 

Kon. : 	pontu/pintu 

Although the term pra-naptri does not seem to occur in the texts scanned 

by Karve for Sanskrit kinship vocabulary, on the basis of the pairs - naptr 

naptri and dauhitra dauhitri, one can indeed imagine a pra-naptri 

alongside pra-naptr 
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"great grand-daughter" 

NIA Ne. pandtini 

Mar. : panati 

Kon. : politt/ p hitt 

"mother's sister" 

OIA Skt. : mcitr-svasd 

(literally, mother's sister") 

MIA Pa. 

Ar. 

matucchd 

maucchd 

NIA Sin. 

Pun 

Hin. 

masi 

massi 

masi, mausi 

Bi. • mausi 

Guj. 

Ur. 

• mcisi 

mausi 

Mar : maushi 

Kon : maw f i 

mawso"mother's sister's husband" is a masculine noun derived from maw fi 

by dropping the word-final feminine marker -i and adding the masculine 

marker-0. 

"mother's sister's husband" 

NIA 
	

Sin. 	masar, masadu 

Pun. 	masar 

Hin. 	mausa 

Bi. 	mausa 

Ben. 	mashi-moshay 

Raj. 	mausa, mouso, mausoji 

Ur. 	• 	mausa 

Mar. 	mausa 

Kon. : 	mawso 
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"husband's brother" 

PIE 	 *daiwer 

01A 	 S kt. 	devara, devr 

MIA 	 Pa. 	devaro 

Ar. 	devaro 

NIA 	 Sin 	deru 

Pun. 	der 

Hin. 	devar 

Pa. 	dewar 

Bi. 	dewar 

Ben. : 	deur 

As. 	dewar 

Ne. 	dewar 

Raj. 	dewar 

Guj. 	der, diyar 

Ur. 	devar, diara, debara 

Ma. 	dira 

Kon. : 	der 

Kinship vocabularies of most New Indo Aryan languages distinguish between 

the elder and the younger brother of the husband. The cognate of PIE *daiwer 

in these languages refers to the husband's younger brother. The exception 

here is only of Marathi, Konkani, and to some extent Punjabi (in which der 

is qualified either with wadda "elder" or nikka "younger" to refer to elder 

or younger brother of the husband. The distinction between husband's elder 

and younger brother at the level of vocabulary did not exist in OIA and 

MIA. It was probably necessitated in the NIA by the socio-cultural customs 

like junior levi rate.'" 
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"husband's sister" 

OIA 	 Skt. 	nandndr 

MIA 	 Pa. 	nananda 

NIA 	 Sin. 	ninon 

-Pun. 	ninon, nand, nandn 

Hin. 	nanand 

Bi. 	nananda 

Ben. 	nonana, nandd 

As. 	nandi 

Ne. 	nanda 

Raj. • 	nanand 

Guj. 	nanand 

Ur. 	• 	nanad 

Mar. : 	nanada, nananda 

Kon. : 	nom 

"brother" 

PIE 	 *bhrdter 

OIA 	 Skt. : 	bhrdtr, bhrdtd 

MIA 	 Pa. : 	bhcitci 

Ar. : 	bhdu, bhdya 

NIA 	 Sin. : 	bhai, bhciu 

Pun. : 	bhdi, bhayyd, bir 

Hin. 	bhdi, bir 

Pa. 	bhdi 

Bi. 	bhaiya 

Ben. : 	bhdi 

As. 	bhdi 
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"sister" 

Ne. 

Ra. 

Guj. 

Ur. 

Mar. 

Kon. 

: 

: 

bhcii 

bhcii, bhayyd 

bhcii 

bhai . 

bha7u- 

bhaw /baw 

01A Skt. bhagini 

MIA Pa. 

Ar. 

bhagini 

bhahini, bhagini 

NIA Sin. bhen 

Pun. 

Hin. 

Bi. 

: bhain 

bahan, bahin 

behan, bahan 

Ben. 

As. 

Pa. 

Ra. 

: bon 

bhani 

baini, bahini 

bahin, bhan 

Guj. 

Ur. 

• ben, bon, bena, bona, bhenT 

bhauni, bahin 

Mar. : bahina 

Kon : bhiyn /boyrt 

Sister and all female cousins are designated in Sanskrit as svasr or bhagini. 

While svasr is an older word (descendant of PIE *swesor, bhagini appears 

in Sanskrit writings of the later period.' 
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"brother's wife" 

OIA 	 Skt. : 	bhatrjaya 

(literatly, "brother's wife") 

MIA 	 Ar. 	bhaujja, bhaujjaiya 

NIA 	 Sin 	bhajai 

Pun. 	bharaj 

Hin. 	bharaj 

Pa. 	bhauji, bhaujeo 

Bi. 	bhauji, bhojai 

As. 	bowdri 

Guj. 	bhojai 

Ur. 	bhaujo 

Mar. : 	bhdvajaya, bhcivajai 

Kon. : 	bhaw adz 

"husband's brother's wife" 

PIE 	 *yenter, * ynter- 

OIA 	 Skt. : 	ydtr. 

MIA 	 - 

NIA 	 Sin. 	ja 

Ben 

Ur. 	ja 

Mar. : 	piu- 

Kon. : 	d zaw 

"daughter's husband" 

01A 	 Skt. 	ja-mdtr. 

MIA 	 Pa. 	jdmdtd 

Ar. 	jamaja  

NIA 	 Pun. 	jawdi 

Hin. 	jamdi 

Pa. 	jamdi 
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Bi. 	jamai 

Ben. : 	jamai 

As. 	zdwdi 

Ne. 	jawdi 

Ra. 	jamai 

Guj. • 
	

jamai 

Ur. 	• 
	jwa(n)i, jail?" 

Mar. 	jdvai 

Kon : 	d zdWly 

"Wife" 

OIA 	 Skt. • . 	bhdryd 

MIA 	 Pa. • . 	bhdriya 

Ar. 	bhajjd 

NIA 	 Guj. • . 	bairi 

Ur. 	- . 	bhariya 

Mar. : 	bdyako 

Kon. : 	bayl 

bhdryd means "one who must be supported-fed and clothed."" 

"son's wife" 

OIA 	 Skt. : 	snusa 

MIA 	 Pa. 	sunisd, husd, sunhd 

Ar. 	sunhd, hnusd 

NIA 	 Sin. 	nuh, nuhli 

Pun. : 	nuhn 

Mar. : 	sun 

Kon. : 	sun 
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"co-wife" 

01A 	 Skt. : 	sapatni 

MIA 	 Pa. 	sapatti 

Ar. 	savatti 

NIA 	 Pun. : 	saukan 

Hin. 	saul , sautin, sauk 

Ben. : 	shotin 

Ne. 	sauta 

Guj. : 	so-kya 

Mar. : 	savala 

Kon. : 	sfw ft 

"husband" 

MIA 	 Ar. 	godha 

NIA 	 Ur. 	ghoyta, ghaita. 

Ben. : 	ogo 

Mar. : 	goho, gho 53  

Kon. : 	g h ow 

The above terms for "husband" are of non-Sanskritic origin." Karve writes: 

'The word Goho is found in medieval Jain Prakrit literature and is used for a 

simple man, a farmar, and it is given as Desi (non-Sanskrit) word in the 

Abhidhanrajendra, the Ardhamagadhi dictionary.'" 

At least at the level of formal usage, the Christian dialects of Konkani seem 
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to have retained poll "husband" and potin "wife", descendents, respectively 

of OIA pati and patni. 

pati designates " husband" in Sanskrit. According to Irawati Karve '...the 

frequency with which the word is used [in Sanskrit] in other contexts, to 

denote "authority over" or "possession of something, seems to suggest that 

the word means 'master.'" Thus grhapati, jcis-pati and vi-pati in Rgveda 

respectively mean "the master of the house", "the head of a patri-clan" and 

"the king (literally), the master of all."" 'The simple word Pali, writes Karve, 

'indicates some type of possessive rights over a woman who is the wife.'" 

Patni is the feminine of pati. Patni does not seem to have the connotation 

of the master and must be translated simply as "wife."' However, according 

to Karve, there are indications that suggest that patni did denote a definite 

status in her relation with pati." As indicated by words like grhapatni and 

dharmapatni, patni seems to have shared the household responsibilities 

and ritual duties of the pati." 

The pair ghalar "(male) owner of the house" and gha-kann "(female) owner 

of the house" corresponds in some regard to the Sanskrit pair grhapati and 

grhapatni. Irawati Karve also provides evidence of a parallel formation in 

Tamil - akamutaiyan and cittukkcirar. These words refer to husband and 

literally mean "the master or possessor (utaicin) of the house (akam and 

altu). 59  Akamuttaia! "wife" 6° also displays a similar semantic formation in 

the feminine. 

"grand-father" 

01A 	 Skt. : 	drya 

(probably a term of address for an 

elder male relative by marriage.) 61  

ciryaka 
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MIA 
	

Pa. 	ayyaka "father's OT mother's father" 

Ar. 	ajyaga "father's father" 

NIA 
	

Bi. 	aja "father's father" 

Ur. 	'a/a "father's father 

ajja "mother's father" 

Mar. : 	aja "father's or mother's father" 

Kon. : 	adzo: "father's or mother's father" 

"grand-mother" 

OIA 	 Skt. : 	aryci (probably a term of address for 

an elder female relative by 

marriage). 6 ' 

MIA 	 Pa. 	ayyakci"father's or mother's mother" 

ayyakcini" father's mother" 

Ar. 	ajfici "father's mother" 

NIA 	 Bi. 	aji "father's mother" 

Ur. 	di, aji "father's mother" 

a7ma "father's mother" 

Mar. : 	aji.  "father's or mother's mother" 

Kon. : 	aji: "father's or mother's mother" 

According to Karve, aja and aji in Marathi originally appears to have 

stood for mother's father and mother's mother respectively. This surmise is 

based on the following evidence - 1) In many a caste, father and mother are 

referred respectively as mha-tcira7thorla-  bc7 and mhcita-ri aT which means 

the old or older father and mother. 2) Ajol (< eirya (alla)+ kula (ula) "the 

family of the drya" signifies in Marathi a person's mother's father's house. 62  
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In present-day Marathi, as also in Konkani, the words a-jci, OJT (Marathi), 

adz 9, aji (Konkani) are used for grand-parents on both sides.° 

"mother's brother" 

OIA 	 Skt. : 	mamaka, mama 

MIA 	 Pa. 	mcitu/o 

Ar. 	mdulaga, mdula, mdmmad 

NIA 	 Sin. 	mamo 

Pun. 	mamma 

Hin. 	mama, mamu 

Pa. 	mama 

Bi. 	mama 

Ben. : 	mama 

Ne. 	mama 

Ra. 	mama 

Guj. : 	mama 

Ur. 	mamo 

Mar. : 	mama 

Kon. : 	mama 

According to Karve, 'the terms mamaka and mama are not found either in 

the Vedic literature or in Mahabharata. They are of very frequent occurence 

in the ... Paricatantra where various beasts address each other as mamaka. 

It means "mother's brother" though it is used in many stories merely as a 

mode of address for any stranger.'" From this, Karve concludes that 

mamaka does not seem to be an original Sanskrit term." According to 

Benveniste, even in the Indo-European there is no term specifically 

designating the maternal uncle.' 
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Mama or a version of mama could be attested in all the four major and also 

other Dravidian languages: 

Ta. 	mama 

ammdri (word derived from ammo meaning 

"man from the mother's (house)"" 

Te. 	mama, mcImayyd 

Ka. : 	mama, sodarmdvd 

Mal. : 	ammciman, ammdvan. 

Tu. 	mdme 

Go. : 	mdmu, mdmdl, mama 

Ko. : 	mama 

To. 	mun, mama 

According to Irawati Karve, 'there is no way to know whether it [mama] is 

a Dravidian word. Both the Sanskritic and the Dravidian people may have 

borrowed it from some third source or it may be an original Dravidian 

word.'" 

Three out of the four Austro-Asiatic languages surveyed by Karve for kinship 

terminology also contain mama or its equivalent. 

Mundari 	kumcing, kumding, mama 

Santali 	 mcimu, mama, mdmdm 

Bondo 	 mdmung 

Karve does not comment on the kinship terminology of these languages for 

want of enough knowledge. But she does state that 'many words are 

borrowed [into these languages] from the Sanskritic [Indo Aryan] and the 

Dravidian languages.'" 
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In this light, it appears that more research is needed to comment on the 

familial affiliation of mama. In this light, Karve's observation that ' the modern 

word mama used all over India is derived from the word ma-makai" seems 

a little far-fetched. The all pervasive presence of mama in almost all the 

languages of Dravidian origin and probably at all times of the written literature 

seems to hint at the fact that mama is originally Dravidian. The 'third source' 

does not at all seem to be in sight. 

"(elder) brother's wife" 

vviyni/ w hini/ huni are cognates of Marathi vahinTwhich according to Karve 

is formed from Sanskrit vadhu and anni "elder brother's wife". Anni is a 

later Dravidian word formed on the analogy of Sanskrit feminine words, 

from the original annd "elder brother". Vahini is thus a woman who is a 

vadhu ("bride") of the house being the elder brother's wife.° 

Konkani bapuy (ba .pu in sixteenth century Konkani manuscripts) "father" 

has cognates in almost all the NIA languages. 

Sin. : 	bdbo 

Pin. : 	bdbal, babhci, bcip 

Hin. : 	bdpa, bcibu 

Pa. 	baba-, bcijd, bdbjoo 

Bi. 	bdpa, bdbuji 

Ben. : 	bcibd 

Ne. 	ba-buwd, bdbd 

Raj. : 	bapu, babu, ba-p 

Guj. 	bdpu, bdpd 

Ur. 	bappa 

Mar. : 	bapa 
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According to Karve, the origin the these terms does not seem to be Sanskritic. 

She writes - 'they all seem to be derived from the term Bdppci which seems 

to have originated first in Rajputana and Gujarat about the seventh or eighth 

century AD.' 7° Karve further adds, 'The forms bcipa, bdpu, hdba-  and 

bdbu are found all over northern India and seem to have replaced the more 

ancient pity and 

Karve also provides the following information: 

BciT or bdyi which are perhaps the feminine of bdppd or bdbii, are used as 

suffixes to a woman's name and have no kinship meaning in the north, 

whereas in the central and southern zone, these words sometimes assume a 

kinship sense. In Maharashtra Bdya, Belyo, Bdyadi are pet names for girls.'' 

Konkani suffixes bab and bay respectively to a man's and a woman's name 

to give an honorific sense to the proper-noun. However, when bab and bay 

are used before the proper-nouns, it indicates that the person so referred is 

younger to the speaker/writer. Bab/baba/babu and bay also signify 

respectively, male and female child and are also used as pet names. A 

diminutive of bay - Bayul is also used as a pet name for girls though it is not 

quite popular today. Babazinha and Bayzinha, words derived from baba 

and bay by adding the Portuguese diminutive suffix-zinha, are also used as 

pet names for boys and girls in the upper caste Christian families. 

Bayi, probably a loan from Marathi was also used as a pet name for girls at 

least during the first half of the twentieth century. 

"Wife's brother, Wife's sister" 

According to Irawati Karve the Marathi kinship terms mehund "sister's 

husband, wife's brother" and mehunir"wife's sister" are of Sanskritic origin. 

The Sanskrit word maithuna or maithunaka meaning "a pair" and used for 

any pair of the same sex or different sexes becomes mehunaga "sister's 

husband or a male cross cousin" and mehuniya "female cross cousin" in the 
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Prakrit (ArdhamoTgadhi). As observed by Karve, mehund and mehuni have 

a similar usage in the Maratha and Kunbi dialects of Marathi. According to 

her, this usage could be interpreted as signifying "a marriage partner" - "one 

with whom I make a pair"." In Konkani mat/go: and meni: signify "wife's 

brother" and "wife's sister' respectively. 

"Parents of son-in-law, daughter-in-law" 

Ms. 	Fern. 

Ben. : 	byahi 	byan 

Guj. : 	vevdhi 	vevan 

Mar. : 	vydhi 	vihina 

Kon. : 	vey 	vert/yert 

Karve thinks, vyahi and vihina are derived from the Sanskrit word vivaha 

"marriage", and mean, those connected by marriage. Thus, semantically the 

words are analogous to the pair samdhi and samdhan of the north. 

ru/to is derived from Prakrit culla+tao "the younger father"." rid/ti is a 

feminine derived from rult Kaka is a word of Turkish origin." Kaki is 

the feminine of kaka 

"Son" 

Pa. 	chela 

Ben. : 	chele 

Ne. : 	choro 

Ra. : 	choro 

Kon. : 	t` al 0 
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"daughter" 

Pa. 	cheli 

Ne. : 	chori 

Kon. : 

"Wife's sister's husband" 

Sin. : 	sandhu 

Pun. : 	sandhu 

Hin. : 	sdrinT 

Pa. 	sardharu bhai 

Bi. 	sadhu 

Ne. 	scirhu 

Raj. : 	sddu 

Guj. : 	sddhu-bhdi 

Mar. : 	scidu, scid-bhciu 

Kon. : 	sac,u 

4.6 	CONCLUSION 

Kinship terminolgies of Hindus and Christains are considerably different. If 

the influence of Portuguese language is a salient feature of the Christian 

kinship terms of reference, its total absence is a characteristic of Hindu 

kinship terms of reference. Observations and findings of the present research 

in the area of Konkani kinship terminology is systematically reported in the 

concluding Chapter. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

INFLUENCES ON KONKANI : A TEXTUAL APPROACH 

5.1 	INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is an investigation of lexical influences on literary Konkani. 

Since the scope of the present study is limited to Goan varieties of Konkani, 
• 

literature considered is obviously that in which these varieties have found an 

expression. This includes Konkani literature produced outside Goa, mainly 

from Mumbai, during the last decades of the nineteenth century and the first 

half of the twentieth century. 

The investigation is mainly focussed on the influence of the Portuguese 

language. The cultural and intimate contact of Konkani with Portuguese at 

different periods in time beginning from the sixteenth century is explored 

with the help of selective sample texts in Roman and Devanagari scripts. 

Abstracts, quotes and words from the sample texts are provided in the 

respective scripts and orthographies. Translations of the quotes and sentences 

are provided only when found extremely necessary. In most cases only the 

relevant words, usually loanwords, from these are highlighted and translated 

if necessary. 

The contribution of some of the pioneering Konkani writers to the making of 

literary Konkani is also thrown in relief by examining their choice of 

vocabulary and also the choice of influences. The present chapter also touches 

upon the changing patterns of influences on Christian religious literature in 

Konkani. 
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5.2 	THE POSITION IN THE SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH 

CENTURIES 

Written Literature was apparently embarked upon in Konkani by the 

European missionaries in the sixteenth century. This activity received an 

impetus from the installation of the printing press in Goa in 1556. This was 

the earliest printing press in India.' 

In the history of Konkani literature, the seventeenth century was actually the 

century of the literary achievements of the European missionaries. Apart 

from bilingual vocabularies/dictionaries and grammars of Konkani written in 

Portuguese for aiding the fellow missionaries to learn the native language, 

quite a few Konkani works, mainly in prose, grounded in the Christian 

doctrine came to be produced by the Europeans during this century. 

These latter, according to Olivinho Gomes are 'subdivided into didactic 

matter like the catechisms, manuals etc. and the theological and philosophical 

works of prose and poetry that are instinct with literary devices and engaging 

figurative diction so as to be considered literature.' 2  Some of these were 

translations/adaptations of the European originals while some others were 

written originally in Konkani. To quote Jose Pereira, 'the original works 

were as a rule larger than the translations.'' Some of the important 

seventeenth century Konkani works are stated below- 

1)Doutrina Cristd (printed posthumously in 1622) by Thomas Stephens 

(1549-1619). This was a catechism of the Christian Doctrine arranged in 

the form of a dialogue and prepared for teaching children. Doutrina Cristd 

was based on the Portuguese catechism of Fr. Marcos Jorge.' 

2) Declaracam da Doutrina Christam (printed posthumously in 1634) 

by Diogo Ribeiro (1560-1633). This was based on Cardinal Bellarmino's 

Symbolum Fidei in Latin.' and was an elaborate explanation of the Christian 

faith for adult readers. °  
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3) Soliloguios Divinos 'Devachim Yecangra Bolannim' (1660) by Joao 

de Pedrosa (1615-1672). This was an adapted version of Soliloquios 

Divinos. in Spanish written by Bernandino de Vilhegas. 7  

4) Saglya Varusace Vanjel (1667) by the Italian Jesuit Ignazio Arcamone 

(1615-1683). This according to Jose Pereira, is 'the first version in an Indian 

tongue of any portions of the Bible.' 

5) Flos Sanctorum (printed in Kandvi script in 1607) by Amador de Sancta 

Anna. This is a prose treatise in more than thousand pages on the lives of 

saints. 9  

6) Sancto Antonichim Acharyam (1655) by Antonio de Saldanha (1598-

1633). This is a narrative in prose on the miracles of St. Anthony. 

7) Vonvallyancho Mollo (1658,59) by Miguel de Almeida (1604-1683), 

published in five volumes. According to ManoharRai SarDessai, it is 'a 

masterpiece of Konkani prose"' Jose Pereira calls it Miguel de Almeida's 

`prose poem', further adding that it is 'a sort of Summa Theologica in 

Konkani.'" According to Olivinho Gomes, 'this magnificent work deals 

with the fourfold garden of Heaven, Eden, the Catholic Church and the saints. 

It is a summary of Christian faith... 5I2 

This period of the foregrounding of the written Konkani word and its 

proliferation in the religious/ theological writings of the European missionaries 

is referred by some as the 'Golden Era of Konkani Literature.''' . From the 

information of the important products of this era, cited above, it may well be 

said that this 'Golden Era' coincides with the seventeenth century. 

Interestingly, the native Konkani writer's pen has left no literary evidence to 

disprove the allegation that it was almost mute all throughout the 'Golden 

Era'. The foreign masters mastered the native language and produced 

narratives in it for the consumption of the native converts. 

The official attitude towards Konkani changed when the seventeenth century 
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was nearing its end. On June 27, 1684 'the sentence of extermination' of 

Konkani was issued by D.Francisco de Tavora, Count of Alvor, the then 

Viceroy of Goa." And subsequent to this, there was no literary activity in 

Konkani all throughout the eighteenth and most of the nineteenth century. 

5.2.1 	Kannada and Perso- Arabic Influence on Konkani Texts 

The manuscripts of stories from Ramayana and Mahabharata in the Roman 

script preserved in the public library of Braga, Portugal, are the earliest 

Konkani Literature available to us today. These manuscripts appear to belong 

to the sixteenth century, and in most likelihood, are written manifestations of 

oral narrations.' 5  

The language of these manuscripts bears no influence of Portuguese. 

However, it reveals both, cultural and intimate contact of Konkani with 

Kannada (K.), Persian (P.) and Arabic (A.). 

Influence of Kannada 

Examples: 

1. Ti1 	4-1Ri 	(K.R.: 26) 

<K. tu:ka "weight" 

2. Itt.--7M1 d,S .q T4T fkilq used.' (K.R.: 11) 

' 	fkrq-T  	(A.P.: 52) 

< K. bi:di "road" 

3. '... RTR 	 (K.R.: 152) 

trfTrr{ < Old K. baogara "gold" 

4. •at 	14qi, 	 (K.R.: 159) 

(A.P.: 25) 

to <K. b Etta "stick" 
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5. ' #rit 	(K.R.: 254) 

Mft < K. mi:ti "limit" 

6. ' wraf w1 	Trft 	(A. P.: 61) 

.ara < K. taw "plate" 

7. '...dlchl (A.P.: 69) 

< K. tada "late" 

Perso-Arabic Influence: 

1 	01141 -qft-t 	 (A.P.: 5) 

KN.( < A. huctu:r+P. i: "presence" 

	

_37:0 w-rrff 	. (A . P.: 8) 

. TT7 < A. kaGacP "paper, document, letter" 

3. (A.P.: 17) 

	 < P. rawanah "sent" 

4. ' 	ig-rui1=11 iiroseica 	 (A .P.:2 1 ) 

	

TII-14 .q17 	ciPatm co=r; iit-n14111 	(K.R.: 119) 

vuTzral < A. must aid "ready" 

These and many more loanwords form Kannada and Perso-Arabic sources 

appear also in the sixteenth-seventeenth century Konkani literature of the 

missionaries. Quite a few of these survive, even in present day Konkani. 

Here are some examples from Doutrina Cristci and Vonvallyancho Mollo. 16  

I. ' ..ktf74 -1,141w-ori,  	 (V.M.:23 1, 232) 

	 < Dravidian pi: caketti-a sort of knife- 

2. ' ..13-dRErr 1131-12T-1 afft 	MIT 	(V.M.:381) 

< K. tu:ka "Weight /limit" 
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3. ...taca manu hurmati deu-chy (D.C.:66) 

Behurmati quelaleaca bhagassunche-  (D.C.:167) 

hurmati <P. A. hurmat "respect" 

hehurmati <P. A. behurmat "disrespect" 

4. AmdchT pataca bhagassi (D.C. : 79) 

...patacache-  bhagassanne. (D.C.: 82) 

3TERTs% 	(V.M.:182) 

ITTRPY 	(V.M. :184) 

< P. bakh  f (suffix) "giver; forgiver" 

5. ... pataquiachy thori pustauanni ...(D.C.: 84) 

< P. pustisbani: "help" 

6. f"4-- 71 Trrrtil  	(A.P. : 32) 

	 < A. tama fa "show" 

7. 'tea 	dl T."A ar dl 	 'TM TO' (A.P. : 32) 

.ffTu < P. taft "basin" 

8. ‘...-1 1 10 eTTq 	4trrq 	(A.P. : 35) 

14qT3 < P. maidan "ground" 

9. '...q4 if1 itb 4traf 	i 9111' (A.P. : 47) 

4tr-o-f wFq 	7-z1 .1 341 .ftrf 	(K.R. : 12) 

ffr-Ezit attcrluzni 474 	(V.M. : 310) 

< P. beparwa (h) "ignoring" 

10. '... 411 ,414 	 (A.P. : 49) 

	 < Per. faba: f diminutive of sadbas, a word used for 

cheering someone up on having done a good deed. 
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11. sacramenta gheuncheaca conni mustaity caruchy? (D.C.: 163) 

mustaity < A. mu ftaidi: "preparations" 

12. (V.M.: 181) 

.1 , (1 < A. way! "time" 

Many Perso-Arabic loanwords in the sixteenth-seventeenth century Konkani 

literature belong to the area of administration, trade and justice. This seems 

to reflect a historical reality - the hold of Persian and Arabic on the above 

domains in the Konkani area for a considerable period." 

1. 'sarua hucumadara Paramespara Bapacho yecuchi nizu putru...' 

(D.C.:65) 

hucumadaru < Ar. hukm + P. barda:r "ruler" 

2. '...quitem sate manucheaca amacam caido assa?' (D.C.:102, 103) 

caido < A. qaida: "rule, principle" 

3. '...Lattiqui gouai deum naye.' (D.C.:127) 

gouai <P. gawa:hi: "witness" 

4. 'zem paramesparana pharmaila, to modzi naye.' (D.C.:138) 

' 	-1-Ezrrf IFTifurr 	(V. M .. :188) 

< P. farma "royal order" 

5. ft-q-vil7lwr wurzritEzir 	GI 	I 	(K.R. : ) 

-4rft <P. bari: "turn" 

6. rto7rf,1-11 ,4.1-ci 	(V.M.: 231) 

< P. la fkar "army" 

7. '...3-31-141 3TiT 	 11471 aT WT 	 V. M : 296) 

11-4zi < P. guna:h "mistake, fault; crime" 
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8. 4 ten, tT1Tifirq 	(V.M.: 379) 

1:W < P. saogi:n "difficult" 

9. ....34Ttol 	Trmia  	ctico has aT Tttif i -14.611t1 	(V.M.: 494) 

Tmft < A. fursat "scope, time" 

10. ftql 	(V.M.: 284) 

1tt < A. hisa: b "accounts" 

11. '...T4T 	 (el 1'1 	 (V.M.: 496) 

< P. di:wa:ni: "court" 

5.2.2 	Doutrina Crista and Vonvallyancho Mollo: Specimen Texts 

Doutrina Cristd (1622) by Thomas Stephens is the first Konkani text 

bearing the influence of Portuguese language. Doutrina Cristd contains the 

following words from Portuguese - all of which belong to the religious domain, 

that of Christianity - 

Nouns : 

1. Christad.  (D.C.: 63) "Christian" 

2. Jesu Christu (D.C.: 106) "Jesus Christ" 

3. Ami (D.C.: 63) "Amen" 

4. fee (D.C.: 64) "faith" 

5. Profetu (D.C.: 65) "prophet" 

6. sacerdote (D.C.: 65) "Father (priest)" 

7. Credo (D.C.: 72) "creed" 

8. oracaua (D.C.: 76) "prayer" 

9. Resurreicad (D.C.: 101) "resurrection" 
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10. Pontio Pilatu (D.C.:99) "Pontius Pilate" 

11. misteria (D.C.: 102) "mystery" 

12. Apostolu (D.C.: 102) "Apostle" 

13. Limbo (D.C.: H 1) "Limbo" 

14. Adad (D.C.:111) "Adam" 

15. Bautismo (D.C.:159) "baptism" 

16. vigairo (D.C.:.120) "Vicar" 

17. Bispo (D.C.: 121) "bishop" 

15L 

	 18. Missy (D.C.:140) "mass" 

19. Pascha (D.C.: 140) "easter" 

20. Hosti (D.C.:142) "Hosti" 

21. Cal ix (D.C.: 142) "Chalice" 

22. Coresmu (D.C.: 143) "Lent" 

23. Padri (D.C.:1 44) "father (priest)" 

24. consagracau (D.C.:148) "consecration" 

25. sacramentu (D.C.:155) "sacrament" 

26. Castidade (D.C.: 157) "punishment" 

27. Chrisma (D.C.:159) "Holy Oil" 

28. Comunhao"(D.C.: 159) "communion" 

29. Confissaci (D.C.: 159) "Confession" 

30. Ordem (D.C.: 159) "Order" 

31. Matrimonio (D.C.: 159) "marriage" 

32. Purgatorio (D.C.:113) "Purgatory" 

33. Crussu (D.C.: 109) "Cross" 
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Phrases functioning as nouns: 

1. Santa Cruz (D.C.: 67) "Holy Cross" 

2. Spiritu Santu (D.C.: 69) "Holy Spirit" 

3. Virge-  Maria (D.C.: 86) "Virgin Mary" 

4. Santissima Trindade (D.C.: 69) "Holy Trinity" 

5. Santa Madre Igreja (D.C.: 97) "Holy Mother Church" 

6. Padre nosso (D.C.: 73) "Our Father" 

7. Santissimo Sacrameto (D.C.: 82) "Holy Sacrament" 

8. Aue Maria (D.C.: 84) "Hail Mary" 

9. Santa Maria (D.C.: 85) "Saint Mary" 

10. Anjo Gabrielu (D.C.: 86) "Angel Gabriel" 

11. Santa Isabela (D.C.: 86) "Saint Isabela" 

12. Nossa Senhora da Piedade (D.C.: 87) "Our Lady of Piety" 

13. Nossa Senhora do Rernedio (D.C.: 87) "Our Lady of Help" 

14. Nossa Senhora de Consolacao-  (D.C.: 87, 88) "Our Lady of Piety" 

15. Salue Regina (D.C.: 90) "Save 0 Queen" 

16. Santa Igreja Catholica (D.C.: 101) "Holy Catholic Church" 

17. Santa fee (D.C.:102) "Holy Faith" 

18. Seo de Abraha6"(D.C.:111) "Abraham's heaven" 

19. Santo Roma (nagari) (D.C.: 121) "Holy City of Rome" 

20. Sao" Pedru (D.C.: 121) "St. Peter" 

21. Santo Sacramento (D.C.: 140) "Holy Sacrament" 

22. agoa benta (D.C.: 155) "blessed holy water" 

23. Extrema Uncao-  (D.C.: 159) "the final sacrament" 
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24. Peccado original (D.C.: 160) "the original sin" 

25. Vertudes Theologaes (D.C.: 165) "theological virtues" 

26. Vertudes Cardeae.s.  (D.C.: 165) "cardinal virtues" 

27. Quatro nouissimos (D.C.: 165) "four ninths" 

28. Confissaa geral (D.C.: 164) "general confession" 

29. S. Migueli (D.C.: 169) "St. Michael" 

30. S. Joao" Bautistu / Baptistu (D.C.: 169) "St. John Baptist" 

31. Sao" Paulu (D.C. : 169) "St. Paul" 

Verbs: infinitive forms appearing with Konkani kir or dza verb forms: 

1. rezar (D.C.:94) "to pray" 

2. bautizar (D.C.: 114) "to baptize" 

3. confessar (D.C.: 140) "to confess" 

4. comugar (D.C.: 146) "to take Holy Communion" 

5. consagrar (D.C.: 146) "to consecrate" 

Quotes: 

1. Christu mhannaze Raza, Profetu, anny sacerdote, aisso to, samesta-

Rayacho Rau, samesta Propheta hounu srasttu Prophetu, anny samestS 

sacerdotipassi srasttu sacerdote deqhunu, taca Christu naua phauale". 

(D.C. : 65,66) 

2. Santa Madre Igrezeche Sacramenta, sata. Pailo, Bautismo. 

Dussaro, Chrisma. Tissaro Comunhao: Choutho, Confissa6. Panchauo, 

Extrema Vnc;a6. Sattauo, Ordem. Satauo, Matrimonio (D.C. : 159) 

A close examination of the language of Vonvallyancho Mollo by Miguel de 

Almeida, that was published in the second half of the seventeenth century 

(1658-59) also reveals that at that period Portuguese words into Konkani 
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pertained largely to the domain of religion. 

The Portuguese words from Doutrina Cristd given above, especially the 

individual noun and verb forms, could be considered the basic religious 

vocabulary of Christianity. Apart from these, Vonvallyancho Mollo has quite 

a few others like 74-iflo-Fq "evangelist" (V.M.: 156), trrN3Tii "patriarch" 

(V.M.:188) 4 , 1K1T "preacher", /f 	"relic" (V.M.:274), 4rq, "temple" (V.M.: 

296). Rai iq "messiah" (V.M.: 483), 	x1 "epistle (V.M.: 259), 3Trca.- tft 

"altar" (V.M.: 267), -i=azl "local people" (V.M.: 281), 	"lamb" 

(V.M.: 232), RiqP-mid "circumcision" (V.M.: 238), - vr.4-- t "Cherubs" (V.M.: 

325), Trw-ii "Psalm" (V.M.: 332), tr-rft--zi "God Father" (V.M.: 334), En -TR-rig 

"Passion" (V.M.: 377), tf'f''Ttia "Inquisition" (V.M.: 470), 3-Trqik "abbe" 

(V.M.: 406), - --1 ,4,1117-tria "excommunication" (V.M.: 517), 7k,TT1ii-rq 

"excommunicated" (V.M.: 517), -1#1--V#7T (-,w0 "circumcise" (V.M.: 238), 

 -JAR (+4,0 "canonise" (V.M.: 502), ait -oTrIff-d-t (+ ---t) "absolve" (V.M.: 518). 

All these words, no doubt, appear in Konkani texts. However, if one 

understands borrowing as an activity initiated by the borrower then it is 

indeed difficult to call the above words loans. The reason is, here we have 

the models themselves appearing in a foreign language (Konkani) thanks to 

the native/near-native speakers of the language to which they (models) 

belong. In other words, these words are introduced into Konkani by the 

non-native speakers of Konkani. The process of borrowing is basically a 

process of taking. The above case mainly reflects the process of giving. 

Some of the phrases like 14 faf#PTE -ftqT-41, 	 4q appear in 

Vonvallyancho Mollo as well (V.M. : 157, 201,198). But here there is a 

tendency to give the original phrase in translation, either fully or partially, or 

to give its paraphrase side by side. 

Thus, in place of 'Santa Madre Igreja' (D.C.: 97), we have in Vonvallyancho 

Mollo trfal 	rrm (V.M.: 259). Likewise, there are other phrases 

with tri'q like trra--q .TIT-7-41-a (V.M.: 223) "Holy Communion", trf 	 (V.M.: 
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259) "Holy Baptism", tlf7 Tafftftrii (V.M.: 267) "Holy Sacrifice", trft -q 

- ftf'41=ri.4 (V.M.: 470) "Holy Inquisition". Virge" Maria (D.C.: 86) is rendered 

as `-iqr3-Trt air( 	 (V.M.: 267). Trim Trid 	It; is immediately followed by its 

paraphrase  	34TIVT - 	 (V.M.: 263) 

Not only are the phrases translated in Vonvallyancho Mollo, Konkani 

equivalents or explanations are provided also for simple loanwords from 

Portuguese. 

Examples : (The word in bold print is a Portuguese loanword. Its explanation 

is shown in italics. These changes are introduced by the researcher.) 

1. 37T 	WTO-hY/Fe  	(V.M.: 251) 

2. Wfn 4tftr,  	' (V.M.: 265) 

3. •wr-1-1-ft-A-R @,z4 rif4s Eriql-  7T FT-4 	(V.M.: 502) 

4. 'T4 ftra-rft 3i 2,14.1 UT-04/f7' (V. M.: 390) 

5. Ata.-4 	2730' (V.M.: 325) 

In this text, we also see an attempt of juxtaposing a new sign from a 'new 

language' (Christianity) alongside a sign belonging to the familiar Hindu 

linguistic ethos. Thus we have the phrases - IPA (V.M.: 210) from 

w "devotee" and aritil-cict "apostle", fm:ri alTc11-ciciff4 (V.M.: 201) from f4-r-kl 

"student, follower" and 3-1-rti-l-ciq "apostle", 1117:rriftT71 (V.M.: 262) from 

- 113 "sacrifice/oblation" 71-fft9 "sacrifice", aTsgq-A-9. 41--na (V.M.: 288) from 

34&-4--q--4 "blessing" and 1:rta "blessing" a-11 -4fT-a (V.M.: 240) from 

iitlftTa "re-living=Resurection", a coined word (see below) and tTtrFtia 

("Resurection"). 

Similarly, in the following excerpt the term 1:4aT "monastery" is introduced 

in the first sentence and is replaced by and  "ashram" in the following 

sentence. 

3-T1-411 	711-113 	311un auTfaT7Tinf, -1=1 71-14 .4T -1:11T1ziq 
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IMITT 	 iTfIT4 	TT7t HR -11-FErM 	SPA 	0191 4T cW(1. , 	-{Ti 	W-dit 

3TriTzif 3TTNiZIMZIT   craft 3-11VM 	 .1" -F-dr4 ql-dA 149, 

341ru1r  	3Try-7:ri z10-37:n illg.rft tit: 7W maf of 1 PH 	1.11 	 ( 

	

tfc'qT 	 7TTI 	 (V.M.: 161) 

A new custom too is juxtaposed alongside a familiar old custom. For 

instance, it is mentioned that men kiss the name of Jesus (a Christian custom), 

but prior to that it is told that they prostrate before the Name (Hindu 

custom) -1417.4 TwiTT f3TfT zrr--  '4a-1 71=41 k-Liita-m-11 3 4-11 Tidipf... (V.M.: 245) 

The discourse of Christianity in Vonvallyancho Mollo at places has a discrete 

Hindu, at times, also a Sanskritic flavour (Words from the Hindu religious 

ethos are shown in bold print) - 

1. 1TT--dr4 	c4 4.7 IIt1 V dM, "A 14 34 -c-741:  14"1-FT1' 3-T1I-11-112-74ff 3114 	ch 

(V.M.:179) 

2. '0 0 	 3TiVe7T 	 9Trm7 

3Uit 	, 	izaifzr7TTfuiT 	, 	 ct chT 1-7774-4.q 	 (V.M.: 188,189) 

3. '...3r4rtritrk4TT 	 cicerritT 	 3 -1 74 &Hill 441QT tram, 

(V.M.: 152) 

4. a-rgrF 	TdrUT, drif 	 f-41=61 . crcqf f4ftift qi 3TP:i4 Trvi4 	I 	r4 

3ft7T-4 31ft—A 3TFUf d 	(iff ,  	141717, aTITTT a1 IT-rdT 	1:§Z TF'91 -r4ft , 

ITOTT2t. V. M : 174) 

5. '.. 	 q.gicorq, 	3iT1zrt  	tarf, 	T-71 T .4 atlq, 

3T-ffk1ft 	'prZT AUT-41-€41I 	cOUTrift 3TT 	 3-Trt& TRPT .TfMTf. 

(V.M.: 223, 224) 

6. '71 ilff'dm taf! 	 (V.M.: 246) 

7. '. 	31-01, 	qT tr-d 	 a-TrtF, aT 344ftq 	(V.M.: 

255) 

8. '7Tqft 31Ti3i 31114 7:7i -t 	fat-11 411 i -41 &TR"' 71 -7.7:TT 	 31-krz341714 ,4k4rft 
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1:17Z1 Trite , ftr{0:1T1 	 (V.M.: 257) 

9. ' 	TTzfi atirk 	aitlzrfq Trirtz ftm 	3nTrft1. ' (V. M : 272) 

10. q11 # a 	i-ITTT 	 ✓aTrf 3414 3-KRI 

5RF-4- sAio 	(V.M.: 298) 

11. Tr -1 	 1:11nrciWWT2Tf aT lifrd4 

(V.M.:314) 

12. 71 3IWT, TTI•71-FpOR tTd #I4tftir  	trr-gi 	(V.M.:326) 

13. R 	Truff w 	(V.M.: 362) 

14. wrzf 	ftftt Iff 	•TlIchT TITTT 	ztift 	3TTTIT, dlabT 3-TTSTEJT 

rt- 	 .Trqf 3 -ITT sf-t- 	 ' (V.M.: 273) 

15. 1-161 3.43p ti-aR04 	(V.M.: 404) 

16. '..J-ari:Fral4-ita... 4-1,n q{T2  	TI4 1.13" 	 c=, 8 ITTIT4 4-110hT t 74 

afa-i3-naa?' (V.M.: 523, 524) 

17. 34tfttli 1111T-z1T acrt-R, T--4-4: '91kc c 1 3-rrItR-R.-11 

Ala 	06 3T 	111:1 3117ffziAft IqtF 	 Tr-q-ft arb41 	uff qua cIT... 

(V.M.: 534) 

Even Doutrina Cristci incorporates quite a few Hindu signs like niracaru 

(D.C.: 115), Paramesparu (D.C.: 65), bhagta (pg. 98), bhagti (D.C.: 97), 

xeranna (yeuap) (D.C.: 90), sumaranna, chintana (D.C.: 84), bhazana 

(D.C.: 142), Deuacrupa (D.C.: 82), mugti (D.C.: 121), mugtipada 

(D.C.:71), suargu (D.C.: 78), valicunttha (D.C.: 168), atmo (D.C.: 118), 

atmeache trigunna (D.C.: 156), (cuddiche) uissaye (D.C.: 158), linnatua, 

xanti (D.C.: 157), camu, crodu (D.C.:151), pataca (D.C.: 111), 

yemacondda (D.C.: 112), prachita (D.C.: 144), punne a (oblique form) 

(D.C.: 95) Amruta (D.C.: 91), upadessa (pl.) "commandments" (D.C.: 

125), adipurussu (D.C.: 160), xastra (D.C.: 63), xastra-purussa (D.C.: 

118), sumurti (D.C.: 63), sarathipanna (D.C.: 97). 
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The following quotes would also serve to give a feel of the Hindu flavour of 

the language of Doutrina Cristci - 

1. '... ami oracaua caritana amdche chita mana Paramespara tthai-

uchalitad, anny t ache laguy crupadand magunu amdche manich sidhy 

pai mhannatad (D.C.:76).. 

2. sarua uigna nivari mhonnu magat ail.' (D.C.:79). 

3. 1... tancho srasttu siromanny IESV Christacho vigairo zo assa, to' 

(D.C.:120). 

4. ...sada saruada ziva-ta uart aty... sada saruada yemacondda assaty. 

(D.C.:124). 

5. '... mha pauitra IESVche naua ucharite uelle... lac a manu hurmati 

dedchy.' (D.C.:66). 

The familiar signs form a foothold for new signs that mostly are directly 

borrowed from Portuguese. 

Words from Hindu religious register when used in a discourse on Christianity 

sometimes undergo a semantic change. For instance, Yemacondda which 

has Yama, the Hindu deity of Death, as one of the constituent morphemes, 

signifies "hell" in Hinduism. In Doutrina Cristc1 it signifies "Inferno", a 

specific place in the schema of four places that could be occupied by the 

dead person's soul - Vaincunttha "Heaven", Yemacondda "Inferno", 

Purgatorio "Purgatory" and Limbo "Limbo" (D.C.: 112,113). Of these, 

Vaincunttha, another word from the Hindu register, signifies the abode of 

Vishnu, which is "heaven" for the Vaishnavites. Kailas, the abode of Shiva 

signifies "heaven" for the Shaivites. In the sixteenth and seventeenth century 

Christian literature, only Vaincunttha is used synonymously with sargu in 

the sense of "heaven". 18  

Both Yemacondda and Vaincunttha enter the discourse of Christianity by 
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surrendering the sense related respectively to Yama and Vishnu. 

Hindu cultural and religious vocabulary seems to have been used as pegs for 

hanging the new cultural and religious concepts of Christianity. 

Sometimes, from both native and non-native morphological stock, new words 

are coined by employing the Indo-Aryan morphological devices of word-

formation - 

Feebhauarthu is coined by bringing together Portuguese Feand Konkani 

bhauarthu both meaning "faith", and signifies the "Christian faith".I 9  

Similarly, anubhauarthi "non believer" seems to have been coined with the 

Indo-Aryan negative prefix an plus the Old Konkani masculine singular 

nominal/adjectival ending -u and Konkani bhauarthi "believer". 

Doutrina Cristci, in keeping with Christian theology, classifies sins (pataca) 

into 'major sins - maha patacd and 'minor sins' - upapatac am (see 

D.C.:150458) Mah a (rather, Maha) pataca is a familiar phrase in the 

Hindu discourse. However, upapataca which rather means a "subsin" 

appears to be a new coinage. 

Sarua hucumadaru (D.C.: 104), a translation of 'Omnipotent', appears to 

be a phrase, but in actuality it functions like a single word in the text. Sarua 

and hucumadaru always occur together and the boundary between the two 

is never interrupted. Sarua hucumadary is created by qualifying the Perso-

Arabic loan hucumadaru (< hukmaba.dar "one who rules" with Indo-Aryan 

Sarua "everything". In Poilia Komunhavancho Katecism ("Catechism of 

the First Communion") published from Panaji (Cidade-de-Goa), Goa in 1953, 

we find sorv-hucumdar, written with a hyphen. Romi Misa Gronth, the 

first Konkani translation of 'the Roman Missal' does not use sorv-hucumdar 

any more. instead, there is Sorvpodvedar all throughout where hucumdar 

is replaced by podvedar. In the preface (Prostavana) to the Misa-Gronth 

word podvi is uses in the sense of "power"n 
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Although the word satemanita"I believe", formed by bringing together sate, 

"truth"and manila "take as true/believe", appears in one of the earliest 

Konkani-Portuguese vocabularies that is attributed to Diogo Ribeiro, 2 ' there 

are reasons to doubt that the word existed in spoken Konkani in the sixteenth 

century. 

The word "to believe" is a much needed word in the enunciation of the 

Christian Creed. However, Konkani like most of its sister languages does 

not have a single word corresponding to "believe". In present day Konkani 

k h  arg d harap (with subject in the nominative case) or k harE disap 

(with subject in the dative case) are equivalents of "believing". 

Furthermore, sotmandtam - the modern equivalent of satemanita" - appears 

in Christian dialects and mainly in the religious context. Hindus hardly ever 

use the word. It cannot be attested even in the printed versions of the sixteenth 

century Ramayana and Mahabharata manuscripts", and makes its first 

appearance only in Doutrina Cristd. From this, it appears that the word 

was coined by fusing sate and manila and used in the Christian religious 

register. 

The word Christ auapanna "Christianity" is created in Doutrina Cristd, 

with the Konkani abstract noun suffix -panna "ness" added to Christ dua 

"Christian", a loanword from Portuguese. Christ duapanna contrasts with 

cocannapanna "Paganism; Hindu religion (?)"" : "...Paramesparaca arg a 

di, upacaru mani, quitea, tuca yemaconddichea margacho, anny 

cdcannapann ache a andhacarantulo caddunu Christ duapann a bhitari 

mellasso quelo, tachea utama xastracho uzuu addu bhogu-che aca. ' 

(D.C.: 124). 

Vonvallyancho Mollo has another parallel creation: Ttrf&qur (V.M.: 195,233) 

"martyrdom" from Portuguese loan Tirt47 "martyr" and Konkani suffix - 

The word Hindu which is absent in Doutrina Cristd occurs at least thrice 
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in Vonvallyancho Mollo, in the company of iiHoHfri "Muslims", eta "Jews" 

q--{)-T "Turks". This indeed indicates that the word denotes "followers of the 

Hindu religion". However, in Diogo Ribeiro's Vocabulario, Hindu means 

"people of India" and Hindustana "India"24  

The occurences of Hindu in Vonvallyancho Mollo indicated above are 

preceded by both 31 -11-TT-dr2fi and -.U111. This is in keeping with the author's 

style of providing as many semantic equivalents of a word as possible in the 

text. But compared to Hindu, the words TUrril, TUt, Uurtrlif occur more 

frequently in Vonvallyancho Mollo (V.M.: 258, 281, 467, 469, 474, 489.) 

On pages 474 and 489, the word is used only in the sense of pagans and 

appears divorced from the sense "residents of Konkan". On page 474, the 

reference is to the ten year-old European martyr saint Trf 71-% who enunciates 

the Holy Christian faith before the atilTrat2ii .TU* or q-ilen. On page 489, the 

author writes about Sdb Pedru defying Jewish authority and giving the 

message of Christ, the Saviour, to 3-T-ii-rraml -lw)1. Both these references to 

events in the history of Christianity have nothing to do with   "residents 

of Konkan". Even in present day Christian dialects of Konkani, KoIne, is 

sometimes used in the sense of Hindus. 

Vonvallyancho Mollo contains some more compounds mostly formed with 

native material to represent Christian concepts. The following compounds 

witha, for example, are probably creations of the writer 

1. tc4 	]ti (Native+Native) "God—Father" (V.M.: 154). 

2. ,44-11 ,4(Native+Native) "Mary—Mother of God" (V.M.: 357). 

3. (Native+Native) "Christ—Son of God" (V.M.: 154). 

4. eicilcot (Native+Native) "Baby Christ" (V.M.: 288). 

5. tats (Native+Foreign (Portuguese)) "synagogue" (V.M.: 262). 

6. (Native+Foreign (Portuguese)) Literally, "God Lamb", the 

sacrificial Lamb that also symbolizes Jesus. (V.M.: 440) 
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ilftrat (Native+Native) (V.M.: 414), a compound formed by joining 

"land" and .ata "Heaven", signifies "the Garden of Eden" - eta is created 

to contrast with it3 "the abode of the Almighty". 

miNi-c11% (Native+Native), (V.M.: 241) is coined by bringing together "father" 

and Ta-rf4T "one who occupies the place", and means "father like". 

5.3 	NATIVE LITERATURE : A NEW BEGINNING - EDUARDO JOSg 

BRUNO DE SOUZA 

The Konkani native evidently wielded the pen in his own tongue only towards 

the end of the nineteenth century, with the launching of Udentechem Sallok 

("The Lotus of the East") by Eduardo Jose Bruno de Souza from Pune in 

February 1889. In the history of Konkani Press Udentechem Sallok is 

regarded as the first Konkani magazine to be published. 

With the writings of Eduardo Jose Bruno de Souza begins the era of Konkani 

literature by the natives and for the natives. As pointed out by Manohar 

SarDessai, `Konkani Literature of the later half of the nineteenth century 

and the first half of the twentieth century was to a certain extent a literature 

of exile.'" As regards Konkani Literature in the Roman script, it sprang 

from the literary needs of Goan Catholic emigrants to other parts of India, 

especially to Pune and Mumbai. 25  These had learnt basic Portuguese in the 

primary schools in Goa and had to learn some English to be able to work in 

British India." However, they could not obtain mastery of both the languages 

and thus Konkani written in the Roman script remained the only true medium 

of their expresison." 

Eduardo Jose Bruno de Souza catered to the literary needs of this target 

group. He wrote the first ever novel in Konkani titled Kristdv Ghorabo 

"the Christian Family" 

At the outset of the preface to the novel, Bruno de Souza states that his 
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novel that contains the values of religiosity, humaneness etc. may serve to 

relax the mind of a Christian (reader) who has done no wrong against God 

or another fellow being (K.G.:i). Within the text of the novel, the author 

emphacizes the need to reform Konkani and save it from undue influence, 

both lexical and grammatical, of the Portuguese language, and to develop it 

for the betterment of the Konkani people (K.G.:27). In fact, one of the 

chapters of the novel - Chapter V is titled "Amche bhaxechi sudartzi 

gorjechi" ("It is necessary to reform our language") 

Through the speech of one of the main protagonists of the novel, the Vicar, 

it is conveyed to the reader that there are many benefits in developing one's 

own language as a written language, that it facilitates the learning of other 

(allied) languages; books from other languages may be translated into one's 

language and that this would help in the education of one's own people; that 

language also serves to unite the people, and most of all, that the word of 

Lord may be properly imparted only through the language of the people 

(K.G.: 27). 

The Vicar further expresses his fear that given the trend of the time, of Goan 

(Christian) emigration to Mumbai, if the emigrants have not received proper 

education in the Christian doctrine, they might very well lose their Christianity 

in the midst of Hindus, Muslims and people of other faiths (K.G.:28). 

Bruno de Souza, as pointed out by Manohar SarDessai, pioneered 'a 

Literature partially secular in character and meant for the common man.'" 

However, this literature was primarily intended for mass Christian readership. 

The main thrust of Bruno de Souza's linguistic reforms regarding Konkani 

was on orthography. He saw that the twenty-five Roman letters that were 

insufficient to represent the Portuguese language itself could not possibly be 

adequate to represent Konkani (K.G.:1). Drawing upon the innovations 

introduced in the Roman script by William Jones for representing the Sanskrit 

language, Bruno de Souza devised the 'Marian Alphabet' for Konkani. A. 
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Pereira informs us. that Agnus Deity was written in this alphabet." 

According to A.Pereira, 'it [The Marian alphabet] comes quite close to the 

modern method of romanization, proposed by Prof. Joaquim Antonio 

Fernandes and followed by the majority of Konkani writers in the Roman 

script.'" 

Bruno de Souza's language - its syntax as well as vocabulary - shows 

continuity with that of the seventeenth century Konkani literature. 

Long sentences with two or more clauses joined by indeclinables are a regular 

feature of the language of most of the seventeenth century Konkani prose. 

To give an example, 

‘11.-44 T1-10 	T"?1f-c.-h- 	f.- T 3-17M-1; ftT-TIT 91111 	1TIM7171 - 055-71 tirT{T4 FVIT 

"'U 	51,E 347141q1 argil 1"-i 	, 1:11-R 	 (V.M.: 252) 

Long sentencs are not rare in Bruno de Souza's prose, either - 

'Sogle istudant ani profesor, ani istudantiche avoybapuy legun, odik 

korun Ponjeche, Janik bore" dektale; kityak to xikpachya mogan xiktalo, 

ani taka porle-  na prem vhorche-  ov dusrya sdvsarantlya boryache-

(K.G.:91) 

The 'not only... but also' type of construction that is likely to be an influence 

of Portuguese on Konkani, abounds in both Vonvallyancho Mollo and 

Kristciv Ghorabo: 

qfP*   synd -4,1qTrr 	 (V.M.: 316). 

'Hdv tuka utor ditd ki nu-ych tuka loz zdvchi nd, bogor tuka khoshi 

bhogteli mhun.' (K.G.: 24) 

Bruno de Souza's language also reflects some of the choices of vocabulary 

manifested in the seventeenth century Konkani prose. A lot of these form 

part of today's 'Christian Konkani vocabulary'. A chunk of this vocabulary 

may be classified as Christian religious register most of which was more or 
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less standardized in the seventeenth century. This register survives even today 

thanks to the use of Konkani in the Church ever since its establishment in 

Goa. Examples: 

1. Sotmand (nozo) (K.G.:56); Satemanita- (D.C.:1) "believe" 

2. Onbhavarti (K.G.:28); 	(V.M.:281) used in the sense of "non 

Christian" 

3. bhumi voykut (K.G. : 108); liftr41 -3 (V.M.: 328) "Paradise" 

4. kokno (K'.G.:8); 	(V.M. : 281) "Hindu(s)" 

5. Bhagevonti soddch Alvari Mori (K.G.: 42); NETT 3Tit cI IR -11111Pr... wra 

(V.M.: 276) 

6. borve-  (K.G.:9); 	(.. . -TP3741) (V.M.: 382) 

7. Sorukumdara (Deva); (K.G.:42) Sarua hucumadara Paramespara 

(D.C.: 65) '0 Omnipotent Lord!' 

8. yemkond (K.G.:25), yemacondda (D.C.: 112) "hell" 

In the preface to Kristdv Ghorabo (K.G.: i) and also within the text of the 

novel (K.G.: 27), Bruno de Souza brings it to the notice of the reader that 

Konkani is the daughter of Sanskrit. He writes: 

'Amchi bhas for khaxa dhu Sanskrit bhaxechi; jiche gramati sarki 

sudarleli soglya sdvsarant dusri nd. Kori, amche bhaxekfirigi bhaxechi 

gramat nd amche bhaxek amche bhaxechi gramat asa. ' (K.G.:27) 

Through the Vicar's speech he conveys his regret to the reader that most 

sermons contain at least one third words borrowed from Portuguese, and 

that their syntax too is heavily influenced by Portuguese: 'Anil sermci v sdgtav 

tantu-, bhov thore pregador kuxin korun, sumar tisro vargo toriy firigi 

bhaxechi utrd asat, ani gramatuy sumar tech bhaxechi.' (K.G.: 27) 

Bruno de Souza seems to have keenly studied the spoken Konkani idiom 

and structure. This study must surely have had a bearing on his writing. 
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However, due to unavailability of Konkani writings of his contemporaries, 

it is difficult to make a statement on the structural and lexical innovations 

brought about by Bruno de Souza through his writing. 

From the conversation of Jani and the Vicar, two of the main protagonists of 

Kristdv Ghorabo, we learn that Konkani was indeed being written those 

days. Jani tells the Vicar that he has heard that attempts are being made to 

write in Konkani (A mchi Bhas "our language"); that there are some printed 

manuals of mass in Konkani, and also that many priests write down their 

sermons in Konkani. At this, the vicar who is the one who attempts to reform 

Konkani in the novel, comments thus: `it is true, but it is all written in 

Portuguese orthography, and without any understanding of the grammar of 

Konkani; hence it would have been better had Konkani not been written at 

all, as such writings as those are an hindrance to reforming Konkani.' 

(K.G.:27,28) 

A close scrutiny of the text of Kristciv Ghorabo reveals that Bruno de 

Souza's syntax too bears a conspicuous Portuguese influence. 

Examples: 

1. 'Kitle-  hya poros bore" zayt ti, zor for wili ti dotorn amchya bhurgya, 

amche bhaxechya borpa vorvi, xiko-vk pavzi zalyar.' (K.G.:45) 

2. '... tache sarko alfiad sogle Indyek naslo; zciv Indyechyd" munxd" za -v 

Eropeva" bhitor. ' (K.G.:82) 

3. 'Magir iya" devcharci lagi vicharta mhunun, tumi khfi -yche, tumchT 

navy kon, tumi tya ghorant koxe pavlyat ani thu -y to kite" kortalyat, 

ant osolyo dusryo vostu...' (K.G.: 130). 

Bruno de Souza while attempting to reform Konkani does not seem to indulge 

in borrowing vocables from its great mother orist may', (K.G.: i). Rather, 

he appears to turn towards spoken Christian Konkani and absorb Portuguese 

loans from the spoken domain into his writing. Thus, in Kri.stci v Ghorabo 
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we have abesi (< Port. abecedario) "alphabet", not lipi or lekhon poddot; 

gramat (< Port. grarni'ztica) "grammar", not vyakrann; disionar (< Port 

dicionario) "dictionary", not kosh (K.G.:28) 

Bruno de Souza's language stands in sharp contrast with that of the European 

Konkani writers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. While the 

European writers limit their borrowing (from Portuguese) only to the cultural 

vocabulary pertaining in the main to the religious domain, Bruno de Souza's 

writing reveals both an expansion in the domains of the influence of Portuguese 

language, and also shows 'intimate' borrowing 31  from Portuguese into 

Konkani. In fact, an intimate contact of Konkani with Portuguese could be 

attested for the first time only in Burno de Souza's writing. 

In Bruno de Souza's writings we see the effect of almost four centuries of an 

intimate contact of Portuguese - the 'upper' language or the language of the 

conquerers - and Konkani - the 'lower' language or the language of the 

indigenous subjects. Intimate borrowing from Portuguese seems to have had 

a tremendous 'lexical effect'" on Konkani. 

Examples from Kristciv Ghorabo: 

1. kuzin (<cozinha) "kitchen" (K.G.: 6) 

kuzner (<cozinheira) "cook" (K.G.: 46) 

2. livr (< livro) "book" (K.G.: 6) 

3. zonel (< janela ) "window" (K.G.: 6) 

4. suman (< semana ) "week" (K.G.:10) 

5. ko7siis (<consciencia) "conscience" (K.G.: 28) 

6. pergunt (<pergunta) "question" (K.O.:42) 

7. repost (<resposta) "answer" (K.G.: 42) 

8. dizesperad (<desesperado/a) "exasperated frustrated" (K.G.: 45) 
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9. kriad (<criada) "maid" (K.G.: 13) 

10. inosent (<inocente) "innocent" (K.G.:59) 

11. ispire-s (<experiencia) "experience" (K.G.: 56) 

12. viaj (<viagem) "travel" (K.G.: 53) 

13. vist (<vista) "sight" (K.G.: 76) 

14. sed (<seda) "silk" (K.G.: 92) 

15. perturhad (<perturbado/a) "perturbed" (K. G.: 83) 

16. vigds (<vinganca) "vengeance" (K.G.: 86) 

17. ismol (<esmola) "alms" (K.G.: 92) 

18. aliment (<alimento) "food, nourishment" (K.G.: 101) 

19. ispert (<esperto/a) "clever" (K .G. : 103) 

20. orr (<orra) "pride" (K.G.:112) 

21. pasey (<passeio) "walk" (K.G.: 5) 

22. kustar (zavop) (<custar) "(becoming) difficult" (K.G.: 4) 

23. kabar (zavop) (< acabar) "(getting) over" (K.G.: 2) 

24. sinal (korop) (<sinal) "(making) sign" (K.G.: 18) 

25. Use's (magap) (<licenca) "(asking) permission" (K.G.:18) 

26. pirder (korop) (<perder) "lose" (K.G.: 22) 

27. tratar (korop) (<tratar) "treat/deal with" (K.G.: 67) 

28. kdficis (divop) (<confianca) "take into confidence" (K.G.:103) 

29. insultar (korop) (<insultar) "insult" (K.G.: 18) 

30. negar (vochop)(<negar) "deny" (K.G.:108) 

Also see the following expressions: 

1. Wilco lisis dile" tuka kurar kordkr "gave him the permission to cure 
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you" (K.G.:12) 

2. '... !mica vegi, temp pirder kori nastana apovn'"having called me soon, 

without losing any time" (K.G.:35) 

3. '... perguntd ghalun ani tcichi repostd xikovn. "having asked questions 

and taught their answers" (K.G.:.42) 

4. Pdch ord poryan divertiment korcho... "enjoying till five o'clock" 

(K.G.:61) 

The use of Portuguese in the administrative, legal or academic domains also 

had its impact on the Konkani language. There was a free flow of a lot 

many domain specific - administrative, legal, academic, etc. - terms into 

Konkani. 

Examples: 

Terms from the administrative domain: 

1. governador (<governador) "governor" (K.G.: 55) 

2. pirgent (<presidente) "President" (K.G.: 111) 

3. rogedor (<regidor) "an administrative officer" (K.G.:. 19) 

4. fidalg (<fidalgo ) "nobleman" (K.G.: 55) 

5. ajudante-das-ordins (<ajudante-das-ordens) "assistant" (K.G.: 69) 

6. jeneral (<generale) "General" (K.G.:79) 

7. komendador (<comendador) "commander" (K.G.: 93) 

8. empregad (<empregado) "employee" (K.G.: 103) 

9. kamr (<cmara) "Municipality" (K.G.: 53) 

10..fard (<farda) "uniform" (K.G.: 56) 

11. boles (<boletim) "bulletin" (K.G.: 62) 

12. kontrat (<contrato) "contract" (K.G.: 84) 
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13. rekomenda.s. th-v (<recomendaccio) "recommendation" (K.G.: 111) 

14. asinar/asinad (<assinar/assinature) "to sign/signature" (K.G.: 44) 

15. despachyar/despach (<despachar) "to despatch/despatching" (K.G.:44) 

16. autoridad (<autoridade) "authority" (K.G.: ) 

Terms from the legal domain: 

1.justis (<justica) "justice" (K.G.: 97) 

2. juiz (<juiz) "judge" (K.G.: 103) 

3. tribunal (<tribunal) "court" (K.G.: 111) 

+- 	 4. advogad (<advogado) "advocate" (K.G.: 105) 

5. kirm (<crime) "crime" (K.G.: 105) 

6. provar/prov (<provar/prova) "to prove" (pg. 105) "proof" (K.G.: 104) 

7. kavz (<causa) "case" (K.G.: 104) 

8. sentJs (<sentenca) "sentence (legal)" (K.G.: 112) 

9. rekriment (<requiremento) "appeal" (K.G.: 104) 

10. avt (<auto) "document" (K.G. : 105) 

11. razdv (<razcio) "reason" (K.G.: 105) 

12. iskirtur (<escritura) "deed" (K.G.: 105) 

13. selad fol (<folha selada) "stamp paper " (K.G.: 105) 

14. tabeliciv (<tableido) "notary public" (K.G.: 105) 

15. julgament (<julgamento) "trial, judgement" (K.G.: 105) 

16. avdiCs (<audience) "hearing " (K.G.: 105) 

17. fal (<fala) "speech" (K.G.: 105) 

Also see the following expressions/sentences: 

1. 'sentes favorar zale7 1 . "the judgement  was in favour" (K.G.: 111) 
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2. 'sentis 	ko-tr zale" "the judgement was against" (K.G.: 112) 

3.' ... fals iskirtur korun, ek vhor, kirim adarli'. "committed a great crime 

though a false deed" (K.G.: 111) 

4. 'xeki julgamentak avdies nomyarle, ani hya avdiesar dotor Lapitan 

fal korun Paskuk defender kordk zay aslo' "At last, final hearing for 

judgement was fixed, and Mr. Lapit was expected to defend Pasku by 

making a speech during this hearing." (K.G.: 105) 

Terms from the academic domain 

lisdv (<licdo) "lesson" (K.G.: 2) 

+- 	 isplikar / isplikasciv (<esplicar/esplicac;do) "to explain/explanation" 

(K.G.:2) 

istudant (<estudante) "student" (K.G. : 2) 

professor (<professor/a) "teacher" (K.G. : 91) 

iskol (<escola) "school" (K.G.: 78) 

ezam (<exame) "exam" (K.G. : 84) 

feryo (<feriados) "holidays" (K.G.: 78) 

prem (<premio) "prize" (K.G.: 78) 

dekor (<decorar) "(learn) by heart" (K.G.: 93) 

4, 	 Many Portuguese loanwords are "names" of the cultural novelties introduced 

into Konkani society by the Portuguese. 

Examples: 

sal (<sala) "living room" (K.G.: 84) 

kodel (< cadeira) "chair" (K.G.: 9) 

mez (<mesa) "table" (K.G.: 73) 

kam (<cama) "bed" (K.G.: 2) 
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almar (<armario) "cupboard" (K.G.: 26) 

volter (<cadeira a voltaire) "armchair" (K.G.: 19) 

basi (<bacia) "basin" (K.G.: 20) 

vestid (<vestido) "frock" (K.G.: 56) 

mey (<meias) "socks" (K.G.: 20) 

chepe" (<chapeu) "hat" (K.G.: 16) 

les (<lenca) "handkerchief' (K.G.: 92) 

kazak (<casaco) "coat" (K.G.: 56) 

piyan (<piano) "piano" (K.G.: 63) 

rebek (<rebeca) "violin" (K.G.: 63) 

fravt (<flauta) "flute" (K.G.: 63) 

chikr (<ch'icara) "cup" (K.G.: 9) 

pir (<pires) "saucer"(K.G.: 9) 

kop (<copa) "glass" (K.G.: 26) 

vidr (<vidro) "glass" (K.G.: 26) 

kulher (<colher) "spoon" (K.G.: 26) 

garf (<garfo) "fork" (K.G.: 26) 

kubert (<cobertor) "blanket" (K.G.: 14) 

tualo (<toalho) "towel" (K.G.: 26) 

la" (<16) "wool" (K.G.: 20) 

retrat (<retrato) "portrait" (K.G.: 26) 
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Loanwords of this kind that are a part of cultural borrowing from Portuguese 

also include denominations of some of the European - Portuguese - cultural 

practices imported into Konkani society, and as a result represented in the 

Konkani language. Kurtezi marap "courtesying" (K.G. :11), saudi korop 

"raising toast" (K.G.:62), diskurs korop "giving speech" (K.G.:62) 

kumprument korop "paying compliments" (K.G.:73) are instances of this 

type of borrowing. 

As regards the borrowed religious vocabulary, there is a quantitative 

expansion of the same in Bruno de Souza's writing. Words like fregez, kur, 

mirin, sakristdv, mistir, parokial, kumsodor, orotor, estesdv, salvasciv, 

etc. make their appearance together with old loans like aymori "Hail Mary", 

profet "prophet", kumsar "confess", komunhdv "communion", dotorn 

"doctrine" etc. 

There is also a qualitative change as regards phonetic assimilation of some 

of the loanwords. The assimilated forms like dotorn (< doutrina), igorj (< 

igreja), kumsar (< confessar), aymori (< Ave Maria) that may be called 

the Konkani loanwords proper, begin to make their appearance in Bruno de 

Souza's writing. 

In Doutrina Cristd,_Portuguese loanwords mostly appear with Portuguese 

spellings. Probably this was also true of the other seventeenth century Konkani 

texts. One may venture to make a statement that since persons who in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries introduced Portuguese words into 

Konkani were native or near-native speakers of Portuguese, these so called 

loanwords probably retained their original phonetic shape at the time of 

their introduction. Thus, the sixteenth and seventeenth century Konkani texts 

show how some of the loanwords were introduced into Konkani by the 

non-native speakers of Konkani, or by the native/near native speakers of 

the donor language; and the nineteenth century Konkani texts (e.x. Kristdv 

Ghorabo) reveal how these loanwords were received by the native speakers 
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of Konkani. 

1. 'Rezar kabar zatoch, bapuy, put ani dhuv bhayr ravli, gozal korun; 

ani avoy kuznant gelijevnachi toyari korchyak... Sumar eka orar sogli 

ektay bosh ani susegad jevli... Jevon zatoch... bapuy vochun kamar a r 

 porlo, ani put livr ghevn zonelar boslo.' (pg. 6) 

"When the prayer (rezar) got over (kabar), father, son and daughter 

remained outside talking; and the mother went to the kitchen (kuzin) for 

making preparations for the lunch... Around one O'clock (hour or), all of 

them sat down together and had their lunch at ease (susegad)... After 

lunch... father went and lied down on the bed (kam) and the son took a 

book (livr) and sat by the window (zonel)." 

2. 'Ghor lanuch asle-  entrad ani sal ekuch, zantd mode-  redond mez, 

ani tache voyr amblydcho divo lambtalo bdvtoni dha tiara kodeli... 

pun soglyo ostu limp aslyo... Salak don kuart asle, tantlya ekant amcho 

Apotekari, serula banyanant, eke basent udok ghevn tond dhutalo.' 

(pg. 20) 

"The house was quite small : entrance (entrad) and the hall (sal) were one 

and the same. There was a round (redond) table (mez) at the centre (of the 

hall). A lamp was hanging above (the table), and there were ten to twelve 

chairs (kodeli) around (the table). All things (in the hall) were clean (limp). 

There were two rooms (kuart) for the hall. In one, our Apothecary 

(Apotekari), dressed in pyjamas (serula) and vest (banyan), was washing 

his face, in a basin (basi)." 

3. 'He-  aykoloch, Jani mhunta: Sr. Roch, maka dista Devanuch he-  tuja 

monant ghald; dekun, temp pirder kori nastana, Pr. Vigarachi Use's 

ghevn, hya vavrak lagd ya. Tu hi abesi vhor ani tichyo kopi korun saje 

hat: : hdv to dotornichyo kopi korun ani chiti borovn hartd. Tyo soglyo 

boryo korun polelya uprant ani tdka-, fechar korun direksdvd ghalya 
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uprant jalyu konay lagi dharu-  yetat.' (pg. 48) 

"Having heard this, Jani says : Mr. (Sr.) Roch, I feel, God himself has put 

this in your mind; so, without wasting (girder) any time (temp), let us seek 

permission (lise-s) of Pr. Vigar (Vicar) and begin our work. Take this 

alphabet (abesi), make its copies (kopi) and get in the evening : I shall 

make copies (kopi) of the Doctrine (dotorn), and also write the letters. 

Having checked them all, and putting them in envelopes (closingfechar) 

and writing the addresses (direksdvd), they could be despatched with any 

one." 

4. 'Kaytan bhatkaran, ravo nastana, Ponjechya Relasdvak apelasiv 

kele-: Mhuntoch dotord Alvina ani Lapitak Ponjechya soglya-  juiza-  ani 

autoridadik bhizo-vche porle, je-  dotor Lapitan sa-gu-  nozo tosole 

uxarkayen kele-.' (pg.110) 

"Kaytan bhatkar, immediately made an appeal (apelasdv) to the Panjim 

Court (Relasdv). So Mr. (dotor) Alvin and Lapit had to bribe the judges 

(juiz) and authorities (autoridad), which Mr. (dotor) Lapit did very 

efficiently." 

Bruno de Souza's writing also reveals that while his Konkani displayed lexical 

intimacy with Portuguese, in some regards it had also grown distant both 

from the Classical language (Sanskrit) and also from the sister Indo-Aryan 

languages: 

1. In Doutrina Cristd one comes across Suami (D.C. :67), Suamiya 

(D.C.:75, oblique of Suami), also Suaminny (D.C.: 65). These words also 

appear in Vonvallyancho Mollo in much the same form (V.M. : 385: Twill, 

386 : .4-rftruf1). In Kristav Ghorabo we see Somi (K.G.: 29), Somya 

(K.G.: 30), probably following the pattern of dhini "master" : dhinya 

Suaminny seems to have been replaced by Saybin (K.G.: 15) which is the 

feminine of sayb "master", a loanword from Arabic. Konkani translation of 
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the Roman Missal, too, has Somi but the oblique is Somiya. 33  

2. Doutrina Cristd has prachita (D.C.:144) which is closer to Sanskrit 

prayafcita. In Kristdv Ghorabo, we find pirajit (K.G.: 86). 

Declusterization or simplification of word-initial consonant cluster is not the 

matter here. It is quite common in Konkani. For instance, both tras and 

taras "hardship", pray and piray "age", krudz (as in Santakrudz) and 

khuris/kuris/Juris "cross" krupa and kurpa "divine grace" appear in the 

present day Konkani dialects. Likewise, sumurti (D.C.: 63) and somurt 

(K.G.: 21) are derived from Sanskrit smrti. 

According to Rocky Miranda, Proto Konkani had just the following 

consonant clusters in the word - initial position : ph, bh, mh, vh, th, dh, nh, 

lh, jh, jvh, yh, kh and gh. The second member of these cluster is invariably 

h. 34  Presence of clusters other than these in the initial position in Konkani 

words could then be attributed to borrowing. 

In pirajit, contrast between c and j - cit "mind" andjit "victory" - seems 

to have been neutralized. Similarly, in Kristdv Ghorabo we come across 

asirvozon (K.G.: 64) which is derived from aSirwacan "blessing". In 

asirvozon, palatal voiceless affricate [c] seems to have become dental 

voiceless affricate [ts] which further becomes dental voiced affricate [dz] 

vacan becomes, vozon, and in Bruno de Souza's dialect is homophonic 

4- 
	 with the realization of the Arabic loanword vadzan "weight". 

The Romi Misa- Gronth has remained closer to Doutrina Crista by adopting 

prachit and not piracit/pirajit.35  

3) Sanskrit pralaya "deluge" appears in Kristdv Ghorabo as poryalo (K.G.: 

108). Similarly, santati "offsprings" appears as sdsot (oblique:sosti) (K.G.: 

108). mitr (Imirta) from ista mitr/a), a redundant compound is rendered 

as montr and we get ist montr (K.G.: 64) 

4) Some words as they appear in Kristdv Ghorabo seem to be losing their 
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composite character. For instance, ogun (K.G.: 23) "vice" and okman 

"insult" (K.G.: 92) appear almost like single morpheme words on account 

of morphologically conditioned realization of the negative prefixes, 

respectively, aw and op, amigurtaiwgur0) which is derived by prefixing aw 

to gun is related to other parallel constructions like awman (ew+man), 

814400 (aw+kala), awnit ([iwnit], aw+nit) etc. So also, apman 

(13+ man) bears morphological relation with similar formations like Ts/in id: 

(lapsimidzi ap+simidz), apkirt ([ipkirt] ap+kirt). 

In ogun and okman inflectional character of the word stands muffled." 

Kristciv Ghorabo has both sorvzanar (Indo-Aryan sory + Konkani zarjar) 

"omniscient" (K.G.:3) and sorzanar (K.G.: 45). Like the latter, there is also 

sorborvo (K.G.: 29) from sor (< sorv) + borvo. "All virtuous" 

5. There are some aberrant usages in Kristciv Ghorabo. For instance, bhag 

"luck/destiny" which is neuter in both Konkani and Marathi is given a feminine 

gender : `.... osoli hokol melchyak eka munxachi vhor bhag.' "It is one's 

luck that one gets such a bride." (K.G.: 89) Perhaps, the gender of the 

semantically equivalent Portuguese word sorte was the determining factor 

in this gender change. 

In the following construction somadani rather than somadan seems 

appropriate •  had dhir divn somadan keli... 'consoled and satisfied 

them " (K.G.: 8). 

somadan "satisfaction" is an abstract noun like dukh "unhappiness", sukh 

"happiness", ka ft "hardships". What is more appropriate in the above 

construction is the adjectival formation of somadan - somadani "satisfied", 

like duk"i, sukhi, kisti. 
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p- 	 5.4 	STATE OF KONKANI UNTIL THE ADVENT OF PRO-NATIVE 

WRITERS 

That Konkani of Bruno de Souza and his target readership had grown aloof 

from its Indo-Aryan classical predecessor as also the contemporary sister 

counterparts, and had moved closer to Portuguese. This is also from revealed 

through the following explanations of Indo-Aryan vocables provided in the 

conversation of Jani and Pr. Vigar, two of the main characters in the novel - 

1) When Pr. Vigar uses the word suchoyta Jani asks him its meaning. And 

Pr. Vigar replies, saying, in Portuguese (firigi bhas) suchcivk means suggerir 

or insinuar "to suggest" or "to insinuate" (K.G.: 29) 

Further, when Jani happens to use the word vadvivad, Pr. Vigar asks him 

its meaning, and Jani replies saying, vadvivad is disput, or in Portuguese, 

(firigi bhas) pole mica. Here, disput, a Portuguese loanword is provided 

as the Konkani equivalent of vadvivad (K.G.: 36,37). 

Another piece of conversation between Jani and Pr. Vigar is also revealing - 

Jani tells Pr. Vigar about his having read somewhere that the Jesuit priests 

have written and published 'the story of the Holy Book' in verse and that it 

is known as Puran. At this the Pr. Vigar says, 'yes, they have indeed written 

and published the Puran. But I think, it is in the Marathi language. And for 

sure it is not in the language in which we converse. I would rather understand 

the Greek language than understand this Puran.' (K.G.: 28) 

Crista Purana which was written by Thomas Stephens in the seventeenth 

century at the behest of the Goans newly converted to Christianity, had, at 

the end of the nineteenth century grown more distant than even Greek, to 

Goan Christians. It may also be noted that Bruno de Souza was based in the 

Marathi speaking region of Maharashtra - Pune, Dabul" and had probably 

written Kristdv Ghorabo from Maharastra. 

However, there is a strong awareness in the text of the novel that knowledge 
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of other contemporary Indo-Aryan languages like Marathi, Gujarati, Hindi/ 

Urdu is beneficial for bringing about 'reforms' in Konkani. For instance, 

Jani thinks, Pr. Vigar's association with Diog Roch would indeed benefit 

him in his endeavour to reform Konkani, as the latter knows Marathi - 

mhorati (K.G.: 37). Further, Pr. Vigar tells Diog Roch that he badly needs 

a person who knows other Indian languages so that, by looking at the way 

words are written in these languages, he is able to write the Konkani words 

correctly, as all these languages are derived from Sanskrit. At this, Diog 

Roch replies that he can speak some Musolmani (Urdu?) and Gujarati, and 

that he knows Marathi quite well, that he also has a grammar and a dictionary 

of Marathi (K.G.: 40). Later, with the help of Diog Roch, Pr. Vigar 

undertakes the task of understanding Konkani (amchi bhas). Diog Roch 

reads out the Marathi grammar for him and explains it in Konkani (amchi 

bhas) or Portuguese ((firigi bhas), and accordingly Pr. Vigar writes the 

grammar of Konkani (amchi bhas) (K.G.: 44). Further on, Pr. Vigar brings 

about changes in the Konkani texts on the Christian Doctrine by consulting 

the dictionary of Marathi and also by scrutinizing the Sanskrit and other 

alternatives provided therein and accordingly arriving at a desirable 

alternative for Konkani (K.G.:45). 

Literature in the Roman script until the appearance of Joaquim Antonio 
I.  

Fernandes (1889-1975) on the scene displays 1) a close association of 

Konkani with European languages - Portuguese and English - at both, 

grammatical and lexical levels; 2) it also shows the grammatical and lexical 

repurcussions of the distancing of Konkani from the classical language -

Sanskrit - and the contemporary Indo-Aryan sister-languages. 

The following quotes from the novels of A.V. D'Cruz - Othmo Deucharac 

(1922) and Albert ani Janim (1932) may serve to elucidate this point. 38  

1 'Ti utton uhi zata ani sogleac nodor ghalta, ani ti parkita ki ho cuart 
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[room] connem uzar [use] corunc nam mhunn sabar orsam, zorui lanlun 

zaitech borem farnicher [furniture] assa ani heri boreo ostu, jeo 

khoreaninch manoutat eke vhodde culliecheam munxenc' (0.D.:72). 

2) 'Ti matari vortouli ek sirvidor, [servant] punn not ek ordinar [ordinary] 

toslem... ti mandar [boss over] cori team soldadanc [soldier] legun.' 

(0.D.:71) 

3) 'Tem assundi, mhuntta Albert, kiteac taca veguinc tachi istor [story] 

aiconc zai asli "Punn sang te cirmichi [of crime] contha.' (A.J.: 115) 

4) 'Hem formonn zatanam sogli cort [court] thonddgar asli, ani ek 

alfened [pin] legun thoim poddleli zalear ti legun aiconc yeteli asli'(A.J. 

: 301). 

The syntax of the first three quotes is very much European i.e. that of the 

SVO languages. 

In the above quotes we also find English loanwordsfarnicher "furniture", 

cort "court" incorporated into Konkani. The following excerpt from the 

author's preface to Othmo Deucharac is quite revealing: 

'Hi romans suru zatananch ami dektaum ek vhoddlem revolusaum fern 

zalelem tea 1852 orsa, tednam coxe amchea Goeant ukollele te muffs 

corunc Goem independent, zoxe te atam Indieche Swarajist uttleat 

ani atecar cortat Inglez sercarac corun ninunc [chintunc?] nozo toslem. 

Satyagrah, Non-co-operation ani Civil Disobedience.' (0. D.: 5) 

Here, terminology belonging to the political domain comes from Portuguese 

and English. Scayagraha and Swaraj are a part of the pan-Indian vocabulary. 

But these happen to enter Konkani via English" Farnicher "furniture" and 

cort "court" in 1 and 4 above belong to the cultural domain. But a loan like 

sik "sick" in the sentence 'Thoim aum aninc sik zaunc pauchonam...' (A.J. 

:303) indicates that Konkani was indeed getting intimate with English. This 

could be understood in the context of the diasporic nature of Konkani 
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literature. These romances were mostly written by the Goan diaspora in 

British India and were also published from British India, mostly from 

Bombay. 

In Da Cruz's language we often see non-aspirates becoming aspirates and 

aspirates turning unaspirates. Thus there is hangonn (0.D.:2), hedea 

(0.D.:45), ghelolo (0.D.:181), othmo (title), bath (0.D.:1), goth 

(0.D.:45). instead of, respectively, angonn, edea, gelolo, otmo, bhat, got. 

Similarly there is burgueanc (0.D.:2), gontt (0.D.:6), aum (0.D.:93), 

addinaca (0.D.:171), instead of respectively bhurgaeanc, ghontt, haum 

and haddinaca. 

Most of these words have parallel formations in the sister languages of 

Konkani. 

Konkani 	Marathi 	 Hindi 

1. angonn 	avgao 	 avgan 

2. edea 	ewdhya 

3. gelolo 	gela 	 gaya 

4. otmo 	alma 	 atma 

5. bhat 	bhat 

6. got 	gat 	 geti 

The confusion in aspiration in Da Cruz's writing in a way indicates the lack 

of author's exposure to the sister languages of Konkani." 

Literature in the Roman script during the last decade of the nineteenth century 

and the first half of the twentieth century was primarily a literature intended 

for the Christian masses.'" It mainly consisted of 1) writings pertaining to 

the Christian doctrine - catechism, manuals, prayer books, lives of saints, 

etc., and 2) fiction writing in the novelistic genre. This genre was called 
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romans in Konkani after the Portuguese word for 'novel' (romance)42  

It is not known whether there existed any reflexive thinking pertaining to 

Konkani language, in the writings of any of the writers in the Roman script 

after Eduardo Jose Bruno de Souza and before Joaquim Antonio Fernandes. 

In fact, no critic/historian of Konkani literature has so far written anything 

about it. 

5.5 	ADVENT OF NATIVE VOICE AND VISION : SHENNOI GOEMBAB 

With the entry of Vaman Raghunath Varde Valaulikar alias Shennoi Goembab 

(1877-1946) on the scene of Konkani language and literature, Konkani got 

projected as the mother-tongue of all `kolute's. Thus koIrLs became 

consistant with its original etymological meaning. In so doing, it reverted to 

its original other known meaning, and once again became inclusive. It also 

became secular term of shared/common identity." The meaning of kJ/fits 

too got revised and expanded. Until then, in Konkani literature (by Christians 

and for Christians) kale signified either "pagans" or "Hindus". 

Shennoi Goembab began using koTkite to mean `Konkani speaking people" 

or "residents of Konkan" 43  irrespective of their religious or caste affiliations. 

This ko-kitc became consistent with its original etymological meaning - it 

reverted to its original 'other' known meaning, and once again became 

inclusive. It also became a secular term of shared/common identity." 

In Shennoi Goembab's writings, we get to see Konkani imbibing all the 

influences from its rich history of language contact and yet standing firmly 

on the Indo-Aryan grammatical and lexical foundation. Shennoi Goembab's 

Konkani displays deep kinship with the sister languages of Konkani and 

also sports the difference - its own identity. 
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As stated by R.G. Bhandarkar: 

`Sanskrit writers distinguish three elements in the Prakrit vocabulary 

which they call Tadbhava, Tatsama and Deya. Such words as are 

derived from Sanskrit are called Tadbhava... Tatsamas are those that 

are the same in Sanskrit and Prakrit..., the phonetic laws of the Prakrit 

not necessitating a change in them, and Dgyas are such as cannot be 

derived from Sanskrit and must be referred to another source'" 

Shennoi Goembab's choice of Konkani words is guided by a definite stand 

on these elements as regards Konkani. According to him, 'there are very 

few Sanskrit Tatsamas in Konkani'." He feels that 'Old Tatsamas like the 

much used udak must be preserved. But new Tatsamas need not be adopted 

if there is no need." 

In his view, 'the regional Deshya vocabulary of Konkani like ghagro < 

ghaggharo, savgq< sanghacti, simbro< simbacti: , kolti < kolitta, ghow 

< goho, bawli < baulli, that is completely assimilated in Konkani simply 

cannot be given up. 46  Shennoi Goembab further feels that `Konkani owes 

its richness, above all, to the Sanskrit tadbhavas. 46  He then proceeds to 

give a long list of Sanskrit words and their Konkani realizations. Examples : 

aham > ha- w, cidru:pa>jintrup, maki:n > magelo, m"asgelo, 

dewakarya> dswkarg, matulani:> maw(iT frawaka> fiwrak, drortja 

> dor1o, duhita>d"uw, vrksa > rukh, ojas > udzo" 

Shennoi Goembab also takes cognizance of the 'foreign tabhavas' in 

Konkani. According to him, these too have now become indispensable to 

Konkani. Here he gives examples of loanwords from Kannada (berowp 

"writing", duq ,u "money"), Portuguese (burakh "hole" , cEpg "hat"), Arabic 

(turo"bouquet", killo"fort"), Persian (azun "still", zimin "land") and English 

(tikit "ticket", id:ner "Engineer"). Shennoi Goembab feels, these loanwords 

have been completely accepted by and assimilated into Konkani, and, 
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replacing these "naturalized Konkani elements" by importations from Sanskrit 

is completely unwarrented. 48  

However, as regards some of the foreign tatsamas like, for example, the 

Portuguese loans pay "father", may "mother", irm -ao "brother" Shennoi 

Goembab feels, these are not.needed in Konkani, and hence may be 'sent 

back to Portugal', and instead our own and the much used aw 6) "mother", 

bapuy "father" b"aw "brother" may be adopted." 'Keep only those loans 

which are really needed by the language, give up those that are not needed' 

- seems to be Shennoi Goembab's policy regarding foreign tatsamas. 

An awareness of endeavouring to work towards Konkani that could be 

understood by all" and its standard form that would be acceptable to alls° 

forms the backdrop of Shennoi Goembab's literary production. 

In Shennoi Goembab's writings we get to see a cultivated Konkani wherein 

lexical choices surpass the regional and social boundaries of a particular 

dialect. Secondly, in his language use, we see a very creative exploitation of 

the morphological processes of the language for creating new words (see 

Chapter Six) Also, the background of the linguistic controversy regarding 

the nature of relationship between Konkani and Marathi seems to exert a 

strong influence on Shennoi Goembab's choice of Konkani words. 

According to Jose Pereira, it is much to the credit of Shennoi Goembab's 

`high flood of.... writing' that Antruzi - 'the youngest of Konkani literary 

dialects' - was launched into the literary history of Konkani 5 ' Even O.J.F. 

Gomes seems to subscribe to this view." 

Antruzi appears to have been erroneously used as a blanket term for Konkani 

of Shennoi Goembab and the other writers influenced by him. While the 

latter, who happened to belong to the same social group as Shennoi 

Goembab, and while some of them were indeed from Antruz - viz. 
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Ramchandra Shankar Naik. Ramchandra Pandurang Vaidya, Baki Borkar, 

Laxmanrao Sardessai, Ravindra Kelekar etc., Shennoi Goembab himself 

was not from Antruz, but was from Bhatagram. Moreover, he lived in Mumbai 

all his adult life. Likewise, yet others like Kashinath Shridhar Naik, 

Ramchandra Narayan Naik who were influenced by him also did not belong 

to Antruz. As such, they cannot be considered to have written in Antruzi. 

What they had in common with the language of 'so-called' Konkani writers 

from Antruz were the linguistic features associated with the social aspect of 

their dialects. 

No doubt, in Konknni Bhashechem Zayt (1939) Shennoi Goembab does 

express his liking for the Konkani of Antruz. He writes : 

`Whenever I happen to be in Antruz, I pay close attention to the 

language of all its people - from Brahmins to Kulwadis (farm workers). 

I jot down in my travel book some of their sweet words and sentences, 

and, whenever there is an opportunity, proudly use these in my writing'" 

However, the syntactic scrutiny of Shennoi Goembab's language would 

reveal that the dialect represented in his writings cannot be called Antruzi. 

The following quotes from his writing may be considered as specimen for 

scrutiny: 

1. a. 	 (rflicuri) 	 -1R0 Truft -91 Tarr clIAMT 	 WRzi 

it .ff--0-Th.  SO 	col 31-M71 771 3TTITultT 14 AsR-  34-71 ai Pico ctc-41 3-1-4 cir 	a WT77 	 

(K.B.Z.: 29) 

b. auTil Torl 	1170-74i i 	(K.B.Z.: 341) 

It can be seen that, - lyo, the I st person masculine plural ending in future 

tense forms (a & b above) used in the above specimen is not a regional 

feature of the Antruzi dialect." Rather, we come across these forms in some 

of the dialects of Bicholim, Pernem area. 

2. a. TTI.  dcRia4 	 q7" 
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b. tram 	 34rt qitolasl 

The forms highlighted above are genitives of the verbal base. In the Antruzi 

dialects we would find gerundial genitives - dc1(10141 -4, qcwipcil - in place 

of genitives of the verbal base. thiqa ,4, mil7,7{-9l are morphologically closer 

to the forms current in the Pednem dialects - 

It needs to be especially emphasized that Shennoi Goembab's lexical choices 

transcend any singular dialect specification, as his usage across his writings 

well demonstrates. For instance, The following quotes can be examined: 

1. TicR-f-Rictc-41 t7 	3iTR "reWT"f 	ITTIT 1=17131 44TH L rT akTuTT fc1(411 trr-thl 

trezrr. 	Tiaa 	aTit 	-q-f 	TR-ftrrd-4t 	3rrtil 	rTh4 tlq-Err. 56  

tiO-Tfi and Saar are synonyms and mean "see/look/observe". However, these 

forms are not free variants in any single dialect of Konkani. tram is usually 

associated with Hindu dialects and -1-4-zrr is beyond doubt a form in Christian 

dialects. Shennoi Goembab's language use juxtaposes the mutually exclusive 

forms in a single paragraph. 

2. `...ufk-,4t -fti=41 ITT .-q-ft ft-? ,t 	tor 91 ft* eir(cht717 	 '" ft*' a loan 

from Kannada (< chikkadu "small") is a typical word belonging to the 

Konkani dialects of South Kanara. 

3. ' 	 thum of 	34171 abut 	wt 34fkg4rt... '58 	"very", a 

word from Christian dialects of Konkani finds an entry into Shennoi 

Goembab's writing. 

A closer understanding of Shennoi Goembab's views and a deeper exploration 

of his writing will show that Shennoi Goembab's Konkani seems to be a 

product of his ongoing study of and vision regarding Konkani. Infact he has 

categorically stated that he carried a 'noting pad' wherever he went and 

jotted down Konkani words and usage that caught his attention; that he 

made use of these words and usage in his writing." This indicates that 

Shennoi Goembab kept his ears wide open to all varieties of Konkani. It is 
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■-• 	 possible to speculate that he might have been drawn to Antruzi dialect to a 

greater extent than others. But what he did in case of Antruzi, he might have 

done for other Konkani varieties as well. 

In conclusion, it may be said that Although Shennoi Goembab's Konkani 

reflects certain features of his own dialect, his language use shows a conscious 

attempt at incorporating lexical features of other Konkani dialects. His 

approach was of integrating Konkani vocabulary and usage, and his practice 

shows a definite inclination of accomodation of words across dialects. Thus, 

a thorough research is needed before one can substantiate one's statement 

regarding the Konkani variety in Shennoi Goembab's writing. 

5.6 	ANOTHER VOICE OF NATIVE KONKANI : JOAQUIM ANTONIO 

FERNANDES 

After Shennoi Goenbab, it was Joaquim Antonio Fernandes (1889-1975) 

who applied himself to developing Konkani as a literary language. 

Joaquim Antonio Fernandes was a teacher of Konkani language for about 

ten years, in the Diocesan seminary of Parel eversince its inception in 1936. 

He made a tremendous impact on Konkani writers of later generations, 

particularly those writing in the Roman Script 60  

Fernandes firmly believed that it was necessary to cultivate written Konkani,°' 

and that a standardized Konkani orthography was the first step in bringing 

about the development of Konkani.° Konkani orthography in the Roman 

script proposed, followed and taught by Fernandes 63  is regarded by scholars 

as the most scientific romanization of Konkani - one that is closest to 

Konkani phonetics." This orthographic system is by and large followed by 

most of the present-day Konkani writers in the Roman script. 

Fernandes held that a writer who is really concerned about the upliftment of 

a language must give a thought not just to its orthography but also to other 
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linguistic aspects like vocabularly, morphology and syntax° 5  His own writings 

bear testimony to this. 

The approach ofJoaquim Antonio Fernandes towards Konkani, especially 

its vocabulary is quite similar to that of Shennoi Goembab. Both were 

passionate students of spoken Konkani and believed that neez "real/pure" 

Konkani vocabulary could be recovered from the speech of monolingual 

Konkani speakers who are uninfluenced by others languages. 66  

Like Shennoi Goembab, Joaquim Antonio Fernandes too had his reservations 

about borrowing from Sanskrit or Marathi for enriching the vocabulary of 

Konkani. According to Marcellino Remedios who was a student of 

Fernandes at the Diocesan seminary of Parel, Fernandes felt that this 

tendency to borrow from Sanskrit or Marathi would rather be detrimental 

to the development of Konkani - the language would rather die than flourish; 

it would end up as a dialect of another language° 

Remedios also gives Fernandes'views on substituting native equivalents for 

loanwords from Portuguese that form a part of the Christian religious 

vocabulary of Konkani. According to him, Fernandes was not in favour of 

replacing Igorz by Povitr Sobha, Dev 'spirit Sant by Povitr Atmo, as he 

felt, the former are now no longer foreign to Konkani and have their own 

meaning in the language due to their use for several centuries. As informed 

by Remedios, Fernandes felt, replacing these by words from Hindu religion 

could eclipse the original Christian meaning. Fernandes, we are told, was 

also in favour of maintaining words of Hebrew origin like Alleluia, Hosan'na 

etc. in Konkani. He felt, these words would constantly serve to remind one 

that Christanity arose from the Hebrew people; also, these words feature in 

all the European languages and one need not feel that by replacing these by 

others, one is bringing about development of one's language. 

This stand towards foreign loanwords in Konkani also highlights the closeness 

in the linguistic approaches ofJoaquim Antonio Fernandes and Shennoi 
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Goembab. 

Antonio Pereira, Konkani writer and scholar, while confessing the influence 

of Joaquim Antonio Fernandes on himself as also on quite a few other modern 

Konkani writers, informs us that Fernandes was a close friend of Shennoi 

Goembab, and that they both discussedlinguistic matters for hours." In the 

foreword to his book Amcho Soddvonndar, translation of Jesus the Messiah 

by J.M. Boyer," Fernandes himself writes - 'Sometime back while I was a 

teacher of Konkani language in the Diocesan seminary of Parel, I needed 

Konkani books to give to my students. But barring Valaulikar's books in the 

Devanagari script, I could not find others fit for the purpose." 

This is no doubt a statement of appreciation by Joaquim Antonio Fernandes 

for Valaulikar's (Shennoi Goembab's) writing. It is also a statement of his 

opinion about the quality of contemporary Konkani writing in the Roman 

script. In fact, Shennoi Goembab's influence on Joaquim Antonio Fernandes 

is indeed discernible, especially in his choice of the vocabulary. Here are a 

few examples: 

1.a 'Toth to khoro uzvadd vortolo.' (A.S.:2) 

b. 	rq 1 4 TW 	 917U7ff7. 71  

2. a. 'Saibinnichem tustgit' (A.S.:8) 

b. `a74 poOd. ' 72  

3. a. 'Tannem aple chakornichi lhan'vikai polleli' (A.S.:8) 

b. 'f#ara 37-rwaTfw 	67.7 7:117 (-614 *TM, 37777 Z7 	9-71w 7777717 377-4 3777777 

71  

4. a. 'vankddeo - tinkddeo vatto samkeo zateleo' (A.S. :27) 

b. ' 	f4f#F27T 	 rmTf7 ruaff 

5. a. 'Jezun Aplem chomottkaranchem hem palonv Galileiantlea Kona 

ganvant ghalun . 1  (A.S. :37) 
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b. `... TT7  F277 l'15Ji 	9r 	 '.'7 ' 

6. a. '...Romi lipient borounchi rit... hea adim, amchea eka... Konknni 

potrar khistimnim (in instalments) porgottlea...' (K.N.:iii) 

b. '... 7l'gr arr̂ - urzraa>a... a3a t ^^r^a7 azzrrcrf bra ai^c^i.' v  

7. a. 'punn, amche Bhaxent moladiksorospot (literature) asa mhunnum-

nozo' (K.N.:iv) 

b. 	 vt.vd n 	i 7T?7 	 qr̂rgH 

8. a. 'samanea - lokak okxori korcho proxnn chodd mhotvacho' (K.N.:vi) 

b. 'Ii'? 	mr  

9. a.'... apnnak ieta ani somzota toxem borounk lag/ear borovp kednanch 

ekrupi zaunchem na' (K.N.: viii) 

b. 	 'ti , -w ru su i a3 	ift 	' 3Th' Wr ^r 	ar 	 

10. a. 'to toddik thaun chike bhair vhorunk Tannem tankam sanglem. ' 

(A.S.:51) 

b. `... aferr a11a7 hzr rfl t5 uild1 a9 f̂  ggldi7 Aaa... '80 

11. a. 'taka sonnsonnit takid diun rokddoch dhaddlo' (A.S.:55) 

b. `niL ^rr p is -arm era 	̂rgdr 	rara3 ^r^i^v^i7 rricn7 art' zrzauvi 

^^ . '8 

12. a. 'tacho tallo Cumin kednanch aikunk na...' (F. 1952:64) 

b. `a fa vaf ar, 	 TW iim) 31ra 1  a; far al J 1OTTJ err azn r̂? s' 

13. a. 'Je thonddai-korpi to bhagevont...' (A.S.: 72) 

b. `... r/. gfW & ifvvzT vTituu/... 	a9 c^lr̂ z3..,' 83  

The grammatical meta-language in Fernandes' Konknni Nad-Xastr is very 

much similar to that of Shennoi Goembab. Also, the innovation of vocabulary 

brought about by both Shennoi Goembab and Joaquim Antonio Fernandes 
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are quite alike in nature. This will be discussed in the following chapter. 

In Konknni Nad-Xastr whenever a grammatical term from the Sanskritic 

grammatical tradition is introduced, its equivalent in English and, in a few 

cases, in Portuguese or colloquial Konkani is provided within brackets, or 

in an accompanying paraphrase. This indicates that the readership of Konknni 

Nad-Xastr was much more at home with the grammatical vocabulary in 

English or in Portuguese than with that in the native languages - 

1. okxor mhunnche silb - Putugejint syllaba mhunntat tem. (K.N.: 1) 

2. nad (avaz) (K.N.:1) 

3. nad-xastr (phonetics), (K.N.:1) 

4. akaran (size) (K.N.:3) 

5. akrutai (shape) (K.N.: 3) 

6. svorit-kuru (circumflex) (K.N.:3) 

7. udat-kuru (acute accent) (K.N.: 3) 

8. onudat-kuru (grave accent) (K.N.: 3) 

9. alpviram' vo `virgul' : "," (comma) (K.N.: 4) 

10. ord-viram : ";" (semi-colon) (K.N.: 4) 

11. purnn-viram :"." (full stop) (K.N.: 4) 

12. konvcham : "()" vo 11" , vo " " (brackets) (K.N.: 4) 

13. vornn-krom (alphabetic orders) (K.N.: 5) 

14. svor (vowel) (K.N.: 7) 

15. jib ' (tongue) (K.N.: 7) 

16. tantuncher (vocal chords) (K.N.: 7) 

17. veanzon (consonant) (K.N.: 8) 
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18. monim' (mutes) (veanzonam) (K.N.: 8) 

19. "veakronna" (grammar) adim (K.N.: 9) 

20. "uxmim " (sibilants) (K.N.:11) 

21. promann rup (standard form) (K.N.:14) 

22. burxeponn (corruption) (K.N.:15) 

23. sogllo (full) svor (K.N.: 19) 

24. uchcharacho bhar (stress) (K.N.: 19,20) 

25. vochon (numbers) (K.N.: 22) 

26. ekvochon (singular) (K.N.: 22) 

27. bhou-vochon (plural) (K.N.: 22) 

28. vixexonnache-gunnsobdanche - (of adjectives) (K.N.: 25) 

29. vorg (classes), (K.N.: 25) 

30. nama (noun), vo sorvnama (pronoun) kodden. (K.N.:25) 

31. ... sorvnamachea linga-vochona (gender and number) pormannem... 

(K.N.:25) 

32. ...tanchea dhatuntlea (root) "o" vo "e" svorancho uchchar 

(K.N.:29) 

33. ... Bhaxek adarx rup (standard form) diunk sodtelea boroupean 

(K.N.:30) 

34. vibhokti (declension) (K.N.:33) 

35. utrachem rupanior (declension) zata tednam... (K.N.:35) 

36. onukroman (respectively) (K.N.:35) 

37. kai vixex - namamnim (proper nouns)... (K.N.:42) 

38. ... tem utor napusoklingi (of neuter gender) (K.N.:44) 
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39. kriavixexonn (adverb) (K.N.:45) 

40. ... hea proteoiacho (suffix) uchchar (K.N.:49) 

41. samanea-rup (crude-form) (K.N.:65) 

42. kriapodam (verbs) (K.N.:68) 

43. ordsvor (semi-vowel) (K.N.:70) 

Even when a new technical term, mostly belonging to the grammatical domain 

and coined in Konkani by the author or his predecessors is introduced in 

the text, its English equivalent is provided within brackets: 

1. "," : he kurvek "vornn-lip-kuru' (aphostrophe) mhunnchi. (K.N.: 4) 

2. "-" : He kurvek "zodd-kaddi" (hyphen) mhunnchi. (K.N.: 4) 

3. doddto-viram' : `:' (colon) (K.N.: 4) 

4. toknnai-kuru" `!' (point of admiration) (K.N.: 4) 

5. vichar-kuru :"?" (mark of interrogation) (K.N.: 4) 

6. danddi, vo lamb-kaddi : "-" (parenthesis) (K.N.: 4) 

7. "sonkem" (larynx) (K.N.: 7) 

8. soknollilm (gutturals) (K.N.: 10) 

9. tailvim (palatals) (K.N.: 10) 

10. jibli-khompilm (linguals; cerebrals) (K.N.: 10) 

11. dantilm (dentals) (K.N.: 10) 

12. onttilm (labials) (K.N.: 10) 

13. movall-udkallim-veanzonam (liquids) (K.N.: 10) 

14. ... svoram vori, heram veanzonank zomtat, vo sullsulliam (smoothly), 

zoddtat. (K.N.: 11) 

15. hafechem (aspirate) veanzon (K.N.: 11) 
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16. trirupi (tri form) (K .N. : 25) 

17. dvirupi (biform) (K.N.: 25) 

18. ekrupi (uniform) (K.N.:25) 

19. vorzonnim (exceptions) (K.N.:27) 

20. poddte sandi-svor (falling diphthongs) (K.N.: 27) 

21. choddte sandi-svor (rising diphtthongs) (K.N.: 27) 

22. veil-dakoupi (kriavixexonn) (adverb of time) (K.N.: 46) 

23. suvat-dakoupi (kriavixexonn) (adverb of place) (K.N.: 46) 

24. rit-dakoupi (kriavixexonn) (adverb of manner) (K.N.: 46) 

25. don veglle ani soglle (full) svor (K.N.: 49) 

26. addvad (exceptions) (K.N.: 62.) 

Such translations are not limited only to the technical terminology. See the 

following sentences: 

1. Ami Romint boroitanv, punn durdoivim (unfortunately) amchem borovp, 

chodd korun, xastrik ritin ghoddlele lipient zaina... (K.N.:12)) 

2. Borovp ekupi [sic. ekrupi?] naslear Bhaxek sahitik mol aschench na 

(no literary value).(K.N.:12) 

3. Romi lipi az antor-raxttrik (intenational) zalea... tika mottvai (brevity), 

opormit vichitrponn (infinite variety) ani sade-sompeponn asa...(K.N.:13) 

4. Amchi Bhas, Fransez Bhaxe-vori, ximbri Bhas... Tika songitkarinn 

(musical) vo kovitri (poetic) Bhas mhunnlear otitai (exaggeration) 

zaunchi na (K.N.: 36) 

5. ... liknnek (pen) iota toxem boroi, vachpeak somzolem mhunntokuch 

puro, oslem borovp sorospotiche Bhaxent (literary language) upkarona. 

(K.N.:56) 
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English equivalents are also provided for many of the words given as examples 

for elucidating the various phonetic rules- 

Examples - 

satvik (truthful), uzu (righteous), povitr (holy), kottin (difficult) (K.N.: 28) 

oxoktai (weakness), sovkasai (slowness), sovostkai (peace), thonddai 

(coolness;peace), boddai (legitimate pride), kurnattkai (malicious jealously) 

(K.N.:31) 

dhean (attention; mental attitude), ginean (intelligence), ... veakti 

(personality; personage; individuality) (K.N.:35). 

obheas (study), ponth (sect), gronth (essay), oxudh (impure), likhit 

(scripture) (K.N.:58) 

The prevailing linguistic ethos of the readership of Konkanni Nad-Xastr 

reflects in these 'translations'. The role of Joaquim Antonio Fernandes in 

getting his readership to sense the genius of Konkani language also gets 

highlighted in the process. 

Joaquim Antonio Fernandes' writings do manifest the grammatical features 

of his own dialect. 

Examples: 

1. '... zaiteam zannank tanchea Dhonia Deva-xim portun haddtolo.' 

(A.S.:5) 

-xim "near" 

2. '...hem ghoddta tea disa porian turn mono zatoloi.' (A.S.:5) 

porian"upti I" -oi- the second person singular future tense suffix. 
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3. 'To Galileiant vecho aslo.' (A.S.:35) 

vecho "to go" 

4. 'Tumi polleteleat.' (A.S.:36) 

polleteleat "you (p1.) shall see". (-Teat suffix) 

5. 'sogllo zugo bhorun dar portean suvat urli na...' (A.S.:56) 

portean "upto" 

6. 'hea pasot.' (A.S.:64) "for (because of) this" 

7. 'bollixtt mun'xeak adim poilo bandlea bogor.' (A.S.:96) 

adim poilo "first" (a concatenation of synonyms) 

8. 'dadleanche melle ani bailanche melle kuxin-kuxin astale.' (A.S.:25) 

kuxin-kuxin "separate; different" 

The suffixes, indeclinables or verb forms highlighted in these sentences are a 

feature of Christian dialects, often, of Christian dialects of Bardes. 

A part of the vocabulary in Joaquim Antonio Fernandes' writing is typically 

Christian, sometimes, also Bardeshi. Some of these words, especially those 

belonging to the religious domain seem to have been inherited from the 

Christian writings of the sixteenth-seventeenth centuries. 

Examples: 

1. 'tachi bail Elizabeth gorbest zali'... (A.S.:6) "his wife got pregnant" 

2. '... Jose nanvachea dadleachi potinn asli'... (A.S. :6) "was the wife of 

an man called Jose." 

3. 'Hem aikun Herod raza ghaborlo'... (A.S.:21) "Having heard this, king 

Herod got scared." 

4. '... lokache vhoddil ...' "elders of the people" (A.S.:21). 

5. 'Hanvem tumkam pirtume voileo gozali sanglear tumi teo 
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sotmaninant...' "You don't believe what I tell you of this world" 

(A.S.:40). 

6. ' Konnuch munis novea lugttacho kuddko gheun tacho pornnea 

zhogeak kopo marina...' (A.S.:59) "No one takes a piece of new cloth 

to mend the old cassock:" 

7. '... to atthtis vorsan aple boll'likent renztalo.' (A.S.:61) "For thirty-

eight years he was suffering in his illness." 

8. 'Porduar korum naka ' (A.S.:75) "Dont commit adultery." 

9. 'Hanv Somurt vo Profetanchem xastr him moddun ghalunk ailam 

oxem somzum nakat...' (A.S.:73) "Don't think I have come here to 

abolish the Law of the Prophets" 

10. je xant to bhagevont ...' (A.S.:71) "Blessed are the peace makers." 

Dialectal manifestations of the above kind are usually an integral part of any 

written language prior to its standardization. Despite these, the overall 

impression of Joaquim Antonio Fernandes' language is that of a consciously 

cultivated Konkani. This is Konkani that transcends the social/regional 

dialectal specifications of the individual writers especially in its vocabulary. 

In this transcendence, the dialects also come closer in vocabulary. There is 

a mutual borrowing of vocables from one dialect into another. 

Both Shennoi Goembab and Joaquim Antonio Fernandes had a tremendous 

impact on the language of Konkani writers - both contemporary and those 

of posterity. Investigating into this impact could in itself be an independent 

topic of research. 

The foundation of modern Konkani literature in the Devanagari and the 

Roman scripts is laid down by these two stalwarts." 

Interestingly, although Shennoi Goembab was an advocate of the Devanagari 

script for Konkani, he was an inspiration also for those writing in the Roman 
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script. Similarly, although Joaquim Antonio Fernandes was a promoter of 

the Roman script for Konkani he was also an influence over Konkani writers 

in the Devanagari script." 

To conclude, it can be said that, the approaches of both Shennoi Goembab 

and Joaquim Antonio Fernandes towards Konkani are to a large extent 

overlapping. Both valued studying spoken Konkani, especially that of 

monolingual speakers, for recovering Konkani in its 'pure' from. Both 

regarded standardization as an important step towards bringing about the 

development of Konkani. Both had reservations about overborrowing from 

Sanskrit, Marathi or Portuguese for enriching the Konkani vocabulary. Also, 

both were averse to replacing 'naturalized' foreign loans by equivalent 

indigenous words. Also, both seem to firmly believe that even technical terms 

could be coined in such a way that they would be easily understood without 

having to open a dictionary." 

As discussed above, in both Shennoi Goembab and Joaquim Antonio 

Fernandes, the oral forms the base for the written. To a certain extent, 

both manifest a puristic/conservative disposition in that an oral indigenous/ 

native Konkani word is generally preferred to an oral non-indigenous/non-

native borrowed term. This native-oriented linguistic disposition still remains 

the 'Ideal Model' for most main stream Konkani writers in the Devanagari 

and the Roman scripts. 

Another position, also purist and conservative, but inclined more towards 

the 'classical' has cast a significant influence over Konkani writers of the 

twentieth century. This is the influence of Msg. S.R. Dalgado, a versatile 

scholar of Indo-European studies, well-grounded in the tradition of 

comparative Philology. (Dalgado's position is discussed in more detail in 

the following chapter.) 
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Although Dalgado has no Konkani writing to his credit,." his two bilingual 

dictionaries viz., Konkani-Portuguese Dictionary (1893) and Portuguese 

- Konkani Dictionary (1905)" with elaborate introductions throwing l ight  

on the lexicographer's stand on. his choke of Konkani vocables, have 

considerably influenced modern Konkani writers, and also Christian religious 

terminology in Konkani. 

5.7 	KONKANI IN POST-LIBERATION GOA 

After the liberation of Goa on Dec. 19, 1961, Goa became the main centre 

of literary production in Konkani. The era of Portuguese dictatorship and 

censorship had ended, and that of freedom of expression and press had 

begun. To quote Chandrakant Keni, 

'Liberation brought along with it the facilities of printing and publishing 

for the Konkani writer. The opponents of Konkani also kept alive the 

movement of suppression of Konkani. This inturn proved to be an 

inspiration for Konkani writers and produced literature of high quality. 

Those Goan writers who, until then, had written only in Marathi or 

Portuguese now came to be writing in Konkani. Also, those who had 

never ever held the pen, began writing in Konkani.'" 

The post-liberation years also saw a boom in Konkani literature in the 

Devanagari script. Those writers who had come to Konkani through the 

Konkani movement had also identified themselves with the goals and 

aspirations of the Movement. And, 'one literature' on the basis of 'one script' 

(Devanagari), was one of the goals of the Movement. 

The decade and a half after the liberation was indeed a period of 'identity 

crisis' for Konkani. Within the context of the language-dialect controversy, 

Konkani was trying to assert its identity as an independent Indo-Aryan 

language - a sister-language of Marathi, and not its dialect. This struggle 
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unconsciously got expressed at the lexical level. 

Out of the available range of lexemes, those that could highlight the difference 

between Konkani and Marathi came to be preferred in formal speech and in 

writing. 

Examples: 

I 	 II 

Available choices 	Preferred Term 

A 	 B 

1. suat/ 	 dzaga 	suwat 	"space/place" 

suwat 

2. wa ogcta 	 borobor 	wa ogre& 	"with" 

barab ar 

3. ugctas/ 	 yad 	ugc(as 	"memory/remembrance" 

uctgas 

4.m 0( ob/malab 	aka f 	malab 	"sky" 

5. amoni/dhini 	malik 	dhini 	"owner" 

6. girest 	 srimint 	girest 	"rich" 

7. sobit 	 sundar 	sobit 	"beautiful 

8. dika 	 di f a 	dika 	"direction" 

9. itsa 	 icch a 	itsa 	"wish" 

10. i ftagot/i Itagit 	miylri 	i Yogi 	"friendship 

11. dekun/dekhun h ' m hen 	dekhun 	"that's why" 

12. dorya/dhiya 	simudr 	dorya/dhiya 	"sea" 

13. balayki/bhalayki arogya 	bh alayki 	"well-being" 
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14. yewka:r swagat yewkar "well-come" 

15. uta- r/uta..r fibd(a) utar word" 

16. mog prom mog "love" 

17. kul Er t' amt' 0 kuler "spoon" 

18. kadel k"urci kadel "chair" 

Interestingly, the preferred lexemes were more a feature of the Chistian 

dialects, and the sidelined ones, a feature of the Hindu dialects." The 

latter were closer to the Marathi and Hindi equivalents. The preferred terms 

gave Konkani a political advantage in its conflict with Marathi. Those terms 

were chosen, perhaps unconsciously, that suited best the project of assertion 

of difference. This (unconscious?) choosing also meant a (unconscious?) 

suppression of the use of some of the cognate words (resembling those in 

Marathi) in written / formal spoken Konkani. 

The above thing happened mainly in the literature of the mainstream Hindu 

Konkani writers who indeed had an exposure to Marathi. 

The present researcher feels that one of the locations of the process of 

standardization of Konkani which awaits a serious investigation, would be 

this arena of lexical choices. 

The domain-specific impact of Portuguese is quite conspicuous in some of 

the Konkani writings produced during the first two decades posterior to 

liberation. Portuguese loan words from the legal domain form an integral 

part of an essay like "Gomycho Demand" by Dattaram Sukhthankar - 

3Tr-d1 	 1 4-7 31TRT. 	(11 ,0 71 41 ,41TTT 	itft cl I e-1 ,-( 1:1? 	Mi d 

"Tirt147FF 414UT 	31Trft 	mir 	TET 	fft ITTI(11-71-4T 	 lIZZI 

TTI1 	7T of 	 311f0f7 	TTT 	 34 -TO 4-11-M1 .{ 	 TfTriraa 
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in ?`rTTkR T TrTTM1 i ER 	 RrrO 	 .11“ a1N aiirf 	a1 t- .34TR 

Trram-91 3-IR=MT at f it111 trif 	"ff 7:1Thff '114 (-4 	ftf:17T. 4*Ti4 

fkfi 	 TRcia-J 	Alc11 TErr ,747-ru-T 	 4291  

Intimate borrowing from Portuguese has also made a stylistic impact on 

Konkani literature produced during these decades. In Gomychi Asmitai 

"Goan Identity", a collection of satirical writings on Goa and Goans, the 

author - A.N. Mhambro - has made a beautiful use of Portuguese loanwords 

that form part of intimate borrowing. " 

Examples: 

1. Tr1 ,-iciitT 	tai 	tzt -ffwi -  "complicated" Tr9-114. (G.A.: 5) 

2. f.=K1-1 g- ffr-("regularly" 	-41 	 . (G.A.: 16) 

3. Pi-r4 	"T1 T a1 .RWTV-1 "in style" TT-4TO . (G.A.: 36) 

4. rff ,ioraT 	 -irci f t nit "fighter" Trtu 	 ,I ,Hi ch  31-r ,ft,(4-R. 	ffirru9R a1 

7:ff.ecourt cases" "lcr 34 -r{:rm. (G.A.: 38) 

5. -dA1 .1 a c).//e heav y  (influencial)"  	 ,311c1R41. (G.A.: 47) 

Indianization of Goa at the political level led to a levelling of the colonial 

linguistic inheritance in case of Goa. In the post-liberation Goa, Portuguese 

in the Goan administrative, legal and educational domains was replaced by 

English. This resulted in a domain-specific borrowing from English into 

Konkani, and also a replacement of the earlier domain specific Portuguese 

loanwords by those from English. 

Mhambro takes note of this change in Gomychi Asmitai 

1. 	34( .17 WWR1 ff3/ 77.M.Vi 141R 111. arrf azTf, J1VITT, 31 -1Wf#77ff (t OT, Fl 

Fiz) 	 3T .4- 1 -114 q-r-d. 	ti.3i?77/47 .  riEFT2-  

qc -aN (7T 7R-4 It 7,774Ia 	J-ufdT 	 31111 rtT 	(G.A.: 37) 

"After the Liberation, the government employees lost the respect they used 

to get as Aspirante, Empregado, Oficial (1,11,111). Now overnight they all 
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turned into government servants or government employees. This change 

virtually shocked them." 

2. 'Trt- i-0 31lieF271.37 	T.cf 	ale/Al ti ,11105 -cif t.TT q7i TIFIV fiT zTT q 	.4T114 	3T7m1. 

ar LIN) 	3-1-R1M.T1 	#72-/eizit7ra1d. 	 

RTC 3T 3 q-T 	 11iM 1:11 	14 cOdT. 	r 	z3 ?NNHtutZTa 	TF7101 

tFIEWTZ P(.1,11 .) 	 WT-EfffY 

WrEiR7 3 , 15ZTa - tThaTa... 3-nal tirrth 	3111TiTzzru... 	31-m-z11 341 -d 1:11ZTJ 

c4 3-11qq7clicr 	cr. 	 =15 .R 	aHF TRTruch TITM 1;11c1c11 

34-1419R4 3-1-11TTIZT 	ftifteft2173F- 	3-11tLeh q1 k4 clIcbT 91 77477 14cOT 311t 

al 317TeFFTTAIctr.' (G.A.: 78-79) 

"Presently, in the government office, the time to gossip stretches from 10 

A.M. in the morning till 5 in the evening. They get an hour to go for lunch. 

This break is called lunch time. During morning, as also afternoon, the 

employees get half an hour for Tea break. Besides time spent for gossip, 

the govenment employees also do the important routine of turning over 

files. Having done this they pass orders to subordinates. Those that give 

orders are the clerks. And, those who get these orders are peons. Those 

who are the most vociferous critics of the government, and those who have 

issued orders to the peons, get their due promotion with the counting of 

the seniority." 

Konkani literature produced from the late seventies displays the influence 

of English on Konkani, which is both cultural and domain specific, and 

intimate. Here are some illustrations from "Marnnakatto", a one-act play 

by Pundalik Naik, staged for the first time in 1979." 

1 . A 	 3-rr4c-ri 	t-zr 	 ITIzR cl/q-17c7 

T101c-qIct A f- lcTi -.) t§z ---zri .04? TTT ui 	f aid. Ffffg, TwE -14ca -m?' (M.: 53) 

"What have you come here for - to give an interview or to make fun of 

us?... Can't you see the people standing outside in a queue (line)? Are you 
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blind? You don't have basic manners. Do you think you get jobs (services) 

for free?" 

2. `iWweit 371gFg771 	3igftri74 §5-Tri 417 147 -7t-tiraciqi -91 	(M.: 56) 

"... College office counter! A mad rush of boys and girls for the admission 

forms..." 

3. 't FifVT 	 ftff?' (VI.: 53) 

"What makes you try for this job (service)?" 

4. '... ft 	 Err--eTr?' (M.54) 

Shabai Shabai Bhowjansamaj, 94  a political satire, staged for the first time 

in 1981 also carries another domain specific influence of English - 

1. f4-ff Tut...' (S .S .B . :22) 

"In yesterday's meeting he has promised many things to the people." 

2. '3-Tr-a-f 	 TT—dfft 3Tit 	(gictr.' (S.S.B:23). 

"A modern kolo ("fox") contests elections and 'eats money'." 

3. '...Trrr. ,41* EriFaziu 	rim '(S.S.B :31,32) 

"...Posters have been stuck everywhere." 

4. ' 	c61.1 Ii qr TrEfi 	 *TT.' (S.S.B. :32) 

"One banner would suffice to make shorts for ten boys." 

5. ftif#37 ,stIcILlIt9' •41?-1.' (S.S.B.:39) 

"Bholo must become a minister" 

6. 'ttre—.7T 4-1-1qrf  	.W? (S S.B.:40) 

"What do the party people feel?" 

7. 47734-II 	(S.S.B.:44) 
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"They have demanded my resignation?" 

8. ' -N1 wig 	cl 	9441{  	(S.S.B.:44) 

"Please keep their file ready..." 

9. cl 4 141- 7-cid1W 	37TA,R 	(S S B . :47) 

"I have not yet understood the tactics of defection." 

10. '34t-di Tg-a ez?-2 	(S.S.B.:50) 

"Now you look a real secretary..." 

ti 	 The following sentences from Bhurgim Mhagelim Tim, a collection of short- 

stories by Domodar Mauzo, show intimate contact of Konkani with English: 9' 

1. ‘ 1:11Z TT TJT-1 

"Started the car." (B.M.T.:31) 

2. 'f9 2777 	tru,i 	 f4F4FTWttf 	7=t? (B.M.T.:61) 

"Is it not better to start business right now than waste time in college?" 

3. '37-1-th- ' -ffl 	(B.M.T.:79) 

"You put me off mood." 

4. ' -d-{ 117 	 (B.M.T.:96) 

k 	 " We are late by an hour." 

5. ' -ft Tr)? 31-m tFirrt?' (B.M.T.:156) 

"You are all inform today!" 

Replacement of Portuguese loanwords by English has occured primarily in 

domain specific vocabulary. These include vocabulary from the public 

domains of administration, education and law. This displacement of 

Portuguese from the public domains of power also had an effect on the private 

domain. 
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During the Portuguese regime, in most elite Christian families, especially in 

the Old conquest areas, Portuguese had secured the place of the First 

language. In the post liberation Goa, even here Portuguese gradually came 

to be replaced by English. This acceptance of English by the elite Christians 

also brought along with it a general change in Christian names and surnames 

- Pedro became Peter, Miguel became Michael, Couto -[kowt] became 

[kuto], Teixeira - [teSer] beame [teksera...] 

This also had its impact on Konkani. This could be demonstrated from the 

proper nouns in the short stories by Damodar Mauzo. In Bhurgim Mhagelim 

Tim one comes across both, proper nouns that are loanwords from 

Portuguese, and those that are loanwords from English. Often the 

protagonists belonging to older generations have the former and those 

belonging to younger generation have the latter. Thus there are Rosaline, 

Diniz (pg.44); Miguel / Minglu, Roque Santan (B.M.T.: 55), and Gloria, 

Glen (B.M.T.: 20); Victor, Lucy: (B.M.T.: 60). 

An acceptance of English in the private domains also led to a replacement 

of Portuguese loanwords suggestive of cultural mannerisms and practices 

by those from English. Thus obrigad has almost given way to 

theokyu;diSkulp is displaced by sari. 

However, replacement of Portuguese loanwords by English is not total. 

Portugueseinfluence on Konkani is indeed indelible and is valued by many a 

Konkani writer as a unique feature of the identity of Konkani. A writer like 

Damodar Mauzo freely incorporates the influence of both, Portuguese and 

English to suit the narrative ethos of the specific shortstories. 

Examples: 

1. ' 	 ' (B.M.T. : 91) 

"Took a calculator and put it in the drawer (gawst: Portuguese loanword) 
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of the counter." 

2. 'cr-43.-Ezir qv.ar7 eTR'   (B .M . T. : 91) 

"The company agent had filled [his] pockets (bols : Portuguese loanword) 

with the money given . to him." 

The Konkani daily Sunaparant launched with a new get-up on Dec. 19, 

2003, also carried a new linguistic attitude and orientation. An informal style 

of editorial / news writing was incorporated leading to an incorporation of 

Portuguese loanwords in the text of the editorials and news. The following 

examples are taken from the Sunaparant of Dec. 19, 2003. : 

1. Ffic-10' "Is Salman saved?" (a news heading on pg.:1) 

2. 'fir 	Of-d 3TR:rd - 	"Besides there will be a lot more of otherfun." 

(Editorial on pg.:1) 

&ff modelled on Portuguese gosto "liking" has its own meaning in 

Konkani. 

3. ,31111 14 	rTiffrEh7q Erzz4.' (Editorial on pg.:1) 

"You will have to show patience till Jan. 16." 

4. 'Ili! 	Tfizi ail 	3TfTi 	dta.' (Editorial on pg.:4) 

"But one side still remain weak." 

5. '10-, 	TK,DT 	 V‘,-1.-ft14-11u1cIft 1J 	14WPT.' 

(Intro to the interview of Sriram Lagu on pg.:7) 

"Famous as an actor and also as a strong rationalist." The Konkani sentence 

contains both famad "famous", a loanword from Portuguese and  c-(41 

"famous", a native word. 

Integration of Goa in the national main-stream also brought in the Pan-Indian 

vocabulary into Konkani. Shabai Shabai Bhowjansamaj  reflects some of 

the pan-Indian political vocabulary. 
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77T7 FvETTU fEti.-tgq" -P6-47 ft:rrt 	(S.S.B.:5) 

"How about giving you an Assembly (Vidhansabha) candidature in the 

Kuddegal constituency outv, , WET)?" 

' ,11 -474741 ,1ich 	A -t 	(S.S.B.:8) 

"He will bring about an upliftment of the masses (14-A-H-oliso " 

3. Vra1 fyiaal frra 141-Td 	 ? (S . S. B.:9) 

" Who will you vote" literally, "put the stamp on? " 

4. '...3P1 '41zr1 acitq 	31-fcif:R <di. (S. S . B. :9) 

T" 
	 "I give you (this) promise (31 -rvq-n=r)on Bholo's behalf." 

5. 'anizrr rwr-qi 	Tat TITM 	 0441 Ve7 -370 3-TTTR. 	31ri11 	 qi 	{51 

(S.S.B.:10) 

"We are reading out for the sake of people (i-cn) the twenty-seven and a 

half-point manifesto of our party (w). " 

6. 'w-its311 dr-q1 34tur gy 1-1-1Y11-  Nol-a1 arg.Ftri (1 Wirt 	;-/ 	 (S. S.B.: 1 0) 

"We will get each and every person included in the scheduled castes 

(1701c( AO)." 

7. '14-rtz-grr t ,./yrttqc-f74., -p/N/0/7 	itTLw WF7 f 	a ITPT17 741 v-te.okccr 

(S.S.B.:11) 

"Having raised all grampanchayats to the status of the municipality 

(-Pi(qtrcia-)T) thereafter they shall be dissolved (.mgifci .tact)." 

8. '31riT-1 7 	qi 34111 	 e-qiur 	(S.S.B.: 19) 

"Ours is the only party (tRi) that will bring about your wellbeing." 

9. 'T4TO 	gw-{/9511 -c,71'. (S.S.B.:21) 

"All boys have gone for compaigning (7 --rt)." 

10. '&7/727.  TIT 77E0 aTirVir-c'ei 31711 & 14-1-7 1TR! ( S S B . :34) 
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"We are really lucky to have a democratic form of government (i14; 

thr q, 11)." 

The resolution of the language/dialect controversy with the recognition of 

Konkani by the National Sahitya Akademi in 1975 somewhat changed the 

attitude of the main-stream Konkani writers towards the pan-Indian 

vocabulary of Sanskrit origin. To take an example, Shennoi Goembab had 

discarded the word witral- (sahitya) "literature" and instead adopted Hti-4 

(s+rispit). 96  Later, perhaps during the seventies,-lif'3171- came to be adopted," 

rrl gradually became Trrr- 7r- 

After the recognition of Sahitya Akademi, Konkani was no more under the 

constant pressure of being different from Marathi. In fact, it could be shown 

that both Marathi and Hindi, as experienced sister languages have indeed 

aided the development of Konkani vocabulary. Also this has ushered in a 

new phase of 'Anxiety of Influence'. The way Konkani writers negotiate this 

'anxiety' could be demonstrated- from the language of Konkani journalism -

that of Sunaparant in particular. But it is beyond the scope of the present 

research. 

5.8 	CONCLUSION 

The sixteenth and seventeenth century Konkani texts bear an influence of 

the Portuguese language. However, it cannot be seen as a result of borrowing. 

It is a case of introduction of Portuguese vocabulary into Konkani by the 

native/near-native speakers of Portuguese. This was the era of Konkani 

literature produced by the foreigners for the consumption of the native 

converts. With Eduardo Jose Bruno de Souza begins the era of Konkani 

literature by the natives. His writings show both a Cultural and an Intimate 
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contact of Konkani with Portuguese. Shennoi Goembab's literature displays 

a cultivated Konkani in which lexical choices surpass the regional and social 

boundaries of a particular dialect. A similar observation could be made about 

the literature of Joaquim Antonio Fernandes. The approaches of Shennoi 

Goembab and Joaquim Antonio Fernandes are quite similar. These and other 

findings of the research on influences on literary Konkani are reported in 

Chapter Seven. 
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refer principally to the revenue administration of the country, and are, in proportion to the other 

elements of the language, in considerable minority', (The Konkani Language and Literature.  1881. 

(New Delhi : Asian Education Services : 1991)20, 21.) Perhaps, in relation to the borrowing from the 

Perso-Arabic sources, that from Kannada could be shown as more Intimate. But more research is 

needed for concluding thus. 

18  This indicates that the native informants of the European missionary writers were 

Vaishnavites. 

19  In Doutrina Crista  initially one comes across only fee bhauarthu (D.C.: 73, 103) written as 

two individual words. Towards the end of the work, the two synonymous words fuse into one word 

and we have feebhauarthu (D.C.: 167). Vonvallyancho Mollo seems to have only the latter (V.M.: 

178, 456, 474, 489). 

20  Romi Misa-Gronth,  (Old-Goa - Goa, 1981) vii. 

2 '  Vocabulario da Lingua Canarina Corn Versam Portugueza  (Lisbon : Junta de Investigacoes 

do Ultramar, 1973). 

22  Sollavya Shemkddya Acilem Konknni Ramayann.  Ed. Olivinho Gomes. (Taleigao-Goa : Goa 

University, 1996); Sollavya Shemkddyamtlem Konknni Mahabharat : Adi Parv.  Ed. Pratap Naik. 

(Porvorim-Goa: Thomas Stephens Konknni Kendr, 1990). 

23 In the Vocabulario attributed to Diogo Ribeiro konkannapanna is explained as "paganism 

or customs of the land of Konkan" and konkanne as "the people of Konkan" or as "pagans" 

(Vocabulario: 78). Even in Dalgado's Portuguese-Konkani dictionary (1905) Kornkanpan is syn-

onymous with anbhavarthpan (literally, "the state of being without faith") and murtipuja ("idol 

worship") and is given as the Konkani equivalent of Portuguese Gentilismo "paganism" (1905: 

404). 

Vocabulario:63.-  
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SarDessai: 101 . 

" On September 10, 1957 Tristao de Braganca, Cunha writes, 'Goan masses... owing to their 

semi-literacy, depend entirely on news given in their mother tongue.' ("Goan Konkani Press." 1957 

Goa's Freedom Struggle (Selected Writings of T.B. Cunha).  (Bombay : Dr. T. B. Cunha Memorial 

Committee, 1961)508). The Goan emigrant masses in British India were not any different. 

1 ' Eduardo Jose Bruno De Souza, Kristav Ghorabo  ( Mumbai: Typographia Mariana, ) 1911. 

Henceforth all references to this novel in this chapter shall be indicated within brackets alongwith 

the abbreviation K.G. The speech of the wife of the Apotekari in Krist.iv Ghorabo  also throws 

light on the nature of education/literacy in the Christian masses. She says, 'I have forgotten the 

little bit I had learnt in amchi bhas "our language" (Konkani); I don't know any firigi bhas 

"foreigner's tongue" (Portuguese), and I carry the English Manual that is given to me, to the 

Church only for showing the people; I can't read it properly. What am Ito do?' (K.G.:33). 

" SarDessai:101. 

29  Agnus Dei  was a bilingual Konkani - Portuguese monthly published from Bombay from 

1930 to 1943. (Shennoi Goembab, Yewkar Adhyakshamlem Ulowp.  (Mumbai : Gomantak Chapkhano, 

1945) 83). 

" A. Pereira, The Makers of Konkani Literature  (Pilar-Goa : Xaverian Press, 1982)153. 

See Leonardo Bloomfield Language  (New York : Henry Holt & Co., 1933) 461-475. 

32  Bloomfield: 1933:465. 

Romi Misa-Gronth  : 10 

" Rocky Valerine Miranda, "Synchronic and Historical Phonology of Six Konkani Dialects", 

(Diss. Cornell University, 1971) 81. 

" Romi Misa- Gronth  : 62. 

36 Vonvallyancho Mollo has 3171411 (V.M.:176). 

" Pereira 1982:150, 151. 

" Antonio Vincente Da Cruz, Othmo Deucharac  (Bombay: 1922); Albert ani Janim vo Ek 

Vhodda Suka Dukachi Contha  (Bombay: 1932). All Subsequent quotations from these texts shall 

be indicated within brackets in the body of the text of the Chapter along with the respective 

abbreviations - 0.D., A.J. 

39  See the English -ist (an in loyalist, Marxist ) suffix attached to Swaraj to produce Swarajist. 

" Regarding Konkani fiction writers like Joao Caitano de Souza, Antonio Vicente Da Cruz 

and F.X. Fernandes who are said to have followed Bruno de Souza's example, (SarDessai :108) 

ManoharRai SarDessai writes: 'These writers, mostly emigrants returned to India; were literate 

and conversant with European languages'. (Ibid.) On reading the literature produced by these 

writers, one gets the impression that, besides this, they were also not literate and conversant with 

Indian languages other than Konkani. 

A Bibliography of Konkani Literature  complied by Ravindra Kelekar (Mumbai: Gomanta 

Bharat' Publication, 1963) offers a view of this literature through the titles of the works. 

O.J.F.42 
  Gomes writes only one sentence about the romanses. It reads thus : 'Although these 

novels are not up to the literary standard, they successfully quench the psychological and intel-

lectual thirst of the masses' (Konknni Sorospoticho Itihas : Ek Supullo Nivall  (Chander-Goa : 

Konkani Sorospot Prakashan, 1989:115). ManoharRai SarDessai reiterates this position. In 'A 

History of Konkani Literature.'  He writes: 'though most of them [romanses] do not come up to the 
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standard of good literature, they do fulfil a vital need of the masses to be entertained and moved' 

SarDessai : 108. 

See Shennoi Goenbab 1945:1-4). 

' This meaning features as the first denotation of - 1 -w)-(1 Konikatio in Mgr. Sebastiao Rudolpho 

Dalgado's Konkani - Portuguese dictionary, "pagan" is given as the second meaning of the 

term.(Diccionario Konikani-Portuguez - Philotokico-Etymologico.  (Mumbai: Typographia do 

"Indu-Prakash", 1893) 111. 

" R. G. Bhandarkar, Wilson Philological Lectures on Sanskrit and the Derived Languages.  

Delivered in 1877. Rept. from The Collected Works of Sir R. G. Bhandakar,  Vol. (Poona: Bhandarkar 

Oriental Research Institute, 1974) 120. 

Shennoi Goembab : 1945:67. 

Shennoi Goembab 1945 : 67-70. 

" See 1945 : 70,71. 

Shennoi Goembab 1945:71. 

" 'bid :62,63. 

" Jose Pereira 1992: 48. 

52 See Gomes 1989:69. 

s' (Shennoi Goembab. Konknni Bhashechem Zait.  (Mumbai: Gomantak Chapkhno, 1930) 19. 

All Subsequent quotations from these texts shall be indicated within brackets in the body of the 

text of the Chapter along with the abbreviation - K.B.Z. 

" That the subject of the verb forms is masculine does not become clear in the sentences 

chosen above. But it could be verified from the context in the text. 

5s  Shennoi Goembab.  Albukerkan Goem Kashem Jikhlem.:(Mumbai  : Gomantak Chapkhano, 

1955)7. 

" Shennoi Goembab 1930:35. 

" Ibid:43. 

" Shennoi Goembab 1955:3. 

" Shennoi Goembab 1930:19. 

" See A. Pereira, 1982:184); also Mirg, vol.1, No. 7 15th Nov. 1953, a note on Amcho 

Soddvonndar  by the editor (Ravindra Kelekar). 

" Author's preface to Konknni Vachop : Dusrem Pustok  (Mumbai: Konkani Institute of Arts 

and Science, 1949) 1, II, may be read. 

" See Joaquim Antonio Fernandes Konknni Nad-Xastr Vo Romi Lipient Borounchi Rit 

(Mumbai: Sacred Heart Church, 1972) viii. Henceforth K.N.. Whenever the lexical content of 

Konknni Nad-Xastr  will be discussed in the present chapter, it will be referred in the main text 

within brackets as (K.N.) 

63  Fernandes 1972. 

" See A. Pereira 1982:184, SarDessai : 109,110. 

" See Fernandes 1972 : xi. 

" See Shennoi Goembab 1945: 65,66; foreword to Goychem Xetkamot  (Fernandes 1976) by Fr. 

Marcellino Remedios. In a letter to the editor of Mirg (vol.1, No. 9, Dec. 15, 1953, pg. 5), Fernandes 

admires the contribution of the European missionaries to the development of Konkani. He writes, 

`...having carefully studied the spoken language the European priests had shown us the straight 

path...' (Emphasis added.) He strongly expresses the view that the European priests cannot be 
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blamed for distorting Konkani by writing it like Portuguese and English; rather, it is our own 

priests who are actually spoiling the language. According to Fernandes, convincing and rectify-

ing these people who could help set right written Konkani of Christians is indeed a very difficult 

task. Regarding Konkani in the Christian periodicals - nine in Maharashtra (India? In the letter, 

Fernandes says `here'), and three in Goa - Fernandes comments by saying, their language is like 

parasitic plants grown on Konkani. (Also see the editor's note on Amcho Sodvonndar  in Mirg Vol. 

I, No. 7, Nov.10, 1953) Here syntactic distortions seem to be the matter of concern. 

" See Marcellino Remedios, "Prostavonna". Foreword. Govchem Xetkamot.  By Joaquim 

Antonio Fernandes. Mumbai: Sacred Heart Church, 1976. In his preface to Konknni Vachop :  

Dusrem Pustok,  Fernandes quotes Fr. Angelus F.X. Maffei wherein we find a similar view. Here 

Fernandes also acknowledges Maffei as his chief mentor. 

68  See A. Pereira 1982: 184. 

69  The book was originally written in Latin by Fr. J.M. Boyer. It was translated into English as 

Jesus the Messiah  by J. Burgers. Joaquim Antonio Fernandes' Amcho Soddvonndar vo Charui 

Vanjelancho ,Thelo  (Mumbai: 1952) is based on the English translation of the original in Latin 

T" 

	

	
(ibid:iii). Henceforth whenever the lexical content of Amcho Soddvonndar  will be discussed in the 

present chapter, it will be referred in the main text within brackets as (A.S.) 

7° Joaquim Antonio Fernandes, "Prostavona." Preface. Amcho Soddvonndar.  By Fernandes. 

(Mumbai, 1952) V. 

71  Shennoi Goembab: Gomantopanishat  Vol.'. 1933. 3rd ed. (Margao-Goa : Konkani Bhasha 

Mandal, 1980) 31. 

77  Shennoi Goembab: 195 5:65. 

" Shennoi Goembab: 1945:218. 

" Shennoi Goembab: 1989:59. 

" Shennoi Goembab: Konknni Bhashechem Zait. Samagra Shennoi Goembab,  Vol. I (Panaji-

Goa: Goa Konkani Akademi, 2003) 64. 

76 Shennoi Goembab: 1930:1. 

" Shennoi Goembab: 1945:13. 

" Ibid: 55. 

79  Ibid: 62. 

8 ° Shennoi Goembab: 1930:43. 

81  Shennoi Goembab:1989:46. 

82 Shennoi Goembab: 1933:125. 

83  Shennoi Goembab: 1945:146. 

84  While Shennoi Goembab advocated the Devanagari script for Konkani (1945: 57-61), Joaquim 

Antonio Fernandes believed that it was indeed possible to evolve 'standard Konkani' in and 

through the Roman script (1972:V,V1). He writes - 'Devanagari is a script of high quality. It is the 

script of Sanskrit language. Sanskrit is a language of great men - Pundits, scientists, Scholars. (It 

is not a language of the common people. The language is great, so also is its script. I have called 

it the 'super-perfect' script. All human-beings have not received the same share of knowledge. 

Hence, for making the common people literate would it not be better to render the imperfect in as 

perfect a way, and as simply as possible? .... This is why people from many a nation the world over 

have given up their own script in favour of the Roman script.' (1972:vi.) 

85  Fr. A. Pereira, a well-known Konkani writer in the Roman script, in The Makers of Konkani  
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Literature  calls Shennoi Goembab the inspiration of his life (1982:180). Ravindra Kelekar, another 

well-known Konkani writer in the Devanagari script in his note on Joaquim Antonio Fernandes' 

Amcho Soddvonndar  praises the author's language which he calls 'beautiful, lucid and influential.' 

He calls it one of the best instances of ideal Konkani and recommends the reading and study of the 

book to whoever is concerned about Konkani (Mirg Vol.I, No. 7, 15th Nov. 1953, pg. 6). Graciano 

Morais dediCates his Konkani grammar .  (written in Portuguese) -.Gramatica Concani  (Lisbon : 

Agencia Geral do Ultramar, 1961) to Shennoi Gbernbab, and Manohar SarDessai dedicates his 

collection of poems Zayat Zage  (Goa : Gomant Bharati Prakashan, 1964) to Joaquim Antonio 

Fernandes. 

8 " Shennoi Goembab 1945: 71,72. 

" Perhaps with the exception of the following translation: Primeiro Plano de Celebraccio 

Nacional do quarto centenario da partida de Vasco-da-Gama para a descobrimento da India, 

traduzido em Concani em characters devanagaricos e rornanos, por incumbencia da cornissao 

executiva, (Plan of the National celebration of the 4th centenary of Vasco-da-Gama's departure for 

the discovery of India, translated into Konkani in Devanagari and Roman characters, at the 

request of the executive committee), Lisbon : Imprensa National, 1897. 

" Dalgado 1893; Diccionario Portuguez - Komkani (Lisboa:Imprensa Nacional, 1905). 

89 Tara .94-1 	ewo Ipur 	 t-II<R1E1 	I'llitft- 41.11i 140,051 33141 f'411 q---1 -41 

31-71-0 	31171-01. 	143 trual a1 i1/117 	mft774 f4ftfFg, 	UtriTha 

3I181 11R Praia tr gruA, awn 4w3itaw I oa Mara ef. Chandrakant Keni, "Teen Daskam - E k 

Dhamvto N iyall".  Preface Teen Daskam (Venchik Konknni Sahityachem Sankalan)  1961-90) Ed. 

by Keni. (Vasco-da-Gama- Goa: 1993) 13. 

9°  The present investigator had passedthe list of words in column I to atleast fifty Hindu 

students of the Department Konkani, Goa University, with a question - 'which option do you prefer 

in speech, and which in writing?' Most replies tallied with the observation made above. 

9 ' Dattaram. Sukhthankar, Manni Punay.  (Mumbai : Vivek Prakashan, 1977) 9. 

" A. N. Mhambro, Goemchi Asmitai.  1978. 2nd ed. (Priol-Goa : Jaag Prakashan, 1995). All 

subsequent quotations from these texts shall be indicated within brackets in the body of the text 

of the Chapter along with the abbreviation - G.A. 

93  Pundalik Naik, "Marnnkatto". Chowrang.  1982. 2nd ed. (Volvoi-Goa : Apurbai Prakashan, 

1991) 43-69. All subsequent quotations from these texts shall be indicated within brackets in the 

body of the text of the Chapter along with the abbreviation-M. 

" Pundalik Naik, Shabai Shabai Bowjansamaj  (Volvoi-Goa: Apurbai Prakashan, 1986. All 

subsequent quotations from these texts shall be indicated within brackets in the body of the text 

of the Chapter along with the abbreviation - S.S.B. 

' Damodar Mauzo, Bhur.im Mhagelim Tim  (Margao: Asmitai Pratishthan, 2001 All Subse-

quent quotations from these texts shall be indicated within brackets in the body of the text of the 

Chapter along with the abbreviation- B.M.T. 

"See Shennoi Goembab, 1945:1 1 

" Gurudas Pai had even started 1) .41-a tzrifit ,g171 -i for publishing Konkani books. 

• 
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CHAPTER SIX 

NATIVISTIC APPROACH TO KONKANI LEXICON : 

A COMPARATIVE CASE-STUDY 

6.1 	INTRODUCTION 

This Chapter is basically a case-study of the Konkani scholars' orientation 

towards the Konkani language, and of the circumstantial contexts that 

influenced their respective choices and views regarding Konkani lexicon and 

usage. The scholars so discussed are Mgr. Sebastido Rodolpho Dalgado, 

Shennoi Goembab and Joaquim Antonio Fernandes. Of these, since Shennoi 

Goembab has been the pioneer of the modern Konkani Movement, his 

contribution has been crucial to the resurrection of Konkani as an 

independent language. Hence, his work and views are discussed in detail. 

To throw his pioneering grammatical oeuvre in Konkani language in relief, 

and to highlight the importance of his choices, his work has been discussed 

with a pioneering grammarian in Marathi - Dadoba Pandurang Tarkhadkar. 

It is felt that comparing the two stalwarts in two parallel but not identical 

situations will help to uncover the significance of Shennoi Goembab's 

contribution as also to analyze his choices more objectively. 

Mgr. Sebastido Rodolpho Dalgado, being the first native lexicographer of 

Konkani well grounded in the Indian linguistic and grammatical tradition, 

has made his imprint on literary Konkani by influencing several writers. So 

also, Joaquim Antonio Fernandes with his nativistic approach resembling 

that of Shennoi Goembab has been instrumental in shaping modern literary 

Konkani. The contributions of these two scholars are discussed taking a 

comparative perspective. 
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6.2 	SHENNOI GOEMBAB'S LINGUISTIC ORIENTATION 

In the history of Konkani language and literature, Shennoi Goembab has 

been the pioneering visionary who articulated in and through his writings, 

the basic concept of the Konkani identity bindings the entire speech 

community into an organic whole. Moreover, he projected it as an advanced 

level of sociocultural integration as compared to the affiliations of region, 

religion or caste.' Shennoi Goembab's Konkani project and his encompassing 

vision are epitomised in the following exhortative statement steeped in the 

democratic and nationalistic ethos of his time. He declares unquivocally, 

'Let us make Gawde pundits (scholars) and let us all become pundits. 

Together let us enjoy the total self-rule of Konkani.' 2  

Likewise, in the invocation seeking divine blessings for the ambitious project, 

he evokes as much the blessings of the native Goddess Santeri -- the peaceful 

Hindu patron deity of Konkan revered from ancient times by Hindus of all 

castes -- as of Virgin Mary, the Holy Mother of Lord Jesus Christ revered 

by all (Konkani) Christians -- 'Bless us 0 Santeri! Bless us 0 Virgin Mary!' 

Shennoi Goembab saw the Konkani language as a means of emancipation 

of the whole of Konkani people. However, in a diglossic Konkani speech 

community, the masses - Gawde - were deprived of access to knowledge, 

as the means of the production of knowledge - languages - as well as the 

end-product -- literature -- were monopoly of the classes - pundits. Only 

by endeavouring to make the language of the masses - Konkani - the means 

of production of knowledge, could the masses be empowered and be led 

into the world of pundits - the world of knowledge. More significantly, this 

language was not at all foreign to the classes. Rather, it was the bond between 

the masses and the classes -- both Hindu and Christian. In Shennoi 

Goembab's view, therefore, knowledge could be democratized only in and 

through Konkani. Likewise, the fragmented Konkani speech community 

could be emancipated from an intellectual and emotional slavery only in and 
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through Konkani. 4  Thus Konkani for Shennoi Goembab was 'a step in the 

direction of social equality.' 5  

Shennoi Goembab endeavoured to achieve this goal through his lucid prose 

in chaste Konkani focussing on diverse subjects such as grammar, history, 

philosophy, biology, physics etc. hitherto not discussed in Konkani language. 

He also dwelt on issues of concern and relevance to the development of 

Konkani. In fact, his prose can be seen as the epitome of the potential of 

Konkani, its rich array of words capable of handling almost any subject. 

Shennoi Goembab was an advocate of simple and easy Konkani. He was a 

strong critic of the elitist prose in the sister-languages of Konkani like Bengali, 

Hindi, Marathi and Gujarati that borrowed unnecessarily from Sanskrit. He 

viewed this indiscriminate borrowing as a formidable obstacle in the 

dissemination and proliferation of knowledge across all strata of the society. 6 

 He wrote, 'Language should be well within the easy reach of all speakers 

and listeners, writers and readers. It is not enough if a few pundits understand. 

Even a gaw q'a clad in loin cloth must feel that the Konkani language belongs 

to him.' 7  

Thus, detesting the possible bifurcation of Konkani into 'High' and Tow' 

i.e. into an opaque Punditi Konkani of higher prestige and a transparent 

Gawdi Konkani of lower prestige, Shennoi Goembab dreamt of and 

struggled to cultivate one single Konkani that would belong to both gawde 

and pundits alike. He wrote: 'Let us strive to develop Konkani in such a 

way that all its people from lower to higher strata shall understand it with 

ease. Konkani should not get divided into a higher and a lower language 

(variety), a Punditi and a Gawdi language (variety).' 8  

In the play Mogachem Lagn, an adapted version of Moliere's Le Me'decin 

Malgre Lui, Shennoi Goembab mocks at the preference of his own class-

fellows for high sounding Sanskritized language. Babgo, the main character 

in the play asks Bombab to choose between a bombastic Sanskritized 
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Konkani expression and a rather simple and easily understandable expression 

both meaning "went from Asnora to Bicholim and having bought fish from 

there went to Sanquelim." 9  And Bombab replies, 'even a deaf person would 

show his preference for the first (Sanskritized) version.' 

Babgo is a woodcutter, an illterate man from the masses who feigns to be an 

Ayurvedic medical practitioner. Bombab belongs to the elite, and like most 

members of his class has an awe and a liking for both, the 'High' language(s) 

(Sanskrit, Marathi), and the 'High' in language (Sanskritized Konkani). 

Paradoxically, considerations of intelligibility give way here to considerations 

of the supposed beauty or richness of the 'High'. Babgo is a smart operator 

who exploits the vulnerability and ignorance of the elite to his own advantage. 

Mogachem Lagn was first published in 1913, and on several occasions it 

was staged before an audience who largely shared with Bombab the 

sentiments of a "beautiful/good" language. A smart man from the masses 

explodes this elitist myth of "good" language, which in fact defeats the primary 

function of language - communication. It is language that is not a language in 

that, it cannot get across and yet, is adored, highly respected.'° 

A close scrutiny of Shennoi Goembab's writings - his approach towards 

language as manifested in the choice of words - will serve to show how he 

set up a trend for simple and easy Konkani thereby steering the development 

of literary Konkani away from elitist pedantry which was otherwise prevalent 

s. 	 in the literary Indo-Aryan languages of the time. 

In what follows an attempt is made to examine - 

(i) Shennoi Goembab's treatment of grammar - a highly technical subject in 

Konkani. To throw Shennoi Goembab's contribution to Konkani in relief, 

his choices of grammatical terminology are also compared with those of 

Dadoba Pandurang Tarkhadkar who had the reputation of being the `Panini 

of Marathi' among his contemporaries.' ' 
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(ii) Shennoi Goembab's endeavour of enriching and strengthening of the 

Konkani language through his innovations in Konkani vocabulary spanning 

various fields and topics. Even here a contrastive comparison is drawn 

between Shennoi Goembab's choices and those of another Konkani stalwart 

Mgr. Sebastido Rodolpho Dalgado, an influential indigenous lexicographer 

of Konkani who was also enlightened about the need to resurrect Konkani 

from neglect and oblivion. Further, a parallel is drawn between the lexical 

orientation of Shennoi Goembab and that of Joaquim Antonio Fernandes 

since the latter was also conscious of requirements of the language as Shennoi 

Goembab had been. The writings of both these pioneers were influential in 

distinct ways. In fact, both Shennoi Goembab and Fernandes were 

instrumental in building linguistic bridges over the chasm separating the two 

'Konkanies' - Hindu and Christian. 

6.2.1 	Shennoi Goembab's contribution to the Grammatical Metalanguage 

of Konkani 

During the span of three centuries i.e. from 1640 - the year which saw the 

publishing of the first Konkani grammar (Arte da Lingoa Canarim by 

Thomas Stephens) - to 1940 - the year in which Shennoi Goembab's 

Konknni Nadshastr was published - we have quite a few signficant published 

grammatical works on Konkani." 

However, before the advent of Shennoi Goembab on the scene of Konkani 

grammar, Konkani had merely been a silent object of grammatical inquiry. 

Grammars of Konkani or grammatical treatises on the language were written 

in European languages (Portuguese, Latin, English), and were primarily 

targeted either at European learners / scholars, or indigenous scholars well-

versed in the European tongues. Grammars of Konkani were modelled on 

those of the modern European languages. These latter were in turn patterned 

after those of the classical European languages - Greek and Latin." 
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Grammatical metalanguage was readily available for these grammarians of 

Konkani. They did not have to invent it. 

Shennoi Goembab was the first one to discuss issues of Konkani grammar 

in and through Konkani. His books - Konknni Nadshastr "Konkani 

Phonetics" (1940), Bhurgyalem Vyakrann , "A Children's Grammar" 

(1941), and the posthumously published Konknnichi Vyakranni Bandawal 

"the Grammatical Structure of Konkani" (1949) are very significant 

interventions with regard to the development of the grammatical meta-

language of Konkani." In these works, we see for the first time, Konkani 

discussing itself grammatically. Also, herein for the first time a meta-language 

belonging to the indigenous - Sanskritic - grammatical tradition is employed 

for discussing Konkani. 

The genius of Shennoi Goembab surfaces in the discretion shown by him in 

the adoption of Sanskrit terminology. The key grammatical terms like swar 

"vowel", wyanjan "consonant", akfar "syllable", hog "gender", wacan 

"number", wibhakti "case", kartense", nam "noun", sarwanam "pronoun", 

kriyapad "verb", wi fe fart "adjective", kriyawi fe fart "adverb", awyay 

"indeclinable" etc. are directly borrowed from Sanskrit but adapted to 

Konkani phonetics. Others, especially the subclassifications of the key terms 

are rendered into simple Konkani. Such a disposition very much complies 

with Shennoi Goembab's attitude towards borrowing from the classical 

source made explicit in Yewkar Adhyakshamlem Ulowp (1945): 

'Just because Sanskrit is our grandmother... we need not rob her every 

now and then. Let us first check whether the coconut palms in our 

own orchard are in fruition. If we fail to discover even a single tender 

coconut there, then we may invade the orchards of our grandmother. 

But our own orchards are productive... If we still adopt Sanskrit words, 

let us dress them up in our soft Konkani baby garments."' 

Accordingly, the word swar "vowel" is borrowed directly, but it features 
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clad in the soft attire of Konkani pronunciation - sw+r in singular and swar 

in plural. The words rhaswa "short" and di:rgha "long" are borrowed, but 

kept within brackets. Instead, the commoly used adjectives motwo "short" 

and lamb "long" are used in the description of vowels (K.N.: 1) Similarly, 

Sanskrit loans describing consonants with reference to places of articulation 

are bracketed, and the corresponding Konkani descriptions that are easy to 

understand are provided and given privilege/preference in the discussion 

at hyo uccar for Sanskrit alibcs-4 (oast hya) "bilabial" (1940: 1); datyo uccar 

for Sanskrit ciIisr,a (dantotst hya) "labio-dental" (1940:7); dat-k hopyo/dat-

talwo uccar for Sanskrit Th-cticio ,-i (danta-talawya) "dento-palatal" 

(1940:3); talwolk hapyo uccar for Sanskrit (talawya) "palatal" (1940:4); 

mat hya uccar for Sanskrit ii,t#7- -4 (muzrdhanya) "retroflex" (1940:5) The 

word al-r (w ac an) is retained, so also is ki ai4-( (ekw ac an).' 6  But ?,-fa (dwi) 

in 14-aa-4 (dwiwacan) "dual number" and qi (bahu) in -,=11.-t (bahuwacan) 

"plural number" are translated respectively as dog and bhow, and we get 

dogwacan and bhowwac an in Konkani (1949: 19). Same is the case with 

the eight Sanskrit cases - fti-rfkff (wib hakti). Instead of 72.rm (prathama), 

  (dwiti:ya), qdlit (triti:ya), q-vT1 (caturthi:), 4-141 (pancami•), 

hi..), Trt-drft (saptami:) and Titrq (sambodhan), we have piyli wib hikti, 

dusri wib hikti, tisri wib hikti, tsowt h i wib hikti, patswi wib hikti, sitwi 

wib hikti, satwi wib hikti, ath, wi/ulo wib hikti, (K.B.V.: 31, 34, 37, 39, 

45, 52, 63, 67). 

The Konkani terms are only translations of the Sanskrit ordinal nomenclature 

of cases. The term ip-ut (pump) "grammatical person" is adapted as purus. 

But the three persons viz. .5rw rivEr (pr atham a purup) "first person", Ttsf171.71 

visr (dwiti:ya purup) "second person" and qc11 ,4/347zi- vist (triti:ya/anya 

puruga) "third person"are rendered respectively as piy1 0 purus, dusro 

purus, and tisr 0 purus (K.V.B.:76,77,83). 	(sakarmaka) "transitive" 

is rendered as kirmi, and 	(akarmake) "intransitive" as akirmi 
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(K.V.B.: 86). 9T-Tr4 (pratyaya) "suffix" is translated as kus which is a word 

from common parlance meaning "a small bit/a spec" (K.V.B. : 31). The word 

pratyay(a) is not used even once in Konknnichi Vyakranni Bandawal. 

At first glance these appear to be minor changes. But in effect, these very 

decisions have determined much of the choice of later Konkani grammarians, 

and thus, to a certain extent, have given a unique flavour to Konkani 

grammatical teminology. 

6.2.2 	Terminologies of Shennoi Goembab and Tarkhadkar : A Comparison 

The impact of Shennoi Goembab's choices pertaining to grammatical 

terminology on later grammarians could be highlighted in comparison with 

those of the first native grammarians in the sister languages of Konkani. An 

attempt is made herein to selectively compare terminological choices of 

Shennoi Goembab with those of Dadoba Pandurang Tarkhadkar who 

pioneered the modern era of Marathi grammar, and according to scholars, 

influenced several generations of Marathi grammarians." 

The first edition of Dadoba's grammar - teems? iTrt10 ,41.4,Tur - was published 

in 1836. The second, thoroughly revised and enlarged edition, was published 

in 1850. Later editions until the sixth were reprints of the second edition. 

Dadoba revised his grammar for the last time in 1879. This was its seventh 

edition. The following editions were merely reprints of the seventh edition. 

The present inquiry has made use of the eighth edition printed in 1885. 

Dadoba's grammatical intervention needs to be seen within the context of 

the system of education, initiated by the British. This system necessitated 

the 'natives' to study (in) their language.' 8  Dadoba was himself a product 

and a part of this system. The first edition of i-IRNI-Tr44 oqichTut (1839) was 

prepared by Dadoba when he was an assistant teacher in the Elphinston 

Institution in Mumbai. 19  Marathi was used in the educational domain, and 
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grammars of Marathi were needed by the system. Dadoba responded to 

this need and was supported by the institutional structure. 

Shennoi Goembab's grammatical intervention had no institutional backing 

whatsoever. At the request of Madhav Manjunath Shanbhag, Karyadarshi 

of the first session of the Konkani Parishad (Karwar, 1939), he had prepared 

a Konkani primer - Konknni Pailem Pustak. 2° Seven years later its second 

edition was published wherein Konkani writers are informed by the publisher 

thus: 'our schools have now resolved to impart education in the mother-

tongue.' 2 ' However, we do not know whether Konknni Pailem Pustak 

was ever used in any of the schools as a text-book. 

Konknni Nadshatr (1940) was a teacher's manual for Konknni Pailem 

Pustak (1940). The first part of Bhurgydem Vyakrdnn, (1941) was prepared 

in the form of a dialogue between a teacher and his students. 22  This too 

was probably not used as a text-book in any of the schools. There are 

grounds to conclude this way as this part deals only with the phonetic aspect 

of the language and the noun. The second part dealing with the other parts 

of speech like adjective,verb or adverb never saw the light of the day. 

Konknnichi Vyakranni Bandawal, posthumously published in 1949, was 

actually a (grammatical) case for Konkani. It highlighted the structural 

differences between Konkani and Marathi. It was indeed a part of the 

Konkani polemic. 

According to scholars, Dadoba's grammar" bears a definite influence of 

the English grammatical tradition. 24  That Dadoba was not knowledgeable in 

Sanskrit was, according to Arjunwadkar, a positive point that freed his 

grammar from the undue influence of the classical language. Arjunwadkar 

informs us that Sanskrit influence was a salient feature of the grammar, co-

authored by three Pundits, which was in circulation before the publication 

of Dadoba's grammar. 

However, the grammatical metalanguage of Dadoba's grammar has a different 
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story to tell. See the comparison given below between grammatical terms 

used by Dadoba and those by Shennoi Goembab - 

Dadoba and Shennoi Goembab - a comparison of Grammatical terms 

Dadoba Goembab 

1. (-ak "short vowels" 

(M.B.V. :3) (within brackets) 

(K.N.:1) 

2. t-Ef era 	a< "long vowels" 

(M.B.V.:3) 	 (within brackets) 

(K.N.:1) 

3. Itzlq 	 Tit i-aoTrRc.--R tat "dipthongs" 

(M.B.V.:4) (K.N.:4) 

4. 31-v-rftr 	(ant) (d,aik) "nasal" 

(M.B.V.:4) (K.N.:18) 

5. 3-Thocrel (.4) "bilabial" 3113711 d -.11( 

(M.B.V.:13) 311t-8 	(within brackets) 

(K.N.:23) 

6. 6-4 (au 	f) (d-10 "labio-dental" 

(M.B.V.:13) 716cs-4(within brackets) 

(K.N.:23) 

7. "dento-palatal" cicnzioa (auf) 

(M.B.V.:13) (3,IR)(K.N.:20) 

8. ietrzEl rararal (z--E-qn ) "palatal" cilt104 (TT() 

(M.B.V.:13) 	(K.N.:21) 
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9. (auf) "retroflex" urn al 

(M.B.V.:13) (within brackets) 

(K.N.:22) 

10. Alcf-- -4TR "common noun" k-11 1-11—t17111 

(M.B.V.:24) (K.N.:21) 

11. 1-T7-4111 "abstract noun" 9.4-r-  

(M.B.V.:26) (K.N.:60) 

12. "singular" -1.-1 

(M.B.V.:40) (K.N.:19) 

13. 7\fdci-cli "dual" a r 

(M.B.V.:41) (K.V.B.:19) 

14. 3TUar1-1/4Kcici4 1-111 -14 "plural" 

(M.B.V.:40) (K.V.B.:19) 

15. 'PIM "first case" 

(M.B.V.:62) (K.V.B.:31) 

16. --P4-dlzrr skikl t4I-Twal "second case" 

(M.B.V.:62) (K.V.B.:31) 

17. "third case" 

(M.B.V.:62) (K.V.B.:39) 

18. 	 12r1 ill "fourth case" 

(M.B.V.:62) (K.V.B.:34) 

19. "fifth case" ilia al -NIT-471 

(M.B.V.:62) (K.V.B.:45) 
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20. 

21. 

trE-31 

(M.B.V.:62) 

Wahl 

(K.V.B.:52) 

Prffql f`11-4-d1 

"sixth case" 

"seventh case" 

(M.B.V.:62) (K.V.B.:67) 

22. Ti-a1 "eighth case" 3T3q1/d(11 

(M.B.V.:62) (K.V.B.:67) (vocative) 

23. Tits ,41@g1isrffr 3TtWf*'17114 "numeral adjective" 

(M.B.V.:141) (K.V.B.:191) 

24. trr18,4t -Ntv4 14 - 171,1/ 4-1011 ,101-) 

fktisrur 

(M.B.V.:146) (K.V.B.:191) 

25. .4Z fat 	iur 

(f1-Erur) 

(M.B.V.:146) 

26. -thsq 	Non (WITT) 

(M.B.V.:146) 

27. Tollilcb 0-14mi:t) 

(M.B.V.:116) 

28. 44 (-143TP) 

(M.B.V.:116) 

29. 31 97121" 04714) 

(M.B.V.:116) 

30. 	 

(M.B.V.:156) 

(K.V.B.:192) 

GTELui 	-Ntwur 

(K.V.B.:192) 

Ir 

(K.V.B.:192) 

Tra1.441 HciTif 

(K.V.B.:192) 

(K.V.B.:192) 

wql 	 

(K.V.B.:193) 

"personal pronoun" 

"demonstrative 

pronoun" 

"interogative 

pronoun" 

"transitive" 
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31. "intransitive" 31-ttit ( i 3itT11 f 	zfTti 

(M.B.V.:156) (K.V.B.:193) 

32. Ord "onomatopoeic 3T-twmai .11 ?-Trq 

(M.B.V.:155) (K. V.B.:166) verb" 

The above comparison reveals that although, as pointed out by scholars of 

Marathi grammar that, Dadoba was quite influenced by the English 

grammatical tradition, his core grammatical vocabulary was directly borrowed 

from Sanskrit. This is interesting since Dadoba is said to be 'not 

knowledgeable in Sanskrit.' 

On the other hand, Shennoi Goembab was knowledgeable in Sanskrit and 

he also borrowed the core grammatical terms from Sanskrit. But he limits 

the direct borrowing to the unavoidable minimum. Quite a few of the direct 

loanwords from Sanskrit appear only within brackets. Shennoi Goembab 

seems to carefully avoid using these in the course of his explanations. Coinages 

with giiich such as   Ti-orrqR-dailen, 	, 	, 

311t("Icil -cich are meticulously avoided. Perhaps Shennoi Goembab saw a itia, 

essentially as a 'coconut from the grand-mother's property'. Also, 

R-rgi or xlt,,Icit-14) kicfmti could very well be understood simply as iTra - R-Ft and 

v-vr 	 Use of the term ail* would both violate the principle of economy 

and also render the term more opaque. In a similar vein, Ti) 	WITT and 

	fittrur are translated by Shennoi Goembab lucidly as trr -4- fdilv,i 

and 4.a 1"4-Ovir, respectively. ;IP.7r2f mcf8 -P4 is rendered as 9 	tipT-Li thereby 

creating a new adjective 	"interrogative" from the noun SfR "question". 

The choices of vocabulary of both these pioneers of the grammatical traditions 

in each of the indigenous languages seem to have determined to a 

considerable extent the choices of the later generations of grammarians of 

the respective languages. The grammatical metalanguage of 4-itld 011 ,4171 

by Leela Govilkar (1993) which is a critical review of the Marathi grammatical 

tradition, is not much different from that in Dadoba's grammar written a 
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century and a half ago." 

Thus one may say, if the present day Marathi grammarians do not feel the 

need to steer their grammatical metalanguage away from the influence of 

Sanskrit, it is because, right from the beginning Marathi, like most others 

Indo-Aryan languages, was comfortable with directly borrowing the 

grammatial terms available in the classical language. 

The beginnings of grammar in Konkani were made in a different way. Konkani 

felt the need to be different from Sanskrit. 

Assertion of this difference was crucial for the assertion of the identity of 

Konkani. Shennoi Goembab's language consistently projected this difference. 

The impact of Shennoi Goembab's choices on the later grammarians was 

tremendous. 

6.2.3 	Impact of Shennoi Goembab's Choices on Later Grammarians 

Joaquim Antonio Fernandes' Konknni Nad-Xastr could be taken as an 

example." The title Konknni Nad-Xastr is itself similar to Shennoi 

Goembab's Konknni Nadshastr. If Fernandes' Konknni Nad-Xastr is 

subtitled Romi Lipient Borounchi Rit, Shennoi Goembab's Konknni 

Nadshastr could be subtitled Devnagari Lipient Borounchi Rit. Even 

structually, the text of Fernandes' Nad-Xastr is very close to that of Shennoi 

Goembab's Nadshastr So also is the choice of its gramatical metalanguage 

A major chunk of the technical vocabulary in Konknni Nad-Xastr is taken 

from Shennoi Goembab. Joaquim Antonio Fernandes does acknowledge this 

in one place - While explaining the characteristics of the Devanagari script 

to the reader, Joaquim Antonio Fernandes provides a list of the vowel signs 

in the script along with their names. viz. - Kano, Davi topi, Uzvi topi, 

Davo Komb, Uzvo Komb, Gori, Matra, Don matra, Kanomatra, Kano 

don-matra. Then, within brackets he informs the reader that these Konkani 
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names are given by Shennoi Goembab, the well-known (kirtivont) Konkani 

writer and linguist -- bhas-xastri (K.N.X.: 6,7). 

Also see the following terms : 

1. pcii-moddi kuru "," - a diacritical mark in the Devanagari script" 

(K.N.X.:8;K.N.:1) 

2. z6ddgiram "joint letters" (K.N.X.:9; K.N.:4) 

3. tallvim (veanzonam) "palatals" (K.N.X.:10; K.N.:22) 

4. onttilm (veanzonam) "labials" (K.N.X.:10; K.N.:23) 

5. nib"c)r Khompo "hard palate" (K.N.X.:10; K.N.:21) 

6. ugtto I dhampto svor "open/ close vowel" (K.N.X.:20; K.N.:13) 

7. nakio uchchar "nasalization" (K.N.X.: 41; K.N.:18) 

8. addvad "exception" (K.N.X.: 65; K.N.:6) 

9. vell-dakoupi (kriavixexonn) "Adverb of time" (K.N.X.: 46; K.V.B.: ) 

The definitions of the terms 'vowel' and 'consonant' in Konknni Nad-Xastr 

also reveal an influence of Shennoi Goembab on Joaquim Antonio Fernandes. 

1. 'Heam gatramnim matui oddchonastanam tonddan nizachoch sogllo 

ani mekllo zo bhor nad zata taka 'svor' mhunntat...'(K.N.X.:7 Emphasis 

added.) 

`WizT 	f4-4T-4q.14 	311t     fi 	t-at (T) 	 (K.N.:1) 

2. 'Kai 'and tonddan nizachech orde-kure zatat. 1Wottyo svor 

uchcharunk, jitlo yell lagta tachea ordan yell oslo ek ordokuro nad 

uchcharunk lagta; hea ordeakurea nadak veanzon (consoant) 

mhunntat.' (Fernandes 1972:8) 

	

7TaTU. zaf k 3 . 1.tcN 	iZ MTtat 

or. ,11 3d-q 	al' zl n d'cl 	 - Trt 	75-47i  	(K.N.:1) 

A Contemporary Konkani grammarian, Suresh Borkar also follows Shennoi 
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Goembab in the choice of the grammatical terms pertaining to number, case 

and person." Quite a few other grammatical terms in Borkar's grammar 

also show an influence of Shennoi Goembab. 

Examples: 

1. 3Trg-i-rilf ,4144 "exceptional verbs" (literally "naughty" verbs) 

(K.V.B. : 	; K.V. : 32). 

2. 31-uf- R1 qr- "onomatopoeic verb" 

(K.V.B. :166 ; K.V. : 36). 

3. "interjection" 

(K.V.B. :194 ; K.V.: 144). 

4. Tqwrft/-411-, -rft (cuct-4) "affirmative/negative (sentence)" 

(K.V.B. :193,194; K.V.: 144). 

5. --o-Er4 /11-14/ alle 34 "a that speaks / silent/prolongued" 

(K.N. :3,8 ; K.V.: 170). 

6. triftF.--o1i dc +A 	 "close/open vowels" 

K.N. :11; K.V.: 175). 

But Borkar also reverses Shennoi Goembab's choices in some regards, and 

shows preference for Sanskrit loanwords. For example, his descriptions of 

consonants with reference to the places of articulation are in keeping with 

the Sanskrit terms (K.V.:184). "Transitive" and "intransitive" are rendered 

by Borkar respectively as sakarmak and akarmak (K.V.:5), and not as 

kirmi and akirmi as in Shennoi Goembab. The words kus is retained only 

for the purpose of explaning the word pratyay (K.V.:81) 
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6.2.4 	Other Lexical Innovations of Shennoi Goembab 

As a crusader of the Konkani cause, Shennoi Goembab, to quote Manohar 

SarDessai, 'had not merely to forge weapons but extract the very material 

from which those weapons were made.' 28  While writing in Konkani on 

various subjects and themes, technical or otherwise. Shennoi Goembab 

enriched the language with his lexical innovations. The beauty of his 

innovations lies in their lucidity. Even the words coined by him seem to have 

always existed in Konkani. Here are some examples: 

1. 31T-44- 4TWI "mother-tongue". While most modern Indo-Aryan languages have 

adopted 1-111 3-TrErt for "mother-tongue", thanks to Shennoi Goembab's aversion 

to the 'minting of Sanskrit words' 29  Konkani sports its simple and lucid 

31-1-T4- 11-m 3° . The term -ITm, 31  literally "milk-language" also appears in 

Shennoi Goembab's writings in the sense of "mother-tongue'. This is perhaps 

an indication that during Shennoi Goembab's time an expression for "mother-

tongue" was not readily available in Konkani and that awiy-bhas was as 

much an innovation as dud-bhas. 

2-3(1(1.1.6 32  "vocabulary", perhaps a translation of qie)ige., . The word appears 

in the grammatical glossary given at the end of Konknnichi Vyakranni 

Bandawal. 

3. 3Acus114133  "publisher", a translation of 5M1q1cF 

4. 71-1 -qz7" "pirate". 

5. (K.B.Z. :22), mtazir-,1x, 35  translations of iiftf-lw "idol 

worship". 

6. .44-4(--(1 "religious fanaticism" q -4--*-1c-ol (G.G.V. :40) "religious fanatic". 

7. 	 (A.G.K.J. :65) "eulogy", a translation of t-cilT 

8. 341 (K.B.Z. :37) "lecture". Where Marathi would use oitt ,3,414, a simple 

term from colloquial Konkani is chosen here for a formal lecture. This is 
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very much like the English word "talk" 

9. (q+-Rmicl) Hi-no" "Lord Yama's 'doot's". Manay means labourer. The term 

is extended to denote Yama's 'doots' who are not merely his messengers but 

also those who actually implement his orders. 

10. 3Trzra (S.B.:272), a term from kitchen meaning a ground mixture of grated 

coconut and spices for preparing curry, is used metaphorically to denote the 

capacity of a nebula for giving birth to the multitude of stars. 

11. ki(Lic-r" "literature" - the Konkani Tadbhava of w(-cicit denoting the 

goddess of learning is used in the sense of literature. The term "literature" is 

avoided. 

12. (G.G.V.: 87) "decade", Dhako used in common parlance to 

indicate"ten of cards" is used as a measure of years. The word goes well 

with ifehl customarily used both in the sense of "hundred" and "century"". 

The word -q-1211 "fourth" is also used by Shennoi Goembab in the sense of 

"quarter of a century" (G.G.V. : 56). Although the term faftp is used today 

in both the above senses, dhaka and tsowtho are no longer used in the sense 

of measures of years. 	a Konkani version of Sanskrit .‘4■-r-  is adapted to 

convey "decade". 

13. T- IT "importing", tirgri "exporting" (G.G.V. :152). The words in common 

parlance meaning "bringing" and "sending" are used in the technical sense of 

"importing" and "exporting" respectively. "Import" and "export" is also 

translated asci-13-1-r-q1dal d ,41( literally meaning "incoming and outgoing trade" 

in one of the articles of Shennoi Goembab (K.B.Z.: 41). 

14. 3Tra-zi-mum, - 	TIT literally meaning "betrayal of the mother" and 

"betrayal of the nation" (K.B.Z.: 23) are translations of Hici- -A1 and •7T-*, 

respectively. 

A major area apart from grammar to which Shennoi Goembab has contributed 

technical terms, is the field of history and politics. Here are a few examples: 
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1. Different types of historical writings/engravings- t -4ri-mkg "cave engraving" 

(G.G.V.:27); i.rp-zn-tral "copper plate engraving" (G.G.V.:98), a translation 

of c114- 14-1; WRITITT - olkil "stone-engraving" (G.G.V.:106), a translation offt ^t-

za ; rim-Nit "edict" (G.G.V.:33). 

2. Different types of treaties -` mom fjatd "treaty of unity" (A.G.K.J.:10); 

verrtd4 fjatd "friendship treaty" (A.G.K.J.:11); 	 "peace treaty" 

(A.G.K.J.: 48). 'Treaty' is translated as likhit. 

3. Various positions in the defence system -Trr --41-d tqmlenik "spy" (A.G.K.J.:34) 

lulchTT PIIIILIch "guard" (A.G.K.J.:8); if Pr-ir-ion "foot soldier" (A.G.K.J.:6); 

.9121tqTT "cavalry man/mounted soldier" (A.G.K.J.:6), an adaptation of 

Marathi •EritTart; glurafrt "archers" (A.G.K.J.:6); 147t1 1mi:ft Tmiii-wr-t 

"bodyguard" literally, "a guard by one's side" (A.G.K. J.:4). 

Shennoi Goembab has also provided Konkani equivalents of some terms 

from pure sciences. Here are a few examples. 

1. -a-r-4-as "plant kingdom" (S.B.:280) 

2. Den4co "animal kingdom" (S.B: 280) 

3. miuiliq "oxygen" (S.B:279) 

4. Maier "hydrogen" (S.B:279) 

5. (A1014 "nitrogen" (S.B:279) 

6. ‘,141 ,-)1 Az, literally "attraction of weight" meaning "gravitational pull" 

(S.B:271) 

7. Trif-tril "nucleus" (S.B:270) 

8. a ,f-wril "electron" (S.B-270) 

9. fta "planet" (S.B:275) 

10. firct 	"planetoid, asteriod" (S.B:275) 

1 1 . Trfact "solar system" (S.B:276) 
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12. (Nab "planetary system" (S.B:276) 

6.3 	DALGADO'S CLASSICIST ORIENTATION : AN INVESTIGATION 

The discussion, on nativistic approach to Konkani lexicon would be 

incomplete without making a reference to another Konkani stalwart -- Mgr. 

Sebastiao Rudolpho Dalgado. Like Shennoi Goembab in the twentieth 

century, this scholar in the nineteenth century was concerned about Konkani 

language and her lexical capabilities. As the first native lexicographer of 

Konkani, and as a scholar of Comparative Philology, Dalgado had studied 

the influence of Portuguese on Konkani and had also discovered the loss 

lusitanisation of vocabulary had caused to Konkani. His choices and views 

as a lexicographer are comparable to Shennoi Goembab's lexical choices 

and views about Konkani. 

Dalgado was pained by the 'condition of decadence and lack of organisation' 

in Konkani." He strongly felt that it needed to be restored 'not at random 

and at the whims and caprices of individuals but methodically and 

scientifically.'" 

Dalgado resented the fact that Konkani, daughter of a noble mother 

(Sanskrit) was 'left in rags by her own denaturalized sons'. 41  He reminds 

the reader that the selected portion of the vocables that constitute the 

substratum of the most cultured members of the Aryan family is received by 

Konkani not by way of loans or as alms, but as the legitimate share inherited 

from the mother. 4 ' 

6.3.1 	Dalgado's Konkani-Portuguese Dictionary : A Study 

In his Konkani-Portuguese Dictionary (1893), Dalgado takes upon himself 

the task of recomposing 'a disorganised language with its elements in part 

forgotten, in part disfigured and mutilated', and thus 'lead it again to its 

pristine state of perfection.' 42  He does this by investigating into the roots of 

Konkani words i.e. by adopting an etymological perspective. Etymology, 
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for Dalgado, is much more than just 'a subject of erudition', rather, it is 'the 

only rational and effective means for a methological restoration of the 

language.'" This perspective sensitizes Dalgado's ears to distinguish between 

gado, goclo, ghado and ghoclo; garo and goro, tuhglicho and harrig&ho, 

blIta and bhata, ada and hada, vada and vhada or hoda. 43  

Dalgado had observed that one tenth or even more of conversational Konkani 

consisted of Portuguese loanwords or those derived from Portuguese. To 

omit all these loanwords from the dictionary would amount to supressing a 

vast repertoire used by the people. Including all loanwords in the dictionary 

would also give a distorted - denaturalized picture of the language, for many 

of the loanwords were not necessary for the language; they either reflected 

speakers' ignorance of the mother-tongue or simply reflected their desire to 

show off. 

Dalgado adopts the middle path as a way out of this dilemma. He selects 

only those loanwords as head-words in his dictionary 1) that were in use in 

one or more languages of the Orient; 2) that were completely naturalized in 

the language that even their origins were muffled up; 3) those that were 

preferred in use as compared to their vernacular counterparts. 

These objective principles guide Dalgado's choice of the head-words. 

However, although Dalgado does not suppress the Portuguese influence on 

Konkani lexicon, his main objective in both the dictionaries is setting right 

the abuse of lusitanism and restoring Konkani to its original genius. 

Restoration of the genius of Konkani takes the form of Sanskritization in 

case of Dalgado. Konkani is seen as a daughter of Sanskrit. Purity and 

perfection of Konkani is perceived in its state of nearness to the origin i.e. 

in Sanskritization. Accordingly, in both the dictionaries Dalgado adopts the 

norm of choosing that vocable which comes closest to its origin. Thus, udaka 

"water" which is very close to the Sanskrit vocable, is preferred and udika 

is given as its corruption. dara "door" is preferred to dera because there is 
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dwara in the 'mother language'. akamana "affront" and seguna "virtue" are 

seen as 'aberrations' of apamana and suguna; askata "weak" and sakata 

"strength" are viewed as 'barbarisms' respectively of asakata and sakti. 44  

The project of restoration of Konkani makes Dalgado examine the 'treasure 

of (Konkani) words' contained in the sixteenth - seventeenth century 

literature of the Christian missionaries," Crista Purana by Thomas 

Stephens and Jardim dos Pastores (Vonvallyancho Mollo) by Miguel de 

Almeida, in particular." The abused 'oriental genius' 46  of Konkani is sought 

to be partially restored by extracting Tadbhava Konkani words from these 

antique pieces of literature and presenting these in the dictionary for the 

benefit of the nineteenth century user. In a foot-note Dalgado comments:'In 

the modern books almost nothing eluded me, may it be catechism, prayer 

book or manual, may it be vocabulary, history or fable.' 

Dalgado also recovers from these texts words belonging to 'Brahminical 

religion' that are freely employed to designate concepts from Christianity.'" 

In Dalgado's dictionary, head-words that are loans from Portuguese are 

marked with a cross-like sign (t) given on the left of the head-word. Words 

that come from other sources like Marathi, Gujarati, Hindustani, Kannada, 

Malayalam, Tamil, Persian and Arabic do not carry any mark. Only at the 

end of the entry appears the initial letter(s) representing the respective source 

languages. 

The entries of Portuguese loanwords in the Dictionary often carry Dalgado's 

opinions and suggestions regarding use of the loanword. These could be 

classified in three groups: 

1. A strong suggestion - Lusitanismo desnecessario "unwanted lusitanism", 

followed by Diremos "let us say", or Diremos melhor "better said", or Dir-

se-ha melhor "will be better said" ,or Diremos em seu logar "let us say in 

its place", or Deva-se-dizer "must be said." 
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2. Just a Diremos melhor or Dir-se-ha melhor, Deva-se-dizer or Diz-se-

tambem "is also said". 

3. A mild Pode-se diner (em seu logar) "may be said (in its place)." 

Dalgado's orientation towards Konkani vocabulary and his well-weighed 

opinions with regard to its usage is revealed in these comments. 

Many of the loanwords that are still in use, according to Dalgado, are 

'unwanted lusitanisms' which could be avoided by adopting any of the options 

suggested. 

Examples:" 

1. alkujna , "surname" aclanthriva, chalteninaniva, 

upanetniva, kulananiva; paika - 42 

2. 1,zhl-R iskola, "school" 

	

	pathasala, vidyestila, vidyalaya, 

s'ala - 48 

3.1 orda, "order" 	 ajna, anujnii, ifisana, hukitma, 

sanada, nema, pharamilva, 

pharametvana, pharamavant 

marridapa, manicldvala, krama, 

vyavastha, ghaciavana, ghwilarja, 

rachant, viisana, banidobasta; varga, 

varna, paravada - 72 

4. 7.4R 	kaVarakarumka, 	sarauthka, arapurrika, atapunika, 

"finish" 	 sathpaurrika, sanip'atunika, 

haraurrika - 79 

5. UTm kidnitgra, "song" 
	

garyni, gasyar)a, gang, gita, gayatr7 

- 91 
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6. 	 kalora, "heat" 	 ushna, ubala, aba, garami, kharaya, 

trasa, tapa, dhaga, umeda - 97 

7. TrIRE go sta, "liking" 	 racha, svada, soi, avada, khusi - 147 

8. Ma, f(cf4 pikarkarunika, 	kunisa lavunika, tonichunika, 

"incite" 	 khavunika - 298 

9. t-q-q-  pirderajavunika, 	nasunika, anitarunika, haraponika, 

"die" 	 khavalurhka, budunika, modothka, 

sarridoMka, apa nasurrika, godaka 

vachunika - 300 

10. •sAu purumerrita, "provisions" bejamt anna, varava, 'ahara; 

puravana, purava - 304 

11. =is.- 	 meijga, "music" 
	

vajapa, sarlegita, susvaravidya, 

garhdharvavidya; gaya-kagana - 394 

12. Trr-1 savrida, "health" 	bhalaya, bhalayaki, pranama - 499 

Entries of the following loanwords bear a comment from the second group- 

1. wrzrb kapota "a protective 	pasodt; ghonigadt kaphani - 93 

cover against rain " 

2. raft kustara "cost" 

	

	
kharcha, vecha, kharchavecha; 

dagda, - kashta bhogorhka 107 

3. gurguleta "an earthen 	kujo, ptinabarricia - 143 

pot for water " 

4. tit tema "stubbornness" 	sala, mastl, ata, hatha, abhimana-212 

5. flu direta "right" 

	

	 adhikara, davo, ilakho, hakha; eta, 

nitis'astra - 228 
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6. 1z madera "wood" 
	

lanikrida, rukh'dda, mopa - 372 

7.41c,T1 multa "fine" 
	

darnda, khantda, khanidarrt - 393 

8. Nia, saka "sack" 
	

potent, bokaseni, chfla - 492 

9. ITN sumana "week" 
	

saptaka, satavado, satolent - 505 

The following loanwords, according to Dalgado, 'may be avoided' - 

1. - 5-r-q iskada "stair case" 	sidi, sopana- 48 

2. 1(114 eleyasaniva "election" 	vinichani, vinichapa - 69 

3. --r-4-4-d kanaveta "knife" 	chaku, pisakart - 92 

4. a kulera "spoon" 

	

	 chamasa, cktpa, chipata, kanisulent, 

davan, davalo - 106.  

5. kopa "glass" 

	

	 surdpatra, surdbhanida, pivanapatra, 

patra, Mins° - 113 

6. Tr* garvata "neck-tie" 

7. Tr4-a gaveta "drawer" 

8. q-r-41 chavt"key" 

9. 	 janela "window" 

10. licf dosa "sweet" 

11. trm pagara "payment" 

12. trkT padera "baker" 

13.01 petrola "petrol" 

14. mrf sala "hall"  

galobanida - 134 

khana - 134 

kilt tall -163 

khicjaki - 175 

mitetya, godafeth - 241 

pharikapana, pratiphala, majurf, 

mus'dro - 275 

unidekara - 279 

bhiimite/a - 308 

vasaro - 498 
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Dalgado does not even spare loanwords that are a part of the religious and 

cultural vocabulary associated with Christianity 

Examples : 

"Unwanted Lusitanisms" 

1. 0)-4 irripherna "hell" 

	

	 yamakanicia, agnikankla, patala, 

naraka - 47 

2. oiraioia s'alvasdniva "salvation" tarana, uddhararuz, mukti, 

vatavan't - 499 

3. 1 ,111t kAjara "wedding" 	lagna, varada/ varh&da, vivaha, 

4. 7rN irmarfiva "brother" 

5. trrzr piya "father" 

"Better said" 

vavara - 88 

bhava, barridha/bharn dhu, 

banidhabhava, bhavabanidha, 

dharmabamdhu, sadharma - 47 

bapa, bapuya, pita, tata, dada, "dpa, 

guru - 293 

1. .1:rrri-t kumagira "take the 	saheba ghevunika - 105 

Holy Communion" 

2. vifia puras'aniva "procession" din* Ara, savarI - 303 

3. Hi1 	c iia m'aldis5‘niva "curse" 	sapa, firapa, saputha, biramata - 386 

4. 14trta serm'aniva "sermon" 	upadeca, dharmapades?a - 509 

5. to dota "dowry" 

	

	 kanyadhana, strfdhana, strid4a, 

anidana - 240 

6. c1 cf tiva "uncle" 

	

	 bapulo, mama, kak'a - 209 
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In Portuguese Vocables in Asiatic Languages, Dalgado seems to take a 

very favourable view of Portuguese influence on the languages of Asia. He 

writes : 

'The influence which the Portuguese language exercised in the past 

and even to this day exercises over a large part of Asia, more than any 

other factor, establishes the great value of the civilizing role of Portugal, 

so wholly singular and without a parallel.' 49  

However, the attitude expressed in both his dictionaries seems to tell a 

different story. Here he seems pained by the excessive importations from 

Portuguese that have almost eroded the oriental genius of Konkani. At the 

same time, he also confronts the limited fund of Konkani vocabulary. 

In his introductions to both the Dictionaries, Dalgado admits that inorder to 

make up for the lack in Konkani he had to introduce neologisms, particulary 

in the field of scientific and literary terminologies, by borrowing from 

Sanskrit. Dalgado feels, he is completely justified in filling the gaps in 

Konkani lexicon by leaning on to Sanskrit. According to him, this is a 

common practice in all Indian languages, no matter which language family 

they belong to. What Greek is to the languages of Europe, Dalgado opines, 

Sanskrit is to the Indian languages." 

The neologisms (Palavra Nova) in Dalgado's Konkani - Portuguese 

Dictionary mainly belong to the technical domains of the various sciences. A 

part of it is grammatical terminology belonging to the Sanskrit grammatical 

tradition - Examples: 7frr nqma "noun" - 260, Tr4R -Fr sarvanama "pronoun" -

488, f4s1Trur vig-eshana "adjective" - 450, ftqtqc kriygpada "verb" - 115, fib 

vibhakti "declension" - 448, tkeI kgraka "case" - 95, &-u kanithasthana 

"velum" - 75, clidollt,-Ilrf kanithadvgrapala "epiglottis" - 75, c-q danitya "dental" 

- 220, q-rftr anun6sika "nasal" - 11, QTR-Fr vigeshanama "proper noun" -

450, Titil-R4*rt sanibanidhI-sarvanama "relative pronoun" - 481, 3Tal -d-Tro 

atilakMa "prettrite" - 7, 31 -uuRip adyatanabhata "imperfect" - 8, altd -,q-rmq itiq, 
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. / atisayarthavachaka "superlative" - 7. 

For the nineteenth century users of Dalgado's Konkani - Portuguese 

Dictionary, all the above terms rooted in the native grammatical tradition 

were new. 

Some of Dalgado's neologisms are names of various disciplines/sciences/ 

fields of study. 

Examples : 

1.342f circotR-4 

2. 31-6-4-*-d-Trffra 

3.31-rnrITR-ra-Err 

6. tl--af4ErT 

7.7N ic-4 

8. -Hull" I'd'UT 

9. 1:R1 2411i-4 

1 0 . tifkif4WT 

11. Vci-IRIR-4 

12. oi-R-4fa ;..4r 

13. ftmrRiA-IfdviT 

14. ti-nurrq-ur  

arthatattvagastra 

avyaktaganita 

atmatattvavidya 

kalagananavidya 

ldtavidya 

grihgilpavidya 

nanakavidya 

pad6rthagistra 

pakshividya • 

bhdrachangastra 

vanaspatividya 

ilalekhanavidya 

"Metaphysics" - 19. 

"Algebra" - 21. 

"Psychology" -35. 

"Chronology" - 96. 

"Entomology" - 101. 

"Architecture" - 144. 

"Numismatics" - 259. 

"Physics" - 279. 

"Ornithology" - 286. 

"Geology" - 365. 

"Botany" - 431. 

"Lithography" - 465. 

akagagamanavidya "Aeronautics" - 27. 

sathkhyaparimanavidya "Mathematics" - 474. 
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Some more neologisms: 

1.1 	agnikricia 	"fire works" - 3. 

2. q 	iW 	 ardhagirsha 	"migraine" - 19. 

3.ua 	ekapatnivrata 	"monogamy" - 66. 

4. limurrrt 	granitharakshagara "archive" -147. 

5. qv(i_gm 	daphtarakhano 	"archive" - 221. 

6. grldmaguru 	"vicar" - 147. 

7. , 1.-1 	 chahadani 	"tea pot" - 161. 

8. A-R-irtrzr 	janasanigapriya 	"sociable" - 175. 

9. ttrTzii-i 	dtpastanibha 	"light house" - 229. 

10. Ic4-1 ,41< 	 dehatmavada 	"materialism" - 239. 

11. tr4TINVRI 	 dhanadhikart 	"heir" - 243. 

12. Ici-m@qr3T-44 	ruitanagabdVraya "neologism" - 273. 

13. obrui 	passharlikarava 	"petrification" - 297. 

14. ilia-Mq.b 	punyodaka 	"holy water" - 303. 

According to Mathew Almeida, Dalgado's contribution to Konkani 

lexicography is unparalleled; no other dictionary compiled earlier is a match 

to the rich information provided in Dalgado's Dictionaries - words, their 

grammatical information, meaning, etymology and usage. 5°  

Commenting that Dalgado's dictionaries have more depth than Maffei's, 

Almeida writes, 'Maffei himself had learnt and was learning the language 

[Konkani], and he had compiled the dictionaries for others like him who 

wanted to learn the language: 5' 

Dalgado was a native speaker of Konkani, and had compiled the dictionaries 
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for the use of the native speakers of Konkani. 

Furthermore, Dalgado was firmly grounded on the native linguistic tradition, 

both classical -Sanskritic, and modern, that included the other allied 

languages. His dictionaries are an effort to bring his readers (users of the 

dictionaries) who had strayed away from the native tradition, back home. 

Dalgado's quest for the origin and the original often takes his ideal Konkani 

very near to Marathi. For instance, we have iTz mail "soft" - 368, not' 

mow; wuT mahara-378 "mahar", not 4-R mhar; Trt81 mahino-379 "month", 

not -L-- zr-11 mhayno; t bah/hp-338 "sister", not 11-zrur bhayr1; bhail - 358 

"brother", not grq bhaw; c.1141ahana- 420 "small", not c-.1-r lhan; art vasclha-

438 "growth" not ais Vad.;   saheba - 500 "lord", not HRIe4 sSyb; 

tahra-541 "manner", not &T tars. 

6.3.2 	Dalgado and Shennoi Goembab: A Comparison 

Dalgado was relating to Konkani speakers who felt closer to Greek than to 

Marathi. 5 ' Hence they needed to be reminded that Konkani is first and 

foremost an Indo-Aryan language. Thus, assertion of Konkani's similarly 

with Marathi and Sanskrit becomes a necessity for Dalgado. 

Shennoi Goembab's milieu was entirely different. He was relating to Konkani 

speakers who were emotionally closer to Marathi and Sanskrit than to 

Konkani. Hence for bringing them to Konkani, Shennoi Goembab had to 

project the difference of Konkani from Marathi and Sanskrit. 

Both Shennoi Goembab and Dalgado valued the Tadbhava element in 

Konkani lexicon.However, they mainly differ in their attitude towards 

borrowing from the Classical source. 

Whereas "area" for Dalgado is mil or 341-4id( 52  for Shennoi Goembab it is lit( - 

Trri (G.G.V:1). "Suffix" for Dalgado is 	or allow (1905:767), for Shennoi 

Goembab it is TP (K.V.B.:31,79). Dalgado does not hesitate to accept 
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ft-T-  ra (1893:465) "stone-engraving" from Sankrit; Shennoi Goembab 

renders it as tri -vrturr mtir (1928:106). "Godfather" for Dalgado is dharmbtlp 

_ or dharmapitli (1905:584), Shennoi Goembab brings it even closer to the 

Konkani tongue by rendering it as titrf-wrico. Dalgado gives janmabhasha 

"birth-language" as an equivalent of "mother-tongue" (1905:495), Shennoi 

Goeml;ab makes it r-. 'Vocabulary' for Dalgado is sabdakos or 

gabdasanigraha (1905:853), for Shennoi Goembab it is dottaco. 

Dalgado has influenced several generations of Konkani writers. His influence 

could be shown even on Shennoi Goembab and Joaquim Antonio Fernandes. 

For example, 34 . 14'i Tr4mtr (ekmeki sarwanam) "reciprocal pronoun" 

(K.V.B.:192) appears to have been formed with the help of the option 

provided by Dalgado - cl-)Ach`i ekameki "reciprocality, mutuality" (1893:67) 

A tadbhava of Dalgado's option. %um.g gunaiabda (1893:142) "adjective" 

is used by Joaquim Antonio Fernandes in Konknni Nad-Xastr - gunnsobd 

(K.N.X.:25) Fernandes also uses Dalgado's varjanem "abandonment; 

exclusion, rejection; omission; exception; prohibition" (1893:432) in the sense 

of (grammatical) exception (K.N.X.:27) 

Some of Shennoi Goembab's innovations also appear to be loan translations 

of Dalgado's options: 

1. qtfwtc dharmakoll (G.G.V.:40) 

< tr-gf‘w dharmakhilla (1893:244) 

2. qtrf-4115 < .4-4-417 dharm blip or iff'4ar dharmapitti 

A reading of the 'Romi Missal' that uses words like somorponn "offering, 

surrender", onont "eternal, infinite", nivas "abode, residence", sonvskar 

"sacred rite", vorzunk "abandon, prohibit", svagot "welcome", norok "hell", 

gives the impression that Dalgado's Sanskritized terminology also seems to 

have influenced the present-day Christian religious vocabulary." 
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6.4 	SOME OBSERVATIONS ON SHENNOI GOEMBAB'S LEXICAL 

INNOVATIONS 

Shennoi Goembab's innovations of vocabulary are of three types: 

1. Innovations brought about through translation. i.e. 'loan translations'. These 

are of two kinds - (i) word-to-word or literal translations of the borrowed 

terms, and (ii) free translations or adaptations of the borrowed terms. For 

instance, away bhas is a literal translation of matt- a-bha fa, again a literal 

translation of 'mother-tongue', but dud-bhas literally "milk-language" is its 

free translation in which milk represents mother (an instance of metonymy). 

2. Innovations that are basically innovations of usage. Familiar words are 

put to a new (unfamiliar) use. There is a new usage of an old word. Meanings 

of words are extended beyond their denotations (primary meanings). New 

shades of meaning, often technical, are introduced for old words. Kus, for 

instance, is used in the sense of "suffix", kali, basically meaning "fad" is 

used in the sense of fanaticism an in dharmakoll "religious fanaticism". 

3. Innovations based on an exploitation of the morphological processes of 

word formation in Konkani. To take an instance, Konkani contains words 

like lid 	lqa5 (bhutaw it), Nolgoo (pilawil) that are formed with the suffix - 

meaning "collectivity of'. Bhutawil is "a collectivity of spirits", and pilawii 

"offsprings". Shennoi Goembab has created 	IcicO (tsUkaWil), "errata", 

i.e. "list of errors" (1930:4), Ti#trr -q-  (saugshepawil), "list of abbreviations" 

(1930:8),3mmiaco (adharawil) "list of references" (1949:195), Amato 

(dz /iWaWii) "archipelago" (1930:1), Pic 	 (girawil) "planetary system" 

(1933B:276) 1:17Tf 	(406 (suryawy) "solar system" (1933B:276). 

Joaquim Antonio Fernandes treads a similar path. The phrase "intoxicating 

drink" is translated as lagrem pivonn 54  and functions like a compound. 

Parallel to ugtto/dhampto (svor) (K.N.:20), lipto "hidden" is created (K.N.: 

8) which is r-fta mono "mute" in Shennoi Goembab's usage (K.N.:3). Like 
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tallvim "palatals" dantilm "dentals" onttilm "labials" (K.N.X.:10), 

Fernandes also creates soknollilm "gutturals" jibli-khompilm "linguals/ 

cerebrals", movall-udkallim "liquids" (K.N.X:10) from the available stock 

of Konkani morphemes. In a similar way, Konkani equivalents are created 

for the names of the diacritical marks: vornn-lip-kuru "aphostrophe"; zodd-

kaddi "hyphen" ; doddto-viram "colon"; toknnai-kuru "point of admiration"; 

vichar-kuru "mark of interrogation"; danddi/lamb-kaddi "parenthesis" 

(K.N.X.:4) 

New words like koddkar (A.S.:55) "leper", arkar "one having paralysis" 

are created by adding -kar, a very productive morphological process in 

Konkani, to the nouns signifying the respective illnesses - kodd "leprosy" 

and ar "paralysis". Similarly, bolaivont "healthy" (A.S.: 59) is created as 

an opposite of vaittakar "ill person" (A.S.: 59) by adding the word formation 

suffix - vont - to bolai "health". 

6.5 	CONCLUSION 

This Chapter was basically a case study of Shennoi Goembab's linguistic 

orientation in comparison with those of Mgr. Sebastido Rodolpho Dalgado 

and Joaquim Antonio Fernandes. 

It was observed that both Shennoi Goembab and Dalgado were similar in 

their approach towards the Tadbhavas in Konkani, they differed in their 

orientation towards the new Sanskrit Tatsamas. The approach of Joaquim 

Antonio Fernandes towards Konkani vocabulary is quite similar to that of 

Shennoi Goembab. Dalgado has been a great influence on Konkani writers 

of several generations including Shennoi Goembab and Joaquim Antonio 

Fernandes. This influence is quite conspicuous on the language of the Konkani 

translation of 'Roman Missal'. 

These and other findings on the topic of this Chapter are reported in a little 

more detail in the next Chapter. 
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in the main text within brackets respectively as (K.N.), (K.V.B.). 

15  '14Tt TI 	3TRI 	 UMIT 3TP:113Ti34 3TR4t 4 -wa A7-3131711zrr 	3Tra13Tr311Fm 

	

mzia    31111th it 37 110441; 33131 alt VtFol 41 171 f<14-01 ql .11c-c1R, Wt.( 33TW4SZET iTrzfac---za 3rgt4T 

	

1- croz 3TTRM... 311411:it-ct -ff cif 01'11 c•11LI 	 31m-* t IturI aTia4-3l43 111t3 31.11.5 

Shennoi Goembab, 1945:66. 

16 Even here we see an adaptation. Konkani wacan is consonant-ending, unlike the Sanskrit 

wacane that ends in a. 

17  Arjunwadkar 1992 : 69. 

18  For more information ibid :41-81, may be referred. 

19  Ibid : 45. 
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20  Konknni Mullavem Pustak : 45.(Mumbai : Gomantak Chapkhano, 1940). 

21  Kashinath Shridhar Naik, Preface. Konknni Mullavem Pustak.  By Shennoi Goembab. 2nd 

ed. (Mumbai: Gomantak Chapkhano, 1947). Inside Cover 1. 

22  We are informed by Arjunwadkar that the first unpublished draft of Dadoba's grammar was 

also in the form of a dialogue between teacher and students (Arjunwadkar 1992:30). 

22  Dadoba Pandurang Tarkhadkar, Maharashtra Bhashechem Vyakrann.  1836. 7th ed. 1885. 

Rept. (Mumbai : Mazgaon Printing Press, 1879). Henceforth whenever the lexical content of 

Maharashtra Bhashechem Vvakrann  will be discussed in the present chapter, it will be referred in 

the main text within brackets as (M.B.V.) 

24  Arjunwadkar 1992 : 74; Leela Govilkar, Marathiche Vyakrann.  (Pune: Mehta Publishing 

House, 1993) 2. 

25  Ibid. This book is one of the standard text/reference books at the graduation and post-

graduation levels in the Departments of Marathi in the country. 

26 Joaquim Antonio Fernandes,  Konknni Nad-Xastr vo Romi Lipient Borounchi Rit.  (Mumbai: 

Sacred Heart Church, 1972). Henceforth whenever the lexical content of Konknni Nad-Xastr  will 

be discussed in the present chapter, it will be referred in the main text within brackets as. (K.N.X.) 

" Borkar, Suresh. Konknni Vyakrann  (Margao-Goa : Konkani Bhasha Mandal, 1989) 65,81,8. 

Henceforth whenever the lexical content of Konknni Vvakrann  will be discussed in the present 

chapter, it will be referred in the main text within brackets as (K.V.). 

" SarDessai:1 12. 

29  Shennoi Goembab 1945 :71. 

" Konknni Bhashechem Zait  (Mumbai : Gomantak Chapkhano, 1930)1. Henceforth whenever 

the lexical content of Konknni Bhashechem Zait  will be discussed in the present chapter, it will be 

referred in the main text within brackets as (K.B.Z.). 

31  Shennoi Goembab, Goemkaranchi Goeambhayli Vasnnuk.  (Mumbai : Gomantak Chapkhano, 

1928)9. Henceforth whenever the lexical content of Goemkaranchi Goeambhayli Vasnnuk  will be 

discussed in the present chapter, it will be referred in the main text within brackets as (G.G.V.). 

32 Shennoi Goembab 1949:191. 

" See the title page of any book by Shennoi Goembab. 

" A lbukerkan Goem Kashem Jikhlem.  (Mumbai : Gomantak Chapkhano, 1955)22. Henceforth 

whenever the lexical content of A lbukerkan Goem Kashem Jikhlem  will be discussed in the present 

chapter, it will be referred in the main text within brackets as (A.G.K.J.). 

" Gomantopanishat-  (Sownsar Butti) Vol. II. (Mumbai : Gomantak Chapkhano,1933)234. 

Henceforth whenever the lexical content of Gomantopanishat-  Vol. II. will be discussed in the 

present chapter, it will be referred in the main text within brackets as (S.B.). 

36 Gomantopanishat-  Vol. 1. 1933. 2nd. ed. (Margao-Goa :Konkani Bhasha Mandal, 1989)84. 

Henceforth whenever the lexical content of Gomantopanishat-  Vol. I. will be discussed in the 

present chapter, it will be referred in the main text within brackets as (G.). 
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"7  Shennoi Goembab 1945:11. 

38  This word is entered in Dalgado's dictionary - Sebastido Rodolpho Dalgado, Diccionario 

Konikavi-Portu,zuez - Philologico-Etymolo.ico.  (Mumbai: Typographia do "Indu-Prakash", 1893) 

468. 

39  Sebastiao Rodolpho Dalgado, Introduction. Diccionario Korhkarit-Portuguez - Philologico-

Etymologico.  By Dalgado. (Mumbai: Typographia do "Indu-Prakash", 1893) XXV. 

40  Ibid: XXVI. 

°' Ibid: XXII. 

42  Ibid:XXI. 

" Ibid: Foot note on pg. XXI. 

44  See Ibid:XV. 

45  Ibid:XVI. 

46  Ibid:XV. 

47  Ibid:XVI. 

" In the examples only the headword and the options are given. Meaning of the headword is 

provided in English. Page number is indicated in parenthesis. 

49  Sebastido Rodolfo Dalgado. Introduction. Portuguese Vocables in Asiatic Languages.  Tr. 

of Influencia do Vocabulario Portugue's em Linguas Asiaticas (abragendo cerca de cinquenta 

idiomas).  By Dalgado. Lisbon: the Academy of Sciences, 1913. Tr. by Anthony Xavier Soares. 

1936, (New Delhi: Asian Educational Services, 1988 Rpt) XXXI. 

5°. Matthew Almeida, "Bhasvidnyani Dalgad Ani Konknni:" Sod: Konkani Research Bulletin 
7 (2004): 23. 

5 ' See Eduardo Jose Bruno De Souza, Kristdo Ghorabo  (Mumbai: Typographia Mariana, 

1911)28. 

" Sebastia o Rudolpho Dalgado, Diccionario Portukuez - Konnkani  (Lisboa:Imprensa 

Nacional, 1905) 73. Henceforth, all references to the content of this Dictionary shall be indicated 

in the main text within brackets. 

" See Romi Misa-Griinth,  Old-Goa - Goa, 1981. 

34  Joaquim Antonio Fernandes, Amcho Soddvonndar (Mumbai, 1952) 5. Henceforth, all 

references to the lexical content of this book shall be indicated in the main text within brackets and 

against the abbreviation A.S. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION 

	

7.1 	INTRODUCTION 

The preseAt research was undertaken to investigate the influences on Konkani 

lexicon as evidenced in the spoken and written domains of its use. It involved 

1) an attempt at understanding the socio-cultural and political determinants 

of the process of borrowing with regard to Konkani at different places and 

different times, and on different social groups and individuals; 

2) an attempt at providing a systematic classification of effects of the process 

of influence - loans and other creations - based on linguistic principles; 

3) a study of the effects of influences on the kinship terminologies of Hindus 

and Christians; 

4) an inquiry into the influences on literary Konkani; 

5) a study of the impact making approaches of the main pioneers of Konkani 

literature towards borrowing. 

Theoretical insights of Charles Ferguson, Joshua Fishman, Leonard 

Bloomfield, Einar Haugen, George Peter Murdock and Irawati Karve, in 

particular, form the basis of this study. 

Observations and findings of the present research are reported below in a 

systematic manner, as in the scheme of chapterization. 

	

7.2 	OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS VIS-A-VIS DIGLOSSIA AND 

THE EMERGENCE OF KONKANI LITERATURE: 

Above concerns made one delve into diglossia in Konkani speech community, 

and also to adopt a comparative perspective. 
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From the literary contribution of Thomas Stephens it is inferred that Marathi 

occupied a place of privilege in the Goan linguistic scenario at the time of 

the early missionary literary intervention. 

The colonial intervention paved a way for 'extended diglossia' in the Goan 

Christian community. Konkani as the language of the natives was picked up 

by the foreign missionaries for spreading the Christian doctrine, and the 

Christian community weaned away from Marathi which continued to occupy 

the high prestige niche in the Hindu community. Use of Portuguese among 

Christians was promoted by institutions of the State and the Church. 

The relationship between Marathi (H) and Konkani (L) in the Goan Hindu 

linguistic culture remained a case of 'classical' diglossia until the intervention 

of Vaman Raghunath Varde Valaulikar alias Shennoi Goembab during the 

first half of the twentieth century. 

Shennoi Goembab's intervention was basically a subversion of the established 

linguistic ethos of the elitist Hindu linguistic culture to which he belonged. 

He saw the diglossic relationship between Marathi and Konkani as a 

hegemonic relationship between two languages, and took up the task of 

expanding the domains of the use of Konkani. 

Shennoi Goembab's subversion cannot be seen merely as a 'Hindu' 

subversion. Through propagation of the new cultural identity based on 

language, he sought to unite all Konkani subcultures that were almost always 

the 'lower' side in diglossic situations. 

The Konkani - Marathi controversy that superficially got expressed as a 

language v/s dialect controversy during the first half of the twentieth century, 

was a clear indication that different trends were beginning to appear in the 

diglossic Konkani speech community. It was indeed a sign that speakers of 

Konkani regarded diglossia as a problem and were willing to get united 

under Konkani identity, and extricate themselves and the Konkani speech 
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community from diglossic situations. 

The present-day Goan linguistic scenario, in a way still remains diglossic in 

which 'High' language is English, and 'Low' languages Marathi and Konkani. 

Arguments of Konkani scholars in support of the claim of the existence of 

Konkani Literature in the pre-Portuguese era are not convincing, nor are 

those of the scholars denying the existance of Konkani literature in this 

period any more so, in the absence of clinching evidence. 

A comparative investigation into the literary histories of modern Indian 

languages also leads one to doubt the claims of the origin of Konkani 

literature in prose. As such, systematic and well-directed research in this 

area is necessary. 

On the basis of a close stylistic scrutiny of the Devanagari edited versions 

of parts of the sixteenth century Konkani manuscripts of the stories from 

Ramayana and Mahabharata, it could be inferred that these manuscripts 

belong to the discourse of orality and form a part of the home-work of the 

sixteenth century European missionaries. 

7.3 	OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS VIS-A-VIS CLASSIFICATION 

OF KONKANI LOANS 

Applying Haugen's schema of classification of loans, Konkani loans are 

analyzed as 1. Loanwords, 2. Loanblends, and 3. Loanshifts. 

On the basis of the synchronic and diachronic research on aspiration in 

Konkani, and a scrutiny of the seventeenth century Konkani literature, it is 

concluded that in present day Konkani is an effect of copious borrowing 

from Portuguese - Portuguese loanwords with /f/ eventually led to a 

replacement of the native 1phl in Konkani phonological system by foreign 

/ft 
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An expansion in the domains of use of Konkani has led to increasing 

borrowing from the more developed sister languages by way of loanbiends 

and loan-shifts. With the help of selected Konkani writings from academic 

literary criticism, it is shown that there is a proliferation of 'easy' blends that 

merely involve a substitution of the -ta suffix in Marathi/Hindi abstract nouns 

by the parallel -tai suffix in Konkani. Sometimes, an indiscriminate usage of 

the 'converted' -tai ending nouns is seen to be eclipsing the available lexical 

alternatives in the language thereby demonstrating at times an undue influence 

of Marathi and Hindi on academic Konkani. 

Loan translations have played a very significant role in the development of 

Konkani language. It is observed that many of these have emanated from 

individual creative writers and have diffused later in the spoken language. It 

is also observed that many loan translations pertaining to domain specific 

words have only remained within the confines of the (formal) written domain. 

Exclusion of Konkani from these domains is seen to be the main reason 

behind the non-use of these loan translations. 

Contact of Konkani with Portuguese and English has also given rise to 

hybrid creations that involve fusing of a linguistic element from these 

languages with another from the native, or another foreign source. 

An analysis of the Konkani redundant compound, and its comparison with 

that in Hindi reveals that in the Konkani redundant construction there is a 

stronger assimilation of the non-native noun. For the native Konkani speaker, , 

the redundant compounds are not much different from the parallel echo-

constructions. 

On the basis of a grammatial scrutiny of the pairs of synonyms in 

Vonvallyancho Mollo, it is shown that these cannot be termed redundant 

compounds even though they are sometimes written as single words. Rather, 

this concatenation of synonyms is a feature of the author's ornate style. 
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7.4 	OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS VIS-A-VIS INFLUENCES ON 

HINDU AND CHRISTIAN KINSHIP TERMINOLOGIES 

The Kinship terminologies of Hindus and Christians are remarkably different. 

Both the dialect groups contain more elementary terms than composite terms 

and descriptive expressions. However, the Hindu dialect group contains more 

composite terms than descriptive expressions. These terms denote various 

parallel and cross cousins. As against this, the Christian dialects seem to 

abound in descriptive expressions. These denote not only tertiary but also 

some secondary kinship relations. 

The kinship domain of the lexicon of Hindu dialects encompasses a very 

large kinship area. 

Hindu dialects seem confused regarding the terms for father's sister's husband. 

In Christian dialects the classificatory term titiw applies both to father's 

brother and father's sister's husband. However, father's sister and father's 

brother's wife are treated differently in these dialects. 

In Hindu dialects, b haw is a classificatory term for "brother" and all male 

cousins. Similarly, b htyPL is a classificatory term for "sister" and all female 

cousins. This seems to be a part of the general inheritance of an Old Indo-

Aryan linguistic / cultural feature. In Christian dialects, with the possible 

exception of the pair bapol-baw "brother through father's brother" and 

bapol- boyit "sister through father's brother", all other cousins are seen as 

sons / daughters of uncles and aunts. 

The social grammar of relatedness expects a Hindu wife to treat her husband's 

put /y3 / put 4?,i, bhats / bhaci as also her own putt/0 / putiry; Mats° / 

bhaci. But similar relations of the wife are for the husband "son/daughter of 

the brother-in-law/ sister-in-law". This one-sided relatedness is a strong 

reflection of the patriarchal moorings of the society that has given rise to 
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this terminology. In the Christian dialects all these relations express themselves 

through almost "zero-degree" expressions that merely describe the relation. 

Konkani kinship terminology, of both Hindus and Christians is in the main a 

bifurcate collateral terminology. 

Although Portuguese has influenced the kinship terminology of Konkani 

Christians to a large extent, pay, may, subrin and kunyad are the only 

kinship terms of reference in Christian dialects that are directly borrrowed 

from Portuguese. 

Kunyad ignores the criterion of affinity that rests on the social phenomenon 

of marriage, and treats a blood-relation - sister, and a relation by marriage 

- husband's sister-on par. 

Interestingly, the criterion of affinity is not ignored in case of subrin which 

designates the son or daughter of only the brother or sister and not of 

husband's brother or sister. The Hindu kinship terminology shows an exactly 

opposite picture -- sister's husband and husband's sister's husband are clearly 

distinguished. But sister's son / daughter and husband's sister's son / daughter 

are classified as one. 

In Christian kinship terminology mother's brother - the mam is the only 

uncle that is recognised from the mother's side. This is the only designation 

of an uncle that has remained unaffected by changes in the Christian kinship 

terminology. All uncles from the father's side are brought together under a 

single name. 

tic,  "uncle" is borrowed from Portuguese but tia "aunt" is not borrowed. All 

aunts are terminologically distinct. 

The term for mother's sister - ma fan is a blend of the Indo-Aryan maw fi 

and Romance (Portuguese) man. 

In the Hindu dialects, adz 0 "grand-father" and aji "grand-mother" are 

classificatory terms. These terms ignore the distinction of bifurcation. 
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Christian dialects seem to have evolved two sets of denotative terms to 

designate the four grandparents. 

Christian dialects have retained the link with Indo-European *swekuros 

and *swerkrus that have cognates in all other New Indo-Aryan languages. 

sas(u) in the Christian dialects is almost used as a tag to distinguish one's 

own parents from those of one's spouse. Hindu dialects seem to have given 

up the Old Indo-Aryan heritage of Ga.(ura; ,cvas/rii. 

Changes in the Christian kinship terminology seem to outline the patriarchal 

structure of the society even more clearly -- uncles from the father's side 

are brought together and kept distinct from those from the mother's side. 

Grand- parents from the two sides are also terminologically separated. 

There is a certain terminological indifference in the Christian kinship 

vocabulary with respect to some of the uncles and aunts, the sons and 

daughters of most uncles and aunts, and also the generation above the .grand 

parents. On the basis of the present data it may be inferred that the Goan 

Christian kinship terminology reflects the disintegration of the Indian joint 

family in the Goan Christian Society. 

As regards kinship terms of address the Hindu dialects appear much more 

open to outside influence and 'fashions' of address than the Christian dialects. 

The post-liberation intimacy of the Christian community with English brought 

about three new additions into Konkani kinship terminology -- 901(91, ariti 

and kaiz at These mainly appear in the speech of the younger generations. 

If in the years to come 901(91, artti and kodzon replace the parallel existing 

terms, structure of the Christian kinship terminology may change to that of 

the lineal type which recognises collaterality but not bifurcation. 

Most kinship terms in Konkani, especially those in the Hindu Konkani 

dialects are of Indo-Aryan descent. 
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7.5 	OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS VIS-A-VIS INFLUENCES ON 

LITERARY KONKANI 

Language of the sixteenth century manuscripts of stories from Ramayana 

and Mahabharata bears no influence of the Portuguese language. It reveals 

a cultural and intimate contact of Konkani with Kannada, Persian and Arabic. 

Doutrina Cristo (1622) by Thomas Stephens is the first Konkani text bearing 

the influence of Portuguese language. Portuguese words in Doutrina Cristci 

all belong to the domain of Christianity. • 

An examination of the language of Vonvallyancho Mollo (1658-59) by 

Miguel de Almeida also reveals that at that period, Portuguese words into 

Konkani belonged mainly to the domain of religion. 

Portuguese influence on the sixteenth and seventeenth century Konkani texts 

cannot really be seen as an effect of the process of borrowing. Instead, it is 

a case of introduction of Portuguese vocabulary into Konkani by the native/ 

near-native speakers of Portuguese. 

Both Doutrina Cristd and Vonvallyncho Mollo use Hindu cultural and 

religious vocabulary as pegs for hanging the new cultural and religious 

concepts of Christianity. Words from the Hindu religious register when used 

in a discourse on Christiany sometimes undergo semantic changes. At times, 

from both, native and non-native morphological stock, new words are coined 

by employing the Indo-Aryan morophological devices of word formation. 

The sixteenth and the seventeenth century was the era of Konkani literature 

produced by foreigners for the consumption of the native converts. Towards 

the end of the nineteenth century with the writings of Eduardo Jose Bruno 

de Souza begins the era of Konkani literature by the natives and for the 

natives. 

Bruno de Souza's literature was primarily intended for mass Christian 

readership. His reforms regarding Konkani were mainly focussed on 
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orthography, and did not much concern the domains of syntax and 

vocabulary. 

In Bruno de Souza'a writings we get to see a consolidated effect of almost 

four centuries of an intimate contact of Portuguese with Konkani. As regards 

cultural vocabulary there is a quantitative expansion both in the number of 

domains and the number of loans. 

Bruno de Souza's writing also reveals that while his Konkani displayed lexical 

intimacy with Portuguese, in some regards it had grown distant both from 

the Classical language (Sanskrit) and also from the sister Indo-Aryan 

languages. 

A scrutiny of the language of two representative texts of A.V. Da Cruz, one 

of the successors of Bruno de Souza, reveals that Konkani had got 

increasingly intimate with Portuguese, and in case of non-resident writers 

like this one , also with English at both grammatical and lexical levels. It was 

also getting distanced from the native classical language and the 

contemporary sister languages. 

With Shennoi Goembab's intervention Konkani got projected as the mother-

tongue of all kbkrte, and the meaning of kDkrif got revised and expanded. 

The term which had become 'culture specific,' religious, and so exclusionist, 

was now restored to its original etymological nuance/shade of meaning and 

was given a wider, secular denotation. 

Shennoi Goembab's literature displays a cultivated Konkani in which lexical 

choices surpass the regional and social boundaries of a particular dialect. 

The morphological scrutiny of Shennoi Goembab's language reveals that the 

dialect represented in his writings cannot be called Antruzi. He belonged to 

Bhatagram (present Bicholim) and was based in Mumbai, most of his life. Morever 

his lexical choices consciously transcend any singular dialect specification. 

Although Shennoi Goembab's Konkani reflects certain features of his own dialect, 
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his language use shows a conscious attempt at incorporating lexical features of 

other Konkani dialects. 

The approach of Joaquim Antonio Fernandes towards Konkani, especially its 

vocabulary is quite similar to that of Shennoi Goembab. 

Shennoi Goembab's influence on Joaquim Antonio Fernandes' choice of 

vocabulary could be attested. 

Joaquim Antonio Fernandes' writings manifest the grammatical features of 

his own dialect. Despite these Fernandes' Konkani transcends the 

specifications of his own dialect, especially in the vocabulary. 

The 'identity crisis' of Konkani 	Marathi found an expression at the 

level of lexical choice. Out of the available range of lexical choices, those 

terms were chosen that suited best the project of assertion of difference. 

The process of standardization of Konkani needs to be located in this arena 

of lexical choices. 

The post-liberation language shift from Portuguese to English in certain 

domains led to a language internal shift from Portuguese loans to those from 

English. 

Intimate borrowing from Portuguese has made a stylistic impact on Konkani 

literature. The Konkani daily Sunaparant displays a new attitude towards 

Portuguese loans that are a part of intimate borrowing. 

7.6 	OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS VIS-A -VIS LEXICAL 

ORIENTATIONS OF MSG. DALGADO, SHENNOI GOEMBAB 

AND JOAQUIM ANTONIO FERNANDES. 

A close scrutiny of Shennoi Goembab's writings - his approach towards 

language as manifested in the choice of words -serves to show how he set 

up a trend for simple and easy Konkani thereby steering the development of 
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literary Konkani away from Brahminical pedantry which was otherwise 

prevalent in the literary Indo-Aryan languages of the time. 

Before the advent of Shennoi Goembab on the scene of Konkani grammar, 

Konkani had merely been a silent object of grammatical inquiry. Shennoi 

Goembab was the first one to discuss issues of Konkani grammar in and 

through Konkani. The genius of Shennoi Goembab surfaces in the discretion 

shown by him in the adoption of Sanskrit terminology. These decisions in 

turn have determined much of the choice of later Konkani grammarians and 

thus to a certain extent have given a unique flavour to Konkani grammatical 

terminology. 

A comparison of Shennoi Goembab's grammatical meta-language with that 

of Dadoba Pandurang Tarkhadkar reveals that while Tarkhadkar borrows 

his core grammatical terminology freely and directly from Sanskrit, Shennoi 

Goembab limits the direct borrowings to the unavoidable minimum. The socio-

cultural and political determinants and contexts of borrowing were different 

in the two cases. Tarkhadkar was comfortable with directly borrowing the 

grammatical terms from the classical source as he was operating within a 

conflict-free context. 

Within the context of a situation of conflict with Marathi, Shennoi Goembab 

was driven to projecting the difference of Konkani. This implied taking 

Konkani as much away from Sanskrit as possible. 

With the help of a scrutiny of Konknni Nad-Xaxtr by Joaquim Antonio 

Fernandes, and Konknni Vyakrann by Suresh Borkar it is shown that the 

impact of Shennoi Goembab's choice of the grammatical meta-language on 

later Konkani grammarians was tremendous. 

Shennoi Goembab's innovations of vocabulary are of three types: 

1. Innovations brought about through translation. 

2. Innovations that are basically innovations of usage. 
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3. Innovations based on an exploitation of the morphological processes of 

word formation in Konkani. 

The Cultural context of Dalgado's lexical orientation is much different from 

that of Shennoi Goembab. In his Konkani - Portuguese Dictionary Dalgado 

undertakes to mend the abuse of overborrowing from Portuguese and restore 

Konkani back to its oriental genius. This project takes the form of 

Sanskritization even in the field of Christian religious vocabulary. 

Dalgado's quest for the origin and the original often takes his ideal Konkani 

very near to Marathi. 

Both Shennoi Goembab and Dalgado were similar in their approach towards 

the Tadbhava element in Konkani lexicon. They mainly differed in their 

attitude towards borrowing from the classical source. This difference in 

attitudes is brought about by the different socio-cultural milieus of the two 

pioneers. 

Dalgado has influenced several generations of Konkani writers. His influence 

could be shown even on Shennoi Goembab and Joaquim Antonio Fernandes. 

In every case drawing of definite conclusion has not been possible. However, 

this need not be a limitation of the study in view of 

1) the limited systematic and scientific work available for reference, 

2) minimal documentation of the relevant data. 

3) the length of the period considered - almost five centuries under 

observation. 

Any shortcoming in the present work will only open a challenge to future 

Konkani scholars, a positive sign, as it throws light on potential areas for 

research. It is hoped that students of linguistics will accept this challenge. 
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Appendix to Chapter 2 

'Our Father' and 'Hail Mary' from Doutrina Cristri (1622) and Avoi-Bapaink Sangati 

: Jezuche 011khichem Mullavem Pustok  (1999), that are both catechisms for 

children 

k_ 

"Amachea Bapa" 

Amachea Bapa 
Tu suargur assassi. 
Tuzer na ua thbra 
Tuze-  Aze Amacci yeu". 
Tuzy qhossy zaissy 
Vaicunttha zata, 
Taissichi 
Saunssarantu zazi. 
Amdcho 
Dissapaddato 
Grassu 
Azi amaca di 
Anny 
Amachim 
Pataca 
Bhagassi 
Zaisse ami 
Amacheri 
Chucalaleaca 
Bhagassitazi. 
Anny 
Amaca 
Ttallannie 
Paddzi diu naca. 
Panna ze ca71 
Amdcheri 
Vaitta vigna 
Yeta, 
Te nivari 
Ame-  JESUS. 

"Amchea Bapa" 

Amchea Bapa Sorginchea, 
Tujem Nanv povitr zaum, 
Tujem raj amkam ieum, 
Tuji khuxi sorgar zata 
toxi sonvsarant zaum. 
Amcho dispott'tto giras az amkam di , 
ani ami amcher chukleleank bhogxitanv, 
toxem amchim patkam bhogos 
ani amkam tallnnent poddunk dium naka 
Punn vaittantlim amkam nivar. Amen. 

Avoi-Bapaink Sangati... : 6 

Doutrina Crista  : 73-75. 
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"Nam() Marie" 
	

"Noman Marie" 

Nam6 Marie 
Crupa bharity, 
Suami 
Tuze tthai assa. 
Striya bhitari 
Tu sadaiui, 
Anny 
Sadaiu?z phalla 
Tuzie cussiche 
JESUS. 
Santa Marie 
Paramesparache 
Mate, 
Ama papiy -a 
Qhatira 
Minati cari 
Aid 
Anny 
Amci -chea 
Marannacaladde. 
Arne JESUS. 

Noman Marie, kurpen bhorlele, 
Sorvespor tuje thaim asa, 
ostoream modem turn sudoiv, 
ani sudoiv tuzo Put Jezu. 

Bhagevont Marie, Devache Maie, 
amam papiam khatir, vinonti kor 
atam ani amchea mornnachea vellar. Amen. 

Avoi-Bapaink Sangati...  : 7. 

Doutrina Cristo: 85, 86. 
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